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Preface

Business models have become the primary tools for the financial analysis of nearly all

major business decisions. However, the structure and design of most models have evolved

without reference to an effective business-modelling methodology. In writing this book we

hope to provide the terms of reference for best-practice business modelling.

The structure and content of the book have been derived from our years of experience of

working with business models and training others in the art of business modelling. We set

out to describe the essential principles that underpin the building of any business model,

the scope of what you want a model to do, the elements that need to be included in it, the

most useful spreadsheet functions to incorporate, and how you go about testing a model to

ensure that it works, is reliable and is easy to use. In short, we have tried to produce a

concise, accessible and relevant guide that touches on every aspect of business modelling.

We also hope that we have succeeded in conveying our passion for building effective

decision support tools and that this guide will help others to enjoy creating a “virtual

world” where they can explore and evaluate their business ideas.

A book with so many formulae, like a business model, must be accurate if it is to be useful.

This book has been through several detailed checking stages, so we want it to be accurate

and useful. If you spot any errors that have slipped through the net please inform us, or

the publisher, so that we can correct them in the next edition. Furthermore, in such a fast-

developing field, we would welcome feedback from readers of any kind that will help us

improve the book and make it even more useful in future. You can contact us at the e-mail

addresses below.

john-tennent@corporateedge.co.uk

graham.friend@coleago.com

All books, but perhaps this more than most, are not just the work of the authors but the

result also of the contributions of many others. We would like to thank our publishers for

the support they have given us, particularly Penny Williams, for her role in editing the

book, and Jonathan Harley, who did the page make-up. Special thanks are due to Derek

and Jennifer Friend for their invaluable contributions in reading, checking and commenting

on the various drafts the book went through. Lastly, we are grateful to all of our colleagues

and clients who gave us the opportunity to develop our thinking and our own business

modelling skills.

John Tennent and Graham Friend, February 2005
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1 Introduction

In organisations, from self-employed sole traders through to major multinational

companies, nearly all new ideas or initiatives require a financial or commercial evaluation,

typically included within a business plan. The analysis is often performed through the

creation of a business model in a spreadsheet package. Unfortunately, great business ideas

do not always receive the support they deserve. The business models that provide the

commercial justification for the idea are often poorly structured and, in some cases, simply

inaccurate. The result is a misleading view of the financial strength of the idea. This book

provides a guide to the development of business models that is relevant to all sizes of

organisation and business modelling situations. It examines all the common aspects of a

business model, such as forecasting the size of a market and managing stock and working

capital through to developing a profit and loss account and a balance sheet and even

valuing a company. The later chapters of the book show how a few basic macros (simple

computer programmes) can turn a simple spreadsheet into an impressive business

application.

HOW MODELS SUPPORT DECISION-MAKING

Models can be used to help with all kinds of business decisions. In today’s complex and

fast-moving business environment, firms may have a wide variety of strategic and

operational choices. A business model helps managers to explore complex choices, using

sets of assumptions to represent alternative future operating environments. It also helps to

develop a clearer understanding of the inherent pattern of relationships between the

variables and the likely outcomes. In the end, it is the judgment of the decision-makers

that is crucial, but a well-designed model can make the exercise of that judgment easier. A

model can help with all three stages of decision-making: analysis, choice and implementation.

Analysis

A business model will become a virtual reality representation of how a real business

opportunity will develop. To enable this virtual world to be as realistic as possible it needs

to be logically constructed from a set of assumptions that covers each influencing factor.

These factors include both the business environment (for example, inflation, potential

customers and taxes) and the organisation (for example, product prices, staff numbers and

product volumes).

Often it is only during the process of building the model that it becomes possible to

understand some of the complexities of the project and how different attributes and

external factors relate to each other. The success of any business modelling project

depends on getting the various assumptions and relationships (or at least the important

ones) as accurate as possible. Careful and critical analysis of which attributes and factors

require modelling and how they link or may link to each other is fundamental. It may be

establishing the relationship between price and sales, or it may involve facts that are

harder to pin down, such as the effect of weather patterns or changes in fashion.
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Choice

To understand the real potential of a business opportunity a business model should be

constructed in a way that will allow the impact of alternative assumptions and scenarios

to be explored. Through the flexing of assumptions (for example, an increase or decrease

in the growth of customer numbers) and the methodical examination of alternatives (for

example, making or buying in a component) the range of potential outcomes is revealed.

Identifying the extent of this range of outcomes enables the model user to understand the

potential risk and reward of the whole business opportunity.

The approval or rejection of the business opportunity is then made with the knowledge of

the expected outcome and in the light of the financial risks that lie ahead. 

Implementation

If the model has been built with sufficient detail, such that it shows each of the revenues

and costs over the life of the project, it can become the template for the project’s budget.

Variances in the actual results achieved against the ones predicted by the model will help

provide early warnings of unforeseen problems as well as enabling the project’s success to

be measured. The lessons learnt from such monitoring should also help in planning the

remainder of the project as well as improving the decision-making process in the future. 

SPREADSHEETS

This book focuses on building business models using spreadsheets. There is widespread

access to and familiarity with spreadsheet software among business people throughout the

world. The examples and illustrations are based on Microsoft Excel, although users of

other spreadsheet products will be able to achieve much of the same functionality.

The development of the spreadsheet over the last 20 years has made the feasibility of

modelling complex projects open to all managers, but in practice there is wide variation in

the ability of managers to build robust models. Growing evidence suggests that large

numbers of spreadsheet models contain serious errors in their construction. John Sterman,

a professor of management at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (mit), has

commented that “as a result of the introduction of the spreadsheet the average quality of

financial models has plummeted and many models are not only useless but downright

harmful to decision-makers”. Few spreadsheet builders and users are aware of this

comment, and fewer still are aware of the simple but powerful techniques covered in this

book that can be used to reduce the sources of error. 

Anyone involved in business modelling should have firmly in mind the principal

advantages and disadvantages of using spreadsheets to construct business models as

detailed in Chart 1.1.

1. INTRODUCTION2



Spreadsheets 3

Chart 1.1 Advantages and disadvantages of using spreadsheets

Advantages Disadvantages

Widely accessible and installed on computers Wide range of abilities among users; 

as a standard package in most companies some novices operate in an unstructured

and detrimental manner

There are many operators in an organisation The majority of the package’s power and 

thus reducing the need for new product training functionality is not known about or used 

by operators

Easily changed to meet the evolution of situations A lack of standard structure in construction

leads to amateurish evolution and poor 

version control

Has become a standard format for downloading Weak annotation by developers makes it 

the output from other packages including most difficult for new users to understand 

accounting packages the structure of the spreadsheet

Incorporates a wide variety of mathematical and Errors can easily be made and lie 

statistical functions for analysing and evaluating data undetected in cell co-ordinates that are

difficult to verify

Passwords can be used to protect user access and Considerable duplication of effort as so 

preserve the logic. This helps ensure robustness of use many spreadsheets are started from 

a blank sheet

Considerable formatting and graphical functionality Pride in detail that adds aesthetics 

for impressive presentation rather than enhanced decision support

Spreadsheets do not easily handle text 

if more than a few sentences are required

THIS BOOK

This book is intended principally as a practical guide aimed at those with little experience

of business modelling as well as experienced practitioners seeking to hone their skills and

add clarity of structure. It combines financial and business analysis with software

techniques and an awareness of corporate politics. Its principles apply equally to

straightforward business projects as they do to mergers and acquisitions. Although each

sector has its own characteristics and set of relationships between assumptions, the

process for understanding risk, sensitivity and key determinants of success are identical.

Chapter 2 provides an overview of the steps involved in planning, building, testing, using

and presenting a business model. These steps are then explored in more detail throughout

the rest of the book. Chapters 3–5 explain how scenario planning can be used to identify

the outputs from the model, the required inputs and the economic and logical

relationships that link the two in an uncertain business environment. Scenario planning is

a powerful technique for developing “the story” that supports and explains the results of

the business model.

If you have already developed a good understanding of the business environment to be

modelled, you may prefer to begin with Chapter 6. Chapters 6–8 examine the process for

constructing the model and the fundamental principles of good spreadsheet design, as



well as providing a review of some useful spreadsheet functions that are used throughout

the remainder of the book.

Chapters 9–15 provide detailed examples of spreadsheet solutions that address the

elements common to nearly all business models. The remaining chapters help you to use

the model as part of your decision-making process and show you how to add the finishing

touches that turn a basic spreadsheet into an impressive business application. 

Conventions

In this book, several conventions are used to display data.

� Range names (see Chapter 7) are shown in italics, though in Excel they will appear as

normal text.

� Functions, such as CONCATENATE, are in capital letters to distinguish them from

other text. (Note that when entering data in formulae there should be no spaces in

the entry.)

� Within functions, commas are used to separate attributes. In some countries these

can be ; (semicolon) or . (full stop). Please check by clicking on the Paste Function

button fx on the toolbar. In the “Paste Function” box select Function category: “All”

and Function name: “SUM”. Below the Function category list it will show

SUM(number1,number2…) with the appropriate punctuation symbol as the separator.

� Numbers within a formula are shown without commas as thousand separators and

no superfluous decimal places. Negative numbers have a preceding � (minus) sign.

� Numbers for an output or for printing are shown with commas as thousand

separators and a fixed number of decimal places. Negative numbers are in brackets.

Chart 1.2 shows a recommended set-up for your pc for business modelling purposes. If

you follow this set-up, with its toolbars, formulae bar and status bar, you should easily be

able to replicate all the examples and illustrations given in this book.
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2 The business modelling process

Many managers, when faced with assessing a business opportunity or risk, will begin to

develop a spreadsheet model with little or no preparation. A poorly planned model may

contain a number of weaknesses: it may be incompatible with available data; it will

almost certainly contain logical flaws; and it may not even address effectively the original

business issue. Consequently, substantial reworking is usually required, often under severe

time pressure. A more valuable model can be produced more efficiently if it is developed

through a robust business modelling process. This chapter presents a general process that

can be applied to all modelling projects. Subsequent chapters examine each stage of the

process in detail.

THE STAGES OF THE PROCESS

The stages of the business modelling process are shown in the process map in Chart 2.1.

The first stage in any modelling process is to define the fundamental business question

being asked; all the remaining stages of the process should concentrate on answering this

question. A simple question might be: should the business launch a new product? The

next step is to identify all the outputs from the model that are required to answer the

question. For example, the decision-maker might wish to see the forecast revenue from the

new product launch. The outputs themselves are determined through a combination of

input variables, such as the selling price of the product, and spreadsheet formulae. Once

the outputs have been determined, all the input variables should be identified. Before

proceeding to the next stage it is important to establish whether the input data can actually

be collected. Data collection can be one of the most challenging stages of the process and

is discussed in the next section.

Once a list of input variables has been established, the possible future behaviour patterns

for each variable should be described. For example, severe competition in the market may

imply that prices will fall in the future. Before starting the construction of the model, the

economic and financial relationships and logical flows between the inputs and outputs

should be determined. For example, the number of customers multiplied by sales revenue

per customer would give total revenue for the new product. These relationships provide

the logic behind the formulae that ultimately determine the outputs. The process of

constructing the model is the subject of Chapter 6.

The final stages of the process involve entering, or populating, the model with the

collected data. The model can then be used to help answer the original question by testing

the sensitivity of the outputs to different input assumptions. The final results, and also the

model itself, should be documented. If the project is subsequently approved, it then moves

into the implementation phase. Lastly, a post-project review is often valuable to capture

any insights that will be of benefit to future business modelling projects.
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The stages of the process 7

Chart 2.1  The business modelling process

Chapter 6 contains a process that describes
spreadsheet construction in detail

Define the fundamental

business question

Identify the outputs required from

the model to help answer the

question

Identify the key input variables that

determine the outputs

Describe how the variables will

behave over time

Develop the logical arguments that

explain how the outputs are derived

from the inputs

BUILD
SPREADSHEET

MODEL

Enter data assumptions

Test alternative scenarios and

sensitivities of the outputs

Document and present findings

If approved then implement

project

Post-project review and apply

lessons learnt to future projects

S t a r t

D a t a  c o l l e c t i o n

T r y  a l t e r n a t i v e  d a t a

R e v i s e  o u t p u t s  i n  t h e  l i g h t  o f

d a t a  a v a i l a b i l i t y



DATA COLLECTION

The value of a well-designed and accurately developed business model will be

considerably lower if the data used to derive the outputs are of poor quality. The data

needs of the model must be clearly specified, and it is essential to check whether the

required data are available and can be collected within the time scale of the project.

Although data collection can prove to be time consuming, the activity can often be

performed in parallel to the construction of the model.

The sources of available data will be specific to each project. Some data will be drawn

from internally held sources, such as data warehouses or financial database systems.

External data may be gathered from industry bodies or research agencies. A considerable

amount of external data can be located on the internet. Macroeconomic forecasts for

inflation, exchange rates and interest rates can be obtained from governmental

departments and also from stockbrokers. Stockbrokers’ research notes can also be a useful

source of industry information. Increasingly, stockbroking firms are making their research

available, free of charge, on the internet.

In some cases, no suitable existing data will be available and primary research may be

required to generate the relevant information. The brief to the research agency should

specify the format of the final results to allow for easy data entry into the model.

Initial results from the data collection exercise should be reviewed as early as possible to

ensure that they meet the original specifications; that they are in the correct currency and

units; and that they cover the appropriate time horizon and do so for the correct time

period. They should be reviewed for reasonableness and accuracy. They should also be

compared with expectations, and if there are significant differences, explanations should

be obtained to validate the quality of the information. Ideally, from the outset existing data

should be used to populate the input templates and any completed workings can then be

reviewed to examine whether the anticipated results are being achieved.

In some cases it will not be possible to collect all the desired information. The data may

simply not be available or it may not cover the required time horizon, products, customer

segments or geographical regions, for example. Under these circumstances the modeller

must reconsider the design and structure of the model to allow for the limitations in the

dataset. The potential need to redesign the model highlights the importance of an early

review of the outcomes from the data collection process. 

CREATING THE RIGHT BUSINESS MODELLING TEAM

The project manager

The person with the responsibility for managing the business modelling process and co-

ordinating the business modelling team is the project manager. In many small

organisations one individual may have to perform all the stages of developing a business

model.

2. THE BUSINESS MODELLING PROCESS8



Creating the right business modelling team 9

The business modelling team

In larger organisations the size and members of the team will depend on the complexity

and perceived importance of the project. In selecting the team, the project manager should

consider three key milestones:

� The development of the business model

� Approval of the plan

� Implementation of the plan

The team should include experienced representatives from all of the major disciplines

likely to be involved were the project to be implemented. In the case of a

telecommunications company, for example, the team is likely to include members from

marketing, sales and customer relationship management, strategy, finance, human

resources, information technology and engineering. It is also helpful to appoint one

member of the team as the data collection manager. This person will have overall

responsibility for specifying the data requirements, sourcing the data and potentially

liaising with outside agencies if primary market research is being conducted. Lastly, the

involvement of those who will have a say in the final decision – at least in the early stages

of the project – should help ensure a smooth passage through the approvals process.

The model developer

The developer is the individual who will actually create the model. The level of skill

required by the developer depends on the proposed complexity of the model and who

will actually be using it. Where the expected users have little experience of manipulating

spreadsheets, the developer may decide to make use of menus and buttons to make the

model easier to use. In this case, the developer will require knowledge of more advanced

spreadsheet features and techniques and perhaps some knowledge of a programming

language such as Visual Basic.

DEVELOPING A BUSINESS MODELLING PROJECT PLAN

In the case of large and complex business modelling assignments, the creation of a Project

Plan will help ensure the most effective use of resources and the timely co-ordination of

the different activities involved in producing the completed business model. 

Define the scope and goals of the project

A successful project requires a clearly defined goal from the outset. In large organisations, it

is particularly important that goals are clearly stated and effectively communicated. When

defining your goals, make them SMART:

� Specific

� Measurable

� Achievable

� Relevant

� Time-bound



Defining the scope of the project is also essential. For example, when reviewing the

profitability of a new product launch, should the analysis be conducted at a national,

regional or global level?

Plan the work

The project manager, having described the goal and scope of the project, should ask the

team to list (perhaps through brainstorming) all the potential risks (such as delays in data

collection) and constraints (such as lack of resources) that may affect the successful

completion of the project. In the light of the identified risks and constraints, the project’s

goals and scope may need to be altered to balance the end results against the time and

resources available.

Next the team should list all the tasks and activities that need to be done to achieve the

goal. Tasks are pieces of work carried out by one person. Activities are defined as a

package of work comprising several tasks, carried out by one or more persons. Activities

may include data collection, model building, meetings with suppliers, product testing and

the various stages of the corporate approvals process.

A useful technique is to write each task or activity on a note and stick it on a flip chart on

the wall. The team should then be asked to cluster groups of related tasks and activities to

define the stages of the project. These stages should then be put in sequence, with the

stage that must be completed first placed on the left-hand side of the flip chart. Working

from left to right, the remaining stages should be placed on the chart depending on what

must or can be done next. Once this has been completed for the stages of the project, the

process is repeated, first for the activities and then for the individual tasks. 

The project manager can then link all the tasks in a logical sequence, each having an input

and an output. Once this has been completed and the flow of activities reviewed and

tested, the project logic will be agreed. 

Milestones (points in the plan that indicate when a group of related tasks have been

completed) should then be identified and the responsibility for their completion, or their

ownership, allocated to individual team members. There should only ever be one owner

of a milestone.

The owners should look at the tasks and activities required to reach their milestones and

estimate how long each task will take. Team resources can then be allocated to the delivery

of each task or activity.

Produce the plan

A project plan should be produced showing the path of the project, start and completion

dates, milestones and their owners, and the allocation of resources to tasks and activities.

The clearest way to present this information is in a Gantt chart, which is a horizontal bar

chart representing the time relationship of the tasks in a project. It allows people to study

quickly the people, resources, dates, overlaps and key elements of the project. An example

of a Gantt chart for a wind-farm operator is shown in Chart 2.2. (Other techniques can be

used to show the dependencies between tasks, such as pert (Performance Evaluation and

2. THE BUSINESS MODELLING PROCESS10



Review Technique), developed by the US navy, and cpm (Critical Path Method), developed

by Du Pont. These techniques have not been included in this book.)

Chart 2.2 Gantt chart for a wind-farm operator business model

The project plan in Chart 2.2 was produced using a spreadsheet package. Although using a

spreadsheet to produce a project plan is quick and easy and does not require the purchase

of new software, it will not update timings automatically, unlike dedicated project

planning tools. A spreadsheet is usually adequate for most modelling exercises; however,

for large, complex projects or for those responsible for a lot of project management, a

dedicated package may be a useful investment.

The project manager should also develop contingency plans for the risks that have been

identified, and then review the plan in the light of the resource constraints identified earlier.

Managing the project

The project plan should be used to monitor progress and it should be adapted to take into

account unforeseen events. Everyone with a stake in the project should be regularly

informed of progress and any changes to the plan.

Sharing the lessons learnt and the knowledge acquired

When the project has been completed a debriefing session should be held with the team

to identify what went well and what could – or should – have gone better. The debriefing

report together with items such as the project plan, templates, market research briefs and

models should be filed and made available to the rest of the organisation, perhaps by

placing them on the company intranet.

Developing a business modelling project plan 11



3 Defining the ouputs

A clear understanding of the fundamental question being asked or the decision to be made

must be established from the outset. The question or decision should be written down

precisely and agreed on by all the team members, including those who will ultimately

make the decision. Some examples of fundamental questions are as follows:

� What maximum price should a business be prepared to pay to acquire a competitor?

� Which is the most financially efficient method of purchasing a new fleet of vehicles?

� Should the US market be targeted?

� Should a new product be launched?

The question used to illustrate the techniques presented in this and the following two

chapters is: should you invest in a company which plans to build and operate wind farms

to provide an alternative energy source for the future?

ALIGNMENT WITH THE BUSINESS’S OVERALL OBJECTIVES

In small businesses there is usually little risk of the modelling objectives being misaligned

with those of the business as a whole. In larger organisations, however, it is important to

ensure that the strategic objectives implied by the business modelling exercise are aligned

with the overall strategic plan for the business. Business modelling can take place

anywhere within the pyramid of corporate planning activity depicted in Chart 3.1.

Chart 3.1 The corporate planning pyramid

Vision

Mission

Strategic plan

Corporate goals

Planning unit goals

Tactics

Budgets
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The nearer the apex of the pyramid, the more business modelling is related to determining

the strategic direction itself. Towards the base of the pyramid, models become more

reporting oriented and may be used to perform variance analyses, identifying how far

actual performance diverges from the forecast contained in the budget.

DEFINING THE OUTPUTS REQUIRED TO ANSWER THE QUESTION

The modeller must define the outputs from the model that will be used to answer the

question. If the question concerns the valuation of a competitor, for example, the output

required may be the net present value (npv) of the future cash flow or the internal rate of

return (irr) of the project. Valuation approaches are discussed in Chapter 15.

The modeller should also identify the additional information the ultimate decision-makers

will require in order to make their decision. A small business may be examining the

cheapest route to acquiring a new fleet of company vehicles. It may wish to examine

whether it is cheaper to buy, rent or lease the new vehicles. The model may use a npv

calculation to compare the options. The npv may indicate that the lease option is the

cheapest over the lifetime of the vehicles. However, the business may also be concerned

with its cash flow. The decision-makers may also wish to ask what will be the level of

monthly payments under each option. At the outset, therefore, the modeller should define

not only the outputs required to help answer the fundamental business question, but also

the additional information the decision-makers are likely to require in coming to their final

decision.

In some cases, the modelling exercise may not produce an answer to a specific business

question. The model may be constructed simply to enhance the business’s understanding

of its operating environment.

Model outputs and corporate decision-making

Large organisations often have to make important decisions swiftly. Considerable effort

will have gone into streamlining the decision-making process to allow organisations to

react rapidly to their fast-changing environment. The pressures on the decision-makers are

such that the reports on which they rely must often be no longer than a few pages. The

structure and content of these reports will have been determined in advance. Furthermore,

before a report is presented, it must usually be approved by a number of departments

which all have different evaluation criteria. Organisations often develop a set of templates

with specific financial input requirements to speed up the approvals and decision-making

process. The business model must produce all the outputs required by the corporate

decision-making process.

Specify the time frame and period length

Business models are often used to forecast the future. The modeller needs to know how far

into the future the forecast should extend. In the case of a business examining whether to bid

for a licence to operate a train network, the model may be based on the period specified by

the licence, which could be 10, 15 or even 20 years. In the case of company valuations, there

Alignment with the business’s overall objectives 13



is no finite life for the business. The model will typically produce detailed forecasts for

around ten years with further assumptions made about the value of the business after that

period – the terminal value. (The calculation of the terminal value is discussed in detail in

Chapter 15. The calculation makes a number of simplifying assumptions including the

assumption that the business has reached maturity and continues to grow at a steady rate.)

The number of years of detailed forecasts required must therefore be sufficient to ensure that

the business has reached maturity or a “steady-state”.

Strategic business questions, such as whether to acquire a company, will typically involve

more years of detailed forecasts than more tactical questions, such as whether to reduce

the selling price of a product, for which the time frame may be only one year or even less.

A further time-related issue is the length of each period that is represented by one column

in the spreadsheet. Short-term, tactical modelling problems may have a two-year time

frame, but the forecast might have to be made on a monthly basis, that is, 24 columns with

each column representing one month. In the case of valuation problems, periods of 12

months are usually sufficient.

Establish the basics

The modeller should also check some basic output considerations. These include:

� period ends – calendar or fiscal;

� the currency in which to produce the outputs;

� the units – millions or thousands;

� whether the forecast should take account of inflation (a nominal forecast) or be

presented entirely in today’s, or constant prices (a real forecast).

Real versus nominal forecasts

Forecasts can be produced in either real or nominal terms. In most modern economies

with low levels of inflation, there are a number of reasons why it is usually preferable to

forecast in nominal terms. First, most managers, when they form their expectations about

revenues and profits for the coming years, do so in nominal terms. Second, historic

revenues, costs and profits are often used as a basis for projecting trends into the future.

These historic results are recorded in nominal terms and so forecasting on the same basis

is usually easier. Third, interest rates are normally quoted in nominal terms and so

forecasting on the same basis can make interest calculations more straightforward.

In countries suffering from high levels of inflation, however, it is usually preferable to

forecast in real terms, as the nominal forecast soon becomes meaningless. Furthermore,

when forecasting revenues it is often easier to think about customers’ expenditure levels, or

the price of goods, at constant prices. The task of predicting consumer expenditure on your

product, ten years from now, after taking into account the effects of annual inflation, is

considerably harder than thinking about it in constant prices, or in real terms.
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IDENTIFYING THE CRITICAL FACTORS THAT DETERMINE THE
OUTPUTS

This involves asking the question: what do we need to know about the future in order to

answer the fundamental business question? The modeller must identify all the critical

factors that must be forecast before the outputs can be produced and the question

answered. At this stage the term forecast is used quite loosely. Some of the critical factors

will be related to regulatory, political or legal concerns and may not be directly associated

with a particular element within the model. These factors, however, will be crucial in

describing fully the context for the answer and will influence how variables within the

model are forecast.

The focus should be on external factors. Macroeconomic variables such as gross domestic

product (gdp), interest rates, inflation, exchange rates, income levels and income

distribution are likely to be important factors. Population growth, urbanisation and trends

in transport may also be relevant. At a microeconomic level, customer needs, market size

and market growth will be essential. Current and future competitors, the nature of their

product offerings and their positioning in the market place should be identified.

Once all the critical factors have been identified they should be divided into those that

will be explicitly modelled and those that simply provide the context for the forecast and

are likely to be described in a business planning document. 

Critical factors for wind-farm operators

Chart 3.2 on the next page shows some of the critical factors for a wind-farm operator. The

future of the energy industry is subject to considerable uncertainty on both the demand

and supply sides. Concerns about environmental damage caused by the burning of fossil

fuels have increased governments’ interest in alternative sources of energy such as wind

farms. A wind farm comprises a number of turbines that generate electricity from the

power of the wind. A farm of 40 turbines will generate 60 megawatts of electricity,

sufficient to serve the needs of approximately 19,000 homes.

There are many areas of uncertainty for a wind-farm operator. The level of existing oil

reserves, the likelihood of discovering further supplies and the political stability of oil-

producing countries are just three examples of critical factors for which the future is highly

uncertain. Energy is a highly political industry of great national strategic importance, so the

future of the energy industry and the success of a wind-farm operator would depend on

government policy. This would be influenced by the lobbying of various pressure groups,

in particular the green lobby. There are many factors that would determine the success of a

wind-farm operator, but these are some of the most critical.
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Chart 3.2 Critical factors for a wind-farm operator

Business model Context

Trends in the demand for energy Political stability in the Middle East

Government requirements for energy companies to source The impact of terrorism on the supply lines for oil

a given proportion of energy supplies from alternative 

energy sources

Oil-price trends Innovations in technology allowing shifts towards 

alternative energy sources such as electric cars

Prices for energy supplies Development of alternative energy sources other than

wind power, such as solar energy and power generated

by ocean waves

Government subsidies to providers of alternative energy Public attitudes towards nuclear power

sources to allow effective price competition with 

fossil fuels

Reserves of fossil fuels Public preferences for green energy companies

Costs of constructing wind farms Planning permission for wind farms

Costs of high-voltage transmission lines from remote Planning permission for high-voltage transmission cables

wind farms to cities where the energy is required

Land costs and compensation payments to landowners Technological developments in turbine design

Availability of suitable land Damage to wildlife

Revenue shares with land providers Noise pollution

Costs of connecting an unstable energy supply to the Impact on tourism

national grid

Average wind speeds and their duration and frequency Impact on domestic property values

CREATING AN OUTPUT TEMPLATE

To ensure that all the required outputs have been identified, a template reflecting the

design and content of the final output sheet should be produced. No figures are required at

this stage, simply the row descriptions and the column headings. This template should

include the main outputs, the evaluation criteria and any information that helps answer

the decision-makers’ likely additional questions. The template should also incorporate the

critical factors that were used to derive the outputs.

The output template can then be presented to the ultimate decision-makers to ensure that

the outputs from the model will be sufficient to allow them to make their decision.

Revealing early what form the output from the model is going to take is an effective

method of managing people’s expectations of the modelling process. An example of an

output template is presented in Chart 3.3.
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Chart3.3 Wind-farm operator output template

RUNNING A WORKSHOP

When a modelling project involves a number of people it can be useful to run a workshop

to define the fundamental business question, the model outputs and the critical factors.

The decision-makers should also be present to ensure that their expectations of the outputs

from the model are appropriately managed.

Before the start of the workshop the team should be provided with some or all of the

following:

Creating an output template 17



� The business’s vision, mission and goal statements.

� An overview of any current strategic and tactical plans.

� A summary of recent financial performance and any corporate statements.

� Market forecasts, assessments or results of recent market research projects.

Newspaper articles could be useful and may provide context and expert opinion on any

important trends, such as market liberalisation or socio-economic and demographic shifts.

The team should then work together to produce the final output template. During the

workshop, the team should discuss (perhaps brainstorm) all the critical factors and their

trends that will affect the business in the future. Team members should remember that

these factors may not be present in the current market and they should be challenged to

think widely and laterally around the business problem.

BUSINESS MODELLING OUTPUT CHECKLIST

Before proceeding to the next stage of model development, the modeller should ensure

that all the items in Chart 3.4 have been prepared, reviewed and approved.

Chart 3.4 Business model output checklist

Prepared/documented Reviewed/approved

Fundamental business question 

Model outputs and additional information needs

Time frame

Time periods

Period end – calendar or fiscal

Currency

Units

Real or nominal

Critical factors

Output template
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4 Uncertainty, scenario planning and model inputs

DEFINING THE INPUTS

The final outputs of the business model and many of the critical factors are derived from a

combination of model inputs and formulae, although in some cases it may not be possible

to derive a critical factor in this manner. In these instances, the critical factor will also be a

direct input into the model. Inputs can be viewed in two parts:

� the seed, which is the initial starting point for a particular input;

� the behaviour, which describes how the input develops over time.

Although the initial starting point for most inputs can be observed directly from the real

world, the future behaviour of the input may be subject to considerable uncertainty.

UNDERSTANDING THE NATURE OF UNCERTAINTY

Uncertainty is a lack of understanding of which markets, competitors, customers and

products, for example, will constitute the future. For stable, mature industries, such as steel

production, levels of uncertainty are low, which makes the task of forecasting fairly

straightforward. In other industries, however, especially those close to the information

technology, media and telecommunications sectors, the business landscape has been

changing dramatically. These industries do not experience slow, steady, incremental

changes in their day-to-day operations, but major discontinuities. For many firms,

tomorrow may be unrecognisable from today, and a forecast based on past experience

may be a poor basis for decision-making.

EXAMINING DIFFERENT APPROACHES TO UNCERTAINTY

A number of approaches to forecasting uncertain events have been developed over the

years. Many approaches are based on probability models. Probability-based models

quantify the likelihood of future events based on the statistical occurrence of past, similar

events. These models are valuable when the past provides a good predictor of the future,

and extrapolative approaches to forecasting are explored in Chapter 10. However, in

industries faced with dramatic and discontinuous change, the future will be determined by

a set of circumstances that currently do not exist and, therefore, cannot be quantified,

measured or predicted. In these cases, it is not possible to assign a probability based on an

observation of the past. So an alternative approach to forecasting is required, which must

be flexible and able to accommodate drastically different operating environments.
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A SCENARIO-BASED FORECASTING APPROACH

Scenario-based forecasting provides a structured approach for thinking about uncertainty.

The development of scenario planning can be attributed to Herman Kahn, who worked for

the rand Corporation in the 1950s. The approach was formalised by Shell during the

1970s, and its use has become increasingly pervasive in recent years in response to the

dramatic changes that many industries and businesses must now contend with. For a

more detailed understanding of scenario-based forecasting techniques, Learning from the

future: Competitive Foresight Scenarios is an excellent reference.1

Scenarios are pictures, painted in words, of vividly different, contrasting and relevant

environments in which the business may have to operate. They describe the key trends

and interactions that may characterise the development of a particular future environment.

Usually, no more than three or four alternative scenarios will be developed.

There are a number of benefits of using scenario planning to support the modelling process:

� Scenario planning ensures that a detailed, consistent list of model inputs is produced.

� Scenario descriptions provide context for the forecasts and make them easier to

understand and explain to the various audiences.

� The decision-maker is presented with more choice through the creation of alternative

scenarios.

� The economic understanding contained within the scenarios provides the

foundations for the formulae within the model as well as a check on the logic and

consistency of the model’s outputs.

The process of developing each of the scenarios can be valuable as it increases the

understanding of the forces shaping the industry, how the industry might evolve and what

the future business environment may look like. 

The stages of a scenario-based forecasting approach

Chart 4.1 presents the five stages of a scenario-based forecasting approach. This chapter

focuses on stage 1, identifying the key inputs. The remaining stages are presented in

Chapter 5.

Chart 4.1 Stages of scenario planning

Stage Description

1 Identify key inputs with a high degree of uncertainty that have a high impact on the business

2 Describe alternative behaviour patterns for the key inputs

3 Select the three or four most informative scenarios

4 Develop the scenario story including the relationships between the key inputs, the critical factors and the

model’s outputs

5 Develop appropriate business strategies
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STAGE 1: IDENTIFYING HIGH IMPACT, HIGHLY UNCERTAIN INPUTS

Identify all the variables that influence the business

The first stage in identifying the model inputs is to identify all the variables that could

have an impact on the business now or in the future. It is important to think laterally at

this stage as some future influences on the business may appear obscure and even

ridiculous from today’s perspective.

Not all variables will be associated with an observable and measurable model input. The

cost of raw materials to the business is an observable, measurable and quantifiable

variable that will feature in the business model. In the case of some lifestyle trends, there

are no obvious, quantifiable variables that could easily be incorporated into the model. It

is equally important, however, to identify both types of variable during this stage of the

process. Although not all variables may be entered directly into the business model, they

will provide a useful context for the results of the model. The acronym pest may prove a

useful starting point for this exercise. pest analysis relates to factors classed under the

following headings:

� Political

� Economic

� Social

� Technological 

The variables that are likely to affect the current and future performance of a wind-farm

operator are listed in Chart 4.2.

Chart 4.2 Variables influencing a wind-farm operator

Population growth Terrorist activity targeting oil supplies

Population migration Political developments in the Middle East

Income levels African oil reserves (eg, Nigeria)

Industrial growth Technological development in industry

Importance of the services sector Developments in solar power

Government required proportion of energy needs Developments in wave power

sourced from alternative suppliers

Energy prices Developments in biomass-burning power generators

Predictability of energy needs Developments in hydroelectric power

Economic growth of the developing world Developments in other forms of alternative energy sources

Size of the Green Party Technological developments in wind-turbine construction

Political agenda Global use of wind-power

Public attitudes towards green companies Costs of high-voltage transmission lines

Subsidies for alternative energy providers Costs of wind-power components

Tax incentives for alternative energy providers Availability of suitable land

Rates for connecting to the national grid Planning permission in relation to wind-farm sites

Weather patterns Planning permission in relation to power transmission lines

Existing oil and natural gas reserves Public attitudes towards the noise and visual pollution 

from wind farms

Middle East oil production and export rates Revenue shares with landowners

Middle East oil prices Costs of purchasing land
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The list will inevitably include some strategic variables, the level of which can be set

directly by management. At this stage these variables are uncertain because it is not known

at which level management and the competitors will set them.

Identifying the relationships between variables

Within the list of variables, there will be a number that are closely related to others listed.

It is important to identify these relationships for two reasons. First, it may help reduce the

amount of data that needs collecting. Second, it allows the model to capture these

relationships so that as many important variables as possible can be derived within the

model.

The variables whose behaviour is derived within the model are called endogenous. The

variables that are direct inputs into the model, and that cannot be determined through the

use of formulae and other inputs, are called exogenous. For example, the average number

of days per year with sufficient wind speeds to generate power from the turbines would

be an exogenous, direct input into the model. In contrast, the revenue generated by a wind

farm would be determined endogenously within the model by combining the power

generated by the turbines with assumptions about energy prices.

The benefit of a model with a large number of endogenously determined variables is that

the outputs from the model will remain valid over a wider range of inputs. This makes the

model much more useful for modelling alternative scenarios, as key inputs can be changed

and the resulting, final outputs will remain coherent and logically consistent.

The modeller should review all the variables in the original list (Chart 4.2) and identify

whether a relationship can be established between groups of closely related variables.

Those variables that can be derived from others should be removed from the list and the

approach to deriving them recorded. It may be necessary to add additional variables to the

list if they are required to derive the variable that has just been removed. For example, the

number of customer services staff would be removed from the list but the ratio of

customers to customer services staff would be added as an input into the model. 

Review the data collection requirements

The list in Chart 4.2 should now contain only direct inputs into the model. Of these inputs,

some will be directly observable and measurable and will explicitly feature in the business

model. The remainder will provide the context for the forecast but will not form part of

the data collection exercise.

The list of inputs should be reviewed and potential sources of data for each input should

be identified. Where no source can be located, the modeller should attempt to identify an

alternative input that can be collected and that could act as a proxy for the original input.

For example, in developing economies it can be difficult to obtain accurate data on oil

reserves or incomes. Education levels and income are often closely related, so education

can be used as a proxy for income. If no obvious proxy is available, the modeller will have

to consider deriving the input as a discrete modelling exercise in itself. The modeller

should examine how best to forecast this variable based on data that are available, and
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this process may identify additional data requirements that should be incorporated into

the table.

When finalising the data input requirements for the model, two well used but highly

pertinent adages should be borne in mind. First, that “rubbish in results in rubbish out”,

and second, that “it is better to be roughly right than precisely wrong”.

Analyse variables according to uncertainty and impact

In developing scenarios the modeller will focus on the variables that have the highest

degree of future uncertainty and also the greatest impact on the business. This ensures that

the range of scenarios will reflect the most diverse possible future environments in which

the business may have to operate, as well as those that have the greatest potential impact

on the performance of the business. 

The list of inputs should now be analysed between the four quadrants of the

impact/uncertainty matrix shown in Chart 4.3. Uncertainty relates to how easy it is to

predict the future behaviour of a variable. Impact relates to how significantly a variable

influences business performance. In the model, business performance is represented by

the critical factors and the model’s outputs.

Chart 4.3  The impact/uncertainty matrix for a wind-power operator

Developments in wave power

Developments in biomass-burning generators

Developments in other forms of alternative energy
sources

Technological developments in industrial production

Technological developments in wind-turbine
construction

Size of the Green Party

Political agenda

Public attitudes towards green companies

Government required proportion of energy needs
sourced from alternative suppliers

Energy prices

Subsidies for alternative energy providers

Tax incentives for alternative energy providers

Costs of wind-power components

Planning permission in relation to wind-farm sites

Planning permission in relation to power transmission
lines

Revenue shares with landowners

Costs of purchasing land

Terrorist activity targeting oil supplies

Political developments in the Middle East

Global use of wind power

Population growth

Population migration

Income levels

Industrial growth

Importance of the services sector

Economic growth of the developing world

Weather patterns

Developments in solar power

Developments in hydroelectric power

Existing oil and gas reserves

Middle East oil production and export rates

Middle East oil prices

African oil reserves (eg, Nigeria)

Availability of suitable land

Rates for connecting to the National Grid

Predictability of energy needs

Costs of high-voltage transmission lines

Public attitudes towards the noise and visual pollution
from wind farms

Low High
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When performing this task the modeller must look to the future, because those variables

that today are certain and benign may be highly volatile and influential by the end of the

forecast period. Some inputs may be uncertain and pervasive in the short term, but in the

long term they are unlikely to have a major impact on the long-term performance of the

business. For example, political uncertainty in the Middle East may have a significant

impact on oil prices and the demand for alternative energy sources in the short to medium

term. However, as alternative energy supplies are developed and the dependence on

Middle East oil lessens, political uncertainty in the region will have a less dramatic impact

on the world’s economies. Those variables that are placed in the upper-right quadrant are

those that could have a long-term, fundamental impact on the performance of the

business. 

BUSINESS MODELLING INPUT CHECKLIST

Before proceeding to the next stage of model development, the modeller should ensure

that all the tasks in Chart 4.4 have been performed.

Chart 4.4 Business model input checklist

Completed

Identify all the variables that influence the performance of the business

Identify and record relationships between variables

Remove derived variables from the list

Add additional input requirements to the list

Review the data collection requirements

Analyse inputs using the impact/uncertainty matrix 
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5 Developing the scenarios

STAGE 2: IDENTIFY ALTERNATIVE DEVELOPMENT PATHS FOR KEY
INPUTS

The upper-right quadrant of the uncertainty/impact matrix (see Chart 4.3 on page 23)

contains a list of all the inputs that have not only the greatest potential impact on the

business, but also the highest level of uncertainty about their future behaviour or

development path. The business modeller must now describe a number of alternative

paths for each of the inputs in that quadrant. For each input the paths should be as

contrasting as possible while remaining realistic. Two, often diametrically opposed, paths

are usually sufficient to generate interesting scenarios; ideally, there should be no more

than three. It is best to avoid a description that reflects the middle ground as this will result

in uninteresting scenarios and allow little scope for creative or innovative strategic thinking

in the later stages of the process. Chart 5.1 shows the development descriptions for the

wind-farm example developed in Chapters 3 and 4.

Chart 5.1 Potential input development paths

Input variable

Proportion of energy

needs sourced from

alternative suppliers

Energy prices

Subsidies for alternative

energy providers

Tax incentives for

alternative energy

providers

Costs of wind-power

components

Planning permission in

relation to wind-farm

sites

Path 1

Government’s demand

that 20% of all energy

supplies are sourced from

alternative providers by

2015

Fall and remain low

Significant subsidies as

governments attempt to

reduce their reliance on

Middle East oil

Significant tax incentives

Remain relatively high

Virtually impossible to

obtain for sites close to

centres of population

Path 2

Government’s demand

that 5% of all energy

supplies are sources from

alternative providers by

2015

Rise and remain highly

volatile

Modest subsidies owing to

claims of unfair support

from the oil industry

Modest tax incentives

Fall significantly

Difficult to obtain even for

sites significant distances

from towns and cities

Path 3

Rise and remain stable at a

high level

Easy to obtain provided

the site is away from

centres of population and

not in areas of

outstanding natural

beauty 
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During the process of developing alternative development paths, the modeller may well

revisit the original classification of variables. Attempts to identify alternative paths for a

particular variable often result in the conclusion that there is only one path. These

variables should be moved into the bottom-right quadrant. During the process the

modeller may also begin to incorporate some ideas around the “story” which explains the

behaviour path of some variables.

STAGE 3: SELECT THE THREE OR FOUR MOST INFORMATIVE
SCENARIOS

Managing the potential number of scenarios

Many scenarios could be developed from Chart 5.1. The objective is to identify, from the

multitude of potential scenarios, no more than three or four of the most interesting,

thought-provoking, contrasting and relevant scenarios that will help to answer the

fundamental business question.

The modeller can generate scenarios by selecting two key inputs from Chart 5.1 and

creating a matrix representing all the possible combinations of development paths for each

input. If there are two alternative development paths for each of the two inputs, the result

Input variable

Planning permission in

relation to power

transmission lines

Revenue shares with

landowners

Costs of purchasing land

Terrorist activity

targeting oil supplies

Political developments in

the Middle East

Global use of wind power

Path 1

Very difficult to obtain for

all areas of the country

Landowners able to

demand high revenue

shares

High

High

The region remains highly

volatile

Wind power becomes a

popular source of

alternative energy 

Path 2

Reasonably easy to obtain

for remote areas which are

not deemed to be areas of

outstanding natural

beauty

Landowners only able to

secure low revenue shares

Low

Low

The region becomes

increasingly politically

stable

Wind power remains a

minor provider of

alternative energy for only

a small number of

countries

Path 3



will be a two-by-two matrix. If there are three alternative development paths for each of

the inputs, the result will be a three-by-two matrix. If more than two inputs are used, the

scenario matrix rapidly becomes unwieldy, and it becomes difficult to examine the

multitude of scenarios effectively. An example of a two-by-two matrix is presented in

Chart 5.2.

During the initial scenario development phase, the scenarios are derived from

combinations of just two inputs. Once the most informative scenarios have been

identified, the remaining inputs will be incorporated into the full scenario descriptions so

none of the key inputs will be excluded from the modelling process.

Generating the most informative scenarios

Generating the most informative scenarios can be made easier by ranking all the inputs in

the upper-right quadrant of the matrix in descending order of influence on the business

before starting to generate scenarios. This can be a valuable exercise in itself, often

promoting considerable debate. Once ranked, pairs of variables from the table can be

selected systematically, starting with the highest-ranked inputs. Scenarios should be

developed quickly and those that offer little insight should be dismissed. The modeller

should aim to create quickly some 10–12 potentially useful scenarios.

Scenario selection criteria

Only three or four scenarios should be taken forward to the business modelling stage. To

identify these scenarios the following selection criteria should be used:

Chart 5.2  Initial scenario matrix

� Governments demand that 20% of all

energy supplies are sourced from

alternative providers by 2015.

� Planning permission for transmission

lines is reasonably easy to obtain for

remote areas which are not deemed to

be areas of outstanding natural beauty.

Path 1 Path 2
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� Governments demand that 5% of all

energy supplies are sourced from

alternative providers by 2015.

� Planning permission for transmission

lines is reasonably easy to obtain for

remote areas which are not deemed to

be areas of outstanding natural beauty.

� Governments demand that 20% of all

energy supplies are sourced from

alternative providers by 2015.

� Planning permission for transmission

lines is very difficult to obtain for all

areas of the country.

� Governments demand that 5% of all

energy supplies are sourced from

alternative providers by 2015.

� Planning permission for transmission

lines is very difficult to obtain for all

areas of the country.
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� The scenarios should be realistic. Scenarios that are extremely unlikely to unfold are

of little value to the modelling exercise.

� Each scenario should be dramatically different from the others to provide the

business manager with both insights from looking at the business from a number of

different perspectives and a wider range of options.

� The scenarios must be relevant to the fundamental business problem or question that

the scenario planning and modelling exercise is attempting to resolve or answer.

The scenario from the top-right quadrant of the two-by-two matrix in Chart 5.2 is used as

the example for the remainder of this chapter. This scenario envisages a high demand for

alternative energy supplies but difficulties in obtaining planning permission for high-

voltage transmission lines.

STAGE 4: DEVELOP THE SCENARIO STORIES

Use evocative names for the scenarios

Each of the selected scenarios should be given an evocative name. The name should be a

vivid description that captures the essence of the scenario. Descriptions that say something

about the assumptions and the business context are much more valuable as a

communications tool than the traditional base case and the inevitable low and high case

variations. For this reason the example scenario has been given the name “Frustration in

the face of strong demand”.

Describe the essence of the scenario

The modeller should narrate, at a high level, the essence of how the scenarios will evolve

over time and provide a description of the changing business landscape. In each scenario

description the modeller should describe the behaviour patterns of the key inputs.

Chart 5.3 provides the initial description for the “Frustration in the face of strong demand”

scenario.

Chart 5.3 Frustration in the face of strong demand

Political uncertainty in the Middle East results in continuing terrorist outrages, and with no sign of a

resolution to the Palestinian/Israeli conflict governments decide to reduce their reliance on Middle

Eastern oil. As a result, they demand that energy companies take measures to ensure that 20% of all

their energy supplies are sourced from alternative power providers by 2015. The demand for wind power

(and other sources of renewable energy) grows rapidly. Unfortunately, because of the public’s

resentment of unattractive power cables and perceived health risks, wind-farm operators find it difficult

to establish wind farms in appropriate locations with sufficient speed.

When writing the scenarios do not use bullet points but maintain the discipline of writing

complete prose. The use of bullet points often results in less coherent and logical scenario

descriptions.
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Introducing additional inputs

Once the development paths of the inputs that provided the original inspiration for the

scenarios have been described, the scenarios can be developed further by including

additional inputs from the impact/uncertainty matrix. Additional inputs from the upper-

right quadrant should be included first, before moving on to the bottom-right quadrant,

then the top-left and lastly the bottom-left. As the impact and uncertainty of the inputs

diminishes less detailed descriptions are required for the development of the inputs.

The behaviour of the additional inputs should be consistent and supportive of the

original scenario. Chart 5.4 describes how the costs of wind-farm construction evolve in

the example scenario.

Chart 5.4 Frustration in the face of strong demand and the cost of construction

Planning issues force wind-farm operators to locate their farms in remote areas away from areas of high

population density. This increases the costs of construction as components and plant and machinery

must be transported great distances. The high costs of construction are offset, however, by the low land

rental or purchase costs as landowners are unable to find alternative commercial uses for the land. The

costs of constructing wind farms fall slightly in the early years but then remain stable. Transmission

costs to towns and cities remain prohibitive, so the success of the industry continues to depend on

government subsidies and tax incentives. 

Input timelines

To simplify the modelling process, for those variables that are to be modelled explicitly, the

scenario narratives should be translated into numerical inputs for the business model. The

numerical values should be consistent with the scenario. The level of the inputs is required

for the entire forecasting period. Chart 5.5 gives the input levels for the costs of constructing

an individual wind turbine.

Chart 5.5 Input timelines

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Construction costs for 1,200 1,150 1,090 1,075 1,050 1,050 1,050 1,050 1,050 1,050

wind turbines ($ ’000)

Identifying the workings of the model

The modeller should now begin to explore in detail the rationale and logic that lie behind

the scenarios. The resulting understanding will provide the basis of the formulae that link

the inputs to the critical factors and the final outputs of the model. This step ensures that

the model’s outputs have an internally consistent and logically sound basis. Many of the

formulae will already have been identified during stage 1 of the process when the

relationships between the identified variables were examined.

During this stage the modeller should concentrate on the derivation of revenue, operating

costs and capital expenditure, as these will inevitably form part of the critical factors if not

the final outputs of the model. In the case of a wind-farm operator, the revenue model is

fairly simple:
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1. Estimate the number of days in the year where the wind is expected to blow more

than 8 miles per hour, which is the minimum required to turn the turbines.

2. Calculate the energy production per turbine per year based on the number of windy

days and the conversion rate of wind speed to energy production.

3. Calculate the total energy production for the wind farm by multiplying the energy

per turbine per year by the number of turbines in the wind farm.

4. Convert the annual energy production to revenue by multiplying by the selling price

per kilowatt hour of electricity.

Assumptions will be required for a number of the variables and these should be consistent

with the scenario description.

STAGE 5: DEVELOP THE BUSINESS STRATEGY

Inputs under management control

The modeller can now use the detailed scenario descriptions to develop a strategic plan.

The modeller can review a potential strategy with the help of the detailed economic

understanding provided by each scenario description. The modeller should be able to

anticipate the likely competitor, supplier, customer and governmental reactions to the

strategic action plan in the context of the scenario. Once the business model has been

created the strategic choices can be reviewed and refined, as the model provides an

enhanced understanding of the economic implications of the different strategic

alternatives. For each strategic alternative there will be a set of specific strategic inputs that

can be controlled by the business. Some of the strategic inputs for a wind-farm operator

are listed below:

� Price per kilowatt hour of electricity

� Revenue share with land0wners

� Staffing and salary levels for the wind-farm employees

� Lobbying and public relations expenses

The modeller should produce a timeline for each strategic input. The format of the strategic

input template is identical to the timeline in Chart 5.5.

BUSINESS MODELLING WORKINGS CHECKLIST

Before starting to construct the model, the modeller should ensure that all the tasks in

Chart 5.6 have been performed.
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Chart 5.6 Business model workings checklist

Completed

Three or four evocatively named scenarios

Detailed descriptions of each scenario

Input timelines

Economic understanding of the drivers of revenue, 

operating costs and capital expenditure

Strategic plans

Strategic input timelines
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6 Managing the model development process

STYLES OF DEVELOPMENT

The prospect of building a model can appear quite daunting at first. To make construction

more manageable and efficient it makes sense to follow a development process that breaks

down the task into simple, structured stages. Chart 6.1 shows a typical business modelling

process map.

Free-form development

There are some instances where a structured approach to model development may not be

appropriate. When relationships between variables are not immediately apparent, or there

is uncertainty as to how to generate a specific piece of code, the modeller may choose to

develop simple, unstructured models to help explore and identify the possible linkages or

formulae. A free-form approach, in a separate workbook, allows the modeller to develop

and test a spreadsheet solution that can subsequently be copied into the main model.

Doing this “test” modelling in a separate workbook avoids the risk of corrupting existing,

established code.

Chart 6.1  Business modelling process

Set up output and input templates

Populate input templates with base

data or test data

Create workings pages for all main

sections and develop calculations

Transfer results to output

pages

Test and debug

Develop the user interfaces and

conduct user testing
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THE MODEL DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Set up output and input templates

The first stage of the model development process is to set up sheets containing templates

for all the outputs. The content of the output sheets was the subject of Chapter 3.

Templates for the profit and loss, balance sheet and cash flow can also be created if these

form part of the solution. During the model-building process the financial statement

templates can be completed continuously, as if performing double-entry book-keeping. The

modeller can ensure the accuracy of the work by checking that the balance sheet continues

to balance throughout the development of the model. Sheets containing the input

templates should also be created at the start of the process.

Populate input templates with base or test data

The input templates must be populated with data to allow model development to

continue. Without input data the modeller will be unable to gauge the effectiveness and

accuracy of the work done on the model. Ideally, real data should be used, but in the

absence of such data, a test dataset, which reflects the likely trends of the actual data, can

be used.

Create workings pages for all main sections and develop calculations

This stage of the development process contains the majority of the modelling work. First,

separate sheets should be created for the main categories of calculations that will be

required. For example, separate sheets should be established for employment cost

workings, taxation and working capital calculations, and depreciation computations. Once

the sheets and their outline structure have been established, the formulae and code can be

developed. 

Models are often constructed with too much detail which makes them difficult to use. An

analysis of company’s accounts reveals that for many businesses 80% of the cost base can

be modelled by focusing on no more than 15 or 20 individual cost components. A

modeller should focus on modelling the material cost items or revenue components and

should avoid modelling to an unnecessarily high level of detail.

Transfer results to output pages

In practice, it is better to transfer the results to the output pages as soon as the supporting

workings are completed. Building up the output sheets as the model develops allows the

modeller to identify early any issues with the approach to the modelling problem that

were not foreseen during the planning phase. The sooner any problems are identified the

quicker remedial action can be taken. 

Test and debug

Once all the calculations have been performed and all the results transferred to the output

templates, the modeller should test and debug the model. The testing and debugging stage

is designed to ensure that the model is technically accurate and logically sound.
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Develop the user interfaces and conduct user testing

The importance of this stage of the process will depend on who the ultimate user of the

model will be. When the model is designed for inexperienced users, this stage of the

process can be quite demanding. The user interfaces may include navigation and printing

tools, online help and user input error-reporting messages. The modeller should identify

the required user interfaces and develop the appropriate code. Once the model is

complete, a group of users should be invited to test it and provide feedback, and the model

should be amended accordingly. 

A MODEL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT PLAN

The development of a business model in a small firm will not require a high level of co-

ordination and a sophisticated model development project plan will be unnecessary. In

large organisations with complex business modelling problems, however, a detailed model

development project plan may prove invaluable. Complex modelling exercises may

involve the simultaneous development of a number of models that must ultimately

interface with each other. Several groups may provide input into the initial design of each

model and then also form part of the user groups that test the various models. As well as

the development work, the data collection exercise must be co-ordinated and controlled. If

a model development project plan is deemed appropriate, the project planning process

described in Chapter 2 can be employed. The two areas where the modeller should ensure

that sufficient time has been allocated are testing and debugging the model and data

collection.

Establishing a modelling charter

If a number of modellers are contributing to an individual modelling project or a larger

organisation wishes to standardise the way that all models are produced, it is a good idea

to establish a modelling charter. The charter sets out an agreed set of principals to ensure

that all models are developed in the same way. This makes it much easier to integrate and

also share models within a larger organisation as all models look and feel the same. The

charter can be created by adopting many of the recommendations made in Chapter 8 on

the style and outline of models.

Using material from the modeller’s library

Over time the modeller will develop a library of models. If the models have been created

with a similar style and structure, it is often possible to save considerable time and effort

by incorporating existing pieces of code into the current model. Generic code for areas

such as discounted cash flow, taxation, working capital, depreciation, amortisation and

finance calculations can often be reused with little additional development work. The

modeller may also be able to incorporate existing financial statement formats and

calculations directly into the current model with only cosmetic changes to the descriptions

of items that make up the statements. Clearly, during the development of any new model

the modeller should bear in mind the possibility of reusing the code later in other models

and should structure and style the development accordingly.
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BEST PRACTICE IN MODEL DEVELOPMENT

The basics of quality control

Model ownership

There should be just one person with overall responsibility for a model. The nature of

spreadsheets is such that only one individual can work on a model at any one time. The

openness of the spreadsheet format, however, can present problems if a number of

individuals take it in turns to work on the model. It can become difficult for each

developer to identify where changes have been made and co-ordinate their efforts

accordingly. The simplest solution is to allocate specific components of the model to

individual developers if the complexity of the model permits this. The model owner then

simply combines their work into a master copy. Alternatively, they can be allocated specific

sheets within the master copy if the modelling work must be performed sequentially. (See

also Development log below.)

Version control

Version control is concerned with keeping track of the development process and ensuring

that the appropriate version of the model is used for subsequent development work, user

testing and finally generating the outputs. The first step in ensuring good version control is

to use a file-naming convention. The file name should contain at least the following pieces

of information:

� Title of the model

� Version number

� Date

� Last active developer

A typical example of a file-naming convention might be:

Wind Farm V2.2 19_04_2005 AN Author.xls

Development log

During the initial stages of development the model will progress quickly and maintaining

a record of the changes to each version would be onerous. Once the model has attained a

reasonable degree of stability, however, a development log should be maintained. This

development log can simply be a separate sheet in the model where the changes made to

each new version are described and the date the changes were made and the modeller

that made them are recorded.

Retaining old versions of the model

Once the structure of the model is nearly fully established, each old version of the model

should be retained in case the modeller decides that the most recent development was

unnecessary or created errors that could not be easily rectified. If the previous version has

been retained, the current version can be abandoned and the modeller can revert to that
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previous version. During the final stages of development new versions can be created at

the start of each day or even twice a day.

Retaining old versions of the model will quickly generate a large number of files that will

need to be systematically stored. Chart 6.2 shows a typical file folder structure for a model

development project.

Chart 6.2 A file folder structure

The current version of the model being developed is saved to the “Current development

version” folder. This folder should only ever contain one file. Older versions of the model

should be saved to the “History” folder. The “Releases” folder is useful for keeping track of

the models issued for testing and providing an audit trail when the outputs of the model

have been incorporated into presentations and board papers. The “Other” folder can

contain test pieces of code, model documentation and any other relevant material. The

“Master copy” folder will eventually contain the finished model.

Regularly saving the model

During the development process the model should be saved regularly to reduce the

amount of rework that will be required should the computer crash. Before making any

significant changes to the model the modeller should save the current version. If the

change severely damages the integrity of the model, the file can be closed without saving

and the recently saved version reinstated. In the case of major changes to the structure of

the model, a new copy should be created before undertaking this work.

Multiple models and dynamic links

Ideally, an entire spreadsheet solution should reside in one model, as the co-ordination ofthe

development workand version control is considerably easierwith just one model. Inevitably,

complex modelling problems require a number ofmodels that must pass information back

and forth. To maintain the quality ofthe overall business model solution, the developers

should agree, at the outset ofthe development process, the structure and content ofthe

interface sheets that will be used to pass information. The model that generates the

information and the model that receives the information should both contain identical

interface sheets. Any changes to the interface sheets should be communicated immediately.

Once the interface sheets have been agreed, the modeller responsible for the model that

receives the information must decide whether to link the interface sheet to that of the other

model or simply copy the values. To create a link the modeller should select

copy➞edit➞paste from the toolbar. To copy only the values the modeller should use
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copy➞edit➞paste special➞values. The first approach creates a link that will allow the

contents of the interface sheet to be updated by using the edit➞links command. Version

control can be maintained reasonably effectively when the developer must specifically

update the links to refresh the information in his model. A potential problem can arise

when links have been used and both the receiving model and the source model are opened

simultaneously in the same session. The links will automatically be updated and no

warning will be given. The developer can easily forget that the model being worked on has

been linked to another open model and may be unaware that the links have updated,

potentially changing some of the information in the model. To minimise the risks

associated with links during the development phase, the modeller should use the paste

values option (highlight the material to be copied, right click, and then copy➞edit➞paste

special➞values) to ensure more robust version control. The links (copy➞edit➞paste

special➞all) can be used when the model is nearer completion and the modeller wants

to explore how changes in one model flow through to the other model.

Working with multiple workbooks in Excel 2002

Excel 2002 provides the modeller with a useful dialog box (Chart 6.3) for managing the

links between multiple workbooks. The dialog box is accessed by selecting edit➞links

from the main toolbar. The dialog box provides a number of useful features but the most

valuable are the ability to “change source” and to “break link”. The former allows the

modeller to switch the links from one file to another, which can be useful when a range of

identical models reflect a number of different scenarios and the modeller wishes to switch

between them. The latter converts all formulae involving links to constant values which

effectively eliminates the links. The remaining terms are self-explanatory.

Chart 6.3 The Edit Links box

Another new feature in Excel 2002 is the Consolidate dialog box (Chart 6.4) which can be

used to automate the linking of Excel files. The dialog box is accessed by selecting data➞

consolidate from the toolbar.
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Chart 6.4 The Consolidate box

If a modeller has a number of files containing product sales information (for example,

from a number of different sales people by month) and wishes to consolidate all the files

into one single table, this dialog box automates that process. The modeller selects the

function to be performed, such as summing all the files. The appropriate range for each file

is selected using the browse feature, and once the range has been highlighted the add

button is pressed to ensure that the range is included in the calculation. This process is

then repeated for each file until the “All references:” window contains a list of all the

required files. Provided the data in the ranges have been clearly labelled with row and

column headings, the boxes in “Use labels in” can be checked and these labels will be

incorporated in the final summary table. If “Create links to source data” is checked, the

dialog box will also automatically create links to the appropriate files. Clicking ok will

perform the task and the summary table will be calculated and presented. A good feature

of this tool is that the source data does not have to follow a standard order provided the

data labels are consistent across all the files.

Maintaining quality when under pressure

In an ideal world where the model development process has been planned and managed

effectively, the development of the model should take place in an environment free from

pressure and stress. In the world the modeller often has to operate in, this is unlikely to be

the case, especially at certain times. For example, during negotiations that are supported by

the analysis performed by a business model, sudden changes in the negotiating stance of

one of the parties can create the need for major modelling work to be done to a tight

deadline. When such changes are required the modeller should create a new version of the

model and should attempt to plan the changes carefully and document the work done.

The modeller should resist the temptation to overwrite formulae or “hard code” any

results. However, if time pressures are such that hard coding results is the only solution, the

modeller should highlight the areas where hard coding has been used and document the

areas in the development log. Once the time pressures have lifted the modeller should

reproduce the hard coded results using the appropriate changes to the model and its

calculations. The modeller should eliminate all hard coded entries before doing any

further development work.
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Avoiding some common pitfalls

Backing up the model

Modellers working in large organisations should ensure that they not only save their

models on to their hard drive but also save the files to a network drive which will be

backed up regularly. They are then protected if their hard drive crashes. Modellers in

smaller organisations should use an alternative back-up medium such as an external hard

drive.

Group sheet function

Many spreadsheet packages have a group sheet function that allows changes to be made to

a number of sheets simultaneously. This is a useful function, but it can be devastating if the

modeller forgets to turn off the group function before continuing with normal

development work. If possible, avoid using the group function, but if it is the most efficient

option then save a new version of the model before using it.
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7 Useful items to include in the modeller’s toolbox

Before starting to build a model it is useful to be aware of a range of functions and features

that are available in Excel to help the model development process. They are described here

with examples of where they could be applied.

NAMING SHEETS

The convention used in this book is to set up separate sheets for:

� Inputs – numerical data

� Workings – calculations

� Outputs – results for printing

These are explained in detail in Chapter 8, but references to these sheets will be made in

this chapter.

To name a sheet

Double click on the sheet name “Sheet 1” and it will appear reversed out. Type in a new

name, such as “Inputs”. (An alternative method is to right click on the sheet name and

select “Rename” from the pop-up menu.)

RANGE NAMES

The most frustrating part of picking up a model developed by someone else or returning to

your own model that you have not accessed for some time is trying to understand what

has been developed and how it operates. This is often complicated by long, unintelligible

formulae consisting only of cell references, surrounded by arithmetic signs and functions.

Instead of using co-ordinates to refer to cells in formulae, name cells with clear words or

phrases by using the RANGE NAME function. For example, a value for revenue could be

calculated by the formula:

�Revenue_per_customer*Number_of_customers (rather than, say, D23*D24)

The benefit of this approach is the speed with which it can be interpreted and understood.

It eliminates the need to track back and see what the reference cells (D23 and D24) contain.

The naming of cells can be done in several ways as explained below. This convention will

be used throughout the rest of this book. For clarity, all range names will be shown in

italics, although they will appear in normal type in Excel.
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Naming one cell

Click on any cell and in the “Name box” it will show the cell co-ordinates (the “Name box”

is shown on the left side of the formula bar – if the formula bar is not visible go to the

menu option view and tick formula bar). Click in the “Name box” and the cell co-

ordinate will appear reversed out. Now type in a name for the cell and press return at

the end. (Note that range names cannot use punctuation and spaces. These are

traditionally replaced with an underscore _ character.)

Chart 7.1 Formula bar

To see the names that have been created, click on the list arrow to the right of the “Name

box” and all defined range names will appear. Selecting a name from the list will move

the cursor to highlight the cells to which the name refers.

The defined names can now be used in formulae to calculate results.

Naming one cell where the cell name is displayed to the left of reference value

If A25 contains the word “Inflation” and B25 contains 5%, the range name Inflation should

refer to the number. Thus wherever Inflation is used in a formula it will mean 5% (or any

other value subsequently put in cell B25).

Chart 7.2 Naming one cell where the name is to the left of the value

Highlight the cell B25 only and from the insert menu select name➞define (or press

ctrl f3). In the “Names in workbook” box at the top will be the name Inflation. In the

“Refers to” box at the bottom will be the cell reference $B$25. Press ok to include it in the

list of defined names. 

NAME BOX
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Chart 7.3 The Define Name box

Defining several individual names

Once the “Define Name” box is visible it is possible to use it to define several names. Each

range name will have to be manually keyed in the “Names in workbook:” box at the top

and the cell reference entered in the “Refers to:” box at the bottom. Between each entry

press “Add” to include it in the list. When all the names have been entered press ok.

For this type of naming the cell reference has to be entered in the absolute format of:

�‘sheet name’!$’column’$’row’

For example:

�sheet1!$B$25

The “Define Name” box can also be used to delete names that have been incorrectly

entered. Highlight the entry on the list and press the “Delete” button. Press ok when

complete.

Naming several values at once

The values should be set up in a group together with all entries below each other (blank

lines can be left). As noted above, it is preferable to have the cell name on the left and the

value in the adjacent cell to its right.

Chart 7.4 Naming several values at once

To name all these values at once, highlight the whole block of both names and their
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numbers (A25:B31). From the insert menu select name➞create (or press ctrl shift

f3), tick the “Left column” box and press ok (Chart 7.5). All the highlighted inputs will have

been named.

Chart 7.5 The tick box

Naming whole rows

Select the row to be named, either by clicking on the row number at the left or by pressing

shift and spacebar if the cursor is already in the row to be named.

From the insert menu select name➞define (or press ctrl f3). In the “Names in

workbook:” box at the top will be the text from the cell in column A (typically the row

title). Whether the row is named or not, you can type in or edit the “Names in workbook:”

box as required. In the “Refers to:” box at the bottom the row name will be entered. Press

add to include it in the list.

To name part of a row the same procedure can be used, but before selecting the menu item

or pressing ctrl f3, highlight the part of row and its name.

The benefit of naming whole rows is explained in Chapter 8 (see page 64).

Common range names

In many rows of the model it would be common for formulae to refer to the previous year

and advance it in some way. To make the spreadsheet more intelligible, it is helpful if all

the formulae say Last_year or Previous_year instead of the cell co-ordinate for the cell to its

left. To achieve this effect it needs to be set up separately on each page of the workbook.

Take the following steps:

� Click the cursor anywhere on the spreadsheet except in column A.

� From the insert menu select name➞define (or press ctrl f3).

� In the “Names in workbook:” field enter Last_year.

� In the “Refers to:” box remove the two $ signs (locating them with the mouse rather

than the arrow keys) and change the column part of the cell reference to the previous

character (for example, F would now be E).

� Click on the “Add” box.

Now whenever you refer to the cell Last_year it will always pick up the contents of the cell
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one to its left. So if you have a cost in the first year that you want to increase by inflation

(already named Inflation above), in each subsequent year the following intelligible formula

can be used:

�Last_year*(1�Inflation)

Accessing the named inputs and rows

Whenever you need to refer to a pre-named cell while writing a formula just press f3 to

access a drop-down list of all the named ranges available. Click on the one required and it

will be inserted into the formula. To speed up finding the right item when the list becomes

long, press the first character of the name and it will automatically jump to that part of the

list.

Sometimes modellers complain that setting up these range names is time consuming,

which it is. But it has three advantages:

� Once set up it is quicker to model (time up-front pays dividends later, particularly

when working across several sheets; clicking across sheets and accessing cells is more

time consuming than pressing f3).

� It provides wonderful clarity for users to explore and understand how the model

works.

� It helps the modeller get back into the methodology when returning to enhance a

model that has been untouched for several months.

When naming ranges it is important to use as much detail as possible to ensure that when

the name is used in formulae it can be easily interpreted. For more complex models

spanning several worksheets it can be helpful to precede each name with the sheet name,

to aid traceability (and avoid duplication of common names).

USEFUL FUNCTIONS

CONCATENATE

This function allows text, numbers and formulae to be mixed in a cell (this can be

achieved with the “&” symbol but CONCATENATE always appears much more tidy).

The benefit of this function is to have dynamic links between sheets. For example, if the

assumption for the inflation rate on an input page were 5%, then it would be helpful if the

heading on an output page stated this. Thus as the input assumption is changed so is the

heading on the output.

Example

On the input page an assumption for inflation has been entered and using

range names the cell has been named Inflation.
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On the output page the dynamic link would be set up as:

�CONCATENATE(“Payroll cost inflated at “,Inflation*100,“%”)

If inflation were 5% this would read: Payroll cost inflated at 5%

This can also be applied to range of variable expressions such as discount rates, growth

rates, and so on.

MIN, MAX or IF statements

The IF statement provides an effective way to test and respond to attributes in a model.

The syntax is:

�IF(Test,True,False)

The test is whether one attribute is equal to (�), greater than (>), greater than or equal (>�),

less than (<), less than or equal (<�) or not equal (<>) to another attribute. The true/false

parts are the separate results that will be put in the cell depending on the answer to the

test.

For example, if you wanted to test whether a cash balance was in surplus or deficit you

could use the IF statement as follows:

�IF(Cash_balance>�0,”Surplus”,”Deficit”)

The correct word would then be placed in the cell to describe the balance.

A test can create repetition of a formula or function when it is used as part of the test as

well as in the answer.

Example

�IF(complex formula>0,complex formula,0)

A more effective way to model this code is by using the MAX or MIN

function:

MAX – which takes the highest value in a series separated by commas

MIN – which takes a lowest value in a series separated by commas

The IF statement could be replaced with:

�MAX(complex formula,0)

Nested IF statements

For some types of inputs or situations there may be several choices for an entry, such as
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the currency to display outputs. This can give rise to a large nested series of IF statements.

If a cell named ccy holds a three-letter currency type, the formula to identify an exchange

rate could be:

�IF(ccy�“USD”,1,IF(ccy�“JPY”,100,IF(ccy�“GBP”,1.6,…….

These are difficult to create and more difficult to review for error. An easier way is to set up

a table and then refer to the preferred choice with an index number.

For example, the data in Chart 7.6 could be set up on the input page.

Chart 7.6 A currency selection table

In cell B32 the user enters the preferred currency choice (1–4). This cell is named

Report_currency. On the output sheet, set up a cell titled “Reporting currency”. Next to this

use the following code to identify the exchange rate.

To find out the exchange rate to apply to all outputs the INDEX function can be used. The

syntax is:

�INDEX(range,row number,column number)

In this example it could be applied as:

�INDEX (Input!G33:G36,Report_currency,1)

It is also helpful to have some validation of the entry made to ensure it is in the range 1–4.

This can be achieved by using the ISERROR function, which tests for a range of errors:

�IF(ISERROR(INDEX(Input!G33:G36,Report_currency,1)),”Warning message”,

INDEX(Input!G33:G36,Report_currency,1))

The INDEX function will not allow a selection to be made outside of the defined range (in

this case G33:G36) without showing #REF!, and therefore the ISERROR function detects the

error and will handle it in a user-friendly manner.

AND and OR

In analysing data, there can be situations where a combination of tests is required to

evaluate how data should be treated in the model. For example, in assumption validation,

it may be appropriate to check that the assumption entered falls within a valid range. An

asset life, for the purpose of depreciation, should be both greater than zero and less than a
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maximum value. This testing can be done using either an AND or an OR function within

the IF statement.

The syntax of an IF statement is:

�IF(Test,True,False)

The “test” part is where the AND or OR function can be used and its syntax is as follows:

AND(Test,Test,Test)

OR(Test,Test,Test)

The number oftests is limited to 30. For the outcome ofan AND to be true the answer to every

test must be true. For the outcome ofan OR to be true only one ofthe tests needs to be true.

When applied in the example above, it may be appropriate for the life of an asset to fall in

the range of three years (named as Shortest_asset_life) to eight years (named as

Longest_asset_life). This can be checked as follows:

If the assumption is outside the range an error is flagged:

�IF(OR(Assumption<Shortest_asset_life,Assumption>Longest_asset_life),”Error”,”Valid”)

Alternatively, if the assumption is within the range continue:

�IF(AND(Assumption>�Shortest_asset_life,Assumption<�Longest_asset_life),”Valid”,”Error”)

A third test could also be included that checked the number was an integer.

The application of this assumption validation is explained in Chapter 8 (see Chart 8.3 on

page 61).

SUM IF and COUNT IF

In building models that draw assumptions from tables of data, there are two functions that

enable table attributes to be efficiently extracted without the need for line-by-line IF

statements.

SUM IF

This function can be applied to a table of data to add up only those items that meet a

specific criterion. For example, if a table consisted of invoices issued, the function could be

used to add up the sales by each country. The syntax is:

�SUMIF(Range,Criteria,Sum range)

� Range is the group of cells that are to be tested for meeting a defined criteria.
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� Criteria is the test to be applied to the cells defined by the range. A test can be

absolute such as “>32” or “�100”. Alternatively, it can be cell contents related such as

A16 (add the cells that match the contents of cell A16) or “>”&E16 (add the cells that

are greater than the contents of E16 – note that to combine a comparison operator

such as > or < with a cell reference the & is required to join them)

� Sum range is the cells that will be added should the criteria be met (omitting this part

of the syntax will cause the data defined in the range to be added).

The function is illustrated in Chart 7.7.

COUNT IF

This function will simply total the number of instances that a criterion is met. Continuing

the example above, the function could be used to count the number of invoices issued to

each country. The syntax is:

�COUNTIF(Range,Criteria)

The details are same as for SUM IF and the function is illustrated in Chart 7.7.

Chart 7.7 The SUM IF and COUNT IF functions

For illustrative purposes the chart is reduced to five lines of data. Extending the volume of

data would only change the ranges defined rather than the methodology.

Detailed attributes of the sheet

B16: �COUNTIF(B6:B10,A16). The range is the cells with the currency

identifier. The criteria is a reference to a specific country which is identified

in cell A16; for this row it is FR. An alternative format could have been

�COUNTIF(B6:B10,”�FR”), but this would require the function to be

individually amended as it is copied down the range of countries.



C16: �SUMIF(B6:B10,A16,C6:C10). The range and the criteria are the same as

for COUNTIF. The sum range is the set of amounts.

In cell C19 the summarised data is totalled. When this summarised total is compared with

the total of the individual invoices it provides a helpful audit check to ensure completeness

of the analysis.

OFFSET

For a model to have maximum impact it needs to be a highly flexible engine through

which input data and scenarios can be passed. It would take a long time to record all the

inputs for each scenario and enter them individually for each use of the model. Hence it

can be useful to park all the scenarios in separate columns of the model and use a switch

to select between them.

Chart 7.8 shows an example input sheet for a model where the working sheet is calculated

from the inputs in column B (these are all individually range named by the words in

column C). Alternative scenarios are set up in columns E to H.

Chart 7.8 Setting up an OFFSET function to run scenarios through the model

To drive the model from the scenario, the values in columns E to H need to be transferred

into column B. The OFFSET function will achieve this. Its syntax is as follows:

�OFFSET(Reference cell,Rows away from reference,Columns away from reference)

The cell B3 is used to define which scenario will be used to drive the model. Assuming the

content of cell B3 is range named Dataset, the formula in B5 would read:

�OFFSET(D5,0,Dataset)

The contents of cell B5 will therefore be filled by the contents of the cell defined by:

column: D � Dataset

row: 5 � 0

With Dataset set as 1 the content for cell B5 will be drawn from E5 (that is, the number 5.0),

with Dataset set as 2 the content for cell B5 will be drawn from F5 (that is, the number 5.5),

and so on.
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This formula can be copied all the way down the input column. As the dataset number in

B3 is changed so are all the inputs in column B that are used to drive the model.

This can be further enhanced and combined with the CONCATENATE function. Each of

the datasets can be given a name entered in row 4 (such as “Best case” in E4 or “With

Partnership option” in F4, and so on). On the output page the CONCATENATE function

can be used to display which scenario is being used.

For example:

�CONCATENATE(“These results have been created using Dataset: ”,OFFSET(Input!D4,0,Dataset))

AVERAGE

Taking an average of two or more numbers is a common occurrence in many models.

Often the AVERAGE function in Excel is forgotten and the mathematics is done manually

with a division. The benefit of this function is that it adds and counts the number of items

included and therefore is flexible to the number of items in a range of data. The syntax is:

�AVERAGE(number,number,number…) for up to 30 numbers 

Though the number can be a range:Average(H61:H66) or a range name:Average(Prices)

MOD

MOD is a useful function that provides the remainder when one number is divided by

another. For example, 7 MOD 3 is 1. The syntax is:

�MOD(number,divisor)

This can be used in modelling to trigger events at set intervals. For example, if a computer

was replaced every three years MOD could be used to trigger the purchase by being

applied to the year number.

Based on model years of 0,1,2,3… (rather than actual years) the formula would be:

�IF(MOD(Year_number,Input_life_of_computer)�0,Input_new_computer_cost,0)

An asset would be bought in years 0,3,6… for an amount defined in the cell Input_new_

computer_cost.

USEFUL FEATURES

Shortcut keys

In developing a model a lot of time can be spent moving between keyboard and mouse

and back. A much more effective way of operating is to use the keyboard throughout. This

can be achieved by using keyboard shortcuts that replicate mouse functions. It would take
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ten pages to list all the available options in Excel, whereas a simple use of the HELP

function will reveal all of them. On the HELP index, select shortcuts, keys and work

through the available items.

Some of the most useful shortcuts are as follows.

F2 Edit cell contents

CTRL � C Copy

CTRL � V Paste

CTRL � PRINT Print

CTRL � SPACEBAR Select column

SHIFT � SPACEBAR Select row

CTRL � SPACEBAR followed by SHIFT � SPACEBAR (or vice versa) Select whole sheet

F10 followed by arrow keys Select item on the menu toolbar

Divide by zero

In any division calculation there is a risk that the denominator is zero and this will cause the

answer to create a division by zero error. The ripple effect will cause all dependent cells to

show similar division by zero errors, making it difficult to find the source of the problem.

The trace error button on the auditing toolbar will identify each incidence of the error

as follows. 

To activate the auditing toolbar select menu option view➞toolbars➞customize… and

then check the tick box by “Auditing”. To use the function, place the cursor in an error cell

and press the trace error button, which is a yellow diamond with an exclamation

mark. The cursor will move to the cell creating the problem and highlight all connections

from the errant cell over to the cell from where the function was called. The alternative is

to set all division calculations within an IF statement:

�IF(cell reference for denominator�0,“warning message”,division calculation)

Some modellers will use an error-handling solution that brings in the error test function

‘ISERROR’, which gives a true/false result for the outcome of a range of potential errors,

including division by zero.

�IF(ISERROR(division calculation),“warning message”,division calculation)

Format painter

On the toolbar is an icon of a wide paintbrush. It can be used to pick up and apply

formats from one cell to another. This is particularly useful for number formats that have

been created with defined styles and number of decimal places. It is much quicker than

using the format➞cells menu options.

To use the function follow these steps:

� Click on a cell that has the format you want to copy.
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� Click on the paintbrush.

� Click on the destination cell where you want to replicate the format.

� To apply the format repeatedly, double click on the paintbrush and then everywhere

you click thereafter the format will be applied.

� To stop repeated application click back on the paintbrush or press the esc key.

The format painter picks up every attribute of format – colour, style, font, size, protection,

and so on. Before using the feature, be sure you want all these attributes.

Conditional formatting

In addition to fixed formatting, which is constantly displayed, there is a facility to have

conditional formatting that is displayed only when defined criteria are met. An example

would be to have a red warning appear if there is an error or a highlighted cell to mark the

highest number in a range.

The way to apply the CONDITIONAL FORMAT function is as follows:

� Select the cell to have conditional formatting.

� From the format menu select conditional formatting.

� A dialog box is displayed comprising three sections (Chart 7.9):

– condition type

– condition rules

– format if condition is true.

Chart 7.9 The Conditional Formatting box

Condition type can be:

� “Cell Value Is”. The condition rules are properties about the conditionally formatted

cell. The conditions can be “between, equal to, greater than, less than, and so on”.

Text boxes require cell references or absolute values to be entered. For example, the

conditional format can be invoked when the cell is equal to 5 or is between the

values of two other cells.

� “Formula Is”. The condition rules are attributes of cells other than the conditionally

formatted cell. The condition is defined by a formula that yields a true or false answer,

for example if one cell is greater than another. This would be written as �$D$15>$E$15.
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The “format to use if condition is true” that can be applied is limited to font style (that is,

bold or italics), underline, colour, strikethrough, border and background. you cannot

change font type or font size. A common conditional formatting for use with warning

messages is a white font on a red background.

One difficulty of using conditional formatting is that it is invisible until the condition is

met. To find the cells with conditional formatting:

� On the edit menu select go to, or press ctrl + g.

� Select the special button.

� Select conditional formats.

� Under data validation, select either all (which will highlight every cell that has

conditional formatting) or same (which will highlight every cell that has the same

conditional formatting as the cell where the cursor is currently placed).

Although this function can be used to give clear highlight to conditions such as errors or

maximum values, it has most impact when used infrequently. Thus when it is invoked it is

significant and obvious. A sea of changing cell colours will disguise significant issues and

lessen the attention they command.

Using graphs

Often the most user-friendly way to display numerical information is graphically. Graphs

make trends in the data easy to discern. They also make it easier to examine relationships

and to spot potentially erroneous data inputs. In Excel the creation of a graph involves the

following steps.

1. From the insert menu select chart (or press the chart wizard button).

2. Select the appropriate chart type (column, bar, line or a host of others) by clicking on

one of the options. The type of chart to use will depend on the data being displayed.

Revenue and cost information on an annual basis is often best displayed in column

or bar charts. Macroeconomic variables, such as interest rates, exchange rates and

inflation, and microeconomic variables, such as product prices, are often best

represented in a line graph. When the information focuses on a particular year, such

as a summary of expenditure types, a pie chart can often be the most effective.

3. Select the sub-type of the preferred type of graph: vertical, horizontal, with or without

markers, and so on. The choice is often a case of personal preference. Press next.

4. Identify the information to be presented in the graph. Having pressed next in the

previous step the user is automatically presented with the choice of entering a data

range (or block of data) or series (several separate blocks of data). Select series to

allow more control over the information that is presented.

5. To add a data series click add.

6. Select the values required either directly from the spreadsheet by highlighting them

or by typing in the data range.

7. Select a name for the series by either manually entering a name or linking to a name

on the spreadsheet.

8. Steps 5–7 can be repeated until all the data series have been identified.

9. The same section also allows you to select a series to represent the scale for the x or

horizontal axis (usually years for most models).
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10. The next step takes you to the options for the graph which appear on several tabs:

� Titles describe the attributes displayed. It is helpful to enter a main title and a

vertical axis title. The horizontal title may not be required especially if the values

are years or dates. If the scale on a vertical axis is monetary, include both a

currency indicator and the scaling, such as thousands, millions, and so on.

� On the axes tab it is usually preferable to check both x and y boxes and to select

automatic. This will enable the scales to be resized automatically to fit the range of

data to be displayed.

� The use of gridlines is a matter of personal preference. If a data table is provided

to support the graph, then the gridlines could be excluded. Usually, graphs look

better without gridlines.

� The legend (or key) is important if a number of different data series are presented

on the same graph. It is usually better to position the legend at the side as this

allows the maximum height for the graph itself.

� Data labels can make a graph look messy and are best avoided, especially if the

data are also presented in a table. The legend should enable an efficient

interpretation of the data.

11. Once the options have been selected and ok has been clicked, you can choose where

you would like the graph to appear. Once the selection has been made the graph will

appear in the appropriate sheet of the model.

Improving the appearance of the graph

By right clicking at any point on the graph you can gain access to location-sensitive menus.

Depending on whether you have clicked on a data line, background, gridline, axis or labels

the following option(s) will appear:

� chart options – changes can be made to legends (keys) and axes.

� format data series – select this option when the cursor is over a data line. The

presentation of the graph is usually improved if bright primary colours are used

rather than the defaults. It can also be helpful in presentation to increase the weight

of the line to make it stand out more significantly. If the graph is to be part of a black-

and-white document, the use of dotted and dashed lines will be easier to interpret

than a series of grey tones.

� format plot area – the graphs stand out more if they are presented against a pale

background rather than the default grey.

� source data – this can be used to add or delete the data series to be displayed.

� format axis – as time is usually on the x axis it can look better if the year-end

numbers are on rather than between the markers. To achieve this select the format

axis menu and the scale tab and deselect the check box with the heading “Value

(Y) axis crosses between categories”.
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Chart 7.10 Sales forecast

Eyeball lines

In using graphs to review data, a helpful feature is Excel’s ability to work backwards from a

graph to generate data.

To create eyeball lines follow these steps:

� Beside the actual data for a line, manually enter a series of numbers that are

approximately the same. Show this on the graph by adding it as a series.

� Excel has a feature that will generate a mathematical formula that best fits a line’s

points. This is known as a trendline and it can be linked to the manually entered

numbers. To do this, right click on the line and click add trendline. Select the type

of graph on the type tab. Tick the “Display equation on chart” box on the option tab.

� Now you can move data points on the manually entered line. To do this left click the

mouse to highlight the individual data points.

� At a data point left click the mouse again to convert the cursor into an up-down

arrow (↕).

� Keeping the left mouse button depressed move the data point up and down. The

graph will change, the trendline will change and the trendline formulae will change.

Back in the spreadsheet the data series will also change.

Eyeball lines can be used to support the generation of assumptions with the trendline

formulae being used to project the assumption into the future. 

One graph suits all

To support the model output it can be tempting to show a whole series of graphs, each on

its own separate sheet. A proliferation of sheets can make navigation through a large

model unduly complicated and time consuming. A solution is to have only one graph
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sheet and use a menu to select the data to be displayed. Chart 7.11 shows how a sheet

should be structured to create this style of output.

Chart 7.11 Structure of a graph sheet

Selection area and graph are the parts that are to be viewed by the user. Display data and

data table are the working areas to make the graph menus work. As these two working

areas are not required by the user, they could be put on their own sheet.

The sequence for building the graph sheet is as follows.

Data table

The area is filled with data that is typically drawn from other output sheets, such as:

� Operational data

– customer numbers

– staff numbers

� Financial data

– cash flow numbers

– balance sheet items

– profit levels

� Performance data

– ratios

The data lines in the table are linked to its source with cell references. This ensures changes

in the assumptions will follow through into the data table.

Selection area: selection of the graph

to be displayed

Graph

Display data: the numbers used to produce

the displayed graph

Data table: the numbers that support all of the

graphs offered in the selection area
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Display data

This is the source area for the lines to be shown on the graph. Typically, a sheet like this

would allow for between two and four lines to be displayed. Each line is linked to the data

table with an OFFSET function. This method enables users to select the information they

want displayed; the OFFSET function will pull the relevant information from the data table

ready for the graph to display the contents of these cells.

Graph

The graph will have an x axis based on the number of years in the model. The lines to be

displayed will be those defined in the display data area.

Selection area

This is where the user selects the information to be viewed on the graph. This can be done

either by a simple entry of a number selected from a list of available options or, more

effectively, by using a drop-down menu (see Chapter 18).

Chart 7.12 illustrates how this is done, though for clarity it has been simplified to just a few

lines in the data table.

Chart 7.12 Building a graph sheet

� Rows 2 and 4 are list boxes to select the data to be displayed (see Chapter 18 for how

these operate). The input range for each box is $A$31:$A$34 and the cell link for line

one is $B$23 and for line two is $B$24.

� Rows 6 to 19 are the graph with line one linked to row 26 and line two linked to row

27. The x axis is linked to row 29. To keep the dynamic nature of these graphs the
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name for each line is also linked to the “Display data” area. Hence for line one it is

linked to cell $A$26 and for line two it is linked to $A$27.

� Rows 23 and 24 are the cell links for the list boxes. When users change their list box

selection the number of the item chosen will be displayed in these cells. The first

item in the list will result in 1 being placed in the cell link.

� Rows 26 and 27 are the data lines that are displayed in the graph. In each cell is an

OFFSET function. The content of cell E27 is:

�OFFSET(E30,$B24,0)

– E30 is the anchor, the point above the data table.

– $B24 is the cell link for the list box of line two. In the example line two has been

selected as operating profit, hence the row offset value in B24 of 3 will link the cell

to the row of operating profit data E33.

� Row 29 is the heading with the year numbers that are used as the x axis for the

graph.

� Rows 31 to 34 contain the data table linked to cells in other output sheets. The first

row is set up as blank. This enables the user to deactivate some of the display lines.

Therefore if you only wanted a graph of operating profit, you could select this as line

one and then set line two as blank. This would remove line two from the graph.
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8 Style and outline

Having explored the background to model development and the process for its evolution,

this chapter focuses on building the core structure of the spreadsheet. The overall aim is to:

� create a clear and logical structure that will enable easy adaptation and

development;

� be able to change any one assumption and still have a valid answer;

� create a dynamic environment in which to test scenarios and sensitivities;

� create legibility that will allow users to read the cells as well as the answers offered.

MODEL LAYOUT

The first stage is to set up a minimum of three sheets to separate out numerical inputs,

workings (or calculations) and outputs for printing. The features of these are shown in

Chart 8.1.

The benefit of the layout is to create a highly flexible “engine” through which sets of data

can be passed. The logic may seem simple, but it requires discipline to apply.

Take, for example, an inflation rate that could be applied to costs as they are projected into

the future. If the inflation rate were coded as a number in each of the cost cells, a change

in rate would take considerable re-coding with potentially one or more uses of the

percentage being missed and remaining at the previous value. However, if an inflation

percentage is entered once as an input, applied to costs with formulae, it can be easily

changed. This will enable the projections for all costs to be changed simultaneously,

resulting in “a dynamic effect”. 

This layout should be applied without exception, even to the extent that the start year

number or the number of days in the year should be placed on the input sheet. For inputs,

all numbers means all numbers!

Chart 8.1  Model layout

Numbers only

No calculation formulae (all

calculations to be done on

workings sheet)

Formulae only

Never any numbers (all numbers

to be entered on input sheet)

Extracts from the workings sheet

for printing

INPUTS WORKINGS OUTPUTS
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The discipline often breaks down in the heat of decision-making when an urgent response

to a scenario is needed. The modeller may try to put in a “quick fix” by entering a hard

coded number somewhere on the workings sheet. This is a fatal error that may go

undetected for many a subsequent scenario, thus invalidating the use of the model.

The structure can be developed to match the scale of the model. For large models it may

be helpful to create separate input and working sheets for types of assumptions such as

revenue, capital costs and operating costs. Output sheets can be set up for profit and loss,

balance sheet, cash flow, valuations, ratios and key graphs. Hence the number of sheets

can easily rise. However, the most important attribute to remember is the status of each

sheet (whether input, working or output) and then stick rigidly to the principles of that

style of sheet.

In setting the design the golden rule is to develop a model that is fit for the purpose – the

model should not be over-engineered. The point of the model should be kept clearly in

mind and thus the component elements should only be those that are needed to achieve

the objective. Other elements that are often “fun” to create, or “clever algorithms”

developed to solve irrelevant details, should be avoided.

SHEET LAYOUT: INPUTS

The input sheet should consist of the base data to drive the model. All data should be

entered into one column with each variable typically consisting of seed and behaviour

attributes. In Chart 8.2 the seed is a price of 5 and the behaviour over time is a growth of

3% a year.

Chart 8.2 Input sheet layout

Detailed attributes of the sheet

Row 1: The title of the model. Where possible enter this once on the input

sheet and refer back to it for all other uses. Should the title change, one

amendment will update the whole model.

Columns A and B: The names and values of the inputs that will be used to

drive the model.

Row 5: Subheading to group inputs together by type.
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Column C: The range names (see Chapter 7) given to the inputs for when

they are used in formulae throughout the model.

Columns E to H: Data scenarios that can be pulled into column B to drive the

model with alternative assumptions. This is done by using the OFFSET

function (see Chapter 7) in column B that is referenced to the Dataset

selection in B3.

An alternative style of input is to have data validation as part of the input with the

scenario datasets starting in column I, as shown in Chart 8.3. Rows 9 to 35 are omitted as

they contain other input assumptions.

Chart 8.3 Input sheet layout with data validation

Columns F and G: These are the minimum and maximum acceptable values

that can be entered to run the model.

Column E: This is used to test the validity of the data driving the model in

Column B.  For this purpose Column B has a range name of Model_data,

Column F has a range name of Min_input and Column G has a range name

of Max_input. The formula for cell E6 (and subsequent rows) is:

�IF(AND(Model_data>�Min_input,Model_data<�Max_input),”Valid”,“Error”)

Row 40: At the end of the input sheet a test can be done to check the validity of

all data. Column E has a range name of Input_validity. The formula in cell B40 is:

�IF(COUNTIF(Input_validity,”Error”)>0,“Invalid input data”,“Valid input data”)

On the output sheet a link can be made to the text of cell B40 to alert users

when the answers they are reviewing are built from erroneous input data.

SHEET LAYOUT: WORKING

The working sheet should consist of the calculations to create the lines for the output from

the model, as shown in Chart 8.4. All cells (other than headings) should be formulae built

up from numbers entered on the input sheet.
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Chart 8.4 Working sheet layout

Detailed attributes of the sheet

Row 1: Title of the model (linked back to the title on the input sheet).

Rows 3 and 4: Timelines to reference each column. Row 3 can be created on

the sheet, but the value in E4 should be drawn for the input sheet to allow it

to be changed. It can often be helpful to have this as a permanent header to

the page. To do this select Row 5 and from the window menu select split.

This will put a bar across the screen, allowing you to leave the top part fixed

as you scroll down the working sheet. If you need to swap between the two

halves of the sheet, press f6.

Row 6: It can be helpful to create common indexes at the top of the sheet

that will be referred to on several occasions. An inflation index (created from

data on the input sheet and in this example growing at 5%) saves repetitious

calculation on all cost and revenue lines when building models that use

nominal values (including inflation).

Row 8: Subheading. It is worth having lots of subheadings to ensure that the

build-up of logic is clear to the user.

Row 10: Calculation where a seed is used in column E (in this example 250)

and the behaviour trends it out over time (in this example 20% growth a

year). Note that the heading in column A includes details of the units that the

numbers are based in.

Column B: The range names given to the rows so they can be used elsewhere

on the working and output sheets.

When modelling on the working sheet it can be helpful to have two windows into the

model to save having to continually refer back to the input sheet. To create this display,

from the window menu select new window. This will create a second window of

your spreadsheet. To see both windows, from the window menu select arrange and

check the “Horizontal” style. This puts the two windows one above the other. Select the

input sheet for the top window and the working sheet for the bottom window. To move

between the two windows press ctrl f6.
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SHEET LAYOUT: OUTPUTS

The output sheet is used to summarise workings for printing and should consist of the

transfer of key lines from the working sheet as shown in Chart 8.5. Few calculations other

than perhaps totalling should be required.

Chart 8.5 Output sheet layout

Detailed attributes of the sheet

Row 1: Title of the model (linked back to the input sheet).

Rows 3 and 4: Column titles created by using the range names from rows on

the working sheet where these were set up. Note that all sheets should start

with the first year in the same column. In this example, year 0 is set up in

column E for both the working and output sheets.

Rows 6 to 8: Heading, subheading and display units. Although many models

will be written and used in one country, it is important that the units of

currency are clearly shown to make it obvious to the reader of any output.

The main rule with currency is to be consistent throughout the model to

avoid adding together financial values of mixed currencies.

Row 10: Data drawn from the working sheet with references rather than

calculation.

Column B: Range names for use in other parts of the output sheet.

ALTERNATIVE MODEL LAYOUT AND MODULARISATION

The methodology described above, using three styles of sheets (input, working and

output), may not always be the most appropriate for all situations. Some modellers will

develop complete components on one sheet, covering inputs at the top and then

developing down through workings to create outputs. The benefit of this style is that when

using the model the cause and effect of changing assumptions can be seen instantly

without switching between sheets. It also enables modularisation, whereby completed

components can be transferred and used in other models with little development and

minimal adaptation.
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Although this alternative layout mixes the three styles of sheets, the individual sections

still comply with the principles of their particular style. This type of layout can create

appearance difficulties because column widths have to stay constant in all sections, thus

compromising visual presentation.

When starting out in modelling, it is recommended that separate input, working and

output sheets are used to help apply a structural discipline to the model. Examples

throughout this book use both styles to illustrate how they can be applied.

MAKING THE MODEL INTELLIGIBLE

Cellsare free, souse them.When formulaebecome longerthan one line ofthescreen, try to

breakthemup intosmallercomponents thatare individually labelled. Forexample, instead ofa

longformula toworkout revenue,breakitup intoa formula fornumberofcustomers,a formula

forspend percustomeranda third formula thatmultiplies the two formercalculations.Time

spentbythe developerspreadingout the model ismore than compensated forbytimesaved in

the testingprocessaswellasbytheusersshould theytrytounderstandthe logic.

MAKING RANGE NAMES WORK

As discussed in Chapter 7, it is recommended that range names are used extensively when

building the model. One of the clever results of applying range names to rows is that each

number stays loyal to the column in which it was created. This is particularly useful on the

working page. In Chart 8.6, for example, a range name Working_staff_numbers is created for

the row titled Staff. When the range name is applied in formulae the staff number showing

in column F, which is a value of 280, will always be used in calculations referenced to

Working_staff_numbers in column F. Similarly, the staff number showing in column H,

which is a value of 310, will always be used in calculations referenced to

Working_staff_numbers in column H, and so on.

Chart 8.6 The use of range names

In every year of row 40 the calculation is:

�Working_staff_numbers*Working_cost_per_employee
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The values stay loyal to the columns that they originate from. Hence the need to ensure

that every sheet of the model has its first year starting in the same column, in this example

year 0 is in column E.

RETAINING CONSISTENT LOGIC BY HAVING THE SAME FORMULAE
EVERY YEAR

In building a model that involves projections over a period of time, there will inevitably be

events that occur in some years but not others. To retain the structure and flexibility of the

model, these events can be triggered with a year number, entered on the input sheet. By

using IF statements on the working sheet the event can be aligned to the correct year(s).

Take, for example, the introduction of a tax that is anticipated to become payable in 2006.

Rather than coding the working sheet for 2004 and 2005 as two years of zeros followed by

a tax formula for 2006 onwards, it would be better to put these details on the input sheet.

Year tax introduced 2006

Rate of tax 20%

On the working sheet the tax can be triggered by reference to the dates at the top of each

column, for example:

�IF(Year_number>�Year_tax_introduced,Rate_of_tax*Profit,0)

Changing the year on the input sheet allows the user to test what happens if the tax is

brought in during 2005 or is delayed to 2007.

The objective on the working sheet is to have the same formula every year and any timed

events being triggered by dates entered on the input sheet.

ROUNDING TO VISIBLE

Consider Chart 8.7.

Chart 8.7 The effect of rounding
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If this were presented in a report, you might wonder whether there was an error. Also the

results would have been better presented in thousands and not millions.

To avoid rounding errors, choose the number of significant figures to display on the output

sheet and consistently apply rounding to ensure that all the schedules add up. Although

this could be seen as a desire for accuracy, it does help when validating outputs such as

whether a balance sheet balances as well as other audit tests.

The syntax is:

�ROUND(number,number of decimal places)

If the fraction is 0.5 or greater it will be rounded up; otherwise it will be rounded down.

The number of decimal places can be negative and thus rounded to hundreds or

thousands. To allow flexibility, it may be useful to set up the number of places of rounding

on the input sheet and thus enable changes to be made quickly if the scale of the project

should change.

For example, the number 123.456 rounded would be as shown in Chart 8.8.

Chart 8.8 Rounding

Number of places Answer

0 123

1 123.5

�1 120

There are other derivations of rounding such as ROUNDUP, which always rounds up

fractions to the next whole number, and ROUNDDOWN, which always ignores the

fractional part.

SIGN CONVENTION

You need to have one. There are a few alternative conventions, but the most common is to

have income, receipts and assets as positive and costs, expenditure and liabilities as

negative. (One alternative is to have income as negative and costs as positive as this is then

consistent with traditional debits and credits from book-keeping.)

As well as having a logical and consistent sign convention running through the workings

and outputs, it is important to give users guidance with the sign for inputs. Normally, all

inputs should be positive regardless of whether they are income, cost, asset or liability.

Formulae can then be used to convert the number to a negative for display or calculation.

As explained earlier in this chapter (page 61), appropriate input validation can also be used

to test that the correct signs are being used.
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FORMATTING

The spreadsheet package offers a wide range of colours, fonts, tints and styles that with

spare time can be used to liven up even the most unexciting of models. Although there is

all this graphical power at your fingertips, there are several rules with formatting that will

enhance the look and feel of the model. 

Whatever selection you make for the design it is helpful to be consistent. So headings are

always in capital letters and bold. Inputs are always shaded in the same colour. In this way

the navigation round the model is made easy as well as looking professional.

Be aware that the model may be used on different types of hardware. Screen sizes vary so

a visual impact may not be replicable on all machines. The amount of memory and the

processing speed will also have an effect. Extra formatting takes up memory and time

when recalculating. Thus on older, slower machines time can be at a premium.

Colours

Less is more. Restrict the spreadsheet colour scheme to three or four colours. Remember

that outputs are likely to be printed and potentially photocopied. Most organisations need

the output to look good in black and white.

A typical colour scheme might be as follows:

� Black text on a white background for the majority of the spreadsheet.

� A dark colour on a pale background to highlight input cells (shades of green or blue

are typical).

� A dark red on a pale yellow background for warnings or error messages.

Fonts

Try to stick to one font throughout and use bold and larger font sizes only for titles and

headings.

In printing you may be eager to shrink the model to fit on one sheet of paper, but

remember that it has to be read and when severely shrunk minus signs and other crucial

details can “disappear”.

Lines

For subtotals and totals it is clearer to insert lines round the numbers, as shown in

Chart 8.9.
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Chart 8.9 The use of lines in formatting output

Subtotals (row 26) have a single line above them and totals (row 28) have a single line

above them and a double line below them.

Number styles

Some basic rules in displaying numbers are as follows:

� Numbers should stay in black even if negative.

� Replace the minus sign with brackets as they are more enduring when photocopied.

� Put separators between thousands to enhance legibility.

� Choose an appropriate number of significant figures.

To set up a number style that meets these criteria complete the following:

� Select a cell and from the format menu select cells…

� Click on the “Number” tab and in the “Category:” box select custom.

� In the “Type:” box enter #,##0.00_);(#,##0.00).

The syntax works as follows:

� The format for positive numbers is on the left of the semicolon and negative is on the

right.

� # means show a digit if there is one to show but ignore if not required.

� 0 means show the actual number, but show a zero if there is no digit to display. The

benefit of this is that the user can see a calculation has been done and the answer is

zero, rather than there being some potential numbers missing from the model if the

cell is left blank.

� 00 after the decimal point gives two decimal places, but this can be changed to none

or many.

� By putting _) on a positive number, the _ means put a space after positive numbers

the width of the next character, which in this case is a closed bracket. This will ensure

that positive and negative numbers align vertically down the sheet when right

justified.

� The ( ) on the negative number means that negative numbers will have brackets

round them.



Alternative formats that may be useful are as follows:

� Ignore .00 and show only whole numbers.

� Insert a comma after zero (eg, #,##0,) which will remove three significant figures such

that 1234567 would be shown as 1,235. Be careful because arithmetic calculations will

hold true to the full number and rounding errors may occur. It may be helpful to

round to visible (see pages 65–6) when using this feature.

Column widths

Some modellers like to have all the columns of the model visible at once and hence use

the zoom and column width features to create this.

At the end, it is aesthetically better to have identical column widths for all years, so check

the maximum needed and set all the columns to this width (note that the largest numbers

are often in the final year when the revenue and value has peaked).

SOME THINGS TO AVOID

Hiding information

The most common way to hide data is to use the functions that physically hide columns or

rows. When this has been done it is obvious to the user as the column and row reference

sequences have elements missing.

Another way to hide data is to convert the text to white so that the background is the same

as the foreground and therefore invisible. Instances of this are hard for the user to find,

particularly when located away from the main development area.

If you apply the principles described in this chapter and have a working sheet, there is no

need to hide anything. The output sheet is used to tidy up workings for printing. It is

recommended that for clarity everything used to generate the model output is visible.

Recalculation

The default setting in spreadsheets is that every time a cell is changed the whole workbook

is recalculated. For most spreadsheet applications this occurs instantly. However, as a model

grows the amount of calculation to be done can be huge and there will be an obvious

pause for recalculation. At this stage it is tempting to switch from automatic to manual

recalculation (from the tools menu select options➞calculation tab and check the

manual box). Thereafter press f9 every time you want the model updated. This can be

dangerous as some users may not be aware of this step in processing scenarios through the

model and may not have pressed f9 before taking a decision on an output.

If auto-recalculation is turned off, make sure that warnings are clearly shown on the

output sheet. Advanced modellers may write a short macro so that whenever the user

moves to view an output sheet the model will automatically recalculate (see Chapter 18). 
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9 Macroeconomic factors

Macroeconomics is the study of the economy as a whole and focuses on the interaction of

large-scale, aggregated variables. Microeconomics, in contrast, concentrates on the

individual components within an economy. Examples of macroeconomic variables include

inflation, exchange rates and interest rates. The definition can also be extended to include

variables that are harder to measure and describe, such as the regulatory environment,

company law, social trends and technological change.

This chapter looks at the forecasting of some of the variables commonly used in business

models:

� Gross domestic product (gdp)

� Inflation

� Base interest rates

� Exchange rates

� Population

These five variables provide the building blocks from which many other macroeconomic

variables can be derived. There is no consensus among economists over how best to

forecast macroeconomic variables. Any technique that a business modeller employs will

be a simplification of reality.

THIRD-PARTY FORECASTS

In large organisations there may already be a corporate view of the economy’s growth rate,

inflation and exchange rates, and the modeller may be obliged to use an existing set of

assumptions. Small businesses may rely on forecasts from banks or brokers or reports by

industry bodies and research agencies. In both cases, modelling macroeconomic variables

is simply a matter of entering the relevant figures under the appropriate year headings in

the spreadsheet.

Published reports usually do not extend far enough into the future to meet the needs of a

ten-year cash flow forecast. In such cases the model must be flexible enough to

accommodate the existing forecast and to generate the figures for the remaining years. On

other occasions the model may have to be designed to produce a full forecast from year 1.

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT

Definition and uses

Gross domestic product (gdp) is defined as the total value of goods produced and services

provided in a country in one year. Numerous variables determine the growth of gdp, and

to produce a formula that explains gdp growth is beyond the scope of this book. However,
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many years of observation have revealed that gdp growth rates do not change

dramatically from year to year and that they generally follow a cyclical pattern –

sometimes described as the business cycle. These two observations can be used to

produce a simple forecast for gdp growth and gdp.

The approach used assumes an average underlying gdp growth rate that has a linear trend

in either a positive or a negative direction. The actual rate of growth in any one year,

however, will depend on the position within the business cycle. The business cycle is

modelled as a sine curve where assumptions entered by the user determine the length

and amplitude of the business cycle. The use of a sine curve represents a simplifying

assumption, as business cycles do not usually exhibit a constant cyclical pattern.

Forecasting gdp is useful as it provides a building block for forecasting imports and exports

(which can be expressed as a percentage of gdp) and for providing an indicator of

economic prosperity. Dividing total gdp by the total population gives gdp per head,

which is a commonly used measure of an economy’s economic health. gdp can also

provide a useful starting point for forecasting market demand.

Seed

In Chapter 4 the current, actual level of a variable was defined as the seed, the starting

point from which future values are forecast. When forecasting gdp the seed is the previous

period’s gdp, measured in units of the local currency. To develop a forecast for gdp, begin

by creating a sheet name “gdp inputs” and enter the row and column headings from

Chart 9.1 on the next page. In Chart 9.1 the seed is entered as units 23,000 in cell E4 and

this input is given the range name GDP_input_gross_domestic_product. This represents the

value of gdp at year 0.

Behaviour

The term behaviour is used to describe the expected future path of a particular variable. In

this example it is assumed that no alternative forecasts are available and that the modeller

must forecast the behaviour of gdp for every year. The expected behaviour of gdp growth

is modelled as a sine curve and is defined by the user inputs below. This example

assumes a five-year business cycle.

� The number of years for a complete business cycle (cell E5).

� The stage of the business cycle for the current level of gdp, that is, 23,000 (cell E6). A

figure of 25% indicates a start point at the top of the cycle; a figure of 75% implies a

start point at the bottom of the cycle. It is assumed that gdp of 23,000 is at the top of

the cycle, which is represented by an assumption of 25%.

� The size of the variations during the cycle (cell E7). This represents the difference

between the highest and lowest points of the cycle.

� The underlying growth rate of gdp (cell E8). This represents the average growth rate

over the length of the business cycle.

� The amount each year by which the underlying growth rate changes (cell E9). Over

time the underlying growth rate may change, and this is represented by the input in

cell E9. The underlying growth rate may change over time if an economy is moving

from being a developing economy into a modern state.
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Chart 9.1 shows an input sheet containing all the inputs required to produce a gdp

forecast. Each input has been given a range name, which is displayed in column B.

Chart 9.1 Input assumptions for a GDP forecast 

Modelling approach

Now create a separate workings sheet for the gdp forecast called “gdp workings”, as

shown in Chart 9.2. The example reveals the results of a ten-year forecast. The formulae in

each column are identical. The workings have been broken down into a number of stages:

� Rows 4, 5 and 6 are intermediate steps in producing the gdp growth rate that is

calculated in row 8.

� Row 4 determines the stage of the business cycle that will help determine the gdp

growth rate.

� Row 5 divides the full amplitude of the business cycle in half.

� Row 6 adjusts the average growth rate for the trend in the average growth rate using a

compounding calculation.

� Rows 4 to 6 are combined in row 8 to produce the gdp growth rate. The adjusted

growth rate of row 6 is altered up or down by the multiplication of the position

within the business cycle (row 4) and half of the amplitude (row 5). 

� The resulting gdp growth rate is then used to generate the final result for gdp in

absolute terms in row 9.

Chart 9.2 GDP workings spreadsheet 

The row headings in column A should be created first. A detailed explanation of each

calculation in the working for year 1 is provided in Chart 9.3 and the same formula can be

copied to every year. The forecast years 1–10 can be entered manually and given the range

name Year for the range of cells E3 to N3. Before completing the code the additional range

names described below must be created:

� SINE_curve_position for cells E4 to N4.

� Half_of_amplitude for cells E5 to N5.
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� Adjusted_growth_rate for cells E6 to N6.

� GDP_growth_rate for cells E8 to N8.

Rows 4, 5 and 6 should be formatted as percentages, with rows 4 and 5 at one decimal

place and the remaining rows at three decimal places.

Lastly, a relative range name must be created for the gdp of the previous period called

Previous_year_GDP (see Chapter 7, page 43). In this example, select cell F9 and make cell E9

the relative cell.

Chart 9.3 GDP workings code

Row Calculation Actual calculation Answer

SINE curve position �SIN((PI()*2)/GDP_input_length_ �SIN((3.14*2)/5* 30.9%

of_cycle*(Year�GDP_input_length (1�5*25%))

_of_cycle*GDP_input_cycle_start_

point))

Half of amplitude �GDP_input_total_GDP_amplitude/2 �1.0%/2 0.5%

Adjusted growth rate �(GDP_input_average_GDP_growth �(1.5%*(1�0.05%)^ 1.500%

_rate*(1�GDP_input_average_ (1�1))

GDP_growth_trend)^(Year�1))

GDP growth rate �ROUNDUP(SINE_curve_position* �ROUNDUP(30.9%* 1.660%

Half_of_amplitude� 0.5%�1.500%,4)

Adjusted_growth_rate,4)

GDP �IF(Year�1, �IF(TRUE,23000* 23,381.8

GDP_input_gross_domestic_ (1�1.660%))

product*(1�GDP_growth_rate),

Previous_year_GDP*(1�

GDP_growth_rate))

The use of an IF statement in row 9 is required to ensure that the same formula can be

used in each year. In the case of year 1 the model uses the initial input for gdp from the

input section. In any other year the model simply looks at the level of gdp from the

previous year.

Now assume that a forecast for gdp growth for the next two years has been obtained from

an industry body. It would be useful to include this forecast for the first two years before

reverting to the original forecasting approach. gdp is expected to grow by 1.8% in year 1

and 1.5% in year 2.

The input section has been expanded to include the manually entered gdp growth input

assumptions and this extension is shown in Chart 9.4. The gdp growth input row is given

the range name GDP_input_GDP_growth_input; the range should encompass cells E12 to

N12.
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Chart 9.4 Extended GDP input assumptions 

Turning to the gdp workings sheet, a simple IF statement is added to the original gdp

growth rate calculation to examine whether a manual entry has been made. If no entry

has been made, gdp growth input � “” is TRUE, there is no entry, and the original

calculation is performed. If an entry is present, then that entry is used.

Chart 9.5 shows the revised formula and provides the results for year 2 when the manual

input of 1.50% is used.

Chart 9.5 Revised GDP growth rate calculation

Row Calculation Actual calculation Answer

GDP growth rate �IF(GDP_input_GDP_growth_ �IF(FALSE,ROUNDUP 1.500%

input�“”,ROUNDUP(SINE_curve_ (�80.9%�0.5%�1.501%,

position*Half_of_amplitude� 4),1.500%)

Adjusted_growth_rate,4),GDP_

input_GDP_growth_input)

Chart 9.6 shows the revised gdp workings with manual entries for the first two years of

the forecast. The remaining years are forecast by the model.

Chart 9.6 Revised GDP workings

When an existing forecast for the first few years of the forecast period is used, the modeller

must ensure that the transition from the manually entered figures and the results from the

model are smooth. A simple approach is to plot the rates of gdp growth for the entire

period and amend the assumptions describing the future behaviour of the growth rate to

ensure that the existing forecast and those predicted by the model follow a consistent

pattern. The results of the forecast from the above example, including the manual inputs,

are shown in Chart 9.7. The graph covers the entire forecast period (see page 53, Using

graphs).
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Chart 9.7 GDP growth rate 

INFLATION RATE

Definition and uses

The inflation rate can be defined as the rate at which the price for a defined basket of

goods changes over time. The absolute level of prices can be described by a price index.

The annual percentage change in this index is the rate of inflation. There are many

inflation indices. One of the most common measures is the retail price index, which

attempts to represent the prices consumers have to pay each day. Definitions often vary –

there was a protracted debate in the UK about whether mortgage interest costs on

domestic properties should be included in or excluded from the retail price index.

Economy-wide measures include the gdp deflator, and there are industry or sector specific

measures as well. The ability to forecast inflation is useful for many aspects of modelling,

including market size forecasts and predicting exchange-rate movements.

Seed

The seed for inflation and price forecasts is the price index start point. In Chart 9.8 a figure

of 100 is assumed and is entered on the inputs sheet with the range name

Inflation_input_inflation_index_start_point.

Behaviour

There is considerable controversy over the determinants of inflation. Currently, many

people see a relationship between the level of activity in the economy and inflation. As

the economy grows, increased income levels generate an increase in demand for goods

and services, and as a result prices are bid up as the supply of goods and services is

assumed to respond more slowly to changes in demand. A simple approach, therefore, is

to assume a comparatively stable trend for inflation, with variations around this trend that

are related to the peaks and troughs of the business cycle, which was already captured in

the modelling of gdp growth. However, a delay between demand increasing and suppliers

recognising the increase in demand means that the cyclical movements in prices often lag

the movements in gdp.

Chart 9.8 highlights some of the inputs required to develop a forecast for inflation. In
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addition to the inputs in Chart 9.8, some of the inputs from the modelling work done on

gdp will be reused. These are:

� GDP_input_length_of_cycle

� GDP_input_year

� GDP_input_cycle_start_point

Chart 9.8 Inflation inputs 

Modelling approach

It is suggested that users continue to use the workbook that contains the gdp workings.

Additional inputs for inflation assumptions should be entered on a new sheet entitled

“Inflation inputs”.

The workings for the inflation forecast are presented in Chart 9.9. The initial inputs and the

actual code are similar to those of the forecast for gdp. One significant change is the

inclusion of an additional term in the sine curve position calculation. A lag term has been

introduced which offsets inflation from the stage of the business cycle calculated in the

gdp working. The results in Chart 9.11 show that the sine curve position results are

always one period behind those of the gdp forecast.

Chart 9.9 Inflation workings 

To develop the code the following additional range names would be required:

� Inflation_SINE_curve_position for cells E4 to N4.

� Inflation_half_of_amplitude for cells E5 to N5.

� Inflation_adjusted_growth_rate for cells E6 to N6.

� Inflation_rate for cells E8 to N8.

A relative range name, Previous_year_inflation_index, must also be created in row 9. Chart

9.10 provides a detailed review of the inflation workings and a numerical example. The

results relate to year 3.
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Chart 9.10 Inflation workings code

Row Calculation Actual calculation Answer

SINE curve position �SIN((PI()*2)/GDP_input_length_ �SIN((3.14*2)/5* (80.9%)

of_cycle*(Year�(GDP_input_ (3�(5*25%)�1))

length_of_cycle*GDP_input_

cycle_start_point)�Inflation_input_

inflation_offset_to_GDP))

Half of amplitude �Inflation_input_total_inflation_ �1.5%/2 0.75%

amplitude/2

Adjusted growth rate �(Inflation_input_average_ �(2.5%*(1�0.5%)^ 2.525%

inflation_rate*(1�Inflation_input_ (3�1))

inflation_rate_trend)^(Year�1))

Inflation growth rate �ROUNDUP(Inflation_SINE_ �ROUNDUP(�80.9%* 1.920%

curve_position* 0.75%�2.525%,4)

Inflation_half_of_amplitude�

Inflation_adjusted_growth_rate,4)

Inflation index �IF(Year�1, �IF(FALSE,100*(1 108.1

Inflation_input_inflation_index_ �1.920%),106.1*(1�

start_point*(1�Inflation_rate), 1.920%))

Previous_year_inflation_index

*(1�Inflation_rate))

It would also have been possible to extend the code to include a manual override for the

inflation rate in the same way that the gdp growth rate could have been overwritten. An

additional input row would have been required in the input section where the user could

enter the inflation rate directly. The calculation in row 8 would also have to be extended to

include an IF statement, which would have an identical structure to the gdp example.

The graph in Chart 9.11 shows both the movements in the rate of inflation over the ten

years of the forecast period and changes in gdp growth.

Chart 9.11 Ten-year inflation forecast 

This inflation forecast will be used later in this chapter to produce an exchange-rate

forecast. To make easy reference to these workings, create the range name

UK_inflation_index for cells E9 to N9.
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BASE INTEREST RATES

Definition and uses

The base rate is the rate of interest set by the central bank that provides the reference point

for other banks within the banking system. In the UK the base rate is set by the Bank of

England and in the United States by the Federal Reserve. The base rate is one of the main

instruments for managing the economy.

The ability to forecast the base rate is useful, as it is essential for forecasting interest charges

and income in the profit and loss account.

Seed

The seed is the current base rate expressed in percentage terms.

Behaviour

The base rate is often used as a tool for controlling inflation within an economy. When the

central bank expects prices to rise it may raise interest rates in an attempt to reduce the

level of demand in the economy. Increasing the base rate makes mortgages and consumer

credit more expensive, which may reduce consumers’ willingness to spend. The reduction

in spend reduces demand and hence reduces the upward pressure on prices. An approach

to forecasting base rates is to assume that inflation and interest rates move in roughly the

same direction, but that there is a delay from when the central bank increases interest rates

to when inflation increases. The somewhat counter-intuitive order of events is because it is

assumed that the central bank can predict when inflationary pressures are building up in

the economy and that it increases interest rates in anticipation of the rise in inflation. The

code in this example could also be used in cases where inflation increases ahead of the

base rate on the assumption that the central bank cannot foresee the build-up of

inflationary pressure. The central bank reacts with an increase in the base rate only after

the rate of inflation has been observed. This alternative description of the workings of the

economy can be achieved by entering a negative rather than a positive offset to inflation.

Chart 9.12 indicates some of the inputs required to generate the base rate forecast. Once

again some of the results from earlier workings will be reused, and it is suggested that

users continue to use the workbook that contains the gdp and inflation examples. The

variables common to this and earlier examples are:

� GDP_input_length_of_cycle

� Year

� GDP_input_cycle_start_point

� Inflation_input_inflation_offset_to_GDP

A base rate assumption sheet should be created, called “Base rate inputs”, as illustrated in

Chart 9.12.
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Chart 9.12 Base rate inputs 

Modelling approach

The base rate calculation shown in Chart 9.13 has been performed in one single cell,

although the calculation could have been broken down into stages in exactly the same

way as the previous examples. The calculation is almost identical to the inflation

calculation apart from the inclusion of an additional factor, the Base_rate_input_base_rate_

offset_to_inflation, which is set to �1 in this example.

Chart 9.13 Base rate workings 

Chart 9.14 shows the single calculation used to derive the results above for year 3. Even

with meaningful range names the formula is complex, and errors can easily be introduced

and may be difficult to identify. As an exercise the user may attempt to produce the same

results by breaking down the calculation into its constituent parts.

Chart 9.14 Base rate workings code

Row Calculation Actual calculation Answer

Base rate �ROUNDUP(SIN((PI()*2)/ �ROUNDUP(SIN((3.14*2)/5* 4.45%

GDP_input_length_of_cycle*(Year� (3�(5*25%)�1))*4.0%/2�

(GDP_input_length_of_cycle* (6.0%*(1�0.5%)^(3�1)),4)

GDP_input_cycle_start_point)�

Base_rate_input_base_rate_offset_to_inflation�

Inflation_input_inflation_offset_to_GDP))*

Base_rate_input_total_base_rate_amplitude/2�

(Base_rate_input_average_base_rate*

(1�Base_rate_input_base_rate_trend)^(Year�1)),4)

The graph in Chart 9.15 shows the trend in base rates over the forecast period.
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Chart 9.15 Base rate trend graph 

EXCHANGE RATES

Definition and uses

Like any other commodity, currencies can be bought and sold. The market where such

transactions take place is called the foreign exchange market. The price at which two

currencies exchange is called the exchange rate. When sterling is said to be “trading” on the

foreign exchange market at $1.65 to £1 it implies that £1 will purchase $1.65.

Exchange rates are used throughout most models; for example, converting the cost of

imported goods into the local currency and for foreign exchange gains and losses on debt

denominated in the foreign currency.

Seed

To generate an average exchange rate for the first year of the forecast an inflation factor for

both the start and end points of the year would be required. Many modellers, however,

simply make an assumption for the average exchange rate for the first year and develop a

forecast for the subsequent years. The initial assumption acts as the seed.

Behaviour

As with all the variables in this chapter there is no consensus among economists about the

determinants of exchange-rate movements. Furthermore, many economies and groups of

economies actively manage their exchange rates. A simple theory of exchange rates is

purchasing power parity (ppp), which argues that exchange rates move to ensure that the

relative purchasing power of one currency against another remains constant. Exchange

rates, therefore, are assumed to move in response to differential movements in inflation

rates between the respective economies. If one country is experiencing more rapid

inflation than another country, the cost of a basket of goods in the country with the higher

rate of inflation will increase faster than the cost of the same goods in the other country.

For a unit of the lower-inflation currency to retain the ability to purchase the same bundle

of goods in the high-inflation country, the low-inflation currency will have to have the

power to purchase more of the high-inflation currency. This effectively means that the low-

inflation currency has appreciated against the high-inflation currency.
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Chart 9.16 shows the inputs required to produce an exchange-rate forecast. This example

also uses the inflation index forecast produced on page 77. It is suggested that users

continue to use the workbook that contains the earlier examples. A new sheet should be

created for the exchange-rate inputs, called “Exchange rate inputs”, as shown in Chart 9.16.

These are hypothetical figures and do not reflect actual UK data.

Chart 9.16 Exchange rate inputs 

The inputs include the initial exchange rate as well as assumptions concerning annual

dollar inflation. The dollar inflation figures could have been modelled using the

techniques discussed earlier in this chapter, but for simplicity a manual input for these

assumptions has been created. Exchange rates are often managed by governments or

central banks. As a result, exchange rates, at least in the short term, may diverge from the

levels suggested by the application of ppp. To accommodate managed exchange-rate

regimes, an input range has been included in row 9 where the user can manually enter an

exchange rate or a broker’s forecast. If no entry is made, the model will automatically

revert to the ppp approach.

Range names have been created for the US inflation rate and the manual entry row. These

names and their associated cells are:

� Exchange_rate_input_US_inflation_rate for cells E8 to N8;

� Exchange_rate_input_manual_exchange_rate_entry for cells E9 to N9.

Modelling approach

A separate sheet for the exchange-rate workings should be created. Chart 9.17 shows the

exchange-rate workings and Chart 9.18 gives a detailed description of the formula for

year 3. The US inflation index has been calculated by applying the US inflation forecast to

the index of the previous period. In addition, row 5 links to the earlier inflation forecast in

the range UK_inflation_index. It is assumed that the inflation forecast relates to the UK.

Relative range names have been created for the previous period’s inflation index and for

the previous period’s exchange rate:

� Previous_US_inflation_index

� Previous_period_exchange_rate

For example, in cell G4, the Previous_US_inflation_index is set equal to cell �‘Exchange Rate

Workings’!F4 in the “Refers to:” section of the Define Name dialog box and the $ signs

have been removed. In cell G6, the Previous_period_exchange_rate is set equal to cell

�‘Exchange Rate Workings’!F6.
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Chart 9.17 Exchange rate workings 

The exchange rate calculation involves adjusting the previous period’s exchange rate by the

ratio of the proportionate change in the US inflation index and the proportionate change

in the UK inflation index. The calculation is shown below:

Current US inflation index

Previous period’s exchange rate �
Previous US inflation index

Current UK inflation index

Previous UK inflation index

Chart 9.18 Exchange rate workings code

Row Calculation Actual calculation Answer

US$ inflation index �IF(Year�1, �IF(FALSE,100*(1�2%), 106.12

Exchange_rate_input_US_ 104.04*(1�2%))

inflation_index_start_point*(1�

Exchange_rate_input_US_inflation

_rate),Previous_US_inflation_index*

(1�Exchange_rate_input_US_

inflation_rate))

UK inflation index �UK_inflation_index 108.13 108.13

Exchange rate US$/GBP �IF(Year�1, �IF(FALSE,1.6, 1.5896

Exchange_rate_input_initial_ IF(FALSE,1,5883�

exchange_rate,IF(Exchange_Rate_ ((106.12/104.04)/

input_manual_exchange_rate_ (108.13/106.09)),

entry�“”,Previous_period_ no entry))

exchange_rate*((G4/F4)/(G5/F5)),

Exchange_rate_input_manual_

exchange_rate_entry))

The results of the exchange-rate forecast are presented in the graph in Chart 9.19.
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Chart 9.19 $/£ exchange rate forecast 

POPULATION

Definition and uses

The definition of population is usually straightforward – it is the number of people in a

country. However, some care may need to be taken when a country has a large number of

temporary residents or seasonal workers. Unfortunately, in some countries the quality of

statistics is poor and population figures may be inaccurate.

The total population is often the starting point for forecasting market size, where the

demand for goods and services is, in some way, related to the size of the population. It is

also the starting point for detailed demographic analysis such as measuring the size of the

working population, and for establishing age profiles and household structures.

Seed

The seed is the opening population at the start of the forecast period.

Behaviour

Patterns of population growth differ among countries, but a low rate of exponential

growth can provide a reasonable forecast for many economies. In this simple example the

population is assumed to grow by the same proportion each year. These two input

assumptions are presented in Chart 9.20. 

Chart 9.20 Population inputs 

Modelling approach

Generating a forecast for the future population is straightforward and the workings are
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presented in Chart 9.21. A range name for the years, Year, will be required and should

include the cells E3 to N3.

Chart 9.21 Population workings 

To generate the results a simple IF statement is used to ensure that the same formula can

be used each year irrespective of whether the population of the previous period is being

drawn from the initial assumptions or from the adjacent cell. In the latter case a relative

reference is used to refer to Previous_period_population. The detailed code for year 3 is

presented in Chart 9.22.

Chart 9.22 Population workings code

Row Calculation Actual calculation Answer

Population �IF(Year�1, �IF(FALSE,55.0, 56.128

Population_input_opening_ 55.561*(1�1.02%))

population,Previous_period_

population*(1�Population_input_

population_growth))

OTHER MACROECONOMIC VARIABLES

When additional macroeconomic variables are required these can often be derived from

the set of variables discussed in this chapter. For example, gdp per head, a useful measure

of individual wealth, can be derived by dividing the total gdp forecast by the expected size

of the population. Care must be taken to ensure that both the numerator and denominator

of the calculation are in the same units, but otherwise the calculation is straightforward.

The macroeconomic variables discussed in detail here will provide a solid basis for most

business planning exercises.
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10 Forecasting revenue 

Forecasting revenue is one of the greatest challenges for the business modeller. The first

problem is producing a meaningful and useful definition of the market place. In the

telecommunications, information technology and media sectors, for example, there is such

a high degree of convergence that it is becoming increasingly difficult to differentiate

between the separate markets. Modellers may also have incomplete or inaccurate data as a

basis for their forecasts. Even when an industry-wide revenue forecast has been produced,

estimating a business’s market share of that revenue can be even more difficult. Market

share has many determinants and some important factors, such as brand strength, are

difficult to measure and model. 

APPROACHES TO REVENUE FORECASTING

Classification of forecasting methodologies

The different approaches to forecasting can be classified in many ways. A useful

classification is as follows:

� Extrapolation techniques, such as time series analysis, implicitly assume that the

past will be a reasonable predictor of the future. This assumption may be valid for

mature and stable businesses, such as the water and gas utilities. However, many

industry sectors are experiencing increasing levels of structural change. The use of

extrapolative techniques for these sectors may generate poor results.

� Causative techniques, such as multiple regression, attempt to understand the

fundamental relationships that determine the dynamics of a market. This

understanding, combined with a set of assumptions about the future, provides the

basis for the forecast. Because the underlying relationships are often estimated from

historical data, these techniques are useful when only small, incremental changes in

assumptions are expected in the future. 

� Judgmental techniques. Modellers may often be asked to produce a forecast for a

new product or market where there are no available historic data. In these cases,

forecasting can become judgmental and highly subjective. Although the forecasts can

be refined through studying the results of market research and by examining the

experiences of similar or related products in other markets and countries, the task of

forecasting becomes more like an art than a science.

In practice, most modellers rely on a mixture of all three techniques. They may establish

the current market trends through time series analysis, and attempt to understand market

dynamics through multiple-regression techniques. This understanding will then be

combined with their belief of how these relationships might develop in the future to

produce a forecast.
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Decomposition of revenue

The modeller’s ultimate objective is to develop a forecast for the total revenue of a

business. This can be decomposed into a number of elements. The individual elements

that comprise the total revenue for a business will depend on the industry in which it

operates. In many industries total revenue can be calculated from an estimate of the

number of customers who demand a product or service; the quantity of that product or

service that they demand; and the price charged per unit of that product or service. The

exact definitions of customers, products and services, and prices may differ, but the general

approach will usually prove valid. Decomposing a forecast into the individual elements

allows the modeller to examine to what extent a change in total revenue is a result of

changes in quantities (sometimes referred to as volume changes) and changes in price. 

Historically, in the case of the mobile communications industry, a major proportion of the

total revenue was generated by voice traffic. This voice revenue could be decomposed into

a number of readily identifiable elements:

� The number of customers using the network.

� The average number of minutes of voice calls made by each customer.

� The average price charged for each minute of use.

The total voice revenue for a mobile business could be calculated using the following

equation:

Average number of customers � Average number of voice minutes �

Average price per minute

To produce the most accurate forecast and to gain the greatest insight into the economics of

a business, it is often necessary to generate a forecast for total revenue through a

combination of forecasts of the individual elements.

Price elasticity of demand

Once a revenue forecast is broken down into volume and price effects, the modeller must

consider the relationship between changes in price and changes in demand or volume. In

many markets, an inverse relationship exists between the price of a product or service and

the quantity of that good or service demanded by the customer. This inverse relationship

can be seen in the downward-sloping demand curve in Chart 10.1.
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Chart 10.1 A downward-sloping demand curve

The price elasticity of demand is a measure of how sensitive the changes in the quantity

demanded by a customer are to changes in price. Price elasticity can be expressed

mathematically as:

Q2 � Q1

Price elasticity of demand �
Q1 

P2 � P1

P1

Price elasticities are usually negative, reflecting the inverse relationship between price and

quantities. Elasticities also vary depending on the position along the demand curve. The

slope of the demand curve at a particular point provides an estimate of the price elasticity

of demand. Measuring elasticities is a complex subject and a range of techniques can be

employed. A detailed discussion of this topic is beyond the scope of this book. However, if

price elasticity estimates are available these can be incorporated into the revenue forecast

(an example is given on page 115).

Bottom-up versus top-down forecasting

Total revenue forecasts created from a combination of individual elements are sometimes

called “bottom-up” forecasts. The forecasting methodologies best suited to bottom-up

forecasts include multiple-regression techniques.

An alternative to creating bottom-up models is to forecast total revenue directly, without

examining the individual elements that comprise total revenue. A forecast based on this

approach is sometime referred to as a “top-down” forecast. Useful techniques for

producing top-down forecasts include time series analysis and, once again, multiple-

regression techniques.
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In practice, many modellers adopt both top-down and bottom-up approaches when faced

with an uncertain future market. To add confidence to a forecast, it is often advisable to use

a number of different approaches.

In the case of third-generation mobile data services, modellers may be forced to adopt

both approaches. In the case of long-term, ten-year revenue forecasts, uncertainties about

the capabilities of the new technologies prohibit the use of bottom-up models. Modellers

simply cannot envisage the individual services and products that may be offered over a

third-generation network in ten years’ time. Consequently, the forecasts have to be derived

from an analysis of customer spending patterns. Assumptions have to be made, for

example, concerning the level of current entertainment expenditure on music, video,

gaming and gambling that will be delivered over the airwaves to a mobile device.

However, there is a reasonable level of certainty about the services that can be offered

over the next 2–3 years, and these could be forecast using the bottom-up method. The final

forecast, however, is a combination of both approaches.

Time frame

The time frame and the number of periods within each unit of time should be determined

at the beginning of the modelling project. In the case of a short-term forecast (6–18

months), the modeller may be able to rely on extrapolative and causative techniques, as

the structure of the market is unlikely to change dramatically in this period. The modeller

must also consider the impact of seasonal factors if the requirement is to produce a

monthly forecast. Seasonal variations and the relevance of past trends and relationships

diminish as the forecast extends further into the future.

TIME SERIES ANALYSIS

Time series data

A considerable amount of information is presented in time series such as the retail price

index, gdp and interest and exchange rates. A time series is a sequence of values relating

to a repeating sequence of points in time. This chapter demonstrates how to isolate the

trend from a time series and use that trend and the associated seasonal factors to produce

a forecast. A more detailed theoretical understanding of time series analysis techniques can

be obtained from any elementary text on statistics.

Chart 10.2 contains a time series of new customers, sometimes called gross connections,

who subscribe to a mobile network. The data cover four years on a quarterly basis.
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Chart 10.2 Gross connections by quarter

2001 2002 2003 2004

Spring 24 48 68 107

Summer 44 66 85 125

Autumn 61 91 100 138

Winter 79 105 125 159

Components of a time series

Each data point, or observation, within a time series can be thought of as containing a

number of different components:

� The trend (T) is the long-term, underlying movement of the data. 

� The evolution of the trend will reflect the booms and slumps of the business cycle.

This wave-like pattern, observed in much economic data, is represented by the

cyclical component (C).

� The observation will also comprise a seasonal component (S), reflecting the

influences of seasonal events such as Christmas and summer holidays.

� The last element of any observation will be the residual or “disturbance” component

(R), that is, a random, non-systematic element caused by unpredictable factors such

as delays in shipments and industrial strikes.

A long data series is required to estimate the cyclical component. In the case of a short

series, as in the example above, the cyclical component is usually ignored.

To develop a forecast the time series must be broken down into its constituent parts. The

forecast should reflect not only the underlying trend for the data but also the seasonal

factors. It is also important to understand how these factors interrelate.

Additive and multiplicative models

The components described above can relate in a number of ways. They may have an

additive relationship, where the observation (Y) is the sum of all the components. This

additive model is written algebraically as:

Y�T�S�R

Alternatively, the observation (Y) may be the result of the product, or multiplication, of all

the components. This is described as a multiplicative model:

Y�T*S*R

A plot of the data can be useful for determining which is the most appropriate model to

use. If the seasonal variations appear to increase with an upward trend or decrease with a

downward trend with time, the multiplicative model may be best. A comparatively

constant level of seasonal variation suggests the use of the additive model. The graph in

Chart 10.3 contains the data from Chart 10.2. The graph reveals that sales increase during

the year with the peak sales period during the fourth quarter, probably at Christmas. There
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is also a strong upward trend. The level of variation appears relatively constant, suggesting

the use of the additive model.

Chart 10.3 Gross connections per quarter 

An alternative approach for selecting the best model is to examine the difference between

the largest and smallest observations in each year. If the differences are increasing with

time for an upward trend or decreasing with time for a downward trend, the multiplicative

model should be used. If the differences remain reasonably stable, the additive model

would be better.

The differences between the largest and smallest values for the above time series data are:

2001 � 79 � 24 � 55

2002 � 105 � 48 � 57

2003 � 125 � 68 � 57

2004 � 159 � 107 � 52

These differences are reasonably stable, which confirms the choice of the additive model.

Estimating the trend using the built-in moving average function

A simple and common technique for estimating the trend is to calculate a moving average.

A four-month moving average, for example, involves calculating the average of the first

four observations and then moving the calculation along one month, so that the oldest

observation is dropped from the average and the next observation in the series is included.

This average calculation moves through the entire time series until all the observations

have been included. A spreadsheet package, such as Excel, can be used to calculate a

moving average and plot it on the graph containing the original data.
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Adding a moving average trendline using Excel

� Click in the graph.

� Click a point on the series.

� Right click and select ADD TRENDLINE.

� On the TYPE tab select MOVING AVERAGE.

� Under “Period:” select 4, to represent quarters.

� Click OK.

The results of adding a trendline are shown in Chart 10.4.

Chart 10.4 Trend in gross connections per quarter 

The choice of the number of months is important for producing a good trendline. If the

data have been plotted, as in this example, it is often possible to determine, by eye, the

number of months for each season. In the example there is clearly a repeating four-month

pattern in the data, which implies that a four-month moving average should be used. If the

pattern is not obvious, then alternative numbers of months should be used until the

straightest trendline is produced.

If numerical results are required, Excel’s Analysis Toolpak can be used. The moving average

results can be computed by following the appropriate prompts in the Analysis Toolpak

dialog boxes. Alternatively, the approach described below can be used to generate a

moving average that is correctly centred, which is essential when the data are presented

quarterly or monthly.

Estimating the trend and seasonal factors manually

Producing the trend and the accompanying seasonal factors requires two stages.

� A correctly centred moving average must be calculated.

� The seasonal factors must be derived.
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Estimating the trend

The moving average should be centred on the middle of the quarter. Based on the data in

the example, the first term of a four-period moving average would be centred on the

middle of the year, June 30th, and the next term on September 30th. However, if the

average of these two terms is taken the result is a correctly centred average, mid-way

between these dates and the mid-point of the quarter. The process can be repeated for

subsequent months to produce a correctly centred moving average. 

The set-up of this spreadsheet is column-based rather than row-based. The raw data – year,

quarter, observation number and data values – are set up in columns A, B, C and D

respectively. The layout is shown in Chart 10.5. The moving average figures can be

calculated easily, as demonstrated in Chart 10.5, by first adding in 4s then adding in 2s and

dividing by 8 to give a correctly centred trend in column G. In the case of monthly data,

add in 12s then add in 2s and divide by 24. The code for this task is shown in Chart 10.6

and relates to row 13. The spaces are deliberate and are the result of centring the moving

average calculation.

Chart 10.5 Calculating the trend 

Chart 10.6 Code for calculating the trend (row 13)

Column Calculation Actual calculation Answer

Year Input Input 2003

Quarter Input Input 1

Observation number Input Input 9

Data Input Input 68

Add in 4s �SUM(D12:D15) �105�68�85�100 358

Add in 2s �SUM(E12:E13) �349�358 707

Trend �F13/8 �707/8 88.38
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If the results from column G are plotted on a graph, they produce a correctly centred

trendline that is identical in shape to the line produced by the graph function. The graph of

the trendline is shown in Chart 10.7.

Chart 10.7 Trendline for gross additions 

Chart 10.8 Seasonal factors 
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Calculating the seasonal factors

The calculation of the seasonal factors in Chart 10.8 is a little more involved. The code for

the calculation of the seasonal factors is presented on a cell-by-cell basis in Chart 10.9. The

differences between the actual data and the trend must be computed in column H of Chart

10.8 and placed in the seasonal factor table in Chart 10.9 under the appropriate season. The

additive model described on page 89 shows that the actual observation (Y) minus the

trend (T) is equal to the seasonal factor plus the residual. As the residual is random, it is

assumed that the average of all the residuals is zero. Therefore averaging the differences in

each quarter gives the average seasonal factor, as the average of the residuals is assumed to

be zero. The average for each season has been calculated in row 30.

Seasonal factors, however, must add to zero, so the sum of all the averages is computed

and divided by 4 to give the adjustment factor in row 32. This adjustment is then added to

each of the averages to give the seasonal factors in columns E to H of row 34. 

Chart 10.9 Calculating the seasonal factors

Lastly, to derive the seasonally adjusted series in column I of Chart 10.8, the appropriate

seasonal factor is algebraically subtracted from the original data. Examples of the formulae

for doing this are as follows:

Cell I5 �D5�$E$34

Cell I6 �D6�$F$34

Cell I7 �D7�$G$34

Cell I8 �D8�$H$34

and then the pattern is repeated so that:

Cell I9 �D9�$E$34

Cell I10 �D10�$F$34

and so on to cell I20.

Forecasting using the trend, seasonal factors and the additive model

Once the trend and seasonal factors have been estimated, the information can be used to

extrapolate the trend and, after adjusting for the seasonal factors, produce a forecast. From

the graph it is clear that the trend is reasonably linear, so one of the many linear forecasting
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worksheet functions that are discussed in more detail later can be used. The FORECAST

function estimates the equation of the straight line that best fits the trend data and then

uses the equation of the line to produce a forecast for the required months in the future. An

example of a forecast based on the calculated trendline is shown in Chart 10.10.

Chart 10.10 Forecasting using the FORECAST function

The code that generates these results from row 36, for column F, is shown in Chart 10.11.

Chart 10.11 Code for forecasting based on the trend and using FORECAST function

Row Calculation Actual calculation Answer

Period Manual input 18 18

Trend �FORECAST(F38,$G$7: Forecast by fitting a straight line 147.5

$G$18,$C$7:$C$18) and extrapolating

Seasonal factor �F34 ��6.2 (6.2)

Forecast �F39�F40 �147.5�6.2 141.3
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The multiplicative model

Where a multiplicative model is deemed more appropriate a small modification of the

approach is required. The trend should be estimated in the usual way, but the modeller

should remember that the multiplicative model is written as follows:

Y�T*S*R

So to isolate the seasonal factors (S) and the residual (R), the actual observation must be

divided by the trend:

Y/T�S*R

In column H, rather than subtract, the actual number is divided by the trend to give a

seasonal factor and residual ratio. Through the process of averaging, these residual factors

are eliminated and the same calculations for producing the seasonal factors can be

performed. Forecasting involves the same line-fitting exercise as the trend, but rather than

adding the seasonal factors, the forecast trend figure should be multiplied by the seasonal

factor.

Limitations of time series analysis

Despite being a useful and simple technique, this approach has a number of limitations.

Forecasts based on time series analysis assume that the future will be similar to the past

and that the trend of the data will be linear. This technique also assumes that the same

seasonal pattern is expected in the future and that either the additive or the multiplicative

model will remain the most appropriate representation of the data. More sophisticated

procedures can be used for time series analysis, such as Holt Winter’s exponential

smoothing and Box-Jenkins procedures. These, however, are beyond the scope of this book

and you should to refer to a statistical text to explore such techniques.

REGRESSION TECHNIQUES

As mentioned earlier, projecting forward, or extrapolating the trends in historic data, can

often form the basis for a forecast. Forecasting based on fitting a straight line to the data

was introduced in the discussion of time series analysis. The technique for estimating the

equation of the best-fitting straight line is usually called regression analysis. The

FORECAST function used earlier employs regression analysis. The equation of the straight

line can be used to forecast any point in the future for which the same relationship is

expected to hold. Later this chapter explores fitting curves to data that do not fit a straight

line.

Regression analysis

The statistical technique for estimating the best-fitting straight line is that of ordinary least

squares regression. Regression analysis examines the relationship between a dependent

variable and one or more independent or explanatory variables. The dependent variable is

the one the modeller is trying to explain or forecast, whereas the explanatory or
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independent variables are those believed to influence or explain the movements in the

dependent variable. For example, in a mobile phone business the number of gross

connections in a month (Y), the dependent variable, may be influenced by the following

explanatory variables: time (X1), the cost of a handset (X2) and the connection commission

paid to dealers (X3). This could be written algebraically as follows:

Y�m1*X1�m2*X2�m3*X3�a

The variables m1 to m3 are the coefficients estimated by ordinary least squares regression

and a represents the intersection with the y axis. The larger, or more statistically significant,

the coefficients, the more important a determinant they are of the dependent variable. The

coefficient of determination R2 (which is calculated automatically by most spreadsheet

packages) indicates how much of the variation in Y is explained by the explanatory

variables. The greater the value of R2, the more the variation in the dependent variable is

explained by the selected independent variables.

The square root of the coefficient of determination is the product moment correlation

coefficient in the case of linear regression of a straight line. The product moment

correlation is a number between 1 and �1. If r � 1 then there is a perfect, positive

relationship between the dependent and explanatory variable. A perfect relation implies

that every data point lies on a straight line. If r � �1 then a perfect negative relationship

exists, and if r � 0 there is no relationship.

Estimating the coefficients

To demonstrate a number of linear regression estimation techniques, it is necessary to

develop a forecast for gross connections based on the historical data set out in Chart 10.12.

The example starts with a single independent variable, time, and is then extended to

include other independent variables.

Chart 10.12 Gross connections and independent variables

Month Gross connections Connection bonus Handset selling price Time period

January 400 200 50 1

February 287 150 70 2

March 196 100 90 3

April 355 150 90 4

May 387 170 90 5

June 300 150 90 6

July 234 100 90 7

August 325 120 70 8

September 295 120 60 9

October 430 150 50 10

November 497 170 40 11

December 551 200 30 12

Chart 10.13 shows how data for the month, month number or time period and gross

connections have been set out in a spreadsheet.
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Chart 10.13 Historic gross connections

It is often useful to plot the data and this has been done. A regression line and equation

have also been added by following the procedure described below. 

Adding a regression trendline

� Click in the graph.

� Click a point on the series.

� Right click and select ADD TRENDLINE.

� On the TYPE tab select LINEAR.

� On the OPTIONS tab check the boxes “Display equation on chart” and “Display

R-squared on chart”.

� Click OK.

The resulting graph, the regression line and the regression equation and R2 value are

shown in Chart 10.14.

Chart 10.14 Regression equation for monthly gross connections against time

The R2 value is very low at 0.315. This implies that only 31.5% of the variation in gross

connections is explained by time, so any forecast based on this regression equation will be

liable to considerable error. The correlation coefficient is the square root of

R2�SQR(0.315)�0.561. Although this value is low it is possible to show, using significance

testing, that time is still a significant determinant of gross connections.
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This procedure is quick and simple to use. However, to develop a forecast it is necessary to

use the equation of the straight line. The use of the graphical procedure does not allow this

unless the formula is reproduced manually by extrapolating the coefficients by hand and

entering them in a spreadsheet. But this would not update dynamically if any of the

underlying data were to be changed.

The TREND function

The TREND function can be used for linear regression when there is only one explanatory

variable. Chart 10.15 uses the TREND function to generate the predicted values, which can

then be compared with the actual values to gauge how good a fit the estimated straight

line is to the historic data.

Chart 10.15 Generating predicted values using the TREND function

When a number of alternative methods of forecasting are being used it is useful to be able

to measure the quality of the different forecasts to help select the most effective forecasting

methodology. The mean square error (MSE) can be used to identify the best-fitting model.

The MSE examines the sum of the square of the differences between the actual data from the

forecast and the predicted values based on the equation of the straight line. A straight line

has been fitted to the data, but it could have been a curve. If the MSE for each alternative

were to be computed, the model that generated the smallest value would be chosen.

The supporting code is shown in Chart 10.16 and the analysis relates to year 1. To generate

the code it is necessary to create the following range names in rows 4 and 5 of Chart 10.15.

� Month_number for cells E4 to P4

� Gross_connections for cells E5 to P5
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Chart 10.16 Supporting code for the TREND function

Row Calculation Actual calculation Answer

Month �Month_number �1 1

Actual gross connections �Gross_connections �400 400

Predicted values �TREND(Gross_connections, �Application of ordinary 266

Month_number,E11) least squares with the 

explanatory variable�1

Absolute error �ABS(E12�E13) �Absolute(400�266) 134

Error squared �E14^2 �134*134 18,070

Mean square error �SUM(E15:P15)/12 �(18070�27�…�11465)/12 6,811

Forecasting using the TREND function

The TREND function can also be used to generate predicted values. Chart 10.17 shows the

results of a forecast using this function for months 13, 14 and 15.

Chart 10.17 Forecasting using the TREND function

The formula for sales forecast is identical except for the inclusion of future values of the

explanatory variables instead of historic figures in the TREND function. It is assumed that

once the forecast has been made it is possible to compare the forecast values with those

that were actually observed. The code for column E is shown in Chart 10.18.

Chart 10.18 Code for forecasting using the TREND function

Row Calculation Actual calculation Answer

Month Input 13 13

Sales forecast �TREND(Gross_connections, �Application of ordinary least 460

Month_number,E21) squares with the explanatory

variable�13

Actuals Input 515 515

Difference �E22�E23 �460�515 (55)

The LINEST function

The TREND function discussed above does not produce the estimates of the coefficients

that would be required to write the equation of the straight line. The use of the TREND

function also limits forecasting by allowing the use of just one explanatory variable. The

LINEST function, in contrast, provides the values of the coefficients and allows multiple

explanatory variables. It can also generate a number of statistical results that can be used

to test the significance, or the strength, of the explanatory variables and the quality of the
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forecast. It is, however, more complex to use than the TREND function. The results are

presented in Chart 10.19.

Chart 10.19 Using the LINEST function

LINEST is an array function, which means that a single formula contains a number of

different results. There are two ways of using the formula:

� It can be entered as an array formula.

� The INDEX function can be combined with the LINEST function to extract the

appropriate elements from the array into a single cell.

The code to produce the results is shown in Chart 10.20. The range names “Slope” and

“Intercept” have been created to generate the results. The detailed working relates to

month 13 or column E.

Chart 10.20 Supporting code for the use of the LINEST function

Row Calculation Actual calculation Answer

Slope �INDEX(LINEST �Application of ordinary least 16.21

(Gross_connections,Month_ squares regression

number),1)

Intercept �INDEX(LINEST(Gross_connections, �Application of ordinary least 249.36

Month_number),2) squares regression

Forecast �Intercept�Slope*E21 �249.63�16.21*13 460

The INDEX function requires modellers to enter the element of the array that they wish

the spreadsheet to report. The indices to produce the results above are:

� 1 for the slope coefficient

� 2 for the intercept

The results of using the LINEST function are identical to those of the TREND function, but

the equation of the best-fitting straight line (y�a�bx, where a is the intercept and b is the

slope coefficient) can now be written:

Y�249.36�16.21X

This is the same equation that was produced by Excel in Chart 10.14 (see page 98).

Multiple regression

There are many factors other than time that determine the level of gross connections. If
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additional explanatory variables can be included, the quality of the forecast might be

improved. The R2 value implies that only 31.5% of the variation in gross connections has

been explained using time as the explanatory variable. By introducing additional

explanatory variables the R2 value may be increased.

Suppose that bonuses paid to dealers for connecting customers and handset prices are

possible additional explanatory variables. The data on these two additional explanatory

variables were presented earlier in Chart 10.12 (see page 97) and have now been set up in

Chart 10.21. As all the data in this section are inputs, no supporting code has been

provided. The only task is to set up the range names in italics for the range of cells between

columns E and P.

Chart 10.21 Actual data for multiple regression analysis

The LINEST function has been used as an array to obtain all the additional information

about the equation of the estimated line, and the results are shown in Chart 10.22.

Using the array function

� Highlight the empty block of cells D14 to G16.

� Without clicking anywhere else on the spreadsheet, type the formula:

�LINEST(Gross_connections,E6:P8,,TRUE)

The formula will appear in the top left-hand corner of the highlighted cells.

� Rather than simply pressing ENTER, depress CTRL and SHIFT simultaneously before

pressing ENTER.

The array formula will appear as

{�LINEST(Gross_connections,E6:P8,,TRUE)}

in cells D14 to G16. The format of the cells can be changed to three decimal places to

improve the presentation. 
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Chart 10.22 Using LINEST as an array function

If the word TRUE had been placed in between the first two commas, the intercept would

have been forced to zero. The inclusion of the word TRUE at the end of the statement

requires that the supporting statistics are computed and presented.

The second row of information contained in the array can be used to test the significance

of the explanatory variables. The estimates of the coefficients can be divided by the

standard error to produce the t-statistic that can then be used for significance testing. If a

set of t-tables is used, both the months and the bonuses are shown to be significant but

handset selling prices are not. The fact that gross connections are more sensitive to changes

in bonuses than handset selling prices is a useful commercial insight for the business.

Reducing handset prices reduces revenue for the business but does not have a significant

impact on the number of gross connections.

The first row of results in the array provides the information required to derive the

equation of the multiple regression line. It is important to note that the order of the

coefficients is reversed when compared with the order of the data. An alternative is to use

the INDEX function introduced above. Exactly the same results are achieved as shown in

Chart 10.23.

Chart 10.23 Combining the INDEX and LINEST functions

The supporting code is presented in Chart 10.24. The formulae are identical except for the

index number, which runs from 1 to 4 and relates to different values within the array.
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Chart 10.24 Code for INDEX and LINEST functions

Row Calculation Actual calculation Answer

Value of time coefficient �INDEX(LINEST Application of ordinary 13.622

(Gross_connections,E6:P8),1) least squares regression

Value of price coefficient �INDEX(LINEST Application of ordinary (0.327)

(Gross_connections,E6:P8),2) least squares regression

Value of bonus coefficient �INDEX(LINEST Application of ordinary 2.338

(Gross_connections,E6:P8),3) least squares regression

Intercept �INDEX(LINEST Application of ordinary (58.329)

(Gross_connections,E6:P8),4) least squares regression

The equation of the straight line can now be written as:

Y��58.329�13.622�Time�0.327�Handset selling price�2.338�Bonus

The results appear intuitively correct:

� Gross connections would be expected to increase over time and therefore time would

have a positive coefficient.

� An increase in the handset selling price to the customer would make buying a phone

less attractive, so a negative coefficient would be expected.

� The more incentive dealers have to sell connections the greater are the likely number

of connections, so a positive coefficient for the connection bonus would be expected.

The third row of the array contains the R2 value, which has now increased to 95.1%

compared with 31.5%. This indicates that considerably more of the variation in gross

connections can be explained compared with using time alone.

Chart 10.25 Forecasting using the multiple regression equation

The results can now be used to forecast the future levels for gross connections depending

on different time periods and different combinations of handset selling prices and

connection commission bonuses. The code to support the forecast of 323 gross connections

in period 13 with a handset selling price of 90 and a connection bonus of 100 is presented

in Chart 10.26.
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Chart 10.26 Forecasting using the results of multiple regression

Forecast gross connections �Intercept�Time_coefficient*Time ��58.329�13.622 323.2

�Price_coefficient*Price *13�0.327*90�

�Bonus_coefficient*Bonus 2.338*100

Limitations of regression analysis

Although regression analysis is a useful and powerful technique, it has a number of

limitations. The key assumption of regression analysis is that of linearity, but this is not

always an appropriate model for forecasting purposes. Even when a relationship has

demonstrated linearity in the past, there is an implicit assumption that the linear

relationship will be continued into the future and this may not be realistic. Regression

analysis also assumes that the estimated coefficients are stable and that it is possible to

obtain forecasts for future values of the explanatory variables.

To avoid drawing erroneous assumptions from the results of multiple regression analysis, it

is important to ensure that the model used is appropriate. For the results of the regression

analysis to be useful the model must be correctly specified, which implies that it should

include all relevant explanatory variables. But it is important to avoid including a pair of

explanatory variables that are themselves highly correlated. When two highly correlated

explanatory variables are included significance testing of the complete model can generate

non-significant results. However, when one of the closely correlated variables is removed

from the equation the coefficients may then be found to be significant. The problem of

two explanatory variables being closely related is known as collinearity. Unfortunately, a

detailed discussion of this topic is beyond the scope of this book.

LONG-TERM FORECASTING

Chart 10.27 contains data representing the penetration of mobile phones in the UK since

their launch in 1985. Penetration is defined as the number of mobile phone users divided

by the total size of the population. The data are also presented graphically in Chart 10.28.

The TREND function has been used to add a regression line, and its equation to the graph

has been used as a starting point for producing a long-term forecast for subscribers.
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Chart 10.27 Historic UK mobile penetration

Year Subscribers (‘000) Population (’000) Population penetration %

1985 48.2 56,685 0.1

1986 122.0 56,852 0.2

1987 260.0 57,009 0.5

1988 498.0 57,158 0.9

1989 870.0 57,358 1.5

1990 1,140.0 57,561 2.0

1991 1,225.0 57,808 2.1

1992 1,391.0 58,006 2.4

1993 2,002.0 58,191 3.4

1994 3,529.4 58,395 6.0

1995 5,355.0 58,606 9.1

1996 6,810.0 58,801 11.6

1997 8,462.0 59,009 14.3

1998 13,001.0 59,237 21.9

1999 23,944.0 59,501 40.2

Source: Coleago Consulting Ltd, Annual Abstract of Statistics 2000; Monthly Digest of Statistics, October 2000.

Chart 10.28 Mobile customers regression analysis

The use of a linear-based forecast fails to capture the acceleration in growth since 1997. It is

clear from an inspection of the graph that a linear model is not appropriate. 

The modeller may feel that an exponential growth model would provide a better basis for

a forecast. Unfortunately, the use of Excel’s exponential GROWTH function, for example,

would result in penetration forecasts of more than 100% after two years, which is not

realistic. To produce a more meaningful long-term forecast it is necessary to have a more

detailed understanding of market behaviour. The concept of the product life cycle will be

used to generate a forecast for mobile customers. The forecast will then be compared with

the actual results for 2000, 2001 and 2002 (see page 111).
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The product life cycle

Many products and services, once launched, follow what is often called the product life

cycle (PLC). The PLC is the profile of a product’s sales over time and it usually has five

distinct phases:

� Product development (not shown in Chart 10.29) – research and development work is

carried out to create and prepare the product for launch.

� Introduction – sales and sales growth are usually low as only the early adopters

within the market acquire the product.

� Growth – the product becomes much more widely accepted and begins to penetrate

the mass market.

� Maturity – as the market saturates the product reaches maturity and sales growth

slows.

� Decline – unless action is taken to rejuvenate the product, it will go into decline and

sales will begin to fall.

Four stages of the PLC are shown in Chart 10.29.

Chart 10.29 Stages of the product life cycle

The mobile market in the UK has passed through the introduction and growth phases and

is now entering a period of maturity. To produce a robust long-term forecast for future

mobile penetration it is necessary to develop a technique for producing a non-linear

forecast that captures the features of the PLC.

Fitting a product life cycle curve

In many industries, new technological developments ensure that the market continues to

develop, or the underlying demand remains but the means by which that demand is met

alter. Both these alternatives allow the decline phase of the PLC to be ignored for market

forecasting purposes. It is therefore assumed that the PLC has an upper asymptote (a level

to which the curve approaches but never quite reaches), as shown by the horizontal line in

Chart 10.30.
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Chart 10.30 Product life cycle with an upper asymptote

The horizontal line that runs parallel to the upper asymptote is the maximum level of

demand that would be expected in the market. In the case of the mobile industry this can

be calculated by multiplying a maximum penetration rate assumption by the size of the

population.

There are various trend curves that fit these types of data, such as simple modified

exponential, Gompertz and Logistic. However, fitting these curves to the dataset using a

spreadsheet would be difficult. An alternative curve that fits these types of data and that,

after suitable transformations described below, can be used on a spreadsheet to forecast a

PLC can be written as:

d�Maximum penetration

(e���t�1) 

where d is the actual penetration after t years and α and β are parameters to be estimated

from the actual data. By using the log transformation shown below the equation can be

written in the form of a straight line. This allows estimates for α and β to be derived using

the ordinary least squares regression techniques described above. To arrive at a formula

that can be used in a spreadsheet, the equation must be rearranged to give:

Maximum penetration�1�e���t

d

Taking logarithms to base e gives:

Ln [Maximum penetration�1]����t 

d

Regressing the expression on the left against time (t) gives estimates forbothαandβ. An

assumption has been made about the level ofmaximum penetration; in the example this is

85%. The example shows how the curve would be fitted to the original dataset usinga

combination ofthe INDEXand LINEST functions before producinga forecast for the next ten

years. Chart 10.31 shows the actual data and also the estimated curve for the same time period.
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Chart 10.31 Unadjusted fitted product life cycle curve

The spreadsheet required to produce the curve in Chart 10.31 is presented in Chart 10.32.

The data used to generate the curves can be found in row 17 (for the actual penetration

rates) and row 27 (for the historic fitted penetration rates).

Chart 10.32 Mobile penetration forecast

All range names relate to rows of data from column E to column S, apart from

Maximum_penetration, Alpha and Beta, which are single cell ranges names.

The calculations in Chart 10.33 refer to the year 1986 or column F unless stated otherwise.
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Chart 10.33 Code for calculating the product life cycle curve

Row Calculation Actual calculation Answer

Year �Last_year�1 �1985�1 1986

Reference �Last_year�1 �1�1 2

Population Input 56852 56,852

Actual subscribers Input 122 122

Maximum expected Input 85% 85%

penetration (column E)

Actual penetration �Actual_subscribers/ �122/56852 0.2%

Historic_population

Log transformation �LN(Maximum_penetration/ �LOG(85%/0.2%�1) 5.98

Actual_penetration�1)

Estimated alpha (column E) �INDEX(LINEST �Result of ordinary 6.6

(Transformed_penetration, least squares 

Historic_reference),2)�F20 regression�0

Estimated beta (column E) �INDEX(LINEST �Result of ordinary (0.4)

(Transformed_penetration, least squares 

Historic_reference),1)�F21 regression�0

Exponential of alpha �EXP(Alpha) �EXP(6.6) 746.6

(column E)

Historic forecast penetration �Maximum_penetration/(1� �85%/(1�746.6 0.2%

Exponential_alpha*EXP(Beta* *EXP(�0.4*2))

Historic_reference))

Year (column E) �S5�1 �1999�1 2000

Year (column F) �E30�1 �2000�1 2001

Reference (column E) �S7�1 �15�1 16

Reference (column E) �Last_year�1 �16�1 17

Penetration forecast �Maximum_penetration/(1� �85%/(1�746.6 41.2%

Exponential_alpha*EXP(Beta* *EXP(�0.4*17))

Future_reference))

Forecast population Input 59935 59,935

Forecast subscribers �Penetration_forecast*Future �41.2%*59935 29,852

_population

The curve fitting does not always produce a smooth and reasonable PLC curve. It is usually

necessary to make adjustments to both α and β so that the fitted curve fits closer to the

most recent observations. A better fit to the most recent years’ actual data will often result

in a better forecast. The modeller can use cells F20 and F21 to adjust the α and β values to

produce a better fit. The formulae in Chart 10.33 were produced with reference to these

adjustment cells. The curve in Chart 10.34 has been adjusted to provide a better fit to the

penetration figures of the later years 1997, 1998 and 1999, compared with the unadjusted

graph in Chart 10.31. The adjustments used were 6.05 for � in cell F20 and �0.43 for � in

cell F21.
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Chart 10.34 Adjusted product life cycle curve

When the adjusted values for � and � are used to forecast the future levels of mobile

penetration the curve in Chart 10.35 is obtained. The graph captures both the actual data

and the forecast values, and shows how mobile penetration continues to accelerate before

the rate of growth slows as the industry reaches a degree of maturity.

Chart 10.35 Actual and forecast penetration

In Chart 10.36 the forecasts for 2000, 2001 and 2002 are compared with the actual results

for the same years. The chart also gives the percentage error of the forecast with the actual.

The errors are considerably lower than those that would have occurred based on a linear

forecasting model.

Chart 10.36 Forecasts compared with actual results

Year Forecast Actual Error

2000 34,671 40,061 16%

2001 42,439 45,703 8%

2002 47,057 48,796 4%

If the level of maximum penetration were changed, the shape of the curve would alter

accordingly and the penetration curve would have a different profile. The maximum

penetration level is a crucial input into the forecasting process. To obtain a better forecast

for the maximum level of penetration, the modeller can use market segmentation

techniques to refine the forecast for this important input.
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SEGMENTATION

Individual customers within a market will have a range of needs, desires, interests,

incomes and demands for a particular product or service. A perfect market forecast would

be created from a series of individual customer-by-customer forecasts. Such an approach is

clearly impractical for all but a few rare exceptions. A practical approach that still improves

forecasting accuracy is to produce individual forecasts for groups of customers with similar

needs, preferences, incomes and demands. These groups of customers with similar needs

are referred to as customer segments.

The basis on which a market segments depends on a great many factors that will be

specific to that particular market but may include income, age, location, industry, sex and

education. In the case of long-term mobile customer forecasts, the customer base is often

broken down into two broad segments: business and consumer. The business segment is

defined as mobile users whose employers pay the bill. The consumer segment is defined

as customers who pay for their mobile calls themselves.

Segmentation can be used to produce a more accurate assumption for the expected

maximum penetration of mobile communications used in the example above. In this

example, a maximum penetration level of 85% was assumed.

Consumer segment

It is necessary to determine the size of the segments. In the case of the consumer segment,

it is assumed that it is a subset of the total population. For consumer customers, age might

be considered an important determinant of the propensity to use mobile telephones. The

total population is therefore broken down into age bands and a maximum penetration

level is applied to each band. Very young and very old people typically have lower

maximum levels of penetration than those in the mid-age ranges. A number of different

classifications could have been used to analyse the total population, but age is a useful

indicator and data on age distribution are usually readily available.

In Chart 10.37 the calculation is broken down into three sections:

� The first section analyses the total population across all the age bands. The sum of all

the inputs must add to 100%.

� In the second section the maximum potential penetration of the demographic bands

must be entered. The very young and the very old have much lower assumptions

compared with the middle age bands. These are all inputs.

� The third section calculates the maximum addressable market for each of the age

bands by multiplying the total population by the age band proportion by the

maximum penetration assumption. The population figure in row 39 is an input.
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Chart 10.37 Consumer segment

The calculations are presented in Chart 10.38. The total addressable market is a sum of all

the age band calculations. Lastly, the maximum size of the consumer segment is expressed

as a proportion of the total population to give a result of 69%.
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Chart 10.38 Code for calculating consumer segment

Row Calculation Actual calculation Answer

Row 41, column E �E$39*E6*E23 �59501*5%*38% 1,131

Total addressable market �SUM(E41:E53) �1131�4123�…�2 37,770

Maximum penetration of the population �E55/E39 �40861/59501 69%

Cell E41 can be copied to cell E53.

Business segment

For the business segment, assume that it represents a subset of the total working

population. In the case of business customers, you might examine only the working

population and then analyse the working population by the size of the company they

work for in terms of number of staff. You can then apply individual maximum penetration

assumptions to each firm size band.

Chart 10.39 Business segment

The calculations for the business segment are similar to those for the consumer segment.

The differences are the use of staff size instead of age, and the use of the working

population instead of the total population. All the other calculations are identical in

approach. The last difference is converting the maximum penetration of the working

population into the maximum penetration of the population. This is important, as the

penetration rates from the two segments will need to be combined to establish a revised

figure for the total penetration of the population. The calculations are shown in

Chart 10.40. The analysis of staff size in rows 64 and 65 are inputs as is the working

population assumption.
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Chart 10.40 Code for calculating the business segment

Row Calculation Actual calculation Answer

Row 78, column E �E$76*E64*E70 �24750*60% 6,534

*44%

Total addressable market �SUM(E78:E79) �6534�2178 8,712

Maximum penetration of the working population �E81/E76 �8712/24750 35%

Maximum penetration of the population �E81/E39 �8712/59501 15%

The total penetration calculation is a simple sum so a detailed description has not been

provided. Chart 10.40 shows the combined consumer and business maximum penetration

levels, which can then be used as a revised input into the product life cycle curve example.

The use of a segmented approach has resulted in a more accurate forecast of the total

maximum penetration.

Chart 10.41 Total penetration

Total revenue

Returning to the results of Chart 10.32 (see page 109), row 34 shows a forecast for the total

number of mobile customers in the market. This forecast does not include the adjustments

to alpha (�) and beta (�). This example can now be extended to derive a forecast for

revenue for an individual business within the market. Begin by calculating the average

number of customers in the market for each period. Then apply a market share percentage

(an input assumption) to calculate the average number of customers for each period for the

business. Then assume that these customers use their mobile phones for a certain number

of minutes each year. The number of minutes per customer per year is derived from a

combination of the minutes from the previous period, the reduction in price during the

period (an input assumption) and a price elasticity of demand (PED) assumption. The

formula is a rearranged version of the formula introduced earlier (see page 87), and can be

written as:

Current usage ��PED � Previous usage � (Previous price � Current price ) � Previous usage

Previous price

Total revenue is then calculated by multiplying the average number of customers by

average annual usage and lastly by the price per minute. The final result is expressed in

thousands. Chart 10.41 shows the workings.

To achieve the results, relative range names need to be created for:

� Previous_usage, for example, cell H43 references cell G43

� Previous_price, for example, cell H43 references cell G41

� Current_price, for example, cell H43 references cell H41
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Chart 10.42 Calculating total revenue

The detailed calculations are shown in Chart 10.43 and relate to column H.

Chart 10.43 Code for calculating total revenue

Row Calculation Actual calculation Answer

Average market customers �AVERAGE(G34,H34) �(34803�39130)/2 36,966

Market share Input assumption �34% 34%

Average business customers �Average_market_customers �36966*34% 12,569

*Market_share

Price per minute Input assumption �0.23 0.23

Price elasticity of demand Input assumption ��0.47 (0.47)

Average usage per year per  ��Price_elasticity_of_demand �0.47*((1600*(0.25 1,631

customer *((Previous_usage*(Previous_ –0.24))/0.25)�1600

price�Current_price))/Previous_

price)�Previous_usage

Total revenue (thousands) �Average_business_customers �12569*1631*0.23 4,714

*Average_usage_per_year* /1000

Price_per_minute/1000

Mix effects

The example above examined the average usage levels for consumer and business

customers as a whole. Another approach would be to do the calculations for consumer

customers and business customers individually and then combine the two forecasts to give

total revenue. This would allow the modeller to examine the effects on total revenue of

changes in the mix of the customer base between business and consumer.

This chapter has explored a number of forecasting approaches and how they can be

applied to a spreadsheet model. There are many other forecasting tools that have not been

discussed, but these approaches will allow the modeller to generate at least an initial

forecast in most cases.
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11 Operating costs

INTRODUCTION

The group of operating cost assumptions covers the non-revenue parts of a profit and loss

account and includes the elements of cost of sales and overheads (interest and tax are

covered in Chapters 13 and 14). This is perhaps the easiest area of the three assumption

groups of revenue, operating costs and capital costs. So much of it is dependent on the

scale of business defined by the revenue and capital assumptions.

In developing a truly dynamic model, where a change in the revenue assumption will

automatically change the underlying costs, the dependence relationship between revenue

and each cost needs to be identified and used to drive the cost assumption. This chapter

will explore the ways to manage these relationships and build up a detailed cost base for

the model.

Completeness of operating costs

The first stage of building the cost base for the model is to identify the set of costs that will

be included. Although omission will yield a positive impact on the model, it requires

discipline and thoroughness to ensure completeness. Often a good place to start is to

obtain a copy of cost ledger codes from a finance department. This will provide a list of all

the headings and subheadings, under which the costs incurred by a business are currently

categorised, for recording transactions in a company’s accounts.

The difficulty is to provide guidance or a checklist, as the list of costs is entirely dependent

on the situation being modelled and will differ from one type of business to another. In

the absence of a set of ledger codes, Chart 11.1 provides guidance on core headings and

typical errors or omissions.

Chart 11.1 Examples of core headings and common errors or omissions

Section Headings Common errors or omissions

Cost of sales Materials Allow for waste or rework at all stages, raw materials, work in

progress and finished goods. What you put in is usually greater than what you 

get out.

Packaging Prepare for new designs, particularly on pack promotions that may need to be

printed. Products sold abroad will need multi-language packaging and

compliance with local regulations on product description and content. Allow

for wastage in use.

Labour Ensure there are sufficient staff to cover both sickness and

holidays. There will inevitably be leavers so allowance should be made

for recruitment and training costs.

Distribution Outsourcing is easier to estimate as delivery sizes and distances are difficult to

predict for a fleet operation. Allowance needs to be made for down time,

damage and even theft. Products sold abroad may be subject to additional

taxes/duties and time delays.
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Section Headings Common errors or omissions

Maintenance All equipment will need maintenance and allowance should be 

made for both the cost and lost production. Appropriate insurance

may cover some of the risk.

Warranty There will be a cost of non-performance of product and service and some

allowance should be made to cover this. Only experience over time will show

the level required.

Overheads Advertising Difficult to manage on a project level and more easily controlled 

and marketing by an annual budget.

Premises and Although the rent of a property is fairly predictable, the other 

accommodation costs such as repairs, security, grounds, rates, insurance can add a significant

extra cost.

Salaries This should cover the board, indirect staff (finance, human

resources, IT, marketing and sales) as well as support staff

(secretarial, post and cleaning). As with labour, there will be

leavers from the business incurring recruitment and retraining

costs for replacements.

With all payroll the salary cost needs to be adjusted for

employment taxes, pensions and bonus payments.

Staff expenses should also be identified at this stage including

travel and subsistence costs. It may even be appropriate to include

round sum amounts for social costs such as a Christmas party.

Depreciation Although the management of fixed assets is dealt with in Chapter

and amortisation 12, this list would be incomplete without the inclusion of depreciation. (Note

that the depreciation of production equipment could be included under cost of

sales as a direct cost of the business.)

Utilities The cost of the utilities will include power (machine running, light,

heat and air conditioning) and communication (telephone and

postage). Although the unit costs of most forms of communication are

falling around the world, the growth in volume use is typically

underestimated by most business plans (particularly

telephone/data transmission).

Other office costs This can include a wide variety of costs covering stationery, computer

enhancements, photocopying and insurance. These costs are often best

summarised into a total cost rather than separated into a plethora of tiny

amounts that individually are immaterial to the project being modelled.

Cost behaviour

In building seed and behaviour assumptions for costs the aim is to link them directly to

revenue to enable changes in revenue to change the underlying costs automatically and

create a dynamic model. These links are often in the form of ratios relating a cost to sales

units or value. However, each of the operating costs will behave differently in relation to

sales and require careful coding in the model. Initially, it can be useful to distinguish the

two broad categories of cost behaviours – variable costs and fixed costs.

Variable costs

For every extra unit produced by a business it will need to incur additional costs of items
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such as raw materials and packaging. These costs will vary directly with the volume of

sales and are known as variable costs. Thus any change in sales volume will have a

consequential effect on variable costs. Chart 11.2 shows what a graph of this would typically

look like.

For low volumes of sales this is a linear relationship, but as volumes rise economy of scale

effects in bulk buying can trigger volume discounts and cause the cost to rise more slowly.

Many modellers ignore the economy of scale effect and base their assumptions on a

simple linear relationship, which can be built up from:

� Number of units of output

� Quantity of variable item per unit of output

� Cost per unit of variable item

Creating the code to evaluate a variable cost such as material costs is shown in Chart 11.3.

Rows 5 to 20 of the input page are omitted as they show revenue assumptions.

Chart 11.3 Evaluating materials’ costs

Input page

This sheet is originated using the OFFSET function as described in Chart 7.8 on page 49.

Chart 11.2  A typical variable costs graph

SALES UNITS

COST
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Working page

The calculations for scenario 1 in year 2 are shown in Chart 11.4.

Chart 11.4 Code for evaluating material costs

Row Calculation Actual calculation Answer

Production units From production workings 1,500

Material usage �Working_production_units* �1500*2 3,000

Input_quantity_per_unit

Material cost �Working_material_usage* �3000*0.72 2,160

Input_cost_per_unit

To make this more sophisticated and bring in economy of scale effects, the price profile

can be created with a stepped linear graph, as shown in Chart 11.5.

This graph would represent a situation such as a unit cost of $1 for the first 2,000 units, 85

cents for the next 2,000 and 80 cents thereafter. To model this effect can give rise to nested

IF statements that can become complex when applied to a wide range of discount levels.

The easiest way to manage this is through a look-up table that can be set up on the input

page, as shown in Chart 11.6.

Chart 11.5  Variable costs with economy of scale effect

SALES UNITS

COST
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Chart 11.6 Raw material costs with volume discounts 

On the working or output sheet, this table of prices can be accessed by using the command

VLOOKUP.

The syntax of this function is:

=VLOOKUP(look up value,data table,column number to be returned,exact or near match)

So in the example the data table is the range A17:B19 containing units and prices, named

Input_raw_materials_costs. The look-up value will depend on volume and the column to be

returned will be the price (which is the second column).

Chart 11.7 Evaluating material costs with economy of scale effects

Working page

The production units and material usage are taken from Chart 11.4. The new calculations in

year 2 are shown in Chart 11.8.
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Chart 11.8 Code for evaluating material costs with economy of scale effects

Row Calculation Actual calculation Answer

Material cost per unit �VLOOKUP �VLOOKUP(3000, 0.85

(Working_material_usage, Input_raw_material_costs,2)

Input_raw_material_costs,2)

Material cost �Working_material_usage* �3000*0.85 2,550

Working_material_cost_per_unit

In the VLOOKUP function no value has been put into the “exact or near match” field as

the default is “near match”. The function works on the principle that if no exact match can

be found it will return the nearest value that is lower than the look up value. Hence the

table in Chart 11.6 should be set up with the unit quantities set at the lowest end of the

price ranges.

Fixed costs

If there are only small changes in volume in a business the costs of some items, such as

property rent or security, generally stay constant and hence they are known as fixed costs.

However, if there are significant changes in volume it is likely that the property will not be

large enough and additional property will be required, so the cost will have a step change

at certain levels of volume. Chart 11.9 shows a typical graph of a fixed cost.

It is often difficult for a business to be efficient when operating at maximum capacity (in

the region just before a step change in cost). This is because resources become stretched

and cause prioritisation conflicts.

It is also inefficient to operate at levels where additional resources are hardly justified

because of their low utilisation. In these circumstances, it can be useful to use price

increases or decreases as a means of influencing demand and thus maintaining costs at an

optimal level. To code these effects it is crucial to understand the relationship between

Chart 11.9  A typical fixed cost graph

SALES UNITS

COST
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fixed costs and sales and when the trigger points for the step changes will arise (see also

Drivers of costs below). For example, a credit controller might be able to handle 500

customer accounts, so as the number of customers rises the number of credit controllers

will also need to rise.

The calculation can be done by using either simple division or the ROUNDUP function.

The difficulty arises in managing fractions. If 1.2 credit controllers are required, should the

business employ one or two staff? A prudent model will round up these fractions and use

two. This early increase of resources would allow for the recruitment and training time.

The calculation should also be based on the maximum number of accounts in the year

(the higher of the opening and closing values).

For example, on an input sheet, data can be set up with 500 as the number of customer

accounts per credit controller. This is range named Input_customer_accounts_per_credit_

controller. The working page could operate as shown in Chart 11.10.

Chart 11.10 Determining the number of credit controllers required

The calculations in year 4 are as shown in Chart 11.11. Rows 6 to 20 are not shown as they

are the revenue calculations from which the number of customer accounts is derived.

Chart 11.11 Code for determining the number of credit controllers required

Row Calculation Actual calculation Answer

Customer accounts From sales workings 890

Credit controllers �ROUNDUP(MAX(H23:I23)/ �ROUNDUP(MAX 2

Input_customer_accounts_per_ (580,890)/500,0)

credit_controller,0)

DRIVERS OF COSTS

Having identified the types of costs and their variable or fixed behaviour, the next stage is

to understand the driver of the costs incurred. The “driver” is the factor that determines the

amount spent. For example, the cost of light and heat might be driven by the size of

property to be used by the business, the number of units of power required per unit of

property in an average year and the expected cost per unit of power. 

These drivers can be hard to find and may rely on researching assumptions in a logical

order. Continuing the example, the size of property will not be known until the number of
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people and amount of equipment are identified. Therefore it is helpful to build a cost

driver dependency map. By starting with revenue and the number of units of output, the

links can be built up to cover the entire cost base.

This map can then be used to build up the set of input assumptions that are needed to

drive the model and create the outputs. At this stage it is important not to over-engineer a

model such that there are detailed assumptions on non-critical values. As mentioned

above, office costs can be consolidated and set up as either a cost heading for the business

as “other overheads” or one heading per employee as “overheads per person”.

An example cost driver map for property space is shown in Chart 11.12.

All these assumptions link back to units of output and thus help retain the dynamic nature

of the model. A change in sales will trigger changes in staff levels that will also ultimately

trigger changes in property requirements.

Chart 11.12  Cost driver map for calculating property space requirement

Space per machine
Number of

support staff
Space per person

Total amount of

space required
Contingency for growth

Number of sales staff
Number of staff

per machine

Units of output

Number of machines

Number of other

production staff

Property space required

including contingency
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Inflexible costs

There are some fixed costs, such as property, that are inflexible. This means that they

cannot be purchased in ideal unit sizes and extra units cannot be bought and sold quickly.

In these circumstances two assumptions are needed.

� Define a unit size that can be a purchasable block, such as 5,000 sq ft, and use the

technique shown in fixed costs to calculate the number of property blocks that are

needed to accommodate the number of staff or amount of equipment required.

� Define a period of time over which property blocks are to be held, such as five years.

This means that any property transaction (purchase, lease or option) must be right for

five years, taking account of forecast needs.

To achieve this second assumption and retain the controllable nature of the model the

following three functions are required:

� MOD to trigger the period interval;

� MAX to find the highest amount of space required in the period;

� OFFSET to define a variable range of data.

These functions are explained in Chapter 7 and their application is illustrated below.

On the input page define the period over which a property block can be purchased. For

the example in Chart 11.13 assume this is called Input_property_period and set at five years.

Chart 11.13 Anticipating future property requirements

The calculations in year 0 are as shown in Chart 11.14. Rows 6 to 20 are not shown as they

are the revenue assumptions from which the property units are derived.

Chart 11.14 Calculation for anticipating future property requirements

Row Calculation Actual calculation Answer

Property units From workings of space 1

required

Property required �IF(MOD(Year_number, IF(MOD(0,5)�0, 6

Input_property_period)�0, MAX(OFFSET(D22,0,0,1,5)),0)

MAX(OFFSET(D22,0,0,1,

Input_property_period)),0)

Once the property unit is purchased the annual rental can be charged in each year of the

model until the next calculation is performed.
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Triangulation

For some costs the annual amount will be based on neither a value at the start of the year

nor a value at the end of the year, but an average of the two. An example might be payroll

cost. If there are 10 employees at the start of the year and 16 at the end, the payroll cost

should be calculated on the average of 13. This assumes that there is an even distribution

of new hires joining and leavers departing. If the business starts a project or department,

the hires may be clustered towards one point in time and the maximum value for the year

should be taken as the basis for the payroll cost calculation.

To calculate the triangulation effect use the average function:

�Average(Start year head count,End year head count)

Inflation

In developing cost profiles for the model, it is often easier to generate code that builds up

in real values (excluding inflation). This not only makes the differentiation of fixed and

variable costs more obvious (because the fixed costs stay constant), but it can also help at

the debugging stage when the nominal values (including inflation) can be more difficult to

interpret.

Once the real values are generated, it is then a simple step to adjust them by inflation

factors and generate nominal values. Chapter 9 illustrates methods of modelling inflation

assumptions. The key to generating realistic data is to understand the nature of the

inflationary impact on the costs. For example, wages and salaries typically inflate faster

than average prices, and utilities have experienced considerable deflationary effects in the

last few years (particularly in telecommunications). The modeller needs to link the correct

inflation factor to each cost profile and remember that some costs may not inflate, such as

property rent, which is usually fixed for a set period of years.

As the cost section is developed, it is helpful to document in the row heading whether a

Chart 11.15  The triangulation effect on average value for some costs

Start of year End of year

Average for the period
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row of data is in nominal or real values and to show beside the nominal rows which

inflation factor has been applied. This will enable users of the model to understand the

impact of changes in assumptions. 

Tax

Chapter 14 covers the calculation and modelling of tax on profits. However, in this chapter

on costs it is relevant to cover the impact of purchase, sales or value-added tax. For most

businesses this type of tax is levied on all sales and recovered when incurred on

purchases. Effectively, the business operates as a collection agent. The impact on a model is

therefore normally in cash flow – the timing difference between collection and paying

over to the government. Many models ignore this tax as the timing difference is usually

marginal to the business.

If the tax is ignored in the model, the operating cost assumptions should exclude any tax

that can be recovered from the government. However, in some countries there are

categories of cost where the tax is irrecoverable, such as luxury items that are not

necessary for the continuance of business like entertaining and expensive cars. For these

types of costs the cost assumptions should include the irrecoverable purchase tax.
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12 Capital expenditure and working capital

A model that has a balance sheet as one of its outputs will almost certainly require code to

build the lines for capital expenditure on fixed assets and working capital (items of

stock/inventory, debtors/receivables and creditors/payables). This chapter looks at the

nature of these items and some of the practical coding that can be used.

FIXED ASSETS

What are fixed assets?

Fixed assets are items that are purchased with the intention of being used in the business

rather than resold, such as a machine for manufacturing. The item will typically provide

the business with a benefit over a period of time.

There are two distinct types of fixed assets:

� Tangible, such as buildings, machines, vehicles and office equipment

� Intangible, such as patents, licences, goodwill and brands

The principles and code for handling the two types of fixed assets in a model are broadly

similar. However, the precise treatment of goodwill and brands can vary from country to

country as the accounting for this type of item is a hot topic for most accounting bodies

around the world.

How should fixed assets be treated?

One way to treat an asset would be the same as an expense, the full cost being written off

on purchase. However, this would cause considerable fluctuations in profit whenever

assets were acquired. An alternative method might be to track the market value of the asset

over time. But this ignores the fact that the benefit of most assets is more likely to be

derived over time rather than moving with market values.

The method used is to spread the cost of the asset over an estimated period of benefit or

useful economic life. This spreading concept, or matching of cost against the years that

derive benefit, is known as “depreciation” for tangible assets and “amortisation” for

intangible assets. A common exception to this principle is land, which, unless the land

value is being eroded by the business (such as is in mining), need not be depreciated.

In most companies, the administration required for capitalising and depreciating assets

means small assets are often written off on purchase. This is sometimes known as the de

minimis level for fixed assets, typically $500 or $1,000. The de minimis rule can become

difficult to apply when buying an item like a computer. The total cost is over the limit, but

if the computer is separated into screen, keyboard, modem, processor and so on then each

individual item is below the limit. Each company has its own policy on dealing with these
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issues and related items are usually grouped into one asset for the purpose of fixed asset

accounting.

Take, for example, a truck that is purchased for $10,000. The company plans to keep it for

three years and then sell it. It estimates the market value of the three-year-old truck will be

40% of the purchase price. Therefore the truck will lose $6,000 in value over the three

years.

The market value of the truck is likely to drop steeply at the outset and flatten out over

time. The graph in Chart 12.1 illustrates this exponential type of profile.

Chart 12.1 Estimated market value of a truck over time 

For modelling purposes, the market value during the asset’s life is largely irrelevant.

Depreciation will be used to spread the estimated fall in value over the three-year period

of ownership. The question is how?

Straight line depreciation

The most common method of depreciation is “straight line”, which spreads the estimated

loss evenly over the period of ownership. To calculate the annual cost use the formula:

(Purchase price–Estimated disposal proceeds)/Estimated period of ownership

For the truck example this will be:

($10,000�$4,000)/3�$2,000 per year

The balance sheet will show the cost of the asset, the accumulated depreciation and the

net book value. The profit and loss account will record the annual cost of depreciation, as

shown in Chart 12.2.
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Chart 12.2 Depreciation of an asset

Year 0 1 2 3 4

Balance sheet

Cost 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 0

Accumulated depreciation – (2,000) (4,000) (6,000) 0

Net book value 10,000 8,000 6,000 4,000 0

Profit and loss

Depreciation 0 2,000 2,000 2,000 0

At the point of sale it is unlikely that the asset will realise exactly the net book value

(unless it is part of a prearranged buy-back deal). Therefore there will be a small profit or

loss on disposal.

The treatment of this asset for cash flow purposes is shown in Chart 12.3.

Chart 12.3 Cash flow from purchase and sale of an asset

Year 0 1 2 3 4

Cash flow (10,000) 0 0 0 4,000

Reducing balance depreciation

Another method of depreciation that is used by some companies is “reducing balance”,

which tries to approximate the typical curved behaviour of the market value graph by

taking a proportion of the previous year’s net book value.

Some companies use a set percentage, such as 25%, or it can be calculated using the formula:

1�((Estimated disposal proceeds/Purchase price)^(1/Estimated period of ownership))

Applying this to the truck example the reducing balance rate would be:

1�((4000/10000)^(1/3))�26.3194%

Chart 12.4 Reducing balance depreciation of an asset

Year 0 1 2 3 4

Balance sheet

Cost 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 0

Accumulated depreciation 0 (2,632) (4,571) (6,000) 0

Net book value 10,000 7,368 5,429 4,000 0

Profit and loss

Depreciation 0 2,632 1,939 1,429 0

Although the cash flow will be the same as for the straight line method, the cost impact is

higher in the early years.
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Other depreciation methods

Other depreciation methods can be used such as “sum of the digits” and “consumption

proportion”. These are rarely applied in practice except in the mining industry, where the

consumption method can sometimes be found. In this case the cost of a mine is allocated

across the recoverable reserves it contains. The depreciation is a function of the amount of

the reserves extracted during the period.

Purchase cost

For all these depreciation methods the purchase cost of an asset must be defined. For most

items, this is simply the cash paid. However, there can be additional costs such as when

the asset is imported, where duties and shipping are paid or when there are some sizeable

installation costs. In these circumstances, it would be harsh to charge these costs to the

profits in the year of purchase. Therefore it is common for the costs of getting an asset to its

“location and condition of use” to be added to the purchase price and the total amount

depreciated over the useful life.

Some companies construct their own assets, such as a retailer building an out-of-town

superstore. In this situation the cost of the asset is the total of all the individual contractor

invoices for building the asset. It is also possible to include a proportion of the company’s

own labour costs for those employees involved in the construction. More controversial can

be the inclusion of interest costs in funding the asset during the course of construction.

Accounting standards prevent this in some countries.

Useful economic life

The start point for useful economic life and hence for charging depreciation is usually the

purchase date for an item. However, for a constructed asset this is usually set as the date it

is brought into service.

How long is the asset expected to be of benefit? In many companies this will be set by a

standard policy (for example, cars are replaced every three or four years) or a standard

depreciation term (for example, machines are depreciated to zero over eight years). For

other assets a judgment will have to be made on what is credible while taking into

account the potential impact of technical obsolescence. Personal computers may physically

last ten years or more, but for a business to keep up with technology and remain

competitive it may need to buy new computers every three years.

Estimated proceeds of sale/residual value

Compared with the purchase cost, it is far more difficult to identify the future value that

can be realised at the end of an asset’s useful life or on disposal.

There are a few general principles:

� Cars. There are widely available guide prices that make it reasonable to assume a

second-hand value which, after four years, is around 25% of purchase cost.

� Plant. Most companies do not buy equipment and machinery with an intention of

resale. This is partly because there will be a limited second-hand market, but often



because technology changes will cause obsolescence (for example, computers). In

these situations no residual value should be assumed, except for scrap values for

material.

� Buildings. For special-purpose buildings it would be prudent to assume no residual

value. For office buildings that have alternative uses a residual value is appropriate

depending upon location.

� Land. In evaluating the residual value of land there are four key considerations:

– Will the activity on the land contaminate or change its value? (For example, a

nuclear power station)

– Is the purchase price affected by its surroundings, which may be subject to

change? (For example, a shop reliant on passing trade when a bypass could be

built)

– Can the land be used for more than one purpose? (For example, could it be sold

for housing)

– How will inflation and market conditions change its value?

It should be noted that if the disposal proceeds of an asset is the critical factor that

determines whether the whole project goes ahead, the company should consider whether

its trading activities are really viable.

As well as identifying disposal proceeds, it is helpful to identify exit options during the life

of the project. Should a 25-year project not deliver the desired benefits, what is the cost of

exit after 5, 10, 15 and 20 years? Based on the difference between straight line depreciation

and the typical exponential fall in market value (as seen in Chart 12.1 on page 129), it is likely

that most assets will realise less than book value during their early years of ownership.

Abandonment

Some assets will not only end their useful life with no value, but also create a significant

liability for the disposal costs: for example, decommissioning and decontaminating a

nuclear power station or abandoning an oil platform. In these circumstances, it is normal

to depreciate an asset to zero over its life and to create an abandonment provision over the

same period. For example, a $250m installation may be depreciated over 25 years at the

rate of $10m a year plus a $2m abandonment provision. This will create a fund of $50 at

the end of its life to pay for the dismantling and abandonment.

Timing of purchase

Most models are set up with yearly time intervals; thus it is a normal assumption to

purchase an asset at the end of a preceding year so it can be ready for use during that year.

This may not always coincide with reality, but it is the most prudent approach. The main

effect will be to accelerate slightly the depreciation costs and funding requirements. For

mid-year acquisition and disposal, a lot of code will be required to allow for uneven first

and last years. The benefit in business valuation terms can be minimal.

Coding in the spreadsheet

A business opportunity can comprise a wide range of fixed assets, including buildings,

technical equipment, office equipment and vehicles. Each of these is likely to have a
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different asset life and hence depreciation rate. For simplicity, it is helpful to group similar

items together as each category will have to have its own set of cost, depreciation and net

book value calculations. The aggregation of all the categories produces the total fixed asset

numbers.

Buying assets

In producing a dynamic model, there are three triggers that will prompt a fixed asset

purchase:

� The start of trade, such as buying an accounting system.

� The activity level in the business, such as the number of desktop computers needed.

� The life of the asset and hence the need for replacement; for example, desktop

computers may last only three years.

In triggering the purchase (or construction) of an asset, it is important to ensure that

the expenditure is timed to occur before its forecast use. For example, time should be

allowed for activities such as installation, testing and staff training before operational

use.

Ideally, the business should spread its investment in assets as evenly as possible over time.

This prevents a huge crescendo of investment at the outset and then replacement of all the

assets at the same time some years later. The most effective way to achieve a smoothing of

investment is to combine asset rental with a replacement programme. A replacement

programme should commence before assets become obsolete and then carry on for some

period after obsolescence. If the assets that were replaced early are kept, they can be

standbys for those that will be replaced late.

Start of trade

In a model of a new venture, several events will be triggered in the first year.

Therefore one of the model’s inputs could be set to this point in time and given a

range name of Start_year. Use a simple IF statement to purchase the required items at

the right time:

�IF(Year_number�Start_year,Input_truck_cost,0)

Activity level

One of the key modelling principles is to be able to change any one input and still have a

valid model with a valid answer. Thus the ability to trigger asset purchases based on

activity level is fundamental to maintaining this principle. To implement this the

relationship between business activity levels and the number of assets required to operate

needs to be identified. 

Take, for example, a distribution business that needs trucks for deliveries. The key

assumption will be the volume of sales that can be distributed by a truck each year. A

ROUNDUP function can be used to calculate the number of trucks needed.
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If a truck can distribute $100,000 of sales a year, the formula would be:

�ROUNDUP(Sales/100000,0)

This method will ensure that there are enough trucks when sales do not fall in complete

units of 100,000. For example, if there were sales of $420,000 the answer would be 5.

These trucks should be purchased at the end of the preceding year so they are ready for

use in the year that has the sales of $420,000.

Replacement of assets

For the replacement of assets, the model needs to trigger a repurchase at the end of the life

of an asset. The code therefore needs to look back a definable number of years to track the

original purchases. There are two ways to achieve this, using MOD or OFFSET.

1. MOD

The way to use this function for replacing assets is to buy them every time the MOD of the

year number divided by the asset life is zero. For example, if a truck had a four-year life set

up as an input and range named Input_life_of_asset:

�IF(MOD(Year_number,Input_life_of_asset)�0,Input_truck_cost,0)

this would buy assets in years 0, 4, 8, 12, and so on.

2. OFFSET

This function is a way of picking up a number that is a definable distance away, as

explained in Chapter 7. The syntax is:

�OFFSET(start point,rows away,columns away)

The benefit of this function is the “definable distance away”. This can be set as the asset

life and become a changeable input.

Using the example above, if trucks have a four-year life the model might look like

Chart 12.5.

To run this example two inputs are set up as follows:

� Input_volume_per_truck $100,000

� Input_life_of_asset 4
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Chart 12.5 Automating replacement of assets

The arrows show the effect of the OFFSET function reversing out the purchases four years

previously.

The calculations for year 4 in column I are shown in Chart 12.6. Rows 6 to 35 are omitted

as they cover revenue workings, the result of which is the sales line in row 37.

Chart 12.6 Code for automating replacement of assets

Row Calculation Actual calculation Answer

Trucks needed �ROUNDUP(J37/ �ROUNDUP(240000, 3

Input_volume_per_truck,0) 100000,0)

Trucks brought forward H45 2 2

Trucks disposed �IF(Year_number<Input_life_of_asset,0, �IF(4<4,0,�OFFSET (1)

�OFFSET(I44,0,�Input_life_of_asset)) (I44,0,�4))

Trucks purchased �MAX(0,Working_trucks_needed� �MAX(0,3�2�1) 2

Working_trucks_b_fwd�

Working_trucks_disposed)

Trucks carried forward �SUM(I42:I44) �SUM(2�1�2) 3

The trucks needed in row 40 are based on the sales in the subsequent year, and so the

assets are purchased at the end of the year prior to their use.

The disposal of trucks in row 43 uses the OFFSET statement. This is set to look back four

years and reverse the purchases. The code is set within an IF statement to ensure it does

not look back before the beginning of the model and cause reference errors.

The truck purchased in row 44 use a MAX statement to check whether the number of

trucks needed this year is greater than those already held. Using a zero in the MAX

statement will ensure that the answer is never negative and that trucks will not be sold or

replaced if demand falls.

Coding in the spreadsheet to depreciate assets

Once the asset is purchased the cost of ownership should be spread over the years of use. 
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The examples used in this chapter have an input on the model so that the asset life can be

changed (it is currently set at four years). The depreciation period is set as the same as the

asset life. If this period is changed, both the replacement of assets and the depreciation rate

will change.

Straight line depreciation

Straight line depreciation is illustrated in Chart 12.7 using the truck example, with the cost

as $10,000 and the disposal value as $4,000 after four years.  Rows 5 to 22 are omitted as

they contain revenue workings.

This example builds on Charts 12.5 and 12.6 with additional inputs set up for:

� Input_truck_cost $10,000

� Input_disposal_value $4,000

Chart 12.7 Straight line depreciation

The calculation of the number of trucks needed is shown in the asset purchase and

replacement examples above. The lines of code for the fixed assets and depreciation for

year 4 are shown in Chart 12.8.

In both the fixed assets and the depreciation sections there are lines for disposal of assets.

This ensures that the assets that are either disposed of or fully written off are eliminated.

Where assets are replaced they show up as both an addition and a disposal. This is

important for the cash flow part of the model.

Note that assets that have a zero book value should not be used to artificially inflate the

cost and depreciation figures in a business and hence should be removed.
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Chart 12.8 Code for straight line depreciation

Row Calculation Actual calculation Answer

Fixed asset cost b/fwd �H28 20,000

Additions �Working_trucks_purchased*Input_truck_cost �2*10000 20,000

Disposals �Working_trucks_disposed*Input_truck_cost ��1*10000 (10,000)

Fixed asset cost c/fwd �SUM(I25:I27) �20000�20000�

10000 30,000

Depreciation b/fwd �H34 6,000

Charge for year �(Input_truck_cost�Input_disposal_value)/ �(10000�4000)/4 3,000

Input_life_of_asset/Input_truck_cost*I25 /10000*20000

Disposals �Working_trucks_disposed*(Input_truck_cost� ��1*(10000�4000) (6,000)

Input_disposal_value)

Depreciation c/fwd �SUM(I31:I33) �6000�3000�6000 3,000

Net book value �I28�I34 �30000�3000 27,000

If inflation is used in the model, then the code needs to account for the change in prices

from the date of purchase to the date of sale. The necessary additions to the code are

shown in Chart 12.9.

Chart 12.9 Code for straight line depreciation with inflation on assets

Row Calculation

Fixed asset additions Multiply the asset cost by an inflation factor for the relevant year such as:

cost*((1�Input_inflation)^Year_number)

Fixed asset disposals Use OFFSET to multiply the asset cost by the inflation factor for the year of original

purchase

Depreciation charge The code will already handle inflation if it is included

Depreciation disposals Use OFFSET to multiply the depreciated amount by the inflation factor for the year of

original purchase

Reducing balance depreciation

If the business is using a reducing balance method, the amendments to the above straight

line code are as shown in Chart 12.10.

Chart 12.10 Code for reducing balance depreciation

Row Calculation

Depreciation charge for year Apply the reducing balance depreciation rate to the net book value of

the previous year

Depreciation disposals Multiply the number of trucks by the net book value on disposal. This is calculated

as: asset cost*((1�reducing balance percentage)^asset life)

Assets already on the books

For models built around activities other than new ventures it is likely that the business will

start with a portfolio of fixed assets that are already being used. These will have a variety

of ages and need to be included in the calculations.
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For each category of assets two attributes are required for each historic year of purchase, as

illustrated in Chart 12.11.

Chart 12.11 Managing existing assets

Chart 12.11 is a data table and therefore should be either on the input sheet or on a special

“Existing asset” sheet, which should be treated as an input sheet. No scenarios are used,

however, as this is factual, unchangeable data.

Using assumptions for asset life and estimated proceeds of sale, this information can be

used to create the first year asset values.

Coding in the spreadsheet to sell assets

The above coding covered the purchase of assets and the replacement of assets. Asset sales

can take place before the asset is obsolete. However, in many business plans and models

such occurrences are rare. They usually optimistically assume growth and not decline.

Automating asset sales to match rises and falls in revenue can cause some problems. The

order of asset sales needs to be defined. This is usually set as the oldest is sold first, but this

may not be the most appropriate if cash is required in the business. Also code can cause

an asset to be sold in one year only to be repurchased in the next. Ideally, the code needs

to look ahead to ensure a sale is justifiable. This can be achieved by using the OFFSET

function set to check whether there is a purchase required in the following year.

The proceeds of sale are difficult to predict. On the market value graph for an asset in

Chart 12.1 (see page 129), the net book value on a straight line depreciation basis is likely to

overstate the actual value of the asset. (An exception is property, which may have risen,

depending on the market). If the reason the business is shedding assets is a downturn in

revenue, this might imply that the economy is weak. The realisable price in a weak

economy could be particularly low, causing a significant loss to be made.

Calculating the current net book value of each asset requires a large block of coding. This is

needed to keep track of the acquisition date of each year’s asset purchases. Therefore it is

worth establishing whether the model really needs the functionality of selling assets

during their life before embarking on this piece of code.

The coding in Chart 12.12 allows for a user defined asset life.
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Chart 12.12 Setting up a sheet to manage the net book value of each year’s assets

The data table of asset ages is created from the data in Chart 12.5 (see page 135) and

repeated here as the truck analysis in rows 7 to 10. The total of trucks c/fwd is used to

calculate which trucks are still owned on a fifo (first in first out) basis.

Taking column I, the code for the age of assets boxes is shown in Chart 12.13.

Chart 12.13 Code for managing the net book value of each year’s assets

Row Calculation Actual calculation Answer

17 (Year 4) �MIN(trucks bought year 4[I8],trucks c/fwd year 4[I10]) �MIN(2,3) 2

16 (Year 3) �MIN(trucks bought year 3[H16],trucks c/fwd year 4[I10]� �MIN(0,3�2) 0

trucks bought in year 4[G17])

15 (Year 2) �MIN(trucks bought year 2 and in use year 3[H15], �MIN(1,3�SUM(0�2)) 1

trucks c/fwd year 4[I10]�SUM(I16:I17))

14 (Year 1) �MIN(trucks bought year 1 and in use year 3[H14], �MIN(0,3�SUM(1�0�2)) 0

trucks c/fwd year 4[I10]�SUM(I15:I17))

13 (Year 0) �MIN(trucks bought year 0 and in use year 3[H13], �MIN(0,3�SUM(0�1�0�2)) 0

trucks c/fwd year 4[I10]�SUM(I14:I17))

For other years, it is not a matter of copying the formulae horizontally across. Always start

at the highest required row in the column (for example, in column G it would be row 15

and in column J it would be row 18). In this cell put a MIN formula for trucks bought that

year and trucks carried forward that year. In the rows above put a MIN formula for trucks

bought in the column to the left and total trucks carried forward less those accounted for

in the rows below. For example, in I15 the formula is:

�MIN(trucks one column to the left[H15],trucks c/fwd[I10]�

trucks accounted for in rows below[sum(I16:I17])
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This triangular data table can now be used to control the asset base. Two important uses

are to calculate the asset cost total and net book value of any sales (see Chart 12.14).

Chart 12.14 Evaluating asset costs and net book value on disposal

Row Calculation

Asset cost Take the number of assets in each column and multiply it by the purchase

price for the year of acquisition

Net book value of sales Identify when an asset is no longer carried forward from one column to the next. For

example, the asset purchased in year 0 (row 13) is removed in year 3 (column H) as it is

no longer carried forward to year 4 (column I). By reference to the year of the row and

the year of the column, the age of the asset at sale can be calculated and hence the net

book value on disposal. For example, the asset disappears in year 4 and was purchased

in year 0, hence it was four years old at sale and by knowing the depreciation value its

net book value can be calculated

This data table will need to be repeated for each type of asset.

WORKING CAPITAL

What is working capital?

Working capital has several definitions, but in modelling terms it is most easily thought of

as the place where cash is “held” between being spent on purchases and received on sales.

It mainly comprises stock/inventory, debtors/receivables and creditors/payables. There is

often dispute about whether working capital includes cash because cash is not actually

“working” in the business. For the purposes of this chapter the coding for cash is excluded

as it is covered in Chapter 14.

A typical transaction cycle might be as shown in Chart 12.15.

For example, take £100 of stock purchased and sold on credit with the selling price being

£120, as shown in Chart 12.16.

Chart 12.15  Cash flow cycle

C R E D I T O R S / P A Y A B L E S S T O C K / I N V E N T O R Y D E B T O R S / R E C E I V A B L E S

C A S H
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Chart 12.16 Illustration of cash flow cycle

Stage Item Impact on accounts

1 Stock purchased Stock increases by £100 and the creditor is owed £100

2 Creditor is paid The creditor is reduced to zero and cash is reduced by £100

3 Stock sold All the stock is cleared, the debtor owes £120 and £20 profit is recognised

4 Cash received The debtor is reduced to zero and cash is increased by £120

from debtor

Overall cash was reduced by £100 in stage 2 and increased by £120 in stage 4. The cash was

held in working capital between those points.

The cycle is not always perfect and particular treatment is required for the items listed in

Chart 12.17.

Chart 12.17 Considerations for the cash flow cycle

Item Event

Creditor When taking advantage of volume or settlement discounts

Stock When stock is stolen or discarded (out of date)

Debtor When a bad debt is recognised

As well as trade debtors and creditors, there are two other types of debtor and creditor to

allow for the timing difference between the point of purchase/sale of goods or services

and their use in the business. These are prepayments and accruals. For example, when

insurance in purchased, the premium is paid at the start of the year and benefit is derived

during the year. Therefore at any point during the year there is an amount of prepaid

premium that relates to the remaining period of cover.

Chart 12.18 Illustration of prepayments and accruals

Prepayments Accruals

Debtors Prepaid costs (invoices paid in Accrued revenue (work completed 

advance of benefit) but not yet invoiced)

Creditors Prepaid revenue (customers pay in Accrued costs (costs incurred for which 

advance for their product or service) an invoice will be received in the future)

How should working capital be treated?

The importance of the working capital items depends on the nature of the business being

modelled. Manufacturing businesses can have a large amount of money tied up in the

working capital cycle, and cash businesses that do not have much stock may have a very

small amount of working capital. Working capital needs to be included to record

transactions at the correct time. In the profit and loss account sales arise when a product or

service is delivered. In the cash flow sales arise when the cash is received. Confusing these

two events can create some serious valuation errors in a model.

The best way to control working capital in a model is by using day ratios that measure the

number of days a transaction will be held as a working capital item, as shown in Chart 12.19.
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Chart 12.19 Defining working capital day ratios

Start point End point

Stock/inventory days Goods arrive through gate Goods depart out of gate

Debtor/receivable days Invoice despatched to customer Cash received from customer

Creditor/payable days Invoice received from supplier Cash paid to supplier

For simplicity, one ratio can be used for each working capital item; for example, debtor

days set at 45. If more sophisticated data are available, a payment profile can be used, as

shown in Chart 12.20.

Chart 12.20 Aged debt profile

Average number of days % of sales

30 50

60 25

90 15

120 5

Bad debts 5

Total 100

For more information on the handling of bad debts, see Chapter 14 (pages 160–63).

The use of prepayments and accruals will depend on the type of business being modelled.

For example, an airline receives almost all its cash in advance of conveying its customers.

The money will be held as prepaid revenue in creditors until the customers travel. Once

the service is delivered it will be recognised as sales.

For many models prepayments and accruals are an unnecessary detail. The accuracy to

which other assumptions can be forecast should be considered before spending too long on

fine-tuning these items. It is common to assume that for a cost such as insurance, the

annual period of cover is the same as the company year and hence no prepayment will

arise.

Coding in the spreadsheet

The following examples show how to code the effects of working capital in models. They

assume that the business earns revenues evenly through a year and there are no seasonal

effects. 

One continuous example is used to illustrate each item of working capital. A wholesale

business sets up and achieves sales in year 1 of £1,200,000, created as Input_initial_sales on

the input sheet. Sales grow at £120,000 a year, created as Input_annual_sales_increase on the

input sheet, for four years. The business ceases at the end of the fourth year.

Debtors/receivables

The impact of debtors in a business is a time delay between a sale and the receipt of cash.

Taking the example and focusing on debtors, assume customers take an average of two
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months to pay their invoices. This is created as Input_debtor_period on the input sheet and

set to 2. Input_year_length is set up as 12 (representing 12 months).

Chart 12.21 The financial impact of debtors

The example in Chart 12.21 assumes no bad debts and that all customers pay on the due

date. The total recognised in the profit and loss account equals the total recognised in the

cash flow.

Because of the timing difference caused by debtors an extra year in the model is required,

year 5, to collect the debtors left at the end of year 4. Some companies use a 10-year plan

for all models of investment evaluations but show an 11th year to sweep up items such as

working capital and tax creditors.

The calculations in year 3 of the example are as shown in Chart 12.22.

Chart 12.22 Code for calculating the financial impact of debtors

Row Calculation Actual calculation Answer

Sales �Last_year�Input_annual_sales_increase �1320�120 1,440

Debtors �Output_sales*(Input_debtor_period/ �1440*(2/12) 240

Input_year_length)

Receipts �G10�Output_sales�Output_debtors �220�1440�240 1,420

In Chart 12.22 the debtormeasure is calculated in whole months.An alternative method is to

base it on days and use 61/365. This would give the model more flexibility.

Stock/inventory

Holding stock will tie up cash until it can be sold and the cash collected from customers.

Using the measure of stock days will ensure that the stock levels are kept in line with sales.

In building a dynamic model, stock days are best driven by sales to ensure the business

model does not become production oriented.

Using the example, assume the company charges a 20% mark-up on bought-in goods, set

up as an input for Input_mark_up, and stock levels need to be enough for three months’

sales, set up as an input for Input_stock_period of 3.
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Chart 12.23 The financial impact of stock

The example in Chart 12.23 assumes that:

� no stock is written off or stolen;

� when the business ceases at the end of year 4 there is exactly the right amount of the

right type of stock to satisfy the customers.

Adjustments would be needed to correct for the above items. The detail will depend on

the nature of the business being modelled.

The calculations in year 3 are as shown in Chart 12.24.

Chart 12.24 Code for calculating the financial impact of stock

Row Calculation Actual calculation Answer

Sales As debtors example 1,440

Cost of sales �Output_sales/(1�Input_mark_up) �1440/(1�0.2) 1,200

Gross profit �Output_sales�Output_cost_of_sales �1440�1200 240

Stock b/fwd �G14 300

Stock sold �Output_cost_of_sales 1,200

Stock c/fwd �I8*(Input_stock_period/Input_year_length) �1300*(3/12) 325

Stock bought �H13�H4�H12 �1200�325�300 1,225

You may find that using next year’s sales to calculate closing stock will cause a circular

reference. If this happens, use the current year’s sales. Using next year’s sales is more

prudent, as it gears up the business in advance of increased activity.

A manufacturing business would need to have three categories ofstock: raw materials, work

in progress and finished goods. The coding for this would be similar to the example in Chart

12.23, with rows 12 to 15 being repeated for each of the three categories. A “stockdays” measure

would linkthe sales to the amount of finished goods. A production time would control the

work in progress level to achieve the demand for finished goods. A second stockdays measure

would control the amount of raw material that is needed for smooth production.
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Creditors/payables

Creditors will delay the payment of cash until after the goods or services have been

received. Using the measure of creditor days will ensure that the creditors rise and fall in

line with purchases.

Continuing the example, assume suppliers require payment in one month, which has been

set up as Input_creditor_period and set to 1.

Chart 12.25 The financial impact of creditors

The example in Chart 12.25 assumes a bulk delivery of stock at year 0 ready to start the

business. This will be paid for in year 1. In the final year there will be no creditors as the

business is unlikely to continue buying stock in the last month of existence. 

The calculations in year 3 are shown in Chart 12.26.

Chart 12.26 Code for calculating the financial impact of creditors

Row Calculation Actual calculation Answer

Stock bought As stock example 1,225

Creditors �Output_stock_bought*(Input_creditor_period/ �1225*(1/12) 102

Input_year_length)

Payments �G11�Output_stock_bought�Output_creditors �94�1225�102 1,217

To achieve the effects in year 0 and the final year, use IF statements to identify for which

year of the model the calculation is being performed. In year 0 the creditor should equal

the stock bought. In the final year the creditor should equal zero.

Creditors can also arise from overhead and fixed asset purchases. Only include this level

of detail if the purchases of these items are significant, such as a 10% retention held on

property construction.
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13 Modelling funding issues

INTRODUCTION

Previous chapters have concentrated on the operational cash flow generated by a project

covering revenue, operating costs and capital costs. This chapter looks at how to fund the

project. Typically, a project will require cash investment in the early years to pay for the

purchase of assets and the set-up costs in advance of the revenue. In later years the project

should move through the cash breakeven point and the model will need to handle cash

surpluses.

The cumulative net cash flow position of a project will typically show a J curve.

Chart 13.1 Cumulative project cash flow

In the example in Chart 13.1, the project runs at a cash flow deficit for just over seven

years, with the peak funding requirement being over £2m in year 3. The data are shown in

Chart 13.2. This is only illustrative for the purposes of the J curve and there is no formula

for its derivation.

Chart 13.2 Data table for J curve

For projects such as company acquisitions, the investment at time 0 can be so large that

the surplus may not be realised unless the investment itself is sold. In this case it will need

a level of permanent funding.
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IDENTIFYING THE CASH FLOW TO BE FUNDED

To identify the funding requirement, a robust model of the operational cash flow needs to

be built. The operational cash flow should include revenue, costs, purchase and sale of

fixed assets, movements in current assets (such as debtors and creditors) and movements

in non-interest bearing current liabilities (such as creditors). All debt, equity, interest and

dividends should be excluded. This is explained in detail in Chapter 15 (see pages 172–76).

Falling between operating cash flow and funding cash flow are leases. The most common

ways to treat these are as follows:

� Operating leases (or rents) should be treated as an operating cash flow. These leases

are generally short-term and usually represent the hire of an asset. The asset may be

used by several lessees during its life.

� Finance leases are typically a means of obtaining the long-term use of an asset with

payment by instalment. The choice of a finance lease or asset purchase is typically a

funding issue. Therefore in a model it is more appropriate to include the cost of the

asset in the cash flow and then look at the leasing decision as part of the overall

project funding.

Having calculated and modelled the operating cash flow, the net cash flow of all the

operating items will give a project its funding requirement and any potential cash surplus.

Sensitivity analysis (as described in Chapter 19) should be applied to all the key variables

to ensure that deviations from the plan will still leave a viable project and that it is worth

moving to this stage.

TYPES OF FUNDING

A wide range of funding sources is available for projects. Some of the most commonly

used are shown in Chart 13.3.

Chart 13.3  Funding sources

Funding sources
Debentures

Bonds (straight, deep discount or
zero coupon)

Debt instruments

Equity

Bank borrowings

Ordinary shares

Preference shares

Options and warrants

Bank loan (fixed or
variable rate)

Overdraft
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Details of each type are given in Chart 13.4, including cost implications, risk and their

typical purpose.

Chart 13.4 Details of funding sources

Duration

Ordinary shares

Permanent finance,

although there are

complex legal processes

available to allow some

repayment

Preference shares

Sometimes given a

repayment date otherwise

like ordinary shares

Options and warrants

These are the right to buy

ordinary shares on a future

date at a predetermined

price

Debentures

Fixed with a

predetermined repayment

date

Bonds

Fixed with a

predetermined repayment

date

Cost

Usually serviced by

dividends paid out of

profit, once all other costs

have been met

Usually a fixed percentage

dividend. This is

sometimes cumulative,

should the company be

unable to afford payment

No cost until the option or

warrant is exercised. At

this point they become

ordinary shares that

attract dividends

Fixed rate of interest 

Fixed rate interest rate

return. Varieties of

straight, deep discount

and zero-coupon. All offer

varying timings for the

payment of interest:

during the life of the

bond, at the end or a

mixture of the two

Risk of repayment to

investor

Ordinary shares are the

last to be paid in the event

of a winding up and

therefore have the highest

risk of repayment

Paid before ordinary

shares

No cost at issue and

therefore if the exercise

price at the due date is not

attractive they lapse

Secured on the property of

the company, usually

freehold buildings

The loan is issued in

certificate form that can

be traded like shares.

Repayment ranks before

all equity

Purpose

Ordinary shareholders own

the company and provide

the core long-term

funding for corporate

infrastructure

Usually issued to raise

share capital without

diluting control.

Preference shareholders

are not normally able to

vote at meetings

Often used as an incentive.

Either issued with ordinary

shares as an incentive to

purchase the ordinary

shares or used as part of

remuneration as an

incentive for executives to

perform

Long-term loan finance

Long-term loan finance

with a cash flow profile to

match the cash profile of a

project
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The most appropriate source for a project will depend on a range of factors, including

investment control, operating environment, cost of raising and servicing the funding,

amount required, duration and risk. All these aspects will be explored in this chapter.

PROJECT CONTROL

Before choosing the funding source it is important to clarify how the project is to be

controlled. For example, a small-scale fixed asset purchase will clearly be controlled by the

investing business, but for new products or entry into new markets there may be joint-

venture opportunities to share the initial cost and project risk. The type of control required

may dictate the most appropriate type of funding. The choices are either internal, from

surpluses within the investing companies, or external, from outside investors and lending

institutions.

For a clear separation of a company’s activities or for joint ownership, it may be preferable

to set up the project within a newly formed company. Thus the success or failure of the

new project can be isolated from investors’ other activities. In setting up the company it is

important to consider how its results will affect the financial statements of any investing

Duration

Convertibles

Permanent capital first as

debt then as equity. There

can be a repayment option

if the share price at

conversion is not

attractive

Loans

Often fixed with a

predetermined repayment

date and sometimes

interim repayments of

capital

Overdrafts

A rolling facility that

normally has a fixed time

period

Leasing

For the life of the asset

being leased

Cost

A low interest rate return

for a set period, followed

by conversion into

ordinary shares providing

the share price has

achieved a specified level

A percentage return that

can be fixed or variable.

The variable rate is usually

linked to a bank base rate

plus an increment

Usually a variable rate at a

significant increment over

a bank base rate

Normally a fixed interest

rate cost

Risk of repayment to

investor

While the convertible is in

the form of debt it usually

ranks after other debt.

Once converted to

ordinary shares, the risk is

as per other shares

Loans rank before all

shareholders and will

sometimes be secured on

assets

Depends on security

arrangements but can rank

behind other forms of debt

Secured on the asset being

leased

Purpose

Long-term finance with a

low initial cost

Funding for projects which

will generate sufficient

funds to allow repayment

Meeting day-to-day

working capital timing

differences

To fund specific asset

purchases with potential

tax and replacement

benefits



company. Structuring the proportion of equity owned and control exercised will define

which of three types of accounting treatment it will receive:

� Subsidiary. Where the investing company owns at least 50% of the equity and

controls the board of directors, the results of the subsidiary in total will be

consolidated (added together) with those of the investing company.

� Associated company. Where the investing company has significant influence by

owning at least 20% of the shares, but less than 50%, the “equity method” of

accounting is used. Only the investing company’s proportion of the results of the

associated company are included in the investing company’s accounts.

� Investment. Where the investing company owns less than 20% of the equity of the

investment it is shown as a fixed asset investment. The value is at original cost or

subsequent revaluation.

For high-risk or speculative projects, major companies will often choose to have their

investment as an associate to minimise the impact of any early losses on the results of the

holding company. Options will sometimes be used to secure greater control at a later date

when the business should have reached profitability.

For an overseas investment, the governments of some countries impose a limit on the

amount of overseas control in an investment. In these situations the investor has no

option but to find a local joint-venture partner and share control.

OPERATING ENVIRONMENT

The operating environment is how the project fits in with other investments for

funding purposes. In large organisations lots of projects are usually pooled so the

company can have access to a wider range of funding sources. The funding for a

particular project is drawn from the central Treasury department, often with little

indication of the origin of the funds being used. However, the small projects will

typically be part of the capital budget, which may be funded from the cash generated

by the current year’s profits.

For most projects a form of debt is the most common source of funding. It is generally

cheap to raise and flexible in duration. The raising of equity for projects is rare except for

major corporate acquisitions. Care should be taken as the amount of debt raised could

distort the mix of debt and equity funding and raise the overall risk and funding cost of

the whole business (see page 155).

For overseas projects, the funding issues can become more complex as exchange rates

provide additional project volatility. Hedging techniques can be used to mitigate some of

the foreign exchange risk. A common hedging technique is to borrow money in the same

currency as the investment and try to match the amount of borrowing to the value of the

net investment. Thus as exchange rates move the exchange gains made on the net

investment are matched by an equal exchange loss on the borrowing, and vice versa.

For example, take the following investment in the United States by a UK company. It has
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invested £500,000 and borrowed in dollars when the rate was 2:1. This gives an initial

investment and borrowing of $1,000,000.

£ Exchange rate $

Net investment 500,000 2:1 1,000,000

Borrowing 500,000 2:1 1,000,000

One year later the exchange rate has moved to 1.6:1. The US investment has changed its UK

value from £500,000 to £625,000.

$ Exchange rate £

Net investment 1,000,000 1.6:1 625,000

Borrowing 1,000,000 1.6:1 625,000

There are no foreign exchange gains or losses as the gain on the investment is exactly

matched by the loss on the borrowing.

With overseas investment some governments impose tight operating constraints by, for

example:

� not allowing profits to be remitted out of the country so any surpluses have to be

reinvested back in the business;

� encouraging further inward investment of the profits by levying withholding tax on any

remittance out of the country. The rates of tax vary, with some being quite punitive.

Care is needed to explore the project and funding environment before identifying the

funding source. Even with careful planning it is impossible to predict the actions of future

governments on investment in their country. For more information on completing foreign

exchange calculations, see Chapter 14 (pages 167–71).

COST OF FUNDING

There is a simple rule for the cost of funding: the greater the perceived risk of the project

the greater the return required by the investor and hence the greater is the cost.

International credit agencies assess the risk of companies and allocate them a credit rating.

A rating of aaa is very low risk, and these companies pay comparatively low rates for

their funding. However, a speculative business will be a much greater risk and will expect

to pay a premium for its funding.

For individual projects, investors make their own judgment on the risk involved and whether

the anticipated cash flow in the business opportunity will provide a sufficient return.

Equity is commonly more expensive than debt because of the order in which investors are

repaid should the company cease trading (debt is usually repaid before equity).

Furthermore, the cost of issuing equity is usually much greater than that of debt because

of stock exchange procedures that have to be complied with and the management of a

potentially large number of investors.
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The cost of debt funding can vary as governments and central banks raise and lower their

country’s principal lending rates. However, this volatility can be avoided in projects by

taking a fixed-rate loan that gives a predictable cost to the project.

WEIGHTED AVERAGE COST OF CAPITAL

For many projects the funding will come from a company’s central funds. The weighted

average cost of capital (wacc) is the average funding rate for all sources of finance. The

“weighted” part refers to the way it is calculated with reference to the amount that each

source of finance contributes to the total. This is explained in more detail in Chapter 15.

FUNDING STRIPS

In funding a project, the operational cash flow identifies the cash requirement. This profile

excludes the cost of funding the investment. Therefore greater funding is required to allow

for the servicing of finance with payment of dividends and interest until cash breakeven.

To identify the overall funding requirement, the operational cash flow needs to be

adjusted by the expected cost of servicing the funding. This can be delivered by using a

specific funding rate for the project or the wacc to inflate the cash flow (remember that if

the operational cash flow is after tax then the funding cost should also be after tax).

From the J curve example on page 146, with a wacc of 10% entered on the input page as

Input_WACC, the servicing adjustment would be as shown in Chart 13.5.

Chart 13.5 Adjusting cash flow for the cost of funding

� Row 6 is the operational cash flow for the model, with rows 5 and 7 being the

cumulative cash balance.

� Row 9 is used to find the average amount of cash needed during the year.

� Row 11 is the funding cost (at 10%) for borrowing the average amount of cash

required. This interest cost is added into the cumulative cash flow for the project.

The calculations in year 3 are shown in Chart 13.6.
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Chart 13.6 Code for adjusting cash flow for the cost of funding

Row Calculation Actual calculation Answer

Cash b/fwd G13 (2,504)

Net change in year From operating cash flow (160)

Total �SUM(H5:H6) ��2504�160 (2,664)

Average funding in year �AVERAGE(H5,H7) �AVERAGE(�2504,�2664) (2,584)

WACC �ROUND(Working_average_ �ROUND(�2584*10%,0) (258)

funding_in_year* Input_WACC,0)

Cash c/fwd �H7�H11 ��2664�258 (2,922)

The cash c/fwd is the profile that requires funding.

For specific funding, it is unlikely that one sum for a defined period will be sufficient to

cover the funding requirement of a project. Amounts will be unused at the start and again

at the end. A combination of several smaller sums, each of different duration, will more

closely match the profile of the project. These are sometimes known as “funding strips”.

From the example above, adjusted for funding cost, the funding strips might look like the

graph in Chart 13.7.

Chart 13.7 Funding strips

The three strips are:

� £1m for eight years starting at time 0

� £1m for six years starting at time 1

� £1m for four years starting at time 2

Funding strips will never exactly match the cash flow profile, nor should they. The

variations when running the project compared with the model will always give rise to
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some differences. The uncovered cash requirements may be taken from an overdraft

facility to enable the cash to be available.

For the model to calculate the funding strips use the ROUND function. The number of

decimal places that the model should round to is determined by the funding units. In this

example the funding is in units of £1,000,000 where the data are shown in thousands.

Therefore the function �ROUND (number, decimal places) will be set with decimal places

as �3.

Chart 13.8 Data table for J curve

The calculations in year 3 are as shown in Chart 13.9.

Chart 13.9 Code for calculating data table for J curve

Row Calculation Actual calculation Answer

Funding �MIN(ROUND(Working_cash_ cfwd,�3),0) �MIN(ROUND(�2922,�3),0) (3,000)

The function MIN is used to ensure no positive funding strips are identified.

The benefit of using funding strips is that there are no large amounts of surplus cash being

unutilised by the project. This method also enables the capital repayments to be made in

stages rather than all at once.

TIME PERIODS

When choosing the most appropriate funding source the duration of the funding will affect

the decision. 

Chart 13.10 Appropriate funding for different time periods

Over 15 years Use a form of equity funding (providing the amount is over £25m)

Between 5 and 15 years Consider a debt instrument (providing the amount is over £10m)

Under 5 years Bank loans usually provide the cheapest and most flexible source

(potentially fixed rate to remove the uncertainty of interest-rate

movements)

Under 1 year Bank overdraft 

If the example above were to be specifically funded, the most appropriate method would

be to commit to three fixed-rate loans for the periods shown in the strip funding. The

interest rate for the second and third tranche can be fixed at the outset but may not always
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be at the same rate as the initial tranche. The business would also need to agree an

overdraft facility for up £500,000 to meet the need of the unfunded parts of the cash flow

profile and allow for variations in the plans.

DEBT TO EQUITY RATIOS

The relationship between debt and equity is referred to as gearing or leverage. As part of

managing the funding of projects it is vital to ensure the debt to equity ratio of the

business as a whole is appropriate. If there is too much debt, the company is highly geared.

The implications of this are that as the interest cost must be met before any dividends can

be paid to the shareholders, the risk of the business increases. As risk increases, the cost of

the debt also increases. Ultimately, if interest cannot be paid, the business may not be able

to repay the debt funders, and the debt funders will therefore exercise their rights in their

loan agreements to take control of the company. If there is too little debt, shareholders lose

out through the dilution of earnings.

In selecting the most appropriate type of funding, it is important to understand the current

gearing position of the company, how this will change when the project funding is added

and any constraints placed on the business in being able to fund more projects in

subsequent years.

Sometimes funding instruments, such as convertibles, are difficult to classify as either debt

or equity. The normal rule is to include these items as debt up to the point of conversion.

There are many methods of calculating gearing, leverage and debt to equity ratios. The

options concern whether to include or exclude items such as creditors and cash.

One of the best methods is to compare interest-bearing debt to equity. This focuses on pure

funding and excludes the operational aspects of creditors. The calculation is debt divided

by equity.

Another method is to calculate net gearing that deducts the cash balance from the debt.

Hence the calculation is net debt (debt − cash) divided by equity.

Take, for example, three companies that all have the same total funds and the same

operating profit, as shown in Chart 13.11. Their difference is the mix of debt and equity in

each business.
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Chart 13.11 Illustration of debt to equity ratio

Business A B C

Debt 750 500 250

Equity 250 500 750

Total funding 1,000 1,000 1,000

Operating profit 200 200 200

Interest (10%) (75) (50) (25)

Profit before tax 125 150 175

Tax (30%) 38 45 53

Earnings 87 105 122

Rate of return for equity investors 87/250�34.8% 105/500�21% 122/750�16.3%

Debt to equity 750/250�300% 500/500�100% 250/750�33.3%

� Business A is highly geared and should profits fall the earnings will be quickly

eroded and potentially jeopardise the company’s ability to service its interest

obligations.

� Business B has what is generally accepted as the maximum proportion of debt before

funders impose constraints. This is 50% of the business being funded by debt.

� In Business C the low debt has considerably less risk, but a greatly reduced rate of

return for shareholders.

Note that the example is not strictly true, because as the proportion of debt rises the debt

funders typically perceive more risk and therefore increase their interest rate. To prevent

businesses from borrowing too much there are often covenants in a loan agreement that

constrain the debt to equity level of a business. A common covenant requires that a loan

becomes immediately repayable if a certain debt to equity ratio is exceeded.

PUTTING THE FUNDING COST BACK IN THE MODEL

Once the funding source and cost have been identified, they need to be put back into the

model to complete the construction of the profit and loss account, balance sheet and cash

flow statement.

Profit and loss account

In this statement the cost of servicing the funding will be shown. The most important issue

is that the funding cost must be calculated on an accruals basis with reference to the

period for which the funding was taken. It is not simply recording when the physical

payments are made.

Take, for example, a loan taken one month before the end of a year with interest paid

quarterly. Although no physical interest payment has been made, the profit and loss

account should show that there is a one-month interest cost.
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For more complex debt instruments that defer the payment of interest until the end of the

funding period, the calculation of the interest cost each year is more complex. In these

situations the interest should be allocated at a constant rate on the carrying value amount

of net investment.

For example, a $100m zero-coupon five-year bond is redeemed at a premium of 61%. The

true yield of the bond is 10%, calculated using the formula:

Yield�(Redemption price/Purchase price)ˆ(1/Period of ownership)�1

Yield�(161/100)ˆ(1/5)�1

Yield�10%

The profit and loss and cash flow would be as shown in Chart 13.12.

Chart 13.12 Calculating funding costs of debt instruments

Year Interest charge in Cash flow Carrying value Yield on opening 

profit and loss account ($m) ($m) ($m) carrying value (%)

0 0.00 �100.00 100.00 0

1 10.00 0.00 110.00 10

2 11.00 0.00 121.00 10

3 12.00 0.00 133.10 10

4 13.10 0.00 146.41 10

5 15.41 �161.00 0.00 10

Balance sheet

The balance sheet will show the amount of debt or equity separately for each type of

funding instrument. The amount will be the value of the funding. There may also be an

accrual shown under creditors for the interest charged to the profit and loss account but

not paid in the cash flow.

Cash flow statement

The cash flow statement will show the cash received from and paid to the funder. This

will include the cash flow of both the principle and the interest and dividends. Chapter 14

covers small cash surpluses and deficits.
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14 Further financial statement development

This chapter examines the remaining areas necessary to complete a full financial model.

Interest income and charges, bad debt, taxation, and foreign exchange gains and losses are

normally the last elements of the financial statements to be modelled, as they rely on

results developed elsewhere in the model. For each of the four elements there is a brief

discussion of some of the relevant accounting principles and a generic approach to

modelling, then a specific example is examined in detail.

INTEREST INCOME AND CHARGES

Issues in modelling interest income and charges

When modelling interest, it is assumed that the movement between the opening and

closing cash or debt positions occurs smoothly throughout the period. This allows the

average for the period to be calculated based on the average of the opening and closing

balances. The appropriate interest rate can then be applied to this average to calculate the

interest income or expense for the period. It is possible to use an identical modelling

approach for both interest income and interest expenses. In this chapter the focus is on

interest income. The interest rate assumption must correspond with the length of the

period. A model based on six-month periods would obviously produce incorrect forecasts

if a 12-month interest rate assumption were used.

In developing the interest forecasts, the business modeller should ensure that any interest

rate assumptions are consistent with the underlying model. If all the cash flows have been

forecast in nominal terms, for example, then the interest rate used should be a nominal

rate. If a real forecast has been prepared, then a real interest rate would be required.

Interest rate assumptions

Modelling interest income requires interest rate assumptions for the entire forecast period.

The appropriate rate can be entered directly by the user. Alternatively, a premium or

discount to the base rate can be entered, which is applied to the base rate forecast

described in Chapter 9. Whichever approach is adopted, a row for the interest rate must be

created and given a suitable range name, such as Rate, as shown in row 11 of Chart 14.1.

Modelling interest income and circular references

In practice, interest income is calculated on a daily basis, so the closing balance at the end

of a day includes the interest generated during that day. This daily interest calculation

implies that, over an entire accounting period, a proportion of the interest earned is based

on a cash balance that includes interest earned during that period. Reality is easily

replicated in a spreadsheet model by calculating the average of the opening and closing

balances and applying the appropriate interest rate to the average to generate the interest

income for the period. The interest income generated is included in the calculation of the
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closing balance. This approach, however, creates a circular reference because interest is

based, in part, on the closing balance, but the closing balance includes interest that is based

on the closing balance, and so on. In simple models the introduction of such a circular

reference may not be too detrimental to the operation of the model, and the computation

described above can be used for the interest calculation. If the modeller wishes to avoid

circular references, one of the two approaches below can be adopted.

Alternative approaches to modelling interest income

A straightforward modification to the approach described above involves calculating

interest based on the average balance of the previous period. This removes the circularity

but introduces the implied assumption that interest is paid in arrears, with a delay of one

period.

Chart 14.1 Interest income model

The example in Chart 14.1 avoids a circular reference and assumes that interest is paid at

the end of the period. This is achieved by calculating an interim cash balance in row 6

before applying the interest rate to the average of the opening and interim balance to

derive the interest income for the interim period. The interest income is then added to the

interim balance to derive the final closing balance. Although this approach improves the

modelling of the timing of interest income payments, it understates the interest income as

interest income is not incorporated in the average balance.

The column and row headings and range names should be established before defining the

ranges. User inputs should be made before performing the calculations. Range names are

indicated in column B, and relative references have been created for the previous year with

the range name Last_year and also for the previous period’s closing balance with the name

Previous_closing_balance. In the case of Previous_closing_balance, the relative reference could

be created in G4 and should refer to F8, the previous period’s closing balance. For the

purposes of the example, inputs such as the first year, the opening cash balance, the cash

movement for the period and the interest rate are included on the same sheet as the

workings. In a full model these inputs would be drawn from the workings and input

sheets created elsewhere in the model. The opening cash balance may be drawn from the

opening balance sheet and the cash movement may be picked up from the cash flow

statement.
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A detailed explanation of the spreadsheet is presented in Chart 14.2. The calculations are

based on column G, which corresponds to the year 2007.

Chart 14.2 Interest income workings

Row Calculation Actual calculation Answer

1 �Last_year�1 �2006�1 2007

Opening balance �Previous_closing_balance �177.2 177.2

Cash movement User input 27 27

Interim balance �Opening_balance�Cash_movement �177.2�27 204.2

Interest income �Interest_income �Interest_income 19.1

Closing balance �Interim�Interest_income �204.2�19.1 223.2

Interest rate User input 10% 10%

Average balance �AVERAGE(G4,G6) �(177.2�204.2)/2 190.7

Interest income �Average_balance*Rate �190.7*10% 19.1

To convert the above model to the simple interest model described at the start of this

section the interim balance row should be removed. The average balance should now be

calculated on the basis of the opening and closing balances rather than the opening and

interim balances. The closing balance should be equal to the opening (rather than the

interim) balance plus the cash movement for the period plus the interest income. To solve

the circular reference, from the tools menu select options➞calculation and check

the iteration box. The model will now calculate the interest.

The results of the workings can then be taken to the appropriate results pages of the

model. The interest income line would be included in the profit and loss account after

operating profits and also in the cash flow statement. This implies there are no timing

delays between the interest income or expense being recognised in the profit and loss

account and being received as cash in the cash flow statement. The closing cash balances

should be included in the balance sheet under short-term cash deposits.

BAD DEBT

Accounting for bad debts

The relationship between sales, sales receipts and the trade debtors figure in the balance

sheet was discussed in Chapter 13. This section examines the proportion of sales revenue

that the modeller believes may not be recoverable from the customer. A customer may not

pay a particular debt for a number of reasons: bankruptcy, dishonesty, fraud, or perhaps a

dispute with the vendor over the goods or services supplied. A bad debt is a debt that is

considered to be uncollectable.

Provisions for doubtful debts

During day-to-day operations, a business normally makes provision for doubtful debts

using the following accounting entries:
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� Dr: Bad debt expense account

� Cr: Provision for doubtful debts

The provision will contain a general amount based on experience as well as specific

amounts for debts where the recoverability is known to be in doubt. The provision is then

set against the actual debtors figure to give a net debtors figure in the balance sheet. Any

movements in the provision for doubtful debts are taken to the profit and loss account, but

the cash movement for the period is unaffected.

When modelling it must be assumed that a certain proportion of debts will not be

recoverable. The model must reflect the impact not only on the balance sheet and profit

and loss account but also on the cash flow statement. Bad debt workings eliminate or

write off a proportion of sales revenue as bad debts rather than making a suitable

provision, as is it necessary to recognise the impact on the cash flow. The accounting

entries are as follows:

� Dr: Bad debt expense account in the profit and loss account

� Cr: Debtors account

Modelling bad debt expenses

The user must enter a bad debt rate for each period of the forecast. This should be entered

as a percentage of sales. Assumptions for sales are also required, or sales may be drawn

from the revenue forecasting section of the model.

A simple approach to forecasting bad debt is simply to leave the debtors working

untouched and deduct bad debt as a separate line in the profit and loss account. The

calculation involves multiplying the sales line by the bad debt rate. The impact at the cash

flow level is the same as the more rigorous approach below, but the impact on debtors is

ignored, resulting in debtors being overstated.

The more rigorous approach used in Chart 14.3 captures the effect on the debtors balance.

The bad debt expense figures would be included in the profit and loss account under

operating costs.
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Chart 14.3 Bad debt modelling

The workings relate to column G. Relative range names for the closing balance

(Closing_balance) – for example, cell F8 should have a relative reference to cell E12 – and the

last year (Last_year) should also be set up in row 1. Cell E8 is an input.

Chart 14.4 Bad debt expense workings

Row Calculation Actual calculation Answer

1 �Last_year�1 �2006�1 2007

Sales User input 2500 2,500.0

Debtor days User input 30 30.0

Bad debt rate User input 5% 5%

Debtors account

Opening balance �Closing_balance �156.2 156.2

Sales �Sales �2500 2,500.0

Bad debt expense ��Sales*Bad_debt_rate ��2500*5% (125.0)

Cash received ��Opening_balance�(Sales� ��156.2�(2,500�125)* (2,336.0)

Bad_debt)*((365�Debtor_ ((365�30)/365)

days)/365)

Closing balance �Opening_balance�Sales� �156.2�2500�2336�125 195.2

Cash_received�Bad_debt

Sales �Sales �2500 2,500.0

Bad debt �Bad_debt �(125) (125.0)

Operating profit �G15�G16 �2500�(125) 2,375.0

Change in working capital ��(G12�G8) ��(195.2�156.2) (39.0)

Cash flow �G17�G18 �2375�(39) 2,336.0

The cash received calculation models the fact that at any time there will be an amount of

sales revenue that has been recorded in the profit and loss account but the associated cash

has not yet been received by the business. The amount of cash outstanding at the end of a

period is calculated using the debtor days assumption. The debtor days figure is calculated

by dividing the value of the debtors in the balance sheet at the end of the period by the

total value of sales during that period, multiplied by 365 to give a debtor days figure. A

debtor days figure of 30 implies that cash equivalent to 30 days’ worth of sales remains

outstanding at the end of the period.
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The cash received calculation assumes that, during a period, the cash received is equal to

the opening balance plus the value of sales, minus bad debt adjusted for the cash that

remains outstanding. 

The bad debt expense figures would be included in the profit and loss account under

operating costs.

TAXATION WORKINGS

The challenges of modelling taxation

Companies can develop highly complex organisational structures to minimise their tax

liabilities. The structures may, for example, involve offshore entities and mixer companies,

and may try to offset losses from one part of the business against profits from another in

the country with the most benign tax regime.

At the single company level the modeller can be faced with a range of modelling issues

that depend on the country in which the business is based and the tax regime in operation

there. The example in this chapter is based on UK corporation tax, but a generic approach

that can be adopted for all taxation workings is also described.

Forms of taxation

Chart 14.5 provides a description of the typical taxes that the modeller may have to contend

with. A crucial question to answer is whether a particular tax is itself tax deductible for the

purposes of another tax, such as corporation tax. In some countries there can be a tax on

total revenue. The revenue tax, however, can be charged in the profit and loss account

above the profit before corporation tax. The revenue tax is said to be chargeable against

corporation tax as it reduces the profits on which corporation tax is based. Any item, such as

a tax or a cost, is said to be tax deductible if it can be charged against corporation tax.

Chart 14.5 Forms of taxation

Tax type Comments

Revenue tax A tax typically based on gross or net revenue that may be chargeable against

other taxes such as corporation tax

Corporation tax A charge on the business’s profits. The definition of profits liable to corporation tax may alter

depending on the tax regime in operation

Sales tax A tax collected by the business on behalf of the authorities that arises whenever

the customer makes a purchase, such as value added tax (VAT) in the UK

Withholding tax A tax typically placed on interest and dividend payments that are remitted to foreign lenders or

investors

Tax on assets A charge on the market or historic value of the assets of the business that may be

chargeable against other taxes such as corporation tax

Tax affects the level of free cash flow generated by the business and consequently can

have a significant impact on the business’s valuation. In the case of sales tax the only
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effect is one of timing of cash flow, as the sales tax does not alter the level of cash but only

the timing of cash flow. Where there is a reasonable balance between purchases and sales

that attract a sales tax, many modellers will choose to ignore the modelling of the tax, as

the effect is largely valuation and cash flow neutral. However, in businesses where there

are significant mismatches between sales and purchases that attract a sales tax and these

mismatches may reverse over time, it may be appropriate to model potentially material

cash flow timing affects.

Generic approach to corporation taxation workings

The first stage in modelling any form of taxation is to create row headings for the profits

and any adjustments to profit that will be liable to corporation tax. These will include the

corporation tax creditor (the amount owed at the end of a period to the tax authorities)

and an account for any losses that have been incurred and that can be used to reduce

profits in the future. The corporation tax liability will be taken to the profit and loss

account, the corporation tax paid will be transferred to the cash flow statement, and the

closing tax creditor will be placed in the balance sheet. The basis of the calculation should

be described in the taxation authorities’ literature and the workings should replicate the

tax regime of the country.

The tax creditor working will consist of an opening balance, which will either be drawn

from the previous period’s closing balance or be a user input if at the start of the forecast

period. The opening balance should then be augmented by the taxation charge computed

in the profit working. The profit working adjusts the profit before tax figure taken directly

from the profit and loss and adjusts the profit to profits liable to corporation tax. These

adjustments may include removing depreciation charges and replacing them with writing-

down allowances for capital goods. The modeller must then compute the tax paid in cash

during the period. The amount of cash paid will depend on the tax regime of the country.

Normally, the tax is paid in the following tax year; UK corporation tax is currently paid

nine months after the end of the business year. Other taxes may be paid quarterly or even

monthly. The amount of cash actually paid should be taken to the cash flow statement

under the heading “tax paid”. Lastly, the closing tax creditor balance can be computed as:

Opening balance � tax charge � tax paid � closing balance

The closing tax creditor balance can then be linked to the balance sheet. The application of

this generic approach can be seen in the detailed example of corporation tax presented in

Chart 14.6. Row and column headings and range names should be created first. Range

names have been created for all user inputs and a number of the intermediate workings’

results. A relative range name has been created for the previous year (Last_year) in row 1.

Additional relative range names have been used in the corporation tax creditor account

and in the losses account. In the case of the former, cell H17 should contain a relative

reference, Previous_closing_tax_creditor, to cell G20. In the case of the latter, cell H24 should

contain a relative reference, Previous_closing_tax_loss, to cell G28. Before creating the

formulae the user inputs should be entered – cells E1, E23 and E24 are inputs, as are the

inputs in rows 4, 5, 6, 7 and 10.
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Chart 14.6 Taxation workings

The losses workings are the most involved. In some countries the tax regime allows the

losses from earlier periods to be used to reduce the profits of later periods, which is

referred to as utilising the losses. In this example, it is assumed that losses can be carried

forward three years, but if they are not used in this period they are no longer available to

reduce future profits and are said to have lapsed. Individual loss accounts have been set up

for the losses of each year so that their utilisation and when they are no longer available to

reduce profits can be modelled. Accounts for all the subsequent years are identical to the

second account for year 1 or 2006. Rows 39 to 44 can be copied and pasted to rows 46 to 51

and also to rows 53 to 58. The year counter that begins at 0 and increases for each year is

used to track the age of the losses. The detailed explanation of the example is shown in

Chart 14.7 and refers to column H unless stated otherwise.
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Chart 14.7 Detailed taxation workings

Row Calculation Actual calculation Answer

Assumptions �Last_year�1 �2007�1 2008

Accounting profit/loss before tax User input 10000 10,000.0

Rate User input 30% 30.0%

Payment delay User input 180 180

Number of years for loss carry-forward User input 3 3

(column E)

Adjustments User input 1500 1,500.0

Adjusted profit/loss before tax �Accounting_profit �10000�1500 11,500.0

�Adjustments

Profit before the utilisation of losses �MAX(0,H11) �MAX(0,11500) 11,500.0

Losses utilised �Losses_utilised �(9500) (9,500.0)

Profit before tax liable to corporation tax �Profit_before_ �11500�9500 2,000.0

losses�Losses_

utilised

Opening corporation tax creditor �Previous_closing_ �0 0.0

tax_creditor

Corporation tax charge in the year �Profit_liable_to_ �2000*30% 600.0

corporation_tax*

Taxation_rate

CT Paid ��Opening_tax_ ��0.0�(600*(365� (304.1)

creditor�(Tax_ 180)/365)

charge*(365�

Payment_delay)

/365)

Closing corporation tax creditor �SUM(H17:H19) �0.0�600�(304.1) 295.9

Year �G23�1 �2�1 3

Opening losses �Previous_closing_ �9500 9,500.0

tax_loss

Tax losses lapsed during the period �H36�H43�H50 �0�0�…�0 0.0

�H57

Increase in tax losses in the period �H34�H41�H48 �0�0�…�0 0.0

�H55

Tax losses utilised �H35�H42�H49 ��6500�3000 (9,500.0)

�H56 �0�…�0

Closing losses �SUM(H24:H27) �9500�9500 0.0

Row 32 Profit �MAX(0,H11) �MAX(0,11500) 11,500.0

Row 33 Opening losses �IF(H23�0, �IF(3�0,9500, 6,500.0

H24,G37) 6500)

Row 34 Tax losses generated �IF($B32�H$23, �IF(0�3,5000,0) 0.0

$C32,0)

Row 35 Tax losses utilised ��IF($B32�Years_ ��IF(0�3>�3, (6,500.0)

forward>�H$23, MIN(6500,

MIN(H33,H32),0) 11500),0)
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Row Calculation Actual calculation Answer

Row 36 Tax losses lapsed ��IF($B32�Years_ ��IF(0�3� 0.0

forward�1�H$23, 1�3,MAX(0,

MAX(0,H33),0) 6500),0)

Row 37 Closing losses �SUM(H33:H36) �6500�0� 0.0

6500�0

Row 39 Profit �H32�H35 �11,500�6,500 5,000.0

Row 40 Opening losses �G44 �3000 3,000.0

Row 41 Tax losses generated �IF($B39�H$23, �IF(1�3,0,0) 0.0

$C39,0)

Row 42 Tax losses utilised ��IF($B39�Years_ ��IF(1�3>�3, (3,000.0)

forward>�H$23, MIN(3000,

MIN(H40,H39),0) 5000),0)

Row 43 Tax losses lapsed ��IF($B39�Years_ ��IF(1�3�3, 0.0

forward�1�H$23, MAX(0,3000),0)

MAX(0,H40),0)

Row 44 Closing losses �SUM(H40:H43) �3000�0� 0.0

3000�0

Profit and loss account and valuation considerations

The modeller must consider the issue of valuation when computing corporation tax

charges. Chapter 15 discusses how the free cash flow for valuation purposes should be

adjusted to remove the impact of interest charges in order to avoid double counting the tax

shield from financing when using a post-tax weighted average cost of capital (wacc). One

approach is to perform a single corporation tax computation and then calculate the tax

shield from financing by multiplying the interest charges by the tax rate and then adding

this back to the free cash flow. An alternative is simply to perform two corporation tax

computations. One includes interest charges and is used in the profit and loss account; the

other excludes interest from the profits chargeable to corporation tax and can be used for

discounted cash flow valuation purposes.

FOREIGN EXCHANGE CALCULATIONS

Principles of foreign exchange accounting

This book discusses foreign exchange gains and losses at the individual company level.

Potential foreign exchange implications also arise from the consolidation of overseas

subsidiaries, and a number of alternative approaches are possible. The modelling of

foreign exchange gains and losses on consolidation, however, is beyond the scope of this

book. You are advised to consult any standard accounting text, which should provide an

exposition of the possible accounting treatments.

When a business transacts with a third party in another country, the potential for foreign

exchange gains and losses arises as a result of possible differences between the exchange

rate on the date the transaction was recorded and the exchange rate on the date the cash is

received. Consider the following example:
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� A UK-based firm sells $1,500 worth of goods to an American customer when the

exchange rate is $1.5 to £1.

� The sale is recorded as $1,500/1.5�£1,000 in the UK company’s profit and loss

account.

� There is a period of 30 days before the customer has to settle the account during

which the pound weakens to $1.4 to £1.

� The amount actually received is therefore $1,500/1.4�£1,071.

� The difference between the £1,000 originally recorded and the amount actually

received represents a foreign exchange gain and is taken to the profit and loss as part

of the operating profit for the year.

Foreign exchange gains and losses can arise on a number of transactions, such as

importing raw materials, exporting goods and raising overseas finance.

Standard accounting policies require that transactions during an accounting period should

be translated at the rate of exchange in effect at the date of transaction. However, in the

model it is assumed that all transactions take place in the middle of the period, allowing

the mid-period exchange rate to be used for all transactions in that particular currency. The

mid-period rate is calculated as the average of the opening and closing exchange rates for

the period and assumes a linear movement between the opening and closing positions.

Foreign exchange gains and losses can also arise when a transaction takes place at the

average rate for the period, such as a purchase of fixed assets, but the resulting creditor in

the balance sheet is recorded at a different rate at the end of the period.

Monetary items, such as debtor, creditor or loan balances outstanding in the balance sheet

at the end of the period, should be translated at the closing rate for the period or the rate at

which the transaction is contracted to settle. For simplicity, the closing rate for all similarly

denominated balances is used. Once again, the difference between the transaction rate and

the rate used to convert the closing balance generates a foreign exchange gain or loss, after

adjustments have been made for any cash received or paid in the period.

Gains or losses from transactions are normally included under “other operating income or

charges” in the profit and loss account. Gains or losses arising from financing

arrangements are disclosed separately and usually as part of “other interest receivable

(payable) and similar income (charges)”.

Generic approach to modelling foreign exchange gains and losses

Before embarking on a potentially complex foreign exchange working, the modeller should

examine whether the inclusion of the workings will have a significant impact on the

business decision. The likely importance of foreign exchange gains and losses depends on

the levels of exports and imports and the volatility of the currencies involved. Where trade

takes place between businesses in stable western economies, foreign exchange

implications can usually be ignored. However, if a business in a developing country is

being modelled and exchange rates are known to be unstable, and if imports of raw

materials are high and the business makes a considerable proportion of sales overseas,

detailed modelling of foreign exchange gains and losses may well be essential.
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Modelling foreign exchange gains and losses on overseas revenue and costs

To model foreign exchange gains and losses, a forecast of the closing exchange rate for each

currency in which the business conducts a material number of transactions will be

required. Modelling the closing exchange rate for a number of years was discussed in

Chapter 9. The calculated closing exchange rates of adjacent periods can be used to

calculate a mid-period rate, by using a simple average of the two adjacent closing rates.

This mid-period rate represents the rate at which transactions will be recorded. The

revenue and costs within the profit and loss should then be calculated based on translating

any local currency figures at the mid-period rate. Any outstanding monetary balances at

the end of the period should be recorded at the closing balance sheet rates. Lastly, the

differences between the value of the transaction and the value of the monetary balances,

allowing for cash remitted or paid during the period (at the average rate), can be recorded

as foreign exchange gains and losses in the appropriate line of the profit and loss account.

Modelling foreign exchange gains and losses on overseas financing

The example in Chart 14.8 on the next page illustrates many of the general principles. It is

concerned with financing using overseas borrowings, but the structure of the code is

applicable to overseas debtor and creditor transactions.

To calculate all the required exchange rates a forecast is required for the closing rate for an

additional period beyond the last transactions.

This example includes a simplified profit and loss account, balance sheet and cash flow

statement. For simplicity, it has been assumed that there are no working capital

movements so that operating profits and the cash flow from operating activities are

identical. The debt account and interest charges have been maintained in the currency in

which the debt has been denominated. Interest charges are translated into the profit and

loss account at the mid-period rate for the period and the closing debt balance is included

in the balance sheet based on the closing period rate.

The foreign exchange workings have been broken down into two stages for clarity. The

difference between the value of the opening balance at the opening exchange rate for the

period and the value of the opening balance using the closing exchange rate is the first

stage in computing the foreign exchange gain or loss. The results of this calculation are

combined with the difference between the value of an increase or decrease in the debt

balance during the period, recorded at both the mid-period rate and the closing period rate.

The combination of these two calculations gives the overall foreign exchange gain or loss.

The gain or loss has been recorded in the profit and loss account. Lastly, a check has been

performed on the balance sheet to ensure that it balances after conducting these foreign

exchange operations.
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Chart 14.8 Foreign exchange workings

The detailed workings are explained in Chart 14.9. The example refers to row F or year

2006 unless stated otherwise. Headings and range names should be created first. A relative

range name for the last year (Last_year) is required in row 1. Cells D1, D8, D10 and D11 are

inputs, as are rows 3, 5, 16 and 24. Ensure that the formula in cell D32 is entered correctly,

as this entry is different from the other formulae in this row.
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Chart 14.9 Detailed foreign exchange workings

Row Calculation Actual calculation Answer

1 �Last_year�1 �2005�1 2006

Exchange rate (mid-point) local/US$ User input 4 4

Closing balance sheet rate �AVERAGE(F3,G3) �(4�4)/2 4

Interest rate User input 10% 10%

Balance sheet – local

Cash �Last_year� �103.4�6.8 96.6

Cash_movement

Debt �Closing_debt* �92.0*4 367.9

Closing_rate

Profit and loss reserves �Last_year� �(131.0)�140.3 (271.3)

Period_profit_loss

Shareholder funds �F10�F11 �367.9�(271.3) 96.6

Profit and loss account – local

Operating profit User input (75) (75.0)

Interest charges ��Average_debt* ��79.5*10%*4 (31.8)

Interest_rate*Mid_rate

Unrealised foreign exchange gain/(loss) �Forex_gain_loss �Forex_gain_loss (33.5)

Profit and loss for the period �SUM(F16:F18) �(75)�(31.8)�(33.5) (140.3)

Cash flow statement – local

Operating cash flow �Op_profit �Op_profit (75)

Debt raised/(repaid) User input User input 100

Interest paid �Interest �Interest (31.8)

Cash movement in the period �SUM(F23:F25) �(75)�100�(31.8) (6.8)

Debt account � US$

Cell D32 �D10/D4 �120/2.75 43.6

Opening balance �E32 �67 67.0

Net movement �Debt_raised_repaid/ �100/4 25.0

Mid_rate

Closing balance �SUM(F30:F31) �67�25 92.0

Average debt �AVERAGE(F30,F32) �(67�92)/2 79.5

Foreign exchange workings – local

Opening balance at opening rate �F30*E4 �67*3.50 234.4

Opening balance at closing rate �F30*Closing_rate �67*4 267.9

Opening gain/(loss) �F37�F38 �234.4�267.9 (33.5)

Movement at mid-rate �F31*Mid_rate �25*4 100.0

Movement at closing rate �F31*Closing_rate �25*4 100.0

Movement gain/(loss) �F41�F42 �100�100 0

Total gain/(loss) �F39�F43 �(33.5)�0 (33.5)

Balance �F8�(F10�F11) �96.6�(367.9�271.3) 0
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15 Project appraisal and company valuation

Previous chapters have examined various modelling techniques for developing a forecast

of future financial statements. Although the financial statements provide valuable

information about revenue, profitability and growth, they do not provide a decision rule

for whether the project should be undertaken or not. This chapter introduces a number of

approaches for performing project appraisals and company valuations. The techniques are

first discussed in the context of a project within a company before being applied to a

company as a whole. For a more detailed exposition of the techniques used see The

Economist Guide to Business Planning.1

PROJECT APPRAISAL AND VALUATION TECHNIQUES

Project and investment appraisal techniques are designed to help managers make

appropriate decisions about future projects. The quantitative techniques discussed below,

however, are only one element of the decision-making process. The manager should also

consider a range of qualitative criteria to give a rounded view of whether to proceed with

the investment.

Research has shown that businesses typically use four quantitative techniques for

assessing investment decisions:

� Accounting rate of return

� Payback period

� Discounted cash flow analysis and net present value (npv)

� Internal rate of return (irr)

A business manager should not rely on one technique alone, but should calculate a range

of results. This chapter focuses on the last three techniques.

IDENTIFYING THE RELEVANT PROJECT CASH FLOWS

All the project appraisal and valuation techniques discussed in this chapter focus on future

cash flows rather than profits or losses. Cash flows include revenues, costs, capital

expenditure and corporation tax. Additional modelling work is often required to generate

the relevant cash flows. The first step is to distinguish between profit flows and cash

flows. Some of the principal areas of difference are summarised in Chart 15.1.
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Chart 15.1 Differences between profit flow and cash flow

Type of data Profit flow Cash flow

Sales Recognised when the invoice is raised Recognised when a debtor pays

Cost of sales Recognised when the sales invoice is raised Recognised when cash is paid out for the items

(held in stock until this point) bought in to stock

Overheads Spread evenly using the concepts of accruals Recognised when the cash is paid for each overhead

and prepayments 

Tax Based on profits Paid by instalments or in the year after earned

Fixed assets Cost is spread over the period of use by way Recognised in total at time of purchase (unless

of depreciation by paid by instalments)

Chapter 12 explores the way in which some of these types of flows can be modelled.

Relevant revenues, costs, capital expenditure and taxes are combined to give the free cash

flow. Free cash flow is the basis for all investment appraisal techniques discussed in this

book and is defined in Chart 15.2.

Changes in working capital represent the difference between the figures recorded in the

profit and loss account and the cash flows that actually take place, as explained in

Chart 15.1.

Chart 15.2  Free cash flow

Operating profit

Changes in working capital

Less equity tax paid

Less capital expenditure

Free cash flow



Relevant revenues

Only incremental revenues that would be generated as a direct result of the business

decision should be included. Existing or anticipated revenue streams resulting from earlier

decisions should be excluded. Incremental revenues may be the result of the launch of a

new product or service or a successful advertising campaign. If the launch of a new service

is likely to reduce sales of an existing product or service, this should be offset against the

revenues from the new service.

Relevant costs and capital expenditure

Relevant costs and items of capital expenditure are those that would arise solely as a result

of the proposed project. Any costs or capital expenditure that are subject to pre-existing,

legally binding contracts should be excluded. The costs and capital expenditure must also

be cash items. Any items that do not include incremental cash should be excluded, so

depreciation charges, notional rents and allocated overheads should all be excluded from

the project’s appraisal.

To evaluate a proposal, the project appraisal techniques should be applied only to the cash

flows that result from the operation of the project. These cash flows are distinct from the

cash flows required to finance the project. This separation is necessary to determine

whether the project is worthwhile as a venture in its own right. If the venture is viable, the

issue of how to fund the project involves a separate set of decisions, perhaps requiring its

own model (see Chapter 13). Consequently, any finance-related cash flows such as interest

payments and principal repayments should be excluded.

Relevant taxes

Companies must pay corporation tax on their profits and this represents a cash cost to the

business. However, corporation tax is calculated after the charging of interest, and as

finance charges are not relevant costs the corporation tax paid must be recalculated as if

the business paid no interest. An approach for modelling relevant taxes is explained later

in this chapter.

The main types of cash flow to include and exclude are shown in Chart 15.3.

Chart 15.3 Types of cash flow to include and exclude

Cash flows to include Cash flows to exclude

Cash generated from sales Equity or loan finance (received or repaid)

Cash paid for purchases Dividend or interest on the finance

Cash paid for running costs Lease payments

Cash paid and received on the purchase or sale of assets Interest received on surplus deposits

The equivalent cash purchase cost for assets that would 

otherwise have been leased

Tax payments or receipts

The cash effect of change

It can be difficult to know where to start when building the cash flows for a project. For
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example, a modeller is asked to assess the impact of new packaging on the manufacturing

costs of a product. The modeller could build a model of the current costs and a model of

the new costs and compare the results of each. This would be an accurate and perhaps

time-consuming process. The more efficient way to assess the problem is to build one

model that focuses on the effect of changing from the current situation to the new

situation.

To build such a model, start by assuming that production of the old packaging will

continue and then identify any receipts and payments that will be different when

switching to the new packaging. The benefits of this approach are that there is only one

model and that it focuses exclusively on those aspects of manufacturing that will be

affected by the change. Anything that is unaffected by the change is ignored.

This approach can be applied to any project – an acquisition, a product launch, a closure or

capital expenditure. The important point is to focus on the cash effect of the changes that

will take place as a consequence of the project.

Dealing with allocated overheads

In compiling the project cash flows, there can often be a conflict between assessing the

project on its own and assessing it as part of the business. In Chart 15.3 one of the items is

“cash paid for running costs”. This category can comprise central overheads that are

allocated to a product or department.

Take, for example, a new product launch in a factory that already makes several other

products. The cost of the factory (rent, heat, light and canteen) is allocated to products on a

$ per tonne basis. On the launch of this new product the organisation is unlikely to be

spending much more on the factory, yet part of the cost is now being attributed to the new

product.

If the factory cost were ignored in the model of the new product, the financial evaluation

would show unrealistically low manufacturing costs. The implication could be that the

new product would be viable only if the other products in the factory were able to cover

the factory costs. This is the principle (and danger) of marginal costing.

To deal with this problem, some companies have developed a principle that they apply to

all projects. Treat the project as part of the company and not stand-alone, and develop the

cash flows for overheads as follows:

� If the project is to add incremental business to the company, then assume its share of

allocated overheads is a real cash flow cost.

� If the project is to remove business from the company, then assume there will be no

cash flow saving in the allocated overheads.

This principle is perhaps prudent in the impact it can have on projects and may be seen as

negating the economy of scale effect. In any proposal it is worth stating clearly the way

overheads have been treated. Many business modellers actually perform their calculations

twice – once including allocated overheads and once excluding them – to provide the most

rounded picture of the project.
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Group versus project

In assessing a project it is difficult to know whether to bring in synergies that may be

realised by combining a project with an organisation. At all times it is worth knowing

whether a project stands on its own feet or whether its value is only realisable by

combining it with others. In bid situations for companies it is likely that the highest bid

will come from the party that relies on one or more of the following:

� higher expectations of value;

� greater identifiable synergies;

� lower acceptable returns.

Therefore the bid price is partly dependent on synergy gains.

Synergy gains are derived from several sources:

� Economies of scale, where corporate functions provide services to the whole

organisation, such as treasury, investor relations, human resources and it, and can be

used without necessarily incurring incremental cost.

� Supply chain efficiencies, where the output of one part of the group is the input to

the next; for example, tour operators owning their own airlines.

� The buying power of the company as a whole, which enables input costs to be

reduced for all parts of the company.

In a model it is important to state what assumptions on synergy have been assumed in

deriving the valuation. Many organisations will admit that synergies are often valued but

rarely achieved, particularly when head-count savings are incorporated.

CONVENTIONS FOR SETTING OUT THE CASH FLOWS

Sign convention

In the model it is important to be disciplined about the sign convention given to the cash

flows. The most common convention is that a receipt is positive and a payment is

negative. Although the cell formulae can be coded to add receipts and deduct payments, it

is much better to see the minus sign by each of the payments. Consequently, the cell

formulae are easier with only additions being required.

Timing

Most models are designed with annual time intervals between each cash flow. The

standard layout is shown in Chart 15.4 (this is for illustration only and does not form part

of a detailed worked example).
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Chart 15.4 A standard timing layout

Time 0 is the moment the first cash flow takes place. Time 1 is one year after the first cash

flow takes place, time 2 is two years after the first cash flow takes place, and so on. Under

these assumptions all cash inflows and outflows in any particular year are assumed to

take place at the end of the year. This is a standard simplifying assumption, although the

example at the end of this chapter makes an alternative standard assumption that all cash

flows take place at the mid-point of each year.

With these annual intervals it can be difficult to identify the appropriate period in which to

place a cash flow. A general rule is to be prudent and if necessary accelerate payments and

defer receipts. In the example in Chart 15.4, the capital expenditure has been put at time 0,

although with a large capital spend it may be spread over the first few months of the project.

The effect of these prudent timings is to make the project appear less financially attractive.

PAYBACK

The simplest method of assessing a project is to calculate the payback period. This is the

length of time for the project to reach the cash flow breakeven point where the later cash

inflows match the initial cash outflows. The general principal is that projects which recoup

their initial cash investment faster are more attractive.

Take, for example, the project shown in Chart 15.5.

Chart 15.5 The payback period

The payback is two years and four months (assuming cash is earned evenly through each

year).
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To work out this number:

� Find when the cumulative cash flow changes from being negative to positive.

� The payback period is the year of the last negative cumulative cash flow – (last

negative cumulative cash flow/actual cash flow in the year the first-year cumulative

cash flow turns positive) �2�(1000/3000)�2.333.

� The calculation in brackets is deducted as the result in brackets must be negative and

so two negatives will make a positive.

Spreadsheets have no specific formula for calculating payback, so one method of working

it out is shown in Chart 15.6.

Chart 15.6 Payback period workings

The calculation for payback in year 2 is as shown in Chart 15.7. Rows 3, 4 and 7 are inputs.

Relative range names are required for:

� Next_year_net_investment, for example, G10 to H8

� Next_year_cash_flow, for example, G10 to H7

Chart 15.7 Code for calculation for year 2

Row Calculation Actual calculation Answer

Payback �IF(AND(Current_year_net �IF(AND(�1000<0,2000>�0), 2.33333

investment<0,Next_year_net 2�(�1000/3000),0)

investment>=0),Year_number

–(Current_year_net_investment/

Next_year_cashflow),0)

The calculations for column K are shown in Chart 15.8.

Chart 15.8 Code for calculation for column K

Row Calculation Actual calculation Answer

Payback �Max(Payback) �MAX(0,0,2.333,0,0,0) 2.33333

No. of months �ROUND(K10*12,0) �ROUND(2.333�12,0) 28

Payback in words �CONCATENATE(INT(K11/ �CONCATENATE(INT 

12),” years “,K11�(INT (28/12),” years “,28�

(K11/12)*12),” months”) (INT(28/12)*12), 2 years 

“ months”) 4 months
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In row 10 MAX is used to find the highest payback, should the cash flows give rise to more

than one payback point.

Rows 11 and 12 work in months to ensure that when the payback period is converted to

words there are no instances of the fractional part reading 12 months: for example, 3 years

12 months, which should be converted to 4 years.

Many companies use the payback measure as a way of dismissing projects that do not pay

back within a set time period. This set period of time is often referred to as a hurdle rate.

The appropriate payback period or hurdle rate will vary from industry sector to industry

sector and from project to project.

The problem with payback is that it is very short term. It fails to consider cash flows beyond

the paybackperiod (for example, the project could make $2,000,000 in year 6 and its payback

would still be 2 years 4 months), and therefore says nothingabout the scale ofthe project. It

also ignores the time value ofmoney, which is explained in the next section. However, it

remains one ofthe most popular project appraisal techniques used by companies.

DISCOUNTED CASH FLOW THEORY

Typical projects normally involve a sequence of cash outflows followed by a sequence of

cash inflows. Discounted cash flow or dcf analysis calculates the net cash flow as if all

the future cash outflows and inflows occurred simultaneously at the same point in time,

which is normally the first day of the project. The result is called the net present value or

npv. Future cash flows, however, must be adjusted to allow them to be compared on an

equivalent basis with cash flows that take place at the start of the project. Future cash

flows must be adjusted for the “time value of money” and a “risk premium”.

Time value of money

The time value of money reflects the principal that cash received today is worth less than

the same amount of cash received in a year’s time. A rational investor would prefer $100

today rather than $100 in a year’s time as the $100 today could be invested in a bank

where it would earn interest and grow to an amount greater than the $100 received in a

year’s time. The discount rate, used in dcf analysis, incorporates the time value of money

by including the risk-free rate of return that could be earned on $100 invested risk-free at,

say, a bank or in a government bond. 

Risk premium

A rational investor, if given the choice between investing in a bank or bond promising to

pay 5% interest a year and a project to build a series of holiday homes on Mars, which also

promises to pay 5%, would probably prefer to invest in a bank. Investors are concerned

about risk and reward. They demand a higher reward or return for assuming higher levels

of risk. Any project which is deemed more risky than a risk-free investment, such as

investing in a bank, will require an additional return, which is called the risk premium, to

compensate for the additional risk.
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Discount rate

The combination of the risk-free rate of return and the risk premium gives the discount

rate, which is used in dcf analysis to adjust future cash flows so that they appear as if

they were received at the start of the project.

Short time intervals

For projects that conclude in less than five years, it may be preferable to lay out the cash

flows using more frequent time intervals than the typical annual layout. Monthly,

quarterly and semi-annual are all used. Other intervals are rare.

The danger is that the discount rate applied is not a simple fraction of an annual rate. For

example, an annual model using a 12% discount rate is not the same as quarterly model

using a 3% rate. The required rate is one that, when compounded for a year, equals the

annual rate.

To convert an annual rate into a shorter period use:

Short period rate�(��n (1�annual rate))�1

where n equals the number of short periods in a year and is applied as the nth root of the amount in

brackets. The annual rate must be in percentage format 

eg 12% or 0.12

For example, 12% on a quarterly basis is:

(��4 (1.12))�1�0.02874�2.874%

In Excel this is written as:

�(1.12^(1/4))�1

To convert a short period rate into an annual rate use:

annual rate�((1�short period rate)^(the number of short periods in a year))�1

For example, a quarterly rate of 3% is an annual rate of

�((1.03)^4)�1�12.55%

Calculating the discount rate

The cash flows used in project appraisal techniques were defined in Chart 15.2 (see page

173) as free cash flows. Free cash flow represents the surplus cash – after all operational

activities have taken place, including the settling of tax liabilities – that is available to

provide a return to all the providers of finance for the project. The providers of finance can

be separated into those that receive principal and interest payments (the holders of debt)

and those that receive a share of profits through dividends (the holders of equity). The

discount rate must therefore reflect the average required return for both types of financier.

This average is based on a weighted average cost of capital or wacc calculation.
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Calculating the WACC

In order to calculate the wacc a number of assumptions need to be made:

� A is the proportion of the project financed by equity

� E is the cost of equity in nominal terms

� B is the proportion of the project financed by debt

� R is the cost of debt in nominal terms

� T is the tax rate

If the cost of equity is the discount rate that would be used to discount the cash flows only

to equity holders and the cost of debt is the discount rate used to discount cash flows only

to debt holders, the wacc would be written as:

WACC�(A*E)�(B*R*(1�T))

The important element of the equation to examine is the cost of debt. The cost of debt is

multiplied by 1 minus the tax rate. Interest costs are chargeable against profits liable for

taxation and thus reduce the tax paid by the business. Multiplying the cost of debt by 1

minus the tax rate captures the tax benefit of debt financing on cash flows through the

saving of tax paid. This effect is called the tax shield on financing. 

However, care must be taken when calculating the amount of tax paid in the free cash

flow as there is a risk of double counting the tax shield on debt financing. Normal tax

charges included in the profit and loss statement are calculated on profit before tax or pbt,

which is after deducting interest, so the interest cost lowers the actual tax paid. To avoid

double counting the tax benefit of interest, the cash flows must be computed as if the

business was 100% equity financed. To achieve this one of two options can be adopted:

1 Add back the tax shield on financing to the discounted cash flows; this is calculated

as interest cost * tax rate.

2 Calculate the tax paid twice, once including interest charges and once without, the

first for the profit and loss statement, the other for valuation purposes.

The second option was discussed in more detail in Chapter 14 (see page 167).

A wacc calculation for a project is usually based on the existing financing structure of the

business undertaking the project. In calculating the wacc, the costs of debt and equity are

weighted according to their respective market value. Normally, the value of debt can be

approximated by taking the carrying value in the balance sheet. The value of equity

should be the market value of the equity. Unfortunately, there is a problem here.

To calculate the market value of equity a dcf analysis may need to be carried out. To

carry out a dcf analysis a discount rate is needed. To calculate the discount rate a wacc

calculation must be done, but a wacc calculation needs the market value of equity. There

is a circular argument. The solution is to assume that the business will tend towards an

optimal financing structure. This structure can be predicted by looking at the capital

structure of other similar businesses in the industry.
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Discounted cash flow decision rule

The decision rule based on dcf analysis is straightforward. If the net cash flow or npv is

positive, the project will increase shareholder value and should be undertaken. If the net

cash flow or npv is negative, the project will decrease shareholder value and should only

be undertaken if there are other compelling strategic benefits for doing so, otherwise it

should be rejected.

DISCOUNTING CASH FLOWS IN PRACTICE

If $100 is deposited in an account that pays interest annually at 10% gross, the balance on

that account would grow as follows:

Now 1 year 2 years 3 years

$100 → $110 → $121 → $133.1

This is the principle of compound interest. The principle can be used to calculate the value

of an amount at a future point in time. The formula is:

X*(1�r)^n

where:

X is the amount

r is the interest rate expressed as a fraction (eg, 10% � 0.1)

n is the number of years

The principle of discounting is the opposite of compounding. Discounting is used to

calculate how much a future amount is worth now. Using the above example in reverse, if

a project had a positive cash flow of $121 in year 2 this is the equivalent of a positive cash

flow of $100 now. The value now is known as the present value. The formula to calculate

a present value is:

X*(1/(1�r)^n)

where: X and n are the same as above, but r is often referred to as the discount rate

An overall project value can be calculated as the total of the present values for each future

year of a project. Although the principle of compounding may be easier to understand,

discounting is the basis for many business valuation techniques. Chart 15.9 shows an

example with a discount rate at 10%.

Chart 15.9 A project with a discount rate of 10%

Cash flow Discount calculation Present value of each cash flow

Invest now (1000) (1000)*1 (1000)

Receive in one year 500 500*1/1.1 454

Receive in two years 700 700*1/1.21 579

Total 200 33
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The present value of the future cash flow is $1,033. The overall value, being the

combination of the initial investment and the present value of the future cash flows, is the

npv of the project. The npv of this example is $33. Finance theory indicates that, in the

absence of any constraints on the availability of investment funds, the business will

undertake projects that generate a positive npv when calculated at the appropriate

discount rate.

Most spreadsheets contain an npv function to calculate these values. However, they may

have some in-built conventions that need to be remembered. In Excel the syntax is:

�NPV (rate, values) where the values can be a range, but must start with year 1

Therefore to calculate the npv of the example above the formula would have to contain:

�NPV(10%,500,700)�1000

The value of any cash flows at time 0 must be computed outside of the npv calculation.

INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN

There are two problems associated with using npv as the basis for decision-making:

� The discount rate has to be calculated or assumed in advance.

� The size and scale of projects are infinitely variable, so the npv of one project cannot

be easily compared with another.

To compensate for these it is possible to use a form of breakeven analysis that identifies

the discount rate where the project has an npv of zero (it can also be known as the highest

discount rate the project could support before generating a negative npv). This point is

known as the internal rate of return or irr.

A project has cash flows as shown in row 7 of Chart 15.10. (The following charts are for

illustrative purposes only and do not form part of a detailed worked example.)

Chart 15.10 Applying a discount rate

As the discount rate increases so the npv of the project will fall. The graph in Chart 15.11

shows the npv for a range of discount rates.
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Chart 15.11 The NPV of a project with a range of discount rates

The graph is a curved shape so the irr has to be found by trial and error or interpolation

between two known points. Even spreadsheets use a trial and error iterative process to

find the breakeven point. In the example it was possible to find the point almost exactly.

In spreadsheets the irr function can be used to find the breakeven interest rate. The

syntax is:

�IRR(range,guess)

The range is the cash flows in the model and the guess is the point near where the irr is

expected to be found. If no guess is used the formula assumes 10%.

Note that the range for irr is time 0 to time N, whereas with npv above the range is time 1

to time N.

Applying the function to the data in Chart 15.10, the irr works out at 20.3%. The code is:

�IRR(E7:J7)�20.3%

The irr gives no indication of the scale of a project. It could be worth $5 or $5m.

This is probably the best method of identifying “room for error”, as a high irr means the

project could underperform and still cover the wacc. Most organisations consider irr and

npv to ensure that a large project with positive npv is not rejected in favour of a small

project with a higher internal rate of return.

More than one irr

For projects that swing back and forth with years of surplus cash and years of investment,

it is possible to have more than one irr for the project. Take the example in Chart 15.12.
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Chart 15.12 A project with more than one IRR

The graph of npv values for different discount rates is shown in Chart 15.13.

Chart 15.13 NPV of a project with different discount rates

There are two irr points. One is at about 5% and the other at around 29%. Which is

correct? Mathematically, both are correct. For investment purposes, the shape of the graph

shows that this project will be successful if discount rates are more than 5% but less than

29%.

Using the irr function in a spreadsheet can give unpredictable results, and for this set of data:

IRR(E5:M5,10%)�5.4%

IRR(E5:M5,30%)�29.3%

This problem arises only if there is more than one change of sign in the series of cash flow

data. If the project profile follows the typical investment in early years followed by a

surplus in later years, there will be only one irr point.

EVALUATING COMPANIES

The concepts and techniques used for evaluating projects can also be used for evaluating

whether to establish a new company. The results may be an element of a business plan

used to persuade banks and other investors to finance the launch of the new company.

Discounted cash flow analysis can be also used to value existing companies. There are also

a number of other valuation techniques.
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Valuation definitions

Enterprise or firm value

The value of a company is based on an expectation of its ability to generate future cash

flow. The enterprise value or firm value of a company is the value of the future cash

flow that is attributable to both the debt and the equity holders within the business.

This cash flow is the same free cash flow (fcf) that was defined in Chart 15.2 (page 173)

and is repeated here for easy reference.

Operating profits, adjusted for movements in working capital, less the tax that would be paid if the

business was entirely financed by equity, less capital expenditure

It is possible to demonstrate, through financial theory, that the decision to undertake an

investment can be separated from the decision about how that investment is financed. A

valuation based on an analysis of fcf allows you to examine the viability of an

investment in its own right and then to examine how to finance the investment as a

secondary decision.

Equity value

The equity value of a company is the value of the future cash flow that flows only to the

equity holders. This cash flow can be defined as follows:

Operating profits, adjusted for movements in working capital, less interest and debt principal

repayments, less the tax paid based on the actual capital structure of the company, less capital

expenditure

The equity value of a company is often referred to as the market capitalisation of the

company. 

The relationship between equity value and enterprise value can be written as follows:

Enterprise value�today’s value of future interest and principal payments�equity value

Normally, the value of the interest and principal payments is assumed to be approximated

by the carrying value of debt in the balance sheet. As a result the equation can be rewritten:

Enterprise value�net debt�equity value

Techniques for valuing companies

P/E ratios

The easiest way to value a company is to look at the values of similar companies. To make

this comparison, markets have often used price/earnings (p/e) ratios. The p/e ratio is the

ratio of the equity value of a company to the total current or expected future earnings of

the company, where earnings are defined as:

Profits after tax, less preference dividends, less minority interests
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The p/e ratio can also be calculated by dividing the price of one of the company’s shares

by the earnings per share.

To see how p/e ratios might be used for valuation purposes, consider two companies: a

company that is traded on a stockmarket and a similar company that is not traded. A p/e

ratio will be useful as it provides a relative measure of value that can be used across

similar companies.

For the traded company, its earnings per share can be obtained from the company’s

accounts. It is also possible to observe its share price on the stockmarket. Combining the

two generates a measure of relative value per unit of earnings. The p/e ratio is a measure

of value per unit of earnings.

To value the untraded company, the techniques developed earlier in this book can be

used to create a forecast for the future earnings of the company. The forecast earnings

can then be multiplied by the p/e ratio to give an indicative valuation of the company.

For example:

� The p/e ratio for the traded company is 28.

� The earnings per share from the forecast for the company to be valued is $0.52.

� The implied price per share is therefore the p/e ratio multiplied by the earnings per

share.

� 28 multiplied by $0.52 indicates a price per share of $14.56.

If it is assumed that there are 10m shares in issue, then the total value of the company

would be as follows:

� The price per share multiplied by the number of shares.

� $14.56 multiplied by 10,000,000.

� The value of the company would be $145.6m.

Limitations of P/E ratios

Despite the widespread use of p/e ratios for valuation purposes, there are a number of

limitations. The first is finding a suitable similar company. Should such a company be

found, the differences in accounting treatments, for example for fixed assets and

intangibles, can make earnings comparisons difficult. Even if these problems can be

overcome there can be a more fundamental problem. Some companies are loss-making so

they do not have a positive earnings per share figure to which a p/e ratio can be applied.

EBITDA multiples

One solution is to use a measure of profitability such as earnings before interest, tax,

depreciation and amortisation (often written as ebitda), which for new ventures generally

turns positive earlier than profit after tax on which earnings per share calculations are

based. Many analysts prefer to use ebitda as a matter of course, because it is calculated

before depreciation and amortisation have been deducted and is therefore less susceptible

to differences in accounting policies.
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An important difference to note in using ebitda for valuation purposes is that as ebitda

is before interest charges, it must be compared with the enterprise value (ev) rather than

the equity value of the business. Consequently, analysts often refer to “enterprise value to

ebitda multiples” as a basis for valuation, but they can be used in exactly the same way

as p/e ratios (although the ratio must be applied to ebitda, not earnings).

Revenue multiples

Even when ebitda is negative, company comparisons can still be made using sales

revenue that is always positive. Many of the new internet businesses were valued on the

basis of enterprise value to revenue ratios during the dotcom boom. The basis of the

approach is identical to the use of p/e and ev to ebitda ratios. Of course, some internet

companies did not even have revenue so some analysts resorted to ratios of value per

customer.

Discounted cash flow

Unlike some of the techniques described above, discounted cash flow analysis can be

used to value companies at any stage of maturity, and this partly explains its popularity as

a valuation technique.

Using DCF analysis in practice to value companies

To value a company using dcf analysis, the modeller must first develop a model to

forecast the financial statements from which the estimates of future free cash flows can be

derived. A typical forecast normally extends ten years or until the time the business is

expected to have matured, when it is said to have reached a steady state. dcf analysis is

then applied to the forecast to estimate the enterprise value of the company over that

period. Of course businesses do not just stop existing, and they can be expected to

continue generating free cash flow indefinitely. The valuation model must therefore also

take into account the free cash flows that are generated after the period for which an

annual, detailed cash flow forecast has been prepared. The value of the free cash flows

after the end of the detailed forecast period is called the terminal value and a number of

techniques can be used to calculate it.

Terminal values

There are many approaches to calculating the terminal value for a business. Two of the

most commonly used are perpetuity growth models and company comparable exit

multiples, such as the ev/ebitda multiples discussed earlier. Terminal values can be

significant and they should be calculated with care using a range of assumptions. A

valuation based almost entirely on a company’s terminal value should be treated with

great caution.

Growth rate models

A variety of different perpetuity growth models can be used. In its simplest form the

present value of a perpetuity, an amount paid at the same point each period to infinity,

can be calculated using the following formula:
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Year ten cash flow

Discount rate

This formula will give the present value at the mid-point of year ten of the year ten cash

flow received to infinity. To enable the terminal value to be added to the present value of

the discounted detailed cash flows, the terminal value itself must be discounted back to

the start of the forecast period by the year ten discount factor.

Many companies would hope that their business continues to grow after the end of the

detailed forecast period. The expectations of growth may be quite low, for example in line

with the growth in the country’s gdp, but the cash flows will at least continue to grow to

perpetuity.

A common model for calculating the terminal value with growth is the Gordon Growth

Model:

Year ten cash flow*(1�growth rate)

(Discount rate�growth rate)

Once again, the result of this calculation must be discounted back to the start of the

forecast period by the year ten discount factor to be included with the net present value of

the detailed cash flows.

Beware of this method as it depends on the assumption that it grows in perpetuity. The

product life cycle theory would suggest otherwise. It is advisable to generate a range of

valuations using different terminal value growth rate assumptions. The modeller should

also look closely at the last year of the forecast to ensure that the final year cash flow is

representative of the cash flows that will be generated to perpetuity. All the perpetuity

calculations assume that the business has achieved a steady state. The forecast period must

be sufficiently long to ensure that this state as has been achieved before the calculation is

performed.

All these methods can significantly enhance the value of the project and should be used

with caution. It is best practice to work out the value of the opportunity including and

excluding the terminal value to understand the degree of dependence that is based on

realising the terminal value.

EBITDA exit multiples

An alternative to using a growth model calculation is to return to the use of company-

comparable multiples. In this method the final year ebitda figure is multiplied by a

suitable enterprise value to ebitda multiple to give the enterprise value of the business at

year ten. This figure must be then discounted back to the start of the detailed forecast

period to be combined with the present value of the detailed cash flows. Once again,

because of the importance of the terminal value it is advisable to calculate a range of

values based on different ebitda exit multiples.
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Valuation range

Valuing a company is not an exact science, and modellers are advised to use a number of

different valuation methods to create a range of possible valuations. It is best not to rely on

just one valuation approach. However, if there are significant variations in values based on

a number of different methods, the reasons behind the variations should be explored. If,

after extensive review, no explanation can be found for the difference between a dcf

valuation and the current share price of a company, this may represent a buying or selling

opportunity.

Company valuation model

This example examines the code required to develop a simple company valuation using

dcf analysis. It first calculates the npv of the ten years of cash flows that have been

forecast in detail, and then calculates terminal values based on the Gordon Growth Model

as well as ebitda exit multiples. The combination of the npv of the detailed cash flows

and the terminal values gives a range of enterprise values for the company. Lastly, the net

book value of the debt is deducted to derive the equity value. The free cash flow figure

calculated in the example is post-tax and in nominal terms, so a nominal post-tax discount

rate and a nominal terminal value growth rate are used to ensure consistency. The discount

rate represents the wacc for the company based on an assumption for the optimal

gearing, or debt/equity ratio, for the business. All cash flows are assumed to take place at

the mid-point of each year.

Chart 15.14 Valuation input assumptions

Chart 15.14 shows the input assumptions required to carry out the valuation. The inputs for

operating profit, movements in working capital, the tax paid (calculated as if the business

were 100% equity financed) and capital expenditure would normally be drawn from other

sections within the model. To simplify the example, these are provided as inputs. All

figures are nominal. The valuation workings are shown in Chart 15.15.
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Chart 15.15 Valuation workings

The workings begin by calculating the free cash flow to both debt and equity holders,

based on the formula shown on page 186. A reference year is created to ensure that the

same formulae can be used in each year. The calculation of the discount factor is one of

the most important calculations.

Before performing a valuation it is important to decide the date at which the company is to

be valued. This is the date to which all future cash flows are discounted. In this example,

the company is valued at the start of 2005, which is referred to as year 0. During 2005 the

company has negative free cash flow of $5,985. It is assumed that all cash flows occur mid-

way through the year. The negative free cash flow of $5,985 is therefore assumed to take

place on June 30th 2005, six months from the date of valuation (January 1st 2005). This

initial cash flow must therefore be discounted by only six months. In the detailed analysis

in Chart 15.16, the discount rate is adjusted accordingly. Subsequent cash flows occur

12 months later, and the discount factor can be calculated without any further adjustments

to the discount rate.

Chart 15.16 provides a detailed analysis of the example. Workings relate to 2005 unless

stated otherwise. Range names in addition to those shown in column B have been created

as follows:

� Final_year_cash_flow for cell O5 on the valuation workings sheet

� Final_year_EBITDA for cell O11 on the inputs assumptions sheet
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Chart 15.16 Valuation workings code

Row Calculation Actual calculation Answer

Free cash flow �Operating_profit�Movements_ ��3000�15�3000�0 (5,985.0)

in_working_capital–Capital_

expenditure–Tax_paid (5,985.0)

Reference year Input 1 1

Discount factor �IF(Reference_year�1,(1� TRUE(1�10%)^0.5 1.05

Discount_rate)^0.5,D9*

(1�Discount_rate))

Discounted free cash flow �Free_cash_flow/Discount_factor �(5985)/1.05 (5,706.5)

Total NPV of free cash flow �SUM(Discounted_free_ �(5706.5)�(3150.8)�… 2,558.4

cash_flow) �1760.5

Terminal value at year 11 �Final_year_cash_flow �(4789.1*(1�2.5%))/ 65,451.0

(row 18) *(1�Terminal_value_growth_ (10%�2.5%)

rate)/(Discount_rate–Terminal_

value_growth_rate)

Terminal value at year 0 �E18/O9 �65451.0/2.72 24,059.9

(row 20)

Terminal value at year 11 �Final_year_EBITDA*EBITDA

(row 25) _exit_multiple �7050*10 70,500.0

Terminal value at year 0 �E25/O9 �70500/2.72 25,915.9

(row 27)

Gordon Growth Model (column E)

NPV of free cash flows �E13 �2558.4 2,558.4

Terminal value �Terminal_value_growth_model �24059.9 24,059.9

Enterprise value �E32�E33 �2558.4�24059.9 26,618.3

Equity value �E35–Net_book_value_of_debt �26618.2�16000 10,618.3

EBITDA exit multiple (column G)

NPV of free cash flows �E13 �2558.4 2,558.4

Terminal value �Terminal_value_EBITDA �25915.9 25,915.9

Enterprise value �G32�G33 �2558.4�25915.9 28,474.3

Equity value �G35�Net_book_value_of_debt �28474.2�16000 12,474.3

The equity valuations based on the Gordon Growth Model and the ebitda exit multiple

are $10,618 and $12,474 respectively. These figures represent an initial valuation range for

the company. The modeller may wish to estimate the value of the business under a range

of other discount rates, growth rates and exit multiples to provide additional insight into

the most reasonable valuation range.

SUMMARY

Business modellers should not rely on only one technique for project appraisals or

company valuations or on only a quantitative assessment of the opportunity. Those

relying on the techniques for decision-making should also remember that the results are

only as reliable as the forecasts and assumptions from which they are derived.
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16 Analytical ratios and reviewing the

financial statements

In building a model to explore the potential of a project, the output area typically presents

results in the form of a cash flow statement, profit and loss account and balance sheet.

These results portray the potential of one set of assumptions. Alternative assumptions can

be used to generate the results of sensitivity analyses and to understand the arena of

possible outcomes. This will enable the best way forward to be identified. This chapter

looks at ways of evaluating the quality of a project to help modellers make choices

between different scenarios.

To evaluate any project it is necessary to identify quantitative criteria that define its

success. For example, a model built to evaluate the acquisition or disposal of a business

focuses on one crucial factor – the price. Therefore as different scenarios are entered into

the input area they can be evaluated in terms of the changes in price that result.

In many companies an overall success factor is applied to all projects, whether they are for

business reorganisation, asset purchase, budgeting or strategic planning – the enhancement

of shareholder value. A model can then be used to quantify the change in shareholder

value that is created by alternative scenarios.

SHAREHOLDER VALUE

The objective for most organisations is to deliver a growing return to shareholders (the

owners in the case of an unincorporated business or partnership). This is achieved by

generating growing profits and realising them in cash. The cash can then be used for

reinvestment in the business, repayment of funding or distribution to shareholders. 
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One common method of quantifying shareholder value is to calculate the net present

value (npv) of the future cash flows generated by a project (see Chapter 15 for the

principles of discounted cash flow). The result gives a single number that represents the

current value of the future cash flows.

This shareholder value number may be helpful in overall terms, but it can be difficult to

use when analysing the detailed elements of a project. What is needed is a set of indicators

that, while being congruent with the principle of shareholder value, provides information

about a range of project attributes. These indicators are known as ratios.

Ratio analysis

Ratios provide indicators that through comparison enable the identification of the

strengths and weaknesses of the project. The benefit of ratios is that in comparison they

remove the effects of scale, inflation and foreign currency. Thus they can be easily

generated and applied.

Ratios fall into two categories:

� External analysis – measures of business performance for investors, bankers or

suppliers to monitor the performance and risk of their money.

� Internal analysis – measures of operational performance to provide early-warning

systems to management for project control.

Chart 16.1  Shareholder value framework
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This chapter concentrates on the second category, which will help in the evolution of a

model and the assumptions used to determine results. The first category is covered in The

Economist Guide to Analysing Companies.

INTERNAL RATIO ANALYSIS

These ratios quantify the relationship between different outputs of a project, such as profit

as a percentage of sales (usually known as the profit margin). This ratio indicates the

proportion of sales income that is turned into profit after costs have been deducted.

On its own a profit margin number could be fairly meaningless. The benefit of the ratio is

realised when one year of data is compared with similar calculations for other years and

indeed similar projects or competitors (the process of benchmarking). The profit margin

may be rising or falling over time indicting potential strength or weakness in a project. If a

project has a rising profit margin that makes it more profitable over time, this could be

because of cost efficiencies or price increases. To identify why the profit margin is rising

other ratios are needed. Therefore from a complete set of ratios a qualitative judgment can

be made about the implementation of a project.

The benefit of using a model is that in the output area, spreadsheet formulae can be used

to calculate a wide range of ratios over a number of years. From these ratios the data

trends can be identified. These trends enable the performance of a project to be challenged

as well as the identification of attributes that are improving or deteriorating over time.

There are three potential causes for declines or unusual blips in the performance:

� They are genuine attributes of the project.

� Invalid assumptions have been entered in the input area.

� Formulae errors have made inappropriate calculations with the inputs.

The first response should be to investigate and correct any formulae errors before adjusting

a valid assumption. Methods to do this are described in Chapter 17. 

In evaluating a model’s results it is important to remember that the results are only as good

as the input assumptions. Only if the model is realistic will it generate results that can

support decisions. Too often managers are convinced that their project will be successful.

They will adjust the project assumptions unrealistically until the outputs become

presentable. Using a model to dismiss a project is just as valid as using it to approve a

project.

In analysing the ratios for a model the appropriate response is to identify any weaknesses,

not to tweak the assumptions until the ratios look good. The response may give rise to a

genuine change of an assumption, but more realistically it could involve identifying

alternative methods of operating the project and potentially recoding some of the working

page to reflect this.
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INTERPRETING RATIOS

Much of the interpretation of ratios is judgment, but there are some helpful functions that

can be built in to aid the user.

Average

The first is to calculate the average of a set of ratios and thus go on to identify the above

and below years.

The function is:

�AVERAGE(range of values)

Rank

The final year that is modelled should be more successful than earlier years and therefore

it can be helpful to know where the final year ranks in order of performance.

The function is:

�RANK(final year value,range of values)

Both of the above functions can be added in the column after the final year of the model.

Other evaluation techniques require tests to be applied to the ratios and the results stored

and totalled. These include the following:

High and low values

It can be helpful to know the range of ratio results and therefore to know whether there is

a significant issue over the life of the project. This can be found by using the MAX and

MIN function over the range of results.

Ratios moving in the right direction

A useful attribute is to quantify or percentage the number of ratios that are moving in the

right way (depending on the ratio this can be up, down or static).

Ways to apply this are shown in Chart 16.2.
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Chart 16.2 Evaluating how often the margin rises

The calculations for year 2 are shown in Chart 16.3.

Chart 16.3 Code for evaluating how often the margin rises

Cell Calculation Actual calculation Answer

G10 �IF(G8>F8,1,0) �IF(8.2%>6.3%,1,0) 1

F11 �SUM(Margin_growing) �SUM(F10:J10) 3

G11 �F11/(Number of years�1) �3/(6�1) 60%

Note that as the function is looking at changes between years, there should be no

calculation in the first year (column E in this example). The total number of years for the

calculation is therefore the number of columns displayed �1.

USEFUL RATIOS TO CALCULATE

Below are listed some of the most common performance measures that can be used to

evaluate a model. Their appropriateness will depend on the industry and situation being

modelled.

Return on net assets (RONA)

The right-hand side of the shareholder value framework model shown in Chart 16.1 (see

page 194) is driven from the basis of making a return on the cash invested in net assets.

This return can be measured as a percentage. The percentage should be greater than the

possible return from investing the cash in alternative options that have lower risk.

Therefore the return must be greater than the bank deposit rate to be viable. Most top 100

companies have a return on net assets (rona) in the region of 15–25%.

The calculation is:

Operating profit (before interest, tax and non-operating activities)

Net assets (operating fixed assets�stock�debtors�creditors)
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Many textbooks will describe this as a return on investment or a return on capital

employed. When dealing with these ratios it is worth knowing that many different

methods of calculation are used and there is no simple method of calculating a definitive

rate of return. For example, sometimes the denominator is defined as “loans �

shareholder funds”, and from a shareholder perspective an after-tax profit may be more

appropriate than one before. All these measures are ways of analysing the same profit and

loss account and balance sheet. rona is perhaps the most practical measure for

operational use. This is because it defines the return in terms of the operational items

applied in the project. It ignores the funding items that are usually the prerogative of the

treasury or finance department. The most important consideration is consistency; state the

method used and thus the implication on interpretation.

Cash is deliberately omitted from this calculation for two reasons. First, operating profit

excludes the interest earned from deposits. Second, cash can be considered as the business

having drawn down too much in loans rather than being a genuine operating asset.

Debtors and creditors will normally be limited to trading components. Items such as tax

accruals should be excluded as they are not part of the net assets used to generate the

operating profit, nor can managers directly influence them.

When analysing rona over time a business is looking for a sustainable return that reflects

the risk of the project being undertaken. 

The advantages and disadvantages of rona are listed in Chart 16.4.

Chart 16.4 Advantages and disadvantages of RONA

Return on average capital employed (ROACE)

Where a business is growing rapidly its net assets can rise significantly, so it may be more

appropriate to calculate a return based on the average net assets employed during the

period. This measure is known as return on average capital employed (roace). It is

calculated by taking the operating profit for the year and dividing it by the average of the

opening and closing net assets.

Advantages

� Easily understood by managers, as the measure is

similar to an interest rate on a savings account.

� The measure is an average from all assets regardless

of their individual risks.

� Ultimately a business or project must generate a

good return to justify its existence.

Disadvantages

� Start-ups will take a while to deliver returns and the

measure does not take into account the long-term

potential.

� The measure can dissuade investors as early project

years can cause a decline in return.

� A scenario with more costs and less capital can give

better short-term returns.

� Over time depreciation will reduce the value of fixed

assets and enhance the return. Fixed assets should

be revalued to a market value for a fair measure.

� Does not reflect the growth in the business, as the

return is independent of the size of opportunity.
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Return on equity (ROE)

This section would not be complete without return on equity (roe), a measure that has

perhaps the strongest link to shareholder value. It is calculated as a percentage of the profit

attributable to shareholders (usually after interest, tax and removal of minority interest)

divided by shareholder equity (share capital � share premium � undistributable reserves).

The measure shows how well the board is making the shareholders’ money work.

THE DU PONT PYRAMID OF RATIOS

From rona stem a number of supporting measures that can be combined into one

framework known as the Du Pont pyramid of ratios.

Profit margin and asset turnover

Below rona are two measures known as the profit margin and asset turnover. The first of

these, profit margin, helps evaluate the quality of profit management. The second, asset

turnover, helps evaluate the quality of balance sheet management.

Profit margin

For every $1 of sales this ratio indicates the amount of operating profit achieved. It is

calculated as a percentage as follows:

Chart 16.5  The Du Pont pyramid of ratios
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Operating profit %

Sales

Operating profit is defined the same as for rona and is the profit before interest, tax and

non-operating items. Sales exclude any sales tax such as vat.

In reviewing this measure the percentage should be maintained or growing over time. As

the sales volume of a business grows there can be economies of scale that will often help

increase the margin. The economies of scale are derived from fixed costs, such as

accounting, it and human resources, which typically do not rise as fast as sales. The costs

of these departments are mainly payroll, and the headcount may stay constant over a

range of sales volume levels. Conversely, as a business reduces in size it is difficult to

remove these fixed costs and a margin can therefore decline.

rona can be compared with any business, as it is a uniform indicator. However, the profit

margin is particular to an industry. For example, a food retailer typically has low margins

compared with telecoms operator, which has higher margins. This does not imply one

company is better than another, only that the cost structure of each business is different.

For a food retailer, most of the costs are in the purchase of groceries in the cost of sales,

whereas for a telecoms operator the costs are mainly in the network, which is capitalised

as a fixed asset.

Asset turnover

Asset turnover measures the amount of sales achieved for every $1 of money invested in

the company’s net assets. It is a factor and is calculated as follows:

Sales

Net assets

The value of sales is the same as that used for the profit margin. The net assets are the

same as those used for the rona.

The objective with the asset turnover is to achieve high asset utilisation. So if a business

has invested in assets, they should be used to generate sales income. For an airline this is a

key factor: the higher the seat occupancy in an aircraft, the greater is the asset turnover.

However, in pursuing strategies to enhance asset turnover it is important to allow for

downtime and maintenance.

Like the profit margin, the asset turnover is particular to an industry.

It is clear from the calculations for profit margin and asset turnover that sales is a common

factor. rona can be expressed as profit margin multiplied by asset turnover. For example,

the rona of a food retailer might be 5% margin � 3 asset turnover � 15%. Compare this

with the rona of a telecoms company, which might be 15% margin � 1 asset turnover �

15%. These two industries achieve a similar rona but earn it in very different ways.

In reviewing the results ofa model it is important to lookat how these two measures interact.

For example, a project may be to consider outsourcing manufacturing. The effect might be that
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net assets would fall with the sale ofequipment and production costs would rise, with the

payments to the outsource company exceeding the previous operatingand staffcosts. This

would cause an increase in asset turnoverand a decrease in profit margin. Ignoring non-

financial factors, the decision would be worthwhile only if the overall rona increased.

Thus if either the asset turnover or the margin falls during a project, then the other must

rise to compensate and maintain the rona. 

Percentage of sales measures

On the left-hand side of the pyramid in Chart 16.5 (see page 199) is a set of measures that

express each part of the profit and loss account as a percentage of sales. These include

gross profit and operating expenses as subtotals, which are then broken down further into

individual lines of staff costs, depreciation, administration, marketing, and so on.

These measures are effective in monitoring trends in component costs. For example, the

staff cost percentage should stay reasonably constant year on year. If the ratio starts to rise,

then the business may be paying too high salaries or becoming less productive. Both are

indicators of unsustainable performance that will lead to profit decline.

This set of measures expressing everything on the profit and loss account as a percentage

of sales is also known as vertical analysis. It provides a quick way to evaluate the cost

structure of the business as it develops over the years of the model.

Balance sheet management

On the right-hand side of the pyramid in Chart 16.5 is a series of balance sheet measures.

The first two are known as fixed asset turnover and working capital turnover (working

capital is defined as stock � debtors � creditors). 

Fixed asset turnover

This monitors what is sometimes known as the “sweat” of assets. The purpose of assets is

to work for the company. This ratio comparing fixed assets with sales indicates how well

this happens. A decline in the ratio may indicate that the company is over-provided with

assets and could free up capital with some disposals. Rapid growth in the ratio may

indicate that capacity constraints have been reached and more time for maintenance and

repairs should be considered.

The ratio is normally confined to just tangible fixed assets – the ones used operationally.

Intangible assets included in the ratio (or evaluated individually) can give rise to some

strange results over the life of a model which do not help in interpreting performance. For

example, goodwill may be amortised and hence the ratio is likely to rise year on year for

this reason alone.

Working capital turnover

This measure indicates how well the cash cycle of stock/inventory, debtors/receivables and

creditors/payables is managed.
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Cash is paid to a supplier who provides stock. The stock is converted to finished goods or

held in a warehouse until purchased by a customer. The customer pays an invoice to bring

cash back into the business. With both suppliers and customers having credit terms, the

issue to manage is how long it takes cash to complete the cycle. Money tied up in this cycle

has to be funded and can significantly drain the resources required for investment and to

grow the company.

The overall working capital ratio can be broken down into the individual elements. These

are usually referred to as day measures.

� Stock days – the amount of time stock is held on site from the moment it arrives to

the moment it is dispatched. It is calculated as:

Stock*365

Cost of sales

� Debtor days – the time taken for customers to pay their invoices. It is calculated as:

Debtors*365

Sales

� Creditor days – the time taken to pay suppliers’ invoices. It is calculated as:

Creditors*365

Cost of sales

In each of these three measures the denominator reflects an annual level of activity in the

same terms as the numerator. For example, stock excludes profit and therefore cost of sales

is the best approximation to annual level of stock consumption.

These ratios should stay reasonably constant over the life of the model and may indeed be

set up as assumptions used to calculate the amount of stock, debtors or creditors to include

in the balance sheet.

Further analysis

The pyramid of ratios in Chart 16.5 is a basic framework that provides a structure for

developing a set of key operational ratios. This can be further developed as necessary for

the relevant attributes of the project being modelled. For example, the stock day measures

can be broken down into day measures for raw materials, work in progress and finished

Chart 16.6  Cash flow cycle
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goods. The staff costs, as a percentage of sales, can be analysed between payroll,

employment taxes, pension and other benefits. The level of detail required depends on the

attributes that determine the principal drivers of value in the model being created.

SPECIFIC PROFITABILITY MEASURES

Some industries have specific profitability measures that are used to indicate performance.

In developing a model it is helpful to identify and build in the measures that reviewers or

sanctioners will need to support their evaluation and approval.

A common measure is earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation or

ebitda. This is used instead of operating profit where the industry is heavily capital

intensive. The number shows the profit made from trading before the cost of its annual

share of the capital investment. In fast-growing capital industries such as telecoms, it is a

good indicator of whether the core operations are being managed successfully before the

depreciation cost of the long-term investment of the cable network.

ebitda can be compared with sales to give a profit-margin type measure. Many of these

measures can be extended with five-year moving averages used to smooth the annual

fluctuations and give a trend result for the business’s performance.

INVESTMENT MEASURES

There are several capital expenditure measures that help monitor the performance of the

investment being made. 

Reinvestment ratio

This explores capital expenditure each year compared with depreciation for each year. If

the measure is more than 100%, then the company is investing more than it depreciates, so

growth in profitability should be taking place to make the investment justifiable. If the

ratio is less than 100%, the business may be milking its assets and becoming unsustainable.

Investment funding

Where is the money coming from to fund new investment? By comparing the cash flow

generated before capital investment and financing costs with the amount invested, it can

be seen whether the company is growing through organic development or external

support. In the early years of a new project there is likely to be heavy reliance on external

funding, but in the longer term this should decline and move to less than 50%. 
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INVESTOR MEASURES

These measures are only relevant for models of whole companies rather than individual

projects.

Chapter 13 covered ways to monitor the mix of debt and equity in an investment. The

measures here cover the traditional per share measures as well as the newer shareholder

value cash flow measures.

Earnings per share

This identifies the amount of profit available to a holder of one share after all costs have

been met. It is calculated by taking the profit after tax and dividing by the number of

shares in issue. Complications arise when there are subsequent share issues or scrip issues,

as earlier figures have to be adjusted to reflect the impact. Although these occur in real life,

most models need not be concerned with such events.

Dividend cover

This measures the ability of a company to pay and sustain its dividend. It takes the

earnings and divides it by the dividend amount. In the long term the ratio should stay

constant or rise. A decline in the ratio may indicate that despite falling earnings the

company is maintaining the level of dividend paid out or that it is raising its dividend

faster than it is able to generate the earnings needed to fund the cost.

NEW MEASURES

In the 1980s and 1990s, consultancies developed new measures that have been found to

have a better correlation between financial performance and share price for investors

than those mentioned above. These measures are more commonly cash flow based,

removing the distortions that are sometimes created by accounting policies used in

traditional profit measures. They also try to reflect risk more genuinely than can simple

rona measures.

One of the most common is economic value added (eva), developed by Stern Stewart, a

consulting firm. This is the amount of value created over and above the amount required

to keep investors satisfied. It is calculated as:

EVA�(R�COC)�Capital invested

R�Net operating profit after tax/Average capital

COC�Cost of capital (weighted average cost of capital after tax cost of debt and equity)

Capital�Total capital invested

Detailed adjustments are made to arrive at the figures for net operating profit after tax and
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cost of capital, so this measure has been described as “difficult” for operational managers

to apply when evaluating the impact of their actions.

Other measures have similar complexity in trying to create a balance between four core

factors of success: return, growth, cost of capital and free cash flow.
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17 Testing and debugging

THE IMPORTANCE OF TESTING AND DEBUGGING

A typical spreadsheet user will make a keystroke error once every 30 strokes. Fortunately,

most of the errors will be spotted and dealt with immediately. However, a number will

remain undetected. Ironically, for a book concerned with forecasting, the only thing that

can be predicted with any degree of certainty is that a completed model will contain bugs.

The wrong decision, based partly on a flawed model, can be extremely costly, especially

when major investments or strategic choices rest on the model’s outputs.

For a model to be relied upon with confidence it must have credibility among those who

use it. To be credible it must meet three important criteria:

� It must be technically accurate.

� It must provide a realistic description of the environment, or the expected future

environment, in order to produce useful forecasts.

� It must be easy and quick to use.

TYPES OF ERRORS

The key components of model credibility provide a simple framework for classifying

different types of errors.

Technical errors

These are caused by the incorrect formulation of an idea, principle or concept. Typical

technical errors include referencing the wrong cells, the incorrect use of brackets and pure

mathematical formulation errors. Even when a model contains no technical errors,

however, it may still fail to deliver intuitive results because of a conceptual flaw.

Conceptual errors

These constitute a flaw in the logic, the rationale or the mechanisms depicted in the

model. As the business modelling process map in Chapter 6 (Chart 6.1, page 34) indicated,

developing an understanding of the logical flows and the relationships within the

environment is an iterative process. The testing phase offers the modeller another

opportunity to increase and test his or her understanding of the business.

User errors

These occur in poorly structured and badly documented models with limited checks on

user inputs and inadequately trained users. The problems may arise as a result of human

error, but the fundamental problem often lies with the design of the model.
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Allow time for testing

A testing and debugging strategy must ensure the identification and removal of as many of

the three types of errors as possible. The project plan must allow enough time for this

important task. How much time will depend on the complexity and size of the model. If

others will be using the model, time also needs to be allocated for user testing. The time

required for testing, however, will be dramatically reduced if the key principles of model

design (see Chapter 8) have been used from the outset. Despite the modeller’s best efforts,

a number of errors are likely to remain undetected. The objective of the testing and

debugging strategy is to eliminate the errors that would alter significantly the model’s

outputs and hence influence the decision-making process.

TESTING STRATEGY

Ideally, the individual who developed the model should not be responsible for testing it. In

large organisations the internal audit department may perform this function. In the

absence of a dedicated department, a peer review by a colleague would be a valuable

alternative. In smaller businesses the modeller will often also be responsible for testing. To

ensure that the process is carried out effectively the modeller should follow a clear testing

strategy.

The testing strategy can be used throughout the development of the model. In the case of a

large and complex model, the strategy can be applied to a particular sheet or even a

working, once they have been completed. During the development of the model the

modeller should use only the relevant testing strategy. This usually means applying step 1

of the four-stage process described below.

The testing strategy aims to eliminate all technical errors first so that the conceptual design

of the model can be tested in isolation. By following the four-stage approach in Chart 17.1,

the tester will not be attempting to solve a conceptual design fault when the failure to

produce the expected result was simply the result of a typing mistake which had given rise

to a technical error.

Chart 17.1 Four-stage testing and debugging strategy

Step 1 Eliminate technical and conceptual flaws

Step 2 Range test the model

Step 3 Stress test the model

Step 4 User testing

At the testing phase, strict version control will be required (see Chapter 6), as the model is

likely to evolve swiftly and many changes, often subtle, will be made. Before starting to

examine the model the modeller should ensure that all hidden columns and rows are

revealed to ensure that every cell potentially containing an error is reviewed.
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STEP 1: ELIMINATE TECHNICAL AND CONCEPTUAL FLAWS

Step 1 provides the main body of the testing and should quickly identify most of the

technical errors. This stage may also highlight some obvious conceptual flaws.

Perform a manual code review

Technical and conceptual flaws can be identified through testing the model’s ability to

reproduce known results, both at the final output stage and at the individual workings

level. The model should be fully populated with a set of simple data inputs. These simple

inputs should be whole integers, such as 10 or 1. Provided that the modeller has adopted

the principle of avoiding complex formulae, the workings can be checked manually using

mental arithmetic or a calculator. Simple test data will highlight some obvious flaws

within the model, but the modeller should be aware of the possibility of compensating

errors, where two errors of equal magnitude but of opposite sign cancel out. The modeller

may be asked to review somebody else’s model, which may not reflect the important

principle of using simple formulae. In such cases, the complexity of the formulae may

force the modeller to deconstruct them before inspection.

Deconstruct complex formulae

If a formula is extremely complex, including multiple nested IF statements, for example,

and is difficult to review in the formula window of the spreadsheet, it may be useful to

break it down into smaller, more manageable components. This can be done, while

protecting the integrity of the model, by highlighting the formula in the formula window

and using copy➞escape and then moving to a free range of cells and using paste. The

formula has now been replicated and the references to other cells maintained. The same

paste command can then be used again to reproduce the same formula in as many cells

as there are complex elements of the formula. The developer can then strip away parts of

the formula by selectively using delete so that the results of each stage of the calculation

can be examined separately. An example of deconstructing a formula for a simple, non-

business problem is shown in Chart 17.2. 

Chart 17.2 Deconstructing a formula

Row 1 of the example requests an input for the radius of a circle. The second row asks the

user to select which output is required. The user enters 1 for the circumference of a circle, 2

for the area of a circle and 3 for the volume of a sphere. The original formula does not

seem to calculate the volume of a sphere correctly. The formula has been deconstructed in

rows 5 to 9. The detailed workings are shown in Chart 17.3. All the workings relate to
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column E unless stated otherwise. Cell E1 has been given the range name Radius and cell

E2 has been given the range name Output.

Chart 17.3 Detailed calculations for deconstructing a formula

Row Calculation Actual calculation Answer

Radius Input Input 5

Output Input Input 3

Result �IF(Output�1,2*PI()*Radius, �4�3.14�(3^3) 339.3

IF(Output�2,PI()*(Radius^2),

4*PI()*Output^3))

Original �IF(Output�1,2*PI()*Radius, �4�3.14�(3^3) 339.3

IF(Output�2,PI()*(Radius^2),

4*PI()*Output^3))

Component 1 �2*PI()*Radius �2*3.14*5 31.4

Component 2 �PI()*(Radius^2) �3.14�(5^2) 78.5

Component 3 �4*PI()*(Output^3) �4*3.14*(3^3) 339.3

Corrected component 3 (column F) �4/3*PI()*(Radius^3) �4/3�3.14�(5^3) 523.6

A quick manual review of each component highlights that component 3 is the element of

the formula that contains two possible errors. Once an erroneous component has been

identified, the first thing to check is that the model is referencing the correct cells from

elsewhere in the model.

Use the auditing toolbar

A useful tool for tracing the cells that feed into a formula is the auditing toolbar of Excel or

its equivalent. tools➞auditing➞show auditing toolbar should reveal the

auditing toolbar. Clicking on the icon trace precedents will provide arrows from all the

cells featuring in the formula. Double clicking on the arrows will take you to that particular

cell. You can then quickly check that the appropriate cells are being used in the formula. If

this technique is applied to cell E9, it will soon be clear that the formula is incorrectly

referenced to the output row rather than the radius row. The use of range names reduces

the incidence of misreferencing cells and makes auditing the formulae much more

straightforward. In this example, a simple examination of the cell would have been

sufficient to identify an incorrect reference. The corrected formula can be entered in

column F, adjacent to the cell containing the error.

Examine mathematical operations

Once all the references have been checked, the modeller can conclude that the error arises

in the calculations within each component or in the interaction between the various

components. Examining the incremental breakdown of a formula allows the combination

of individual components’ results to be checked manually. Errors can also be caused by the

incorrect use of brackets combined with the spreadsheet’s sequential approach to

mathematical operations. These types of errors should be eliminated. In this example, the

formula has been incorrectly entered, representing a flaw in the logic. 

Rather than entering the correct formula for the volume of a sphere:
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�4/3*PI()*(Radius^3)

the following formula, corrected for the misreferenced cell, was entered:

�4*PI()*(Radius^3)

The modeller should continue to deconstruct formulae and check the cell references and

mathematical operations until the problem has been identified. The correct formula for the

component can then be developed, and the corrected formula can be copied and pasted

over the original incorrect component via the formula window.

Check column and row consistency

Once the modeller is happy with the results of an individual column, he should check that

the same formula appears in each year. As the modeller has used identical test data for

each period, the results should be the same in each column. However, in the case of cash

balances, where the results are developed from the results of the previous period, this will

not be the case. A useful tool for checking row and column inconsistencies is Excel’s go

to function.

� Highlight the block of cells to be reviewed.

� From the edit menu select go to➞special.

� In the dialog box that appears select row differences.

The model will automatically move to a cell that is different from any other cells within

the row. Any differences should be examined and then corrected. If the error persists, the

modeller should recognise that the error might be in a preceding working. Once again, the

use of the audit toolbar to trace cells referenced by the formula and the use of simple,

identical data will allow the modeller to find and correct the rogue cell quickly.

The go to➞special key stroke sequence provides other ways of searching for errors.

Selecting the Constants button automatically identifies any constants within the selected

area. This can be useful for identifying where results have been manually entered,

overriding the original formulae. Without the use of the go to➞special menu, locating

these constants can be very time consuming.

A further feature of Excel which can be helpful for debugging is to use tools➞options

in the main menu to reveal the Options dialog box. If the View tab is selected and the

Formulas box is checked, Excel presents the formulas rather than the results. This can be

useful for manually inspecting formulae to identify errors.

Having tested the model in detail, using simple test data, the modeller should employ a

number of additional error-busting techniques before using actual data.

Use FIND to locate hidden errors

During the development process, columns, rows and even sheets containing cells that were

referenced elsewhere in the model may be deleted. Normally, this action would result in a

#REF! error indicating that the referenced cell no longer existed. In some instances, such as
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where an IF statement has been used, the #REF! error may not actually appear under a

certain set of assumptions within the model. Only when the conditions affecting the IF

statement change will the #REF! error make itself known.

By selecting edit➞find and then typing #REF!, the spreadsheet will search the entire

sheet for instances of #REF!. These can then be corrected. Exactly the same search and

correct technique should be used with the other common errors #N/A! and DIV/o!.

Set all inputs to zero

In normal use, input cells will be populated with data producing results that do not interfere

with the normal operation of the model. However, users may place a zero or even no input

into a key cell. If, at any stage, the spreadsheet attempts to divide by zero a #DIV/0! error will

be reported. These #DIV/0! cell results can then affect all the dependent cells with the same

error message. Often the whole model will be awash with #DIV/0!, particularly when its

financial performance is derived from a large number of endogenous variables.

The modeller should set all input cells to zero and use the FIND function described above

to identify all cells containing #DIV/0!. Two of the simplest solutions for avoiding the

#DIV/0! result are to use either the ISERROR function or an IF statement. These approaches

were discussed in Chapter 7. 

Manage circular references

Circular references can often be introduced erroneously into a model. The spreadsheet will

usually provide a warning that a circular reference has been established and the modeller

can use the auditing feature to trace the dependencies and make the appropriate

corrections. However, if a circular reference is an integral part of the design, such as in the

case of interest calculations, then the spreadsheet package must be instructed to find a set

of values that satisfy the circularity. The values represent an equilibrium that is effectively

the solution to a set of simultaneous equations. To allow the spreadsheet to solve the

circular reference, the modeller should select tools➞options➞calculation

tab➞iteration. The model uses an iterative process where a range of values is used

until a consistent set of results is found.

Additional error handling may be required in the presence of circular references because

if, for example, a #DIV/0!, #N/A! or #REF! occurs, the model will be unable to find a

solution and the errors become compounded by the circularity. This is common in the

case of items that influence all the financial statements such as taxation, cash and

dividend calculations. Tracing the source of the circularity can be quite difficult, even

with the help of the auditing feature. Often it is easier to select one column and to delete

the suspect cells in turn (confident in the knowledge that the cell can be reproduced by

simply copying the formula from an adjacent column) until the error is eliminated. This

technique will pinpoint the offending cell generating the error within the circular

reference. An error-trapping formula will be required in the cell, and the use of the

ISERROR function or an IF statement will usually be required. Now, when the conditions

are such that an error would have occurred, the model can continue to function.

Separate warnings can be incorporated into the model to inform the user that an

erroneous input has been made.
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Having used simple test data and the error detection techniques described above, the

modeller can begin to feel confident that the majority of technical errors have been

identified and eliminated. The next stage is to attempt to replicate historic known results.

Replicate actual results

The modeller should populate the model’s input assumptions with recent historic data and

the outputs of the model should be compared with the actual results. This stage of the

testing process begins to examine the model’s predictive power. Any significant differences

between the model’s outputs and the actual results are likely to be caused by conceptual

flaws in the model design, although some technical errors may remain and the modeller

should be on guard for them.

The process of solving the conceptual issues is an iterative one, and it can be a valuable

part of the modelling experience. Attempting to reproduce actual results both tests and

challenges the understanding of the economics of the business and may provide new

insights. Modellers should re-examine initial assumptions regarding the critical factors and

logic flows that they believed characterised the business. Alternative structures should be

considered and tested in the model. Eventually, a revised set of critical factors and

relationships will evolve which, once incorporated into the model, reproduce the historic

results. Any significant changes to the model may have introduced new errors, so the

modeller should repeat step 1 of the checking strategy for any amended code. The purpose

of the modelling exercise is to examine possible future environments, and the next step

explores model performance over a range of different future operating conditions. 

STEP 2: RANGE TEST THE MODEL

Step 2 is as much about learning as it is about testing the model’s ability to produce

intuitive results. It consists of two stages.

� Stage one examines the performance of the model under a number of possible or

likely scenarios.

� Stage two examines the model’s performance at the extreme edges of the expected

possible future environments in which the business may operate.

Test likely scenarios

Once the model has been populated with data representing a scenario, modellers should

compare the results from the model with their expectations. Any significant differences

should be examined and either the model’s design altered or the expectations and

understanding of the possible future environments amended.

Test the model’s performance under extreme inputs

A crucial requirement for the model is the ability to produce meaningful results over a full

range of possible future scenarios. The modeller should identify a number of key model

inputs and produce a test dataset that covers the extremes for these variables. Price levels
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will often be such a variable, and the modeller may use major price reductions, or even

giving the product away for free, as one of the extreme inputs. These extreme values

should be examined individually by placing each input, in turn, in the model and

recording the results. Although the results from the model may be unlikely, they should at

least be plausible and intuitive. The causes of implausible results should be identified and

the model amended as required.

Combine a number of extreme inputs

The extreme inputs were originally entered separately. In order to examine the model at

the limit, a number of extreme inputs should be entered simultaneously. Once again, the

results will be unlikely, but they should remain intuitive. It is worth examining the results

of these tests closely as they may shed light on an entirely new business design structure.

The concept of free internet access, as first developed by Freeserve in the UK, could easily

have evolved from a similar testing exercise as the one described here.

Having eliminated most technical errors and examined the predictive power of the model,

the third stage of the testing process begins. 

STEP 3: STRESS TEST THE MODEL

The objective of this testing stage is to examine the model’s ability to cope with

inappropriate or unexpected inputs that might be made by an inexperienced user. Of

course, error checking should already be in place to prevent erroneous entries by the user.

Inevitably user errors will occur, however, and the typical input errors detailed below

should be tested:

� Negative values when positive values were expected and vice versa.

� Text when numbers were expected and vice versa.

� Wide ranges of inputs.

� Very large or very small values.

� Decimals when an integer was required.

� Decimal places in the wrong place.

� Date ranges in reverse order; for example, from 31/12/2005 to 12/31/2005.

� Zero inputs.

� All inputs deleted so that the cell is blank.

Clear documentation, and the use of checks on inputs (see Chapter 8), can reduce the

incidence of user error. As the model is tested using the common entry mistakes described

above, whenever an error arises the modeller can incorporate error-trapping techniques,

such as the ISERROR function, to prevent the model from failing completely. The modeller

can also test the feedback the model gives to the user, such as warning messages.

Having completed steps 1–3, the modeller is ready to beta test the model. Beta testing

involves a typical user testing the model for ease of use.
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STEP 4: USER TESTING

A number of potential users, with differing levels of ability and from different disciplines,

should be given one of the historic or scenario-based datasets used earlier in the testing

phase and asked to populate the model with the data and produce a set of results. Using

the same datasets that were employed in earlier testing will allow the quick identification

of any errors.

The modeller should observe how the user interacts with the model. In particular, the

modeller should observe and make notes on the following important areas for

modification:

� Whether the model’s layout and design are intuitive.

� How easily the user navigates around the model.

� Whether the user finds the flow of data entry logical.

� Whether the user is certain of the type of input and format required.

� Whether the model provides useful feedback during use.

� Whether the model produces the results the user was expecting.

� Whether the model’s documentation is appropriate and sufficient.

The modeller can debrief the users after the testing period for their feedback on the design.

They will be able to make suggestions on how to improve the structure and layout, and

the modeller can then make the required changes. The same users can then review the

amended interfaces. Once this group of users is comfortable with the design, a new user

should be invited to test the model. At this stage little further development work should be

required.

At the end of this four-stage testing process nearly all the technical errors within the model

will have been identified and eliminated. Some errors will inevitably persist, but the ability

to reproduce a historic set of results in step 1 and the intuitive results produced in step 2 will

provide reasonable assurance for the modeller that the model is a useful representation of

reality. The modeller can now add the finishing touches described in Chapter 18 to ensure

that the integrity of the model is maintained when it is finally used in practice.

SUMMARY OF FOUR-STEP TESTING PROCESS

Step 1: eliminate technical and conceptual flaws

� Use simple test data

� Perform manual checks

� Deconstruct complex formulae

� Use the auditing toolbar

� Examine mathematical operations

� Check column and row consistency

� Use FIND to locate hidden errors

� Set all inputs to zero

� Manage circular references

� Replicate actual results
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Step 2: range test the model

� Test likely scenarios

� Test the model’s performance under extreme inputs

� Combine a number of extreme inputs

Step 3: stress test the model

� Use inappropriate or unexpected inputs

Step 4: user testing

� Observe users interacting with the model

� Obtain users’ feedback
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18 Introduction to programming and macros

As well as the functions and features already examined, spreadsheet packages also

incorporate a programming language that allows modellers additional control over their

models. In the case of Excel, the programming language is called Visual Basic. Visual Basic

allows the modeller to either automatically record (using the record feature) or manually

write a series of commands that together are called either a program or a macro. A limited

knowledge of programming can be very powerful. This chapter introduces programming

using Excel’s Visual Basic to simplify repetitive tasks and to help turn a spreadsheet into an

application which can be used easily by less experienced modellers. It then examines

programming concepts which will be used in Chapter 19.

A SIMPLE MACRO

Recording a simple macro

As an introduction to macros and programming, record a simple macro that enters the

author’s name in the active cell on a spreadsheet using the following series of instructions:

� From the tools menu select macro➞record new macro➞ok (you can enter a

different macro name if you wish). Ensure that “This Workbook” is selected from the

list of options for “Store macro in:”. Click ok.

� Type “A N Author” and press ok.

� From the tools menu select macro➞stop recording.

This simple set of actions will have recorded the macro. The macro does not appear like

conventional code in a spreadsheet. It appears in its own language and format and must

be viewed in a different type of window from the conventional spreadsheet window. The

window for viewing macros is called a Visual Basic editor.

Viewing macro code in the Visual Basic editor

To view the code associated with the macro, follow the steps below:

� From the tools menu select macro➞visual basic editor.

� The Project Window should be visible on the left of the screen. If it is not visible

select view from the toolbar and then select project explorer.

� Identify the name of the workbook and double click on it.

� “Microsoft Excel Objects” appears and within that folder are all the sheets in the

workbook. There is also a “Modules” folder. Double click on the modules folder to

reveal all the modules. Double click on module one. The code will appear in the

window on the right.



These steps should reveal a screen similar to the one in Chart 18.1.

Chart 18.1 The Visual Basic editor

The start of each new macro begins with the word Sub followed by the name of the

macro. The spreadsheet package automatically allocates a name to the macro unless, in the

steps described above, the user enters a specific name for the macro being recorded. The

lines commencing with an apostrophe are for information only. The line that actually

performs the task is:

ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1�“A N Author”

The following line

Range(“F26”).Select

or similar additional commands may also be present depending on the options you have

selected for Excel when you enter the data into a spreadsheet. Highlight the additional text

and press delete so the macro only contains the command commencing with ActiveCell.

To inform the package that the macro has ended the command “End Sub” must be present.

Sub is an abbreviation for subroutine.

To return to the familiar spreadsheet window simply click on the Excel tab.
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Running the macro

Once the macro has been recorded and the code reviewed the macro can be used to

perform the task of entering the author’s name into the active cell. To run a macro, follow

the steps below:

� In the spreadsheet, select a cell where you want the name to appear.

� From the tools menu select macro➞macros.

� Select macro 1 (or the name of the macro you used).

� Press run.

The macro will place the author’s name into the active cell. Selecting another cell and

repeating the steps above will, once again, place the author’s name in that cell.

Editing the macro code

Once a macro has been recorded the original code can be modified to perform different

tasks from the one originally recorded. Modellers can return to the Visual Basic editor and

type their own name in the code in place of the author’s. Make sure that the name is

contained within the existing speech marks. When the macro is run again the newly

entered name will appear. It is often easier to record and then amend a macro rather than

type in the specific code directly.

MACROS FOR REPEATED TASKS

Personal macros

Some macros that modellers create may be relevant to more than one spreadsheet. Excel

allows modellers to record macros in a “Personal Macro Workbook” which can then be

run from any spreadsheet. Many modellers establish a library of macros for repeated tasks

which can dramatically speed up the process of model building. 

Formatting macros

Chapter 8 recommended using a separate font, background colour and border and

switching off protection to distinguish input cells from output cells. Each time an input cell

is required the modeller must go through the laborious task of formatting the cell

accordingly. Fortunately, a personal macro can be recorded to automate this task. The

modeller can also assign a shortcut key to the macro so that the task can be performed

with no more than two keystrokes. The following steps explain how to record a personal

macro to perform a sequence of formatting commands and to assign them to a shortcut

key:

� From the tools menu select macro➞record new macro.

� Enter a name for the macro in the dialog box, such as “formatting”.

� Ensure that the “Personal Macro Workbook” option has been selected for the “Store

macro in:” window.

� Enter the keystroke to which the macro will be assigned, ctrl + character. (It is often
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helpful to have it on the left side of the keyboard to enable the macro key

combination to be actioned with the left hand.)

� Press ok.

� Perform carefully all the formatting required to create an input cell which you want

to be able to repeat.

� Press stop, or if the stop button is not visible tools➞macros➞stop

recording.

The macro has now been recorded. To use the macro code, simply select the cell that you

wish to format and press the shortcut key combination. The macro will run automatically,

performing the task for you. Macros can be created for any tasks that the modeller uses on

a repeated basis.

Protecting the model

The flexibility and openness of spreadsheets unfortunately makes them easy to corrupt.

However, once the model has been completed a number of actions can be taken to make it

more robust and prevent users from intentionally or unintentionally altering the fragile

code. This is one of the first steps in turning a spreadsheet into an application.

Protecting non-input cells

Through the use of cell protection users can be prevented from making entries in cells that

are not input cells. Cells are locked for data entry by default, so that when a sheet is

protected the contents of the cells cannot be altered. For input cells the default needs to be

altered to allow data entry. To allow data entry into a particular cell the following two

steps must be completed:

� From the format menu select cells➞protection.

� Uncheck the “Locked” box.

When the sheet is protected all but the input cells will be locked. To protect the sheet,

follow the three steps below:

� From the tools menu select protection➞protect sheet.

� Enter a password and then click ok.

� Enter the same password and click ok.

The cells are now locked and only the contents of input cells can be altered. Any attempt

to enter information in other cells will result in an error message.

To unprotect the sheet and make all cells for data entry these two steps are required:

� From the tools menu select protection➞unprotect sheet.

� Enter the password and click ok.

Even when sheets have been protected, the user can still change other elements within the

model, such as sheet names, or reveal sheets, formulae, rows and columns that have been

hidden. Changing sheet names can prevent some macros from functioning correctly as the



text in the macro does not update automatically when the sheet names are changed (this

must be done manually in the Visual Basic editor). To prevent the underlying structure of

the model being altered the entire workbook can be protected.

The procedure for protecting a workbook is as follows:

� From the tools menu select protection➞protect workbook.

� Enter a password and then click ok.

� Enter the same password and click ok.

To unprotect the workbook only two steps are required:

� From the tools menu select protection➞unprotect workbook.

� Enter the password and click ok.

One of the disadvantages of protecting a workbook is that the ability of compression

software, such as WinZip, to reduce the size of a file is diminished when the entire workbook

has been protected. Protecting only the sheets does not have the same effect, however.

Macros for automating the protection and unprotection of worksheets

When a modeller is working on an update to an existing model it can be cumbersome to

have to go through all the keystrokes associated with unprotecting and then reprotecting a

spreadsheet. Fortunately, personal macros can be recorded for these two repetitive tasks.

The “Record Macro” feature can be used to record the two macros called protect and

unprotect in a similar manner to the recording of the formatting macro. The code can then

be reviewed in the Visual Basic editor, although this time the code will be found in the

module within the PERSONAL.XLS VBA project. For security reasons, Visual Basic

automatically excludes the password from the recording and so this must be entered

manually into each macro. Entering a comma after True and then Password:� “password”

at the end of each macro is all that is required. The final code is presented in Chart 18.2.

Chart 18.2 Macros for protecting and unprotecting spreadsheets
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Visual Basic requires the user to enter the syntax for a command perfectly otherwise

running the macro will result in an error message. If an error message appears, the code

should be carefully reviewed for syntax errors and any mistakes corrected. Before the

macro can be run again it may be necessary to press the Reset button – a square icon next

to a button that looks like a pause button – on the toolbar.

Creating a personalised toolbar

Accessing the personal macros still requires a few key strokes. Fortunately, Excel allows

the modeller to create a personal toolbar with unique buttons to which macros for

formatting and protection can be assigned. To create a new toolbar complete the

following steps:

� Right click on any toolbar.

� Select customize.

� Select the toolbars tab.

� Select new.

� Enter the name for the new toolbar, for example Modelling Support.

� Press ok.

A new toolbar called Modelling Support should now appear on the screen. To add a

button to the toolbar and assign a personal macro complete the following steps:

� Select the command tab.

� Select macros from the Categories list.

� Click on and drag the “Custom Button” to the toolbar.

� Repeat the task for the number of personal macros to be accessed from the toolbar.

� Right click a button.

� Select change button image.

� Select an image.

� Right click on the button again.

� Select assign macro.

� Select a macro from the list of personal macros.

� Click ok.

� Repeat for the other buttons.

� Close the dialog box.

The toolbar can now be used when working on any model to access your personal

macros.

THE FORMS TOOLBAR

Macros not only make the modeller’s job easier, they can also make life easier for the user

of the model. Excel’s Forms toolbar contains a number of items that can be used to turn a

basic spreadsheet into an impressive looking application. To reveal the Forms toolbar

shown in Chart 18.3 complete the following steps:
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� Right click on any toolbar.

� Select forms from the list of toolbars.

Chart 18.3 The control toolbox

Radio or option buttons

The modeller may want to give the user choices in some of the outputs from a model. For

example, the user could be given the option of whether the results are presented in US

dollars or UK pounds. Radio buttons can be incorporated into a model to allow the user to

select different options – for example, to choose one result or another, such as outputs in

real or nominal terms.

The following steps create the option buttons:

1 Left click on group box.

2 Move to the workings area where the cursor will change to a small + symbol and

draw a large rectangle by left clicking and drawing a square at the same time with the

cursor.

3 Click on the rectangle title and type in “Currency selection”.

4 Click on an option button.

5 Draw a rectangle inside the group box.

6 Click on the title and change to GB£.

7 Repeat for the second option button using US$.

8 Right click on an option button within the group box so that the thick outline

appears.

9 Select format control➞control then select the sheet icon.

10 Select a cell for the selection results to be entered and click on the sheet icon again to

return to the dialog box.

11 Click ok.

12 Range name the cell from step 10 Macro_result.

Once these steps have been completed, clicking on the buttons in turn should switch the

number in the macro result cell between 1 and 2. The macro result cell can now be used in
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the spreadsheet formulae to present the required results. The spreadsheet is presented in

Chart 18.4. The panes have been frozen in cell D7 and the gridlines removed. All the figures

in rows 6 and 8 are inputs, as is the exchange rate in cell F4.

Chart 18.4 Option buttons

The model’s original results are in UK pounds, so if the GB£ button had been selected no

change to the results would be required. In this example the US$ button has been selected

so the results are divided by the US$/GB£ exchange rate. The detailed code is presented in

Chart 18.5 and relates to column F.

Chart 18.5 User options

Row Calculation Actual calculation Answer

Row 3, cell F3 Selection based on the 2 2

radio buttons

Row 4, cell F4 Input 1.6 1.6

Row 6 Input 2006 2006

Base revenues (GB £) Input Input 1,500

Revenue � selected currency �IF(Macro_result�1,F8, �IF(2�1,1500,1500/1.6) 938

F8/Exchange_rate)

Check boxes

Option buttons provide the user with an either/or choice, and the result of selecting a

particular option button is a number representing which option button, from a group of

options, has been selected. Check boxes, however, do not need to be used in groups and

provide a TRUE or FALSE response which can then be used in an IF statement. Check

boxes can be used to ask users whether they wish to include a terminal value in the

calculation of the enterprise value for a project, for example.

To create a check box complete the following steps:

1 Click on check box.

2 Move the cursor to the workings area where it will change to a small + symbol.

3 Draw a rectangle by left clicking and holding and scribing the required size of check

box with the cursor, then release the left click.

4 Click on the text to enter a suitable description.

5 Right click.

6 Select format control.
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7 Click on the cell link.

8 Select the cell where the result from the check box is to appear and return to the

dialog box.

9 Click ok.

10 Click anywhere outside the check box to complete the procedure.

Checking and unchecking the box will see the result toggle between TRUE and FALSE. The

cell with the result can then be used in the following syntax to control the actions of the

model.

� IF (Check box result cell reference, action to be performed if box checked, 

action to be performed if box unchecked)

Selecting items from a list

A list box allows the modeller to present users with a list of options from which they can

select. The list box then returns a number representing the position of the chosen item in

the list. The OFFSET command can then be used to translate the position number back

into the description of the originally selected item. The same outcome can also be

achieved by using Excel’s Data Validation option. To create a list box the modeller first

needs to create a list of items. The following steps will create the list box shown in Chart

18.6:

1 Click on list box.

2 Move to the workings section of the model.

3 Left click and draw a rectangle in the required location of the appropriate size, then

release the left button.

4 Right click the list box.

5 Select format control.

6 Select “Input range:”.

7 Select the cells containing the list (in this example cells A5:A14).

8 Select “Cell link:”.

9 Select the cell where the result of the user’s selection is to be stored (in this example

C17).

10 Click ok.

11 Click anywhere outside of the list box.

The example in Chart 18.6 is completed by creating an OFFSET formula using the results

from the list box. The syntax for cell D17 is shown in cell D18.
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Chart 18.6 List box

Spin buttons and scroll bars for numerical inputs

The spin button and scroll bar icons can be used to create tools that allow users to

adjust the value of numerical inputs such as discount rates and terminal value growth rate.

The tools are created using the same steps described for other tools, but once the format

control option is selected the dialog box (see Chart 18.7) provides the modeller with

more inputs for controlling the results from the spinner or scroll bar.

The modeller can set parameters for the minimum and maximum values for a particular

input as well as indicating the rate at which the input changes for each click of the tool.

The results can then be linked to a cell on the spreadsheet which can then be incorporated

into the workings of the model.

Chart 18.7 Scroll bar dialog box
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TURNING A SPREADSHEET INTO AN APPLICATION

So far this book has focused on the individual elements within a model that might need to

be developed to address a specific business problem. During the development of the

model it is easy to forget that the ultimate user may not have been involved in the

development process. Users have a task, project or business problem that they need to

address, and they require a tool to make the process easier and more efficient and to help

them produce better final results. Unfortunately, many spreadsheets are almost impossible

for anyone other than the developer to use. Improving the ease of navigation and the

appearance and automating some tasks such as printing can turn a spreadsheet into a

useful application.

Navigation

Basic navigation

The nature of spreadsheet models is such that only a small number of spreadsheet

windows can easily be viewed at any one time, which can often make navigation difficult.

With only a list of sheet names at the bottom of a spreadsheet window for guidance it is

easy to become disoriented in large, complex models. The problems of navigation are

eased by the separation of inputs, outputs and workings and by adopting a logical

sequence to the sheets within the model. The use of informative sheet names can also aid

navigation. However, the first step in turning a spreadsheet into a spreadsheet application

is to provide the user with specific navigation tools.

Hyperlinks

One of the quickest and easiest methods is to place a series of hyperlinks on a separate

navigation page within the model. Hyperlinks, like the links on an internet web page,

allow the user to “jump” to a specific sheet.

The steps involved in creating a hyperlink are described below. The example produces a

“Menu” page that contains a hyperlink to the sheet called “Results”.

� Name two separate sheets Menu and Results.

� Move to the Menu sheet and select a cell in which to place the hyperlink (cell B2 in

the example).

� From the insert menu select hyperlink.

� Select bookmark.

� Select the Results sheet and a cell reference A1 should automatically appear (this can

be overwritten if desired); click ok.

� In “Text to Display” at the top of the dialog box enter Results Page.

� Click ok.

An example of the Menu sheet is presented in Chart 18.8. Clicking on the link moves the

user to cell A1 on the results sheet. The hyperlinks appear with a line underneath the text

and are initially blue in colour. Once a link has been activated for the first time it changes

from blue to maroon. The change in colour can act as a useful auditing device when the

model is being populated with data. The user will easily be able to identify those sheets

that have not been completed, as the links will still be blue. In a complex model there will
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be a large number of hyperlinks and they can be placed on the Menu sheet in the order

that the model must be completed. Text boxes can also be added to make navigation

clearer. A text box has been added in Chart 18.8. Alternatively, the text within the hyperlink

itself could simply have been changed to read “Click here to review the results”.

Chart 18.8 Navigation using hyperlinks

Creating a menu using Visual Basic

The example in Chart 18.9 can be produced in Excel with some simple macros.

Chart 18.9 Navigation menu using Visual Basic

The typical code needed to support a navigation menu is shown in Chart 18.10.
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Chart 18.10 Navigation macro

This code activates a sheet called “Executive Summary” and then moves to the range name

ExecStart within that sheet. Before creating and running the macro, the modeller must set

up a sheet with the name Executive Summary and type a range name, ExecStart, in cell A1.

In the Visual Basic editor select the workbook in the Project Window and from the insert

menu select module. The code in Chart 18.10 can be typed directly into the module.

The macro has been given the name “ExecMove”. The first line of code

Sheets(“Executive Summary”).Activate

activates the Executive Summary sheet. The line of code beneath moves the user to the cell

with the range name ExecStart.

Running this macro from Excel in the normal way will navigate the user to cell A1 on the

Executive Summary sheet. The same code can be copied and amended, within the Visual

Basic editor, to produce a separate macro for each sheet name. For example, the following

changes in the code would be required in a macro to navigate to cell A1 in a sheet called

“Summary Results”:

� Change the macro title “ExecMove” to “SummaryResults”.

� Change ExecStart to SummaryResultsStart.

A sheet name and a range name must also be created consistent with the new sheet and

range names introduced above.

Attaching a macro to a button

Using the toolbar to initiate the use of a macro can be a little cumbersome. An alternative

is to create a button on the spreadsheet to which the macro can be attached. Whenever the

macro button is pressed the macro code will be activated.

The following steps create a button and then attach the “ExecMove” macro to the button:

� Right click in the toolbar area and from the menu select forms.

� Left click on the button icon.

� Move to the spreadsheet and draw a rectangle.

� Select the macro “ExecMove” and press ok.

� Click on the text of the button and change it to “Executive Summary”.

� Click outside the button on the spreadsheet.
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The text, font and colour of the text on the button can be altered by right clicking on the

macro and then clicking inside the button to access the text. If the user clicks on the button,

the cursor moves to cell A1 on the Executive Summary sheet. An example of a macro

button is shown in Chart 18.11.

Chart 18.11 A macro button

A number of buttons can be placed on a sheet to create a navigation menu. Within the

body of the model itself, buttons entitled “Next” and “Previous” can be used to direct the

user through the model in the correct order. On each sheet a “Return to Main Menu”

option should be provided. Once a button has been created with a macro attached, that

button can be copied and pasted to other sheets (right click on the button and then select

copy, then move to the new location and select paste from the edit menu option). The

same button can be reused many times and will continue to perform the same macro.

Appearance

Consistency

Chapter 8 discussed a number of important presentational issues. One of the most

important is preserving a consistent appearance across all sheets, as this makes the model

easier to use and gives a more professional appearance when printed.

Simple layout

The modeller should ensure that each sheet has a simple layout and that only the

minimum required information is presented on each sheet. Ideally, all the information on

input and output sheets should be visible without having to scroll down the screen.

Providing too much information can be confusing and makes the model difficult and

frustrating to use. In designing the layout of the sheet, the user should consider whether

the application is likely to be used on a desktop or a laptop. Laptop screens are usually

smaller, so less information should be presented on a sheet. 

Freezing the screens

The title and subtitle should be placed in the top left-hand corner of each sheet. The

column headings should also be near the top of the sheet. Unfortunately, in sheets with a

large amount of information the model title and column headings can disappear from

view as the user scrolls down the sheet. To avoid this happening, the user can use the

freeze panes command to lock the titles and column headings in view when scrolling.

freeze panes effectively divides the screen into four quadrants. To use the freeze panes

option, imagine that the sheet has already been divided into the desired four quadrants
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and select the cell in the upper-left corner of the bottom-right quadrant. In the example in

Chart 18.12 this is cell E6.

To freeze the panes around cell E6:

� Select cell E6.

� From the window menu select freeze panes.

The block of cells A1 to D5 will now remain permanently in view. The user can continue to

scroll within the remaining quadrants, but rows 1 to 5 and columns A to D will always be

visible.

To unfreeze the panes:

� From the window menu select unfreeze panes.

Chart 18.12 Freezing panes

Placement of macro buttons

When macro buttons have been created these should be placed in the top-left quadrant of

a screen with frozen panes so they will always be visible and accessible to the user

irrespective of where, within the sheet, the user is.

Removing the gridlines

The presence of gridlines is one of personal preference. To remove gridlines use the

following commands:

� From the tools menu select options➞view.

� Uncheck the “Gridlines” box.

It is also possible to remove the row and column headings and even the scroll bar. These

changes can make the spreadsheet look much more like a dedicated application. However,

this is useful only if all the information is presented on the screen at once because the user

will have lost the ability to scroll within the screen.
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Printing

Setting the print ranges

Eventually, the user will want to print the output sheets from the model. If the print ranges

have already been set appropriately, the user can simply use the print command from the

toolbar to print a sheet or a collection of sheets.

To set a print range, highlight all the cells that are to be printed and then follow these

commands:

� From the file menu select print area➞set print area.

If a sheet is likely to require more than one page, the user can view the print areas by

following these commands:

� From the view menu select page break preview.

The thick blue lines indicate the boundaries of the print ranges. The print ranges can be

adjusted by simply clicking and dragging the blue lines to the required position. Additional

print options can be found in the file menu in page set-up. The orientation of the paper

can be chosen (landscape or portrait), the size of the print can be adjusted, and headers

and footers can be created.

Creating a print macro

It is possible to write a macro that automatically prints out the required sheets at the click

of a button. The macro code in Chart 18.13 prints the print area on the Executive Summary

sheet. The modeller will still have to set the appropriate print ranges on a sheet with the

name Executive Summary.

Chart 18.13 Print macro

The print macro can be attached to a button so that whenever the button is pressed the

Executive Summary sheet is printed. The print macro button can be placed on the sheet

itself in the top-left quadrant. Alternatively, a number of print macro buttons that relate to

different sheets can be placed on one sheet that then acts as the print menu.
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BASIC PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES WITH VISUAL BASIC

The macros reviewed so far have been very simple. The next step is to develop the power

of the macros so that they can perform more complex tasks.

Extracting information from a spreadsheet

Often the starting point for a more powerful macro is to extract a value from a spreadsheet,

such as a user’s input, in order to use it in a calculation. First, recreate the information in

Chart 18.14 on a sheet entitled Inputs.

Chart 18.14 Input data

Then, using the Visual Basic editor, create a new module within the workbook containing

the input data and type the following macro code. Once the code has been entered

correctly run the macro from the toolbar. The macro extracts the inputs from the

spreadsheet and presents them back to the user through a message box. In this example

cell references have been used, but it is often safer to work with predefined range names.

The coding is identical.

Chart 18.15 Data collection macro

The first line of the code

Sheets(“inputs”).Select

ensures that the sheet with the inputs has been selected. The lines

variable1 � Range (“b1”).Value

variable2 � Range (“b2”).Value
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assign the value of cells B1 and B2 to variables with the names variable1 and variable2

respectively. The final lines of code

MsgBox (variable1)

MsgBox (variable 2)

display the value of the variables by using the names that they have been allocated.

Performing a calculation

The simple preceding example is now extended to calculate the product of the two inputs

and display the result in a message box. The code in Chart 18.16 should be entered into a

new module.

Chart 18.16 Calculation macro

The new code

Product � variable1 * variable2

tells Excel that the variable “Product” is equal to the multiplication of the values of

variables 1 and 2. The message box then presents the value of the result of the

multiplication, the value of the variable “Product”. Running the macro should provide the

expected answer of 30.

An alternative to using a message box would be to place the result back into the

spreadsheet. The code can be amended as shown in Chart 18.17 to place the result of the

calculation in cell B3.
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Chart 18.17 Placing the result in the spreadsheet

The new line

Range (“b3”).Select

ensures that cell B3 is selected, and the line

ActiveCell.Value � Product

enters the value of Product into the active cell, which has already been established as cell

B3. If the macro is run the figure 30 should appear in cell B3.

For and next loops

In many problems requiring the use of macros, Excel may need to perform the same task a

number of times. A “for and next loop” tells Excel how many times to repeat a task or

calculation that is contained with the loop. The code in Chart 18.18 extracts an input value

from cell C3 in a sheet entitled Tables and generates the multiplication table for that input

and places it back into the sheet.

Chart 18.18 Multiplication tables macro
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If the macro is entered in a module and run, it should generate the same results as shown

in Chart 18.19. The user will need to set up a sheet entitled Tables and also create an input

in cell C3.

Chart 18.19 Multiplication table results

The code to generate the multiplication table is simple and builds on the earlier examples.

The line

Dim answer As String

tells Excel that the variable “answer” is a string rather than a numerical value. The

following three lines

Worksheets(“tables”).Activate

timestable � Range (“c3”).Value

Range(“c4”).Select

tell Excel to activate the sheet called “tables” and allocate the value of the contents of cell

C3 to the variable called “timestable”. The final line tells Excel to select the cell C4 ready to

start displaying the results of all the calculations.

The following six lines of code contain the for and next loop. The first line

For Count � 1 to 12

sets up the loop. The loop will be performed 12 times and the variable “Count” will

increase from 1 to 12 during each cycle of the loop. The code

Product � Count * timestable

assigns the variable “Product” the value of the product of the variable “Count” with the

input from the spreadsheet represented by the variable “timestable”. A string is then

created using the code
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answer � Count & “ x “ & timestable & “ � “ & Product

where answer combines the value of variables with some characters to generate the

information that can be placed back into the spreadsheet. The line

ActiveCell.Value � answer

sets the active cell equal to the value of the string, thus creating the results of the times

table calculations. Next, the code

ActiveCell.Offset(1,0).Select

moves the active cell down one to move into a new cell to be ready for the next iteration

of the loop. Finally, the code

Next

tells Excel to repeat the loop until the variable “Count” has reached the value of 12.

Although this worked example may seem trivial, the concepts, ideas and syntax can easily

be combined to create more powerful and useful macros. This is the focus of the next

chapter.
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19 From spreadsheet to application

When does a spreadsheet become a model and when does a model become an

application? Although the answers to these questions are undefined and perhaps

unimportant, the more professional a model looks and the more smoothly it operates, the

more confidence the users will have in its operation.

There are many books covering Visual Basic and macros. This chapter looks at techniques

to enhance the operation of a model and to evaluate and analyse a model’s results. It

describes some of the main areas that can be quickly and effectively added to a model.

WORKBOOKS, WORKSHEETS AND FORMS

This book has described the building of a model on a series of worksheets. In Excel a

collection of worksheets is known as a workbook. There are also “UserForms” which can

be used to display information or capture data. A UserForm is a window or dialog box in

which a series of controls (as explained in Chapter 18) are placed.

In Microsoft Windows every time there is a user action an “event” is triggered. These

events initiate actions in Windows, Word, Excel and so on. By using code you can add your

own actions to take place when these events occur. For example, when you select a

workbook to be opened, Windows will load Excel and the workbook. Using code it is

possible to add your own actions to this event, such as to display a welcome message.

There are a large number of events to which code can be linked. An exploration of the

visual basic procedures menu will identify many of the options available.

A welcome sheet or splash screen

Some developers like to display introductory information when their model is opened.

This tells them when it was written and the version being used, and sends the user to the

first sheet. These screens are known as splash screens. They form a “signature” for the

developer and provide the user with an impressive welcome to the model. To create a

splash screen:

� From the tools menu select macro➞visual basic editor (or press alt F11).

� From the insert menu select userform.

The screen displayed is shown in Chart 19.1.
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Chart 19.1 Creating a splash screen

On the UserForm you can start building your splash screen. Many of the controls in the

toolbox are the same as those described in Chapter 18. Click the control required in the

toolbox and then click the UserForm in the position required. By changing the properties

of the control in the properties window such as caption, font, background and special

effect a splash screen can be quickly created (see Chart 19.2).

Chart 19.2 A splash screen

The main features are as follows:

� An image on the left with a picture of a bitmap logo.
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� Six labels in the middle with plain text and six labels on the right with sunken text to

display the information. The range of content and style is determined by the author,

but it can be helpful in tracking versions if the version number and date are included

in the set. If the model is to be distributed to a group of users, it will assist if the

platform is included (this is the Excel version on which it was built). Where users

have a range of Excel versions, some functionality could be lost when a model is

operated on an older version. To identify your version of Excel go to the help menu

and select about microsoft excel.

� A label providing details of the copyright propriety over the model.

� Two command buttons for continuation when the splash screen is displayed.

The code supporting the splash screen is shown in Chart 19.3.

Chart 19.3 Splash screen code

Private Sub CommandButton1_Click() The exit button

ThisWorkbook.Saved � True The code switches off the workbook’s need to save any 

ThisWorkbook.Close changes that may have been made upon loading and then

End Sub exits

Private Sub CommandButton2_Click() The continue button

Unload Me Unload Me will remove the UserForm from the screen and 

Sheet1.Activate the cursor will automatically locate itself on sheet 1 at

Range(“A1”).Select cell A1

End Sub 

Private Sub UserForm_QueryClose(Cancel As Integer, Prevent closure

CloseMode As Integer) The user may try to ignore the splash screen (and the code

If CloseMode � vbFormControlMenu Then MsgBox that is commenced on selecting CONTINUE). This code

“Press either ‘Continue’ or ‘Exit’”Cancel � True will show a message to press one of the two buttons if the

End If close button at the top left of the screen is pressed 

To activate this splash screen when the workbook is opened, select the workbook in the

project window and insert the following code:

Private Sub Workbook_Open()

UserForm1.Show

End Sub

This will activate UserForm1 upon the opening of the workbook. It would also be helpful

if the continue button were highlighted as the default choice. To do this select the relevant

command button in the properties window and change its TabIndex property to 0.

Exit screens

A closing screen can also be created by a link to the workbook event of “BeforeClose”. This

can be used to show a screen that advises of activity or thanks the user for using the

model. The code is as follows:



Private Sub Workbook_BeforeClose(Cancel As Boolean)

UserForm2.Show

End Sub

Data screens

For models that require a large amount of data it can be helpful to use a UserForm that

enables efficient data validation and storage of the data. These forms can be set up as the

splash screen above and linked to an activation button on the worksheet. To establish this

button, open the control toolbox toolbar and select the button. This will be given the name

“CommandButton1”. In the project window of the Visual Basic editor select the sheet on

which the command button appears and enter the following code:

Private Sub CommandButton1_Click()

UserForm1.Show

End Sub

When you click the button on the worksheet, the form will be revealed. On the worksheet

the button will only work once you have exited “Design Mode” (indicated by the set

square symbol on the control toolbox toolbar).

Chart 19.4 illustrates the entry of staff details. It comprises a series of labels on the left with

text boxes and list boxes on the right for the entry of details. The command buttons at the

bottom enable to user to progress as indicated.

Chart 19.4 Staff details entry form

A list box has a predefined set of options (for example, for “Sex” it is preset for male and

female) so the user cannot select anything else. This ensures data validation.

Dates can be tested using the function ISDATE to ensure validity. Any errors are signalled

and storage is prevented until they are corrected. The line titled “Error Message” would

normally be invisible, but is revealed here to show that space is available for comments

during testing of the attributes entered.

When the Store button is pressed each item of the entry form can be transferred to a data

table on a worksheet using the code in Chart 19.5.
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Chart 19.5 Code for transferring entry form items to a data table

Private Sub CommandButton1_Click() Dim a variable to hold the row number of the

Dim Linerow As Single next available row in the table 

Sheet1.Activate Set the active cell to the top row of the data table (in this 

Range(“A7”).Select example A7). Using the end function it will move to the

Selection.End(xlDown).Select last filled row in the table with the new data to be

Linerow � ActiveCell.Row � 1 entered into this row plus one 

Sheet1.Range(“A” � Trim(Str(Linerow))).Select Select the cell to hold the data and store the content of the

ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 � TextBox1.Text text box. These rows would be repeated for all the attributes

captured on the form 

USING THE FINISHED MODEL

At the outset a model is built to provide decision support to enable the consequences of

implementinga project to be evaluated. The exploration ofscenarios and sensitivities ensures

that conclusions can be drawn in the knowledge of the likely results that can be expected. 

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

However accurately the assumptions in a model are generated, it is unlikely that reality

will yield the same result as the model. Indeed, the further into the future the result is

projected the less accurate the result is likely to be. Therefore it is perhaps more relevant to

identify the “arena of likely outcomes” than to rely on a specific numerical result for a

project. Each combination of realistic alternative assumptions will yield a different result.

Being comfortable with the perimeter of this arena will give confidence that it is acceptable

to implement this project. If the arena is large and has negative potential, the sanctioner of

a project needs to focus on the risks and likelihood of failure.

With the model structured in the way described in Chapter 8, the establishment of

scenario columns, as shown in Chart 19.6, easily enables the development of alternative

sets of data to explore a wide range of outcomes and the sensitivity of the projected result.

Chart 19.6 Setting up an input page to handle scenarios

The simplest and most common way to explore the project potential is to have three sets

of data:
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� An expected outcome comprising the modeller’s most realistic set of assumptions.

� A best case that illustrates the potential should the project exceed expectations.

� A worst case should conditions be adverse and the project matures less fast.

These can be set up as scenarios 1, 2 and 3, with row 4 being used to provide a narrative

heading for each column. This method is sometimes seen as simplistic and a more

comprehensive process is required.

Some companies like to see the separate impact of effects such as 10% increase on capital,

10% increase on operating costs, 10% decrease in revenue and 1-year deferral of revenue

commencement. This is perhaps more formal, but better still is to develop a dependency

ranking to identify the most important assumptions.

DEPENDENCY RANKING

This is the process of ranking the input assumptions in order of their importance to the

final outcome. It can help focus attention on the assumptions that must be validated to

ensure that a project should proceed.

To identify this ranking, follow the steps below:

� Identify an output number that defines success for the project, perhaps a net present

value (npv) or return on capital employed (roce) level.

� Quantify a value for this number that would prevent the project proceeding, such as

an npv of zero or a roce of less than 10%.

� Calculate as a percentage the amount each variable needs to change for the projected

result to reach the failure point.

� Rank the input assumptions in order of the amount of percentage change that can be

tolerated (the smallest being the most critical to the project).

For example, revenue could be created from the inputs shown in Chart 19.7.

Chart 19.7 Setting up an input page to evaluate dependency ranking

GOAL SEEK

Using npv as the success factor and zero as the failure value, the GOAL SEEK function can



be used to test the amount each variable needs to change for the projected result to reach

the failure point.

GOAL SEEK is used to find a specific result for an output cell by adjusting the value of an

input cell. For the function to work the numbers must be linked through formulae.

GOAL SEEK can be found in the tools menu. The function has three inputs:

� Set cell – the result value (or in the example the cell on the output sheet that displays

the npv amount).

� To value – the amount that the result value should reach (or 0 in the example). This

cell must be an entered value and not a cell reference.

� By changing cell – the input value that will be changed (one of the revenue

assumptions). This cell must contain a value and not a formula. Hence in the

example it would be linked to column E, where the number is entered, and not

column B, where there is an offset formula to pick up the number to drive the model.

Once set, press ok and the function will try to find a solution.

Chart 19.8 GOAL SEEK input box

If GOAL SEEK is successful, it will state that it has “Found a solution”. The input will now

have the value required for the “Set cell” to equal the “To value”. If ok is pressed at this

stage, the new input value will be retained. This would be a mistake, as the aim of this

dependency ranking is to explore the project’s sensitivity to each input individually and

not collectively. By pressing cancel the original input value will be restored. It would be

helpful to enter the GOAL SEEK value manually into column F in order to rank the impact

of each input.

If GOAL SEEK is unsuccessful, it will state that it “May not have found a solution”, showing

the target value and how near it has managed to get. This may imply that the project is not

sensitive to the input and that the input is not critical to its success. Alternatively, the

sensitivity of the search criteria may need to be adjusted.

To adjust the sensitivity of the search, select options➞calculation tab from the

tools menu. In the middle section of this box are the criteria for iteration calculation, the

basis on which GOAL SEEK works. Checking the iteration box allows you to adjust the

number of iterations and the maximum change in the result that is acceptable before

iteration stops. Maximum iterations is best left at 100, but Maximum change should be

changed to reflect the properties of “Set cell”. For an npv the value could be 1, as �/�1

will not be material to the answer. However, for a roce of 10% (held in Excel as 0.1) the

value should be 0.001 or even 0.0001.
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Repeating the operation

GOAL SEEK has a frustrating property in that it has to be called up each time it is used and

the three inputs have to be re-entered. For a small model this is not onerous, but for 50 or

more inputs it may be worth writing a small macro to automate much of the process.

Chapter 18 describes how to do this. Using the “follow me principle”, set up a new macro

and perform the key strokes described below. To the code can be added a small loop to

enable it to run a set number of times.

� In column E of the input sheet have the base assumptions.

� Copy the same data into column F so it is replicated (these should be values not

formulae linking to column E).

� Clear column G to store the sensitivity data.

The macro is shown in Chart 19.9.

Chart 19.9 Macro for automating GOAL SEEK selection

Here the code will run from lines XX to YY performing a GOAL SEEK calculation on the

data in column E. After each GOAL SEEK the answer is copied from column E to column G,

and the base assumption in column F is copied back to column E to continue with the data

in the next row.

Run the macro and column G will have all the sensitivity factors. Calculate the percentage

change from the base data and rank in order. (Having saved the spreadsheet, data➞sort

can be used to rank the findings.) Be aware of the need to take the absolute value of the

percentage changes. The negatives are as important as the positives. The �ABS(value)

function can be used around the percentage calculation to remove the sign.

In analysing the results of this process it will be important to focus on the principal drivers

of the value in the project. Any assumption that can cause failure with a swing of less than

10% will bring a high degree of risk to the project and require careful validation.

Dim count as integer
For count 5 XX To YY (the row numbers of the first and last lines of inputs)

Range(“E” + Trim(count)).Select
If ActiveCell.Value <> ““ Then

Range(“Cell co-ordinates of NPV value”).GOALSEEK_
Goal:=0, ChangingCell:5Range(“E” 1 Trim(count))
Range(“E” + Trim(count)).Select
Selection.Copy
Range(“G” + Trim(count)).Select
ActiveSheet.Paste
Range(“F” + Trim(count)).Select
Selection.Copy
Range(“E” + Trim(count)).Select
ActiveSheet.Paste

End If
Next
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MONTE CARLO ANALYSIS

Monte Carlo analysis provides a way of exploring a huge number of scenarios through the

model and being able to evaluate statistically the “arena of likely outcomes”. Instead of

setting one assumption for each input, the principle is based on setting a range within

which the input value should lie. For example, the revenue growth rate may not be 4%, but

it probably lies between 3% and 5%. Using the random number generator, the model can

randomly select an input value from each input range and then use this to derive a model

result. By operating several hundred or more iterations, an expected value and standard

deviation can be calculated. The standard deviation enables the model result to be quoted

with a confidence level. One standard deviation away from the expected value is 66%

confidence, two standard deviations away is 95% confidence and three standard deviations

away is 99% confidence.

This enhanced statistical presentation of a model’s results may seem helpful to the

sanctioning and approval process, but the wider the range of input ranges, the larger is the

standard deviation number and the bigger is the arena of likely outcomes. Hence a narrow

range of well-researched assumptions is still the way to derive a realistic result from the

model.

Setting up a Monte Carlo analysis requires a macro to operate and calculate the scenarios.

Monte Carlo macro

On the input page set up two columns that will contain the maximum and minimum

values of the range for each assumption (for example, columns E and F). In a third column

(for example, column G) calculate the random number within the input range. This can be

achieved by the following formula (as applied to row 8):

�RAND()*(E8-F8)�F8

Excel has a function RANDBETWEEN that can make this simpler, but it only works in

integers and hence would be inappropriate for models where percentages are involved.

Set the model to be driven from the dataset in this Monte Carlo column (column G). Every

time the spreadsheet is recalculated a new set of input values will be generated. To force a

recalculation press f9.

A Monte Carlo results page

This can be done with a simple macro or developed further by using a Visual Basic form

that can automate much of the data gathering and statistical evaluation.

Open a new sheet and set up a row that captures all the key attributes of the project that

are required, such as npv, irr, payback, roce, gearing, and so on. The references to the

output page need to be absolute, as this row of data needs to be copied down the sheet for

200 lines with every row reading the same value.

Set up a macro that is linked to a button, as shown in Chart 19.10.
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Chart 19.10 Macro for Monte Carlo analysis

The C in the line “Range …” code is the column of the last piece of data that is required to

be captured.

Set the macro to run. It will recalculate the model with new data, store the information

and move down a row. The loop will continue 200 times capturing a set of data on which

statistics can be applied.

To calculate a mean value use the �AVERAGE function over the range of data, and for the

standard deviation use the �STDEV function over the range of data.

To build a Monte Carlo analysis sheet with a UserForm, open a new sheet and create a

button to press that activates the Monte Carlo routine. This can be done using the same

process as that used for the data screens (see page 240). Link this button to a UserForm like

the one shown in Chart 19.11.

Chart 19.11 Monte Carlo analysis button

The code in Chart 19.12 can be used to clear a screen and capture the Monte Carlo data.

Dim count as integer
For count 5 1 To 200

Calculate
Range(“A” + Trim(count) + “:C” + Trim(count)).Select
Selection.Copy
Selection.PasteSpecial Paste:=xlValues, Operation:=xlNone, SkipBlanks:= _
False, Transpose:=False

Next
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Chart 19.12 Code for capturing Monte Carlo data

Dim Loopnumber As Long Dim loopnumber so it can be accessed across the 

subroutines 

Private Sub CommandButton1_Click() The quit button ends the process

Unload Me

End Sub 

Private Sub CommandButton2_Click() The run button requires the details entered in the text box

Loopnumber � Int(Val(TextBox1.Text)) to be validated. If invalid the error message in Label2 is

If Loopnumber > 1000 Or Loopnumber < 2 Then displayed and the user requested to re-enter

Label2.Visible � True

TextBox1.Text � “”

TextBox1.SetFocus

Else

Label2.Visible � False

UserForm1.Hide

Calcmonte

Unload Me

End If

End Sub 

Private Sub Calcmonte() The calculation of the Monte Carlo analysis starts by

Cells.Select clearing the sheet of any previous data

Selection.ClearContents 

Range(“A3”).Select The data to be captured is set up and stored in row 3

ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 � “1”

Range(“B3”).Select

ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 � “�Discount_rate”

Range(“C3”).Select

ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 � “�NPV”

Range(“D3”).Select

ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 � “�Payback”

Range(“E3”).Select

ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 � “�IRR” 

Range(“A3:E3”).SelectSelection.AutoFill The captured data is copied down by the number of rows

Destination:�Range(“A3:E” �_ Right$(Str$ defined by the user entry

(Loopnumber � 2), Len(Str$(Loopnumber � 2)) – 1)), 

Type:�xlFillDefault 

For Loop � 3 To Loopnumber � 2 A loop runs through the data recalculating and fixing the

Calculate values on each occasion

Range(“A” �

Right$(Str$(Loop),Len(Str$(Loop)) – 1) � “:E” �

Right$(Str$(Loop), Len(Str$(Loop)) – 1)).Select

Selection.Copy

Selection.PasteSpecial Paste:�xlValues,_ 

Operation:�xlNone, SkipBlanks:� False,_ 

Transpose:�False

Application.CutCopyMode � False

Next

End Sub 
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This macro will enable the data capture of the discount rate, npv, payback and irr values

for a user-defined number of iterations.

The code could be extended to write the headings in row 1 and then go on to calculate the

means and standard deviations in the cells under the data captured. To complete these

attributes use the same code structure as that used for the data screens (see page 244).

EXCEL SCENARIO MANAGER

In Excel there is a built-in Scenario Manager that can be used to achieve much of the

functionality described here. The disadvantage is that only 32 variables can be held in any

scenario, which limits the capacity of this function to support large models.

In practice, few modellers use the function as the visibility created by the OFFSET method

enables a high degree of clarity and user friendliness.

DISPLAYING THE ASSUMPTION DATASET ON THE OUTPUT SHEET

As the input page builds with datasets and scenarios, users may not realise which output

they are viewing or have printed. At the top of the output sheet put a detailed narrative

explanation of the scenario. Using the OFFSET function triggered from the dataset value,

the title of the scenario column used on the input sheet can be placed on the output sheet.

The contents of the cell under the title of the output sheet could be set up as follows:

�CONCATENATE(“Output generated from the dataset: “,OFFSET

(Inputs!D4,0,Dataset))

This can be further developed to include comments generated about input data validity

(see Chapter 8) and audit check (such as a test to check that the balance sheet balances),

thus enabling users to have a clear understanding of what they are viewing and how valid

the outputs are for decision-making purposes.

RISK AND ITS MANAGEMENT

The benefit of many models in providing decision support is to reduce the risk of

embarking on projects that will fail. To manage this risk divide it into three categories and

have appropriate strategies to manage each category:

� Assumption risk – that the estimates and assumptions used in the model are

significantly flawed and that the project benefits will never materialise.

� Operational risk – that in implementing the project there are unforeseen events,

complexities and skills that will require resource and cost to resolve.
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� Environmental risk – that the environment will change in terms of government

policy and economic conditions.

These risks have to be managed through appropriate responses that might be as follows:

� Assumption risk – exploration of sensitivity analysis and validation of key dependent

variables as described above.

� Operational risk – find appropriate mitigating factors to reduce potential exposure

such as insurance, supplier quality guarantees and performance bonds.

� Environmental risk – identify potential exit options during the life of the project that

can limit losses and continuing commitments, such as flexible property leases that

can be terminated rather than signed for 25 years.
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20 Documenting the model

INTRODUCTION 

The need for documentation

The changing needs of a business may require an existing model to be altered long after

the original development work was completed. Gaining the required understanding of a

model to allow further development work is a challenging task for the modeller, even

when that modeller did the original work. The most unenviable task for any modeller,

however, is to attempt to understand and then further develop somebody else’s poorly

structured and documented model. In nearly all cases, the modeller abandons the original

and develops an entirely new model from scratch, representing a significant waste of

resources.

The existence of relevant, accurate documentation, at the appropriate level of detail, makes

these tasks considerably easier. It will also be invaluable to whoever else may have to

develop or maintain the model in the future. The preparation of documentation material

throughout the development process also provides reassurance to the sponsor of the

project. If the original modeller is unable to continue to develop the model, for whatever

reason, the sponsor will be able to pass the uncompleted model and the accompanying

documentation to a new modeller, who will quickly be able to continue the work. Lastly,

documentation makes the reviewing and testing process more effective and efficient.

As well as development documentation, a user guide and training material are essential if

the model is to be successfully used by someone other than the modeller.

When to document

Documentation should ideally take place throughout the development process. As well as

allowing a simple handover of development from one modeller to another, documenting

the model alongside the development process helps to instil discipline, rigour and

structure. Preparing documentation material throughout the build stage also makes writing

the final document, after the model is completed, less onerous.

Unfortunately, producing detailed documentation often proves too cumbersome during the

initial stages of development, especially if the early workings of the model are evolving

through a number of iterations. However, particularly complex areas of the model should

be documented as soon as they have reached a reasonable degree of stability. Inevitably,

most of the work on preparing the documentation will be done once the model has been

completed. The modeller should therefore ensure that sufficient time has been included in

the project plan to allow for this important task.

Where to document

The modeller must decide whether to produce the documentation within the model itself

or whether to use a separate file. Maintaining the documentation within the model makes
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the spreadsheet solution more self-contained. The material is always accessible and there is

no risk of the documentation file becoming separated from the model it supports.

Retaining all the material within the model also makes version control between the model

and the documentation easier to manage. Unfortunately, spreadsheet packages are not

specifically designed for document production, so the presentation of the material is not

always as clear as it would be if it had been produced in a separate, dedicated piece of

software such as a word-processing package. Furthermore, the user or reviewer of the

model may prefer to have a printed version of the documentation available while they

work through the model, which may be more effectively accomplished through the use of

a separate file. The ultimate decision will depend on the preference of the user and the

complexity and usability of the model. Ideally, extensive documentation within the model

should be combined with a well-presented model development document and a high-

level user guide produced in a word-processing package.

DOCUMENTATION WITHIN THE MODEL

A number of options for online documentation and user help are available to the model

developer. At the simplest level, “cell comments” (text boxes attached to a particular cell

that appear when the user hovers over the cell) can be used. At the other end of the scale,

dedicated software can be purchased to help create Windows-based help systems. For

most modelling exercises, however, the use of cell comments and text boxes (discussed

below), supplemented by a well-written manual, is more than adequate.

Cell comments

During the build stage of the model development process, cell comments are probably the

most effective method of documenting the model. They are quick and easy to create and

can be tagged to a particular cell. If the model has to be restructured, and cells moved to

new locations, the cell comments will move with the cells. The use of cell comments is

made even easier if informative variable range names have been used. The cells can refer

to the names rather than cell references, which makes understanding the formulae easier.

The content of the cell comments can also be used as the basis for preparing the detailed

documentation at the end of the development process. The content of the cell comments

can simply be copied and pasted directly into a word-processing document, saving

considerable time and effort.

To create a cell comment using Excel, follow the steps below:

� Select the cell in which the comment is to be placed.

� From the insert menu select insert comment.

� Type the comment directly into the comment box.

� Click on any other cell to close the cell comment box.

� To read a comment, hover over the cell and the comment will appear.

� To edit a comment, select the cell and right click the mouse to reveal edit

comment.

Within the comment box there is considerable flexibility to alter the font, style and
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presentation. This flexibility also makes cell notes useful for providing user guidance and

help, as they are unobtrusive and immediately available within the model. Cell comments

can help the user understand the input requirements, such as appropriate units and

currency.

Text boxes

Text boxes are more useful for providing user help than for providing model

documentation, as they are not tagged to a specific cell. They are permanently visible on

the face of the spreadsheet, which makes them ideal for alerting the user to important

tasks associated with using the model. They also offer increased formatting and

presentation options compared with cell comments. As they are not attached to particular

cells, their creation should wait until the model’s structure is fairly stable.

To create a text box using Excel, follow the steps below:

� Ensure that the drawings toolbar is visible by right clicking in the main toolbar

area and selecting drawing.

� Click on the text box icon.

� Create an appropriately sized rectangle on the spreadsheet in the preferred location

by left clicking and dragging the mouse to draw the required shape.

� Click on the text box to enter text and use the standard formatting functions.

Dialog boxes

Dialog boxes are a more time-consuming method of providing user help, although they do

make a model seem much more sophisticated. They can give the model the appearance of

being a dedicated application rather than a spreadsheet. The modeller can place

instructions and information in the dialog box, although compared with text boxes the

formatting and text capabilities are limited. Dialog boxes also require macro code to reveal

them to the user. The easiest approach is to place a button on a particular sheet that reveals

the dialog box when it is clicked. An alternative is to create a dedicated toolbar with a

number of help options, each associated with a particular dialog box. Unfortunately,

creating dialog boxes is beyond the scope of this book, but most books on Visual Basic for

applications provide a detailed explanation of this process.

Specific help software

A more elegant alternative to the creation of a series of dialog boxes is to purchase

software specifically designed to create user help systems. The software provides simple

wizards that enable the modeller to develop help screens that resemble those of any

Windows application.

Macro comments

If the modeller has incorporated macros as part of the modelling solution, it is essential to

ensure that these macros are well documented. Attempting to understand the actions of an

undocumented macro is even more challenging than reviewing poorly structured and

undocumented spreadsheets. Comments should be placed liberally throughout any macro
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code. The comments should identify and describe any variables used and their

characteristics, as well as the tasks performed by each section of code. The example in

Chart 20.1 uses the macro code from Chapter 18, but it has been embellished with

comments. The comments begin with an apostrophe to indicate that the text is for

information only and is not part of the operational code.

Chart 20.1 Macro code comments

DOCUMENTATION OUTSIDE THE MODEL

Fit for the purpose

Irrespective of the format used for providing development documentation or user guides,

the material must be written with the ultimate objectives of the audience in mind.

Development documentation is aimed at those who will have to review, develop or

maintain the model. Documentation for these audiences will be more detailed than a user

guide and will explain how the model is structured, the key input variables, the logical

flow of the workings and especially any critical relationships between variables that must

be maintained. User guides and any training material, however, will be at a much higher

level and will focus more on the nature of the data inputs, the order in which the model

must be completed and how to run sensitivities and scenarios, before explaining how to

interpret and analyse the results. 

Good document form design

The format and style of any documentation should be carefully considered. The following

information should be clearly visible and in the same position on every sheet of the

document, ideally in the top right-hand corner:

� Title

� Reference or version number

� Author

� Page number

� The date of preparation and issue

� File name including the directory file path

The document should also provide a sufficient margin on the left-hand side to allow it to
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be read, even once it has been filed. A standard paper size is important to allow for easy

reproduction, and plenty of space should be provided for additional information that

might be recorded by hand. An example of the layout of a typical model documentation

page is shown in Chart 20.2.

Chart 20.2 Typical documentation layout

Structure

The structure of the document should flow naturally from the model, provided that the

model itself has been carefully designed. The documentation should also be structured to

reflect the modular design of the model. If the documentation is modular, any changes to

a particular module within the model can easily be reflected in the corresponding section

of the documentation. For example, if a module within the model becomes redundant and

is removed, it should be possible to remove the appropriate section from the report

without damaging the flow and readability of the overall document. 

Modeller’s documentation

Documentation for a modeller should contain, as a minimum, the following information:

� A contents page.

� An overview of the model, including its objectives, approach, structure and

limitations.

� A review of the data input requirements, including definitions, variable names and

their appropriate units.

� A commentary on the logical flow of the model, which would include: identification

of critical variables and relationships; a discussion of key workings.

� Details of macros used to perform specific tasks, with a line-by-line review of the

code where appropriate.

� A review of the main outputs and guidance on interpreting the results.

� Additional features in the model such as printing and navigation macros.

� Areas identified for future development.

User’s documentation

The level of detail contained in the documentation produced for users will depend on the

skill level of the users, the complexity of the model, and the sophistication and extent of

the user interface and online help within the model. Documentation for the users will

usually involve the production of a user guide or manual and, occasionally, training

material. 
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Contents of a typical user’s guide

A typical user’s guide should include the following:

� A contents page.

� An overview of the model’s objectives, key features and limitations.

� An overview of the structure of the model and the tools in place to help the user

navigate around the model to ensure that it is completed in the correct order.

� A list of key milestones for completing the model.

� The data input requirements, including definitions, units and currencies.

� A section-by-section guide to completing the model. The level of information

contained in the user guide will depend on the level of detailed support provided

online within the model.

� Guidance on reviewing the model’s outputs to ensure that the model has been

populated correctly.

� How to run scenarios and sensitivities through the model.

� How to print the final outputs.

� An appendix or glossary of technical terms.

Training material

To avoid an unnecessary duplication of effort, any training material that the modeller is

required to produce should draw heavily on the contents of the user guide. The

presentation should be at a reasonably high level of detail, as the combination of the

online help within the model and the user guide will provide all the required information.

The training material should focus on the structure of the model, the design of the user

interfaces and the steps involved in completing the model. If possible, the training should

include extensive worked examples where the user practices completing each section in

turn.

Continuing user support

Inevitably, users will raise questions about the model that cannot be answered by

reference to the online help within the model, the documentation or user guide. The

modeller should decide how the continuing support will be provided and inform the users

of the process for gaining access to user support.
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21 Writing and presenting the business plan

The financial model generated through this book will be able to help you evaluate a wide

range of scenarios to understand the potential of a business or project. These will form the

backbone of a business plan to seek approval for a venture from investors (either internal

to an organisation or external).

Although the outputs from the model will be the basis of the financial case for the project,

the numbers will have to be supported by a business plan – a written document that

describes and summarises the opportunity. This chapter gives guidance on the questions a

business plan should seek to address, the potential contents and the presentation of

financial information.

KEY ISSUES TO ADDRESS IN A BUSINESS PLAN

The typical issues that investors want to see explored and explained in a business plan

document are as follows:

� What is the determinant of the value in this proposal – which factor(s) will deliver

and sustain the success/competitive advantage that is offered?

� What is the evidence that the determinants of value will deliver the projected results

– the surveys, past history or success of similar ventures in other places?

� What other options have been considered to achieve the same aim (and why is do

nothing not the best option)?

� What are the risks that the investors will take on by backing the project, and what is

the worst possible scenario?

� What returns and rewards are available if the venture should prove successful?

� What is the experience of the people involved, and do they have the skills to realise

the potential in the project?

� Do the managers understand the business, its markets, its customers and its

competition?

Many investors would cite the most important ingredient in the success of any venture as

the managers, the people responsible for delivering success. Therefore most investors need

to “believe” and “trust” the managers. Belief can be conveyed through the rigour and

quality of the business plan. Trust will often take more: interaction at meetings, the ability

to answer questions and harmony of thinking – a set of interpersonal factors that no

model or paperwork can provide.

The business plan will open the door to a project being heard; the meeting has to bring it

alive and convince the investors that management can deliver. 
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TYPICAL CONTENT OF A BUSINESS PLAN DOCUMENT

To answer these questions and provide the details of a proposal, the typical contents page

for a business plan might include the following:

Executive summary

An overview of the opportunity available, summarising the management team, the

products or services proposed, key financial information risks and the investment required.

Strategic importance

� Importance to the individual, organisation or group

� The competitive advantage offered in the market

� Links to other products and markets

� Links to other processes

� Why “do nothing” is not a better option

� Other options considered to achieve some aims

Market

� Actions of competitors that could have a detrimental impact

� Competing alternatives

� Likely future demand in the light of competitor actions

� A detailed SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats) analysis will

form a useful summary of the marketing proposition

Commercial risk

� Key business risks in the project

� Impact of a shortfall in revenue and an overrun in costs

� Mitigation of risks including exit options should all go wrong

� Competition – strengths and weaknesses

� Political and legal issues

� Regulation

� Monopoly

Financial

� Projected cash flows

� Valuation measures of payback, npv (net present value) and irr (internal rate of

return)

� roce (return on capital employed), ros (return on sales), rona (return on net

assets), ebitda (earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation)

� Accounts presenting projected profit and loss and balance sheets

Assumptions

� Key assumptions and the evidence that they are valid



� Research completed

� Reference for data

� Benchmark validity

Economic

� Exchange rates

� Inflation

� Growth of economy

� Funding sources

Taxes

� Impact of tax – corporate, withholding, capital gains and others

Sensitivity

� Alternative scenarios

� Results of sensitivity analysis applied to changes in key variables

� Timescale changes

Technical

� Type of plant and equipment

� Capability and compatibility

� Yields and unit times

� Processes

� Maintenance and reliability

Milestones

� Approval as start date

� Commencement of investment

� Production and delivery

� End date or terminal value

Manning

� Human resources implications

� Scheduling

� Dependencies

� Utilisation of plant

� Utilisation of property

Safety, health and environment

� Key issues

� Approvals
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Report style

In preparing a business case for approval, the content should be written in a selling style

that influences and persuades the reader as to the merits of the opportunity. If the authors

are not excited by the opportunity, then why should the investors want to back it?

The length of the business plan should be proportional to the size of the investment. It is a

fine balance between demonstrating that the authors have done a thorough investigation

and a conciseness that is efficient for the reader. Often when the proposals are submitted

internally the sanctioners will offer:

� limited time

� short attention span

� low boredom threshold

� potential expertise in non-critical areas

Therefore the layout should allow readers to grasp quickly the principal issues as well as

having clear references to supporting papers in a supplementary appendix.

PRESENTING THE MODEL OUTPUTS

Financial results can be effectively presented with a lively analysis that uses pictorial or

graphical charts to convey information.

In his book on data reduction, A.S.C. Ehrenberg1 describes several methods for

communicating data through manageable tables and charts to enable it to be visibly easier

to read, assimilate and act upon. Some of his techniques include the following.

Rounding

Most people cannot manipulate long numbers in their heads. To enable readers to analyse

the data presented, it is helpful to round each number to two effective digits. Although this

may seem a reduction in detail, it will probably be realistic within the accuracy of the

model projections.

For example, if the irr for two projects were 18.86% and 38.12%, they would be difficult to

compare. However, with two effective digits the irr becomes 19% and 38%, making it

quicker to see that one number is half the other.

Tables of data

Tables of data are much easier to read if they are sorted into ascending or descending order

of the most critical item, such that the top few items of data convey the critical

information.
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It is also helpful to leave a gap every few rows to enable the eye to travel easily across the

table without jumping a row.

An example is reworking the data in Chart 21.1 into Chart 21.2.

Chart 21.1 Sales by country

2005 2006 2007 2008

Canada 578.1 553.2 654.2 765.4

France 177.9 241.4 472.9 632.8

Germany 384.1 429.4 556.1 642.9

India 185.4 278.3 335.6 432.8

Japan 165.4 145.2 185.4 176.4

Spain 0.0 0.0 25.2 64.1

UK 153.2 171.6 183.6 234.6

USA 1,473.2 1,321.5 1,659.0 1,854.3

This table would be better presented rounded to two effective digits, sorted by size of sales

in 2008 (not alphabetically by country), with a gap inserted between the two blocks of

four rows, as shown in Chart 21.2.

Chart 21.2 Sales by country

2005 2006 2007 2008

USA 1,500 1,300 1,700 1,900

Canada 580 550 650 770

Germany 380 430 560 640

France 180 240 470 630

India 190 280 340 430

UK 150 170 180 230

Japan 170 150 190 180

Spain 0 0 25 60

This can be achieved as follows.

To round to two significant figures

Providing numbers are mainly greater than zero, copy them from a source area through the

following formula:

�ROUND(number,MIN(2�LEN(ROUND(number,0)),0))

To order

Highlight the whole block of data (from top left country name to bottom right value for

2008). From the menu select data➞sort and sort by the right-hand column in

descending order.
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To insert the blank line

This must be done manually by inserting rows as appropriate.

Rows versus columns

It is usually easier to read down a column of numbers than across a row. This is because

the leading digits in each number are then close to each other for direct comparison.

An example is Chart 21.3.

Chart 21.3 Age profile of customers

Under 15 15–30 30–50 Over 50

Buyers 8% 23% 48% 21%

If this table is swapped round, it is much easier to see where the key segment of the

market resides, as shown in Chart 21.4. Furthermore, the superfluous percentage sign has

been removed and added to the heading, making the numbers clearer.

Chart 21.4 Age profile of customers

Buyers (%)

Under 15 8

15–30 23

30–50 48

Over 50 21

Graphs

Graphs are useful to tell a story, not necessarily to convey detail (for which a table would

be better). For clarity, keep a graph to a maximum of three lines or stacks on a bar chart

and then summarise the key trend that emerges to help the reader interpret what is being

shown. Try to avoid a detailed description of each rise and fall along the line. 

An example is Chart 21.5 on the next page.
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Chart 21.5 Forecast sales

An appropriate narrative might be as follows:

“The sales rise by an average of 9% per year over the ten years, although much of the

growth is achieved in the second half of the decade.”

For details of how to produce graphs see Chapter 7.
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Appendix Spreadsheet functions

ABS

Definition Returns the absolute value of a number, that is, the number without the

sign

Examples of use Used in the calculation of the mean square error to assess the goodness

of fit of a model

Syntax �ABS(number) where number is the real number of which you want to

have returned the absolute number

Example �ABS(10)�10

�ABS(�10)�10

Reference Chapter 10, page 100

AND

Definition In combination with an IF function, AND can be used to test multiple

attributes. The overall result is true only if results from every test are

true 

Examples of use Testing whether a number falls between a range of valid values

Syntax Within an IF statement

�IF(AND(logical test, logical test),value if true, value if false) 

Example If the range name Month is given to a cell where a user has entered a

month number. Its validity could be tested with

IF(AND(Month>0,Month<13,”Valid”,”Error”) 

Reference Chapter 7, page 46 

AVERAGE

Definition Returns the arithmetic mean of a series of arguments

Examples of use 1. Calculating the average customer base from the opening and closing

customer-base positions from which a revenue figure can be derived

2. Calculating the average cash balance from an opening and closing

position from which an interest charge can be calculated

Syntax �AVERAGE(number1,number2,…numbern) where number1,number2…

are arguments for which you want to calculate the arithmetic average

Example �AVERAGE(1,2,3)�2

If cells A1 to A3 are 1,2,3

�AVERAGE(A1:A3)�2

Range names can also be used in this function

References Chapters 7, 10 and 14, pages 50, 116 and 160

CONCATENATE

Definition Joins a number of string (text) variables into a single text variable

Examples of use When labelling results the description of the results can be combined

with the currency name, which can be a user input
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Syntax �CONCATENATE(text1,text2,…) where text1,text2… are strings

Example If Currency is a range name for the currency description (for example,

UK£), then

�CONCATENATE(“Total profit – ”,Currency) would return

Total profit – UK£

Cells, range names and text can be used in this function

References Chapter 7, pages 44 and 50

COUNTIF

Definition Counts the number of cells within a specified range that meet given

criteria

Examples of use Examining whether user input data are valid

Syntax �COUNTIF(range,criteria) where range is the range in which you want

to count the cells and criteria is the form of a number, expression or

text that defines which cells will be counted

Example If cells A1 to A4 contain “red”, “blue”, “red” and “green” respectively,

then �COUNTIF(A1:A4,“red”) would return 2

Reference Chapter 7, page 48

EXP

Definition Returns E raised to the power of the number where E is the constant

base of the natural logarithm

Examples of use Fitting product life cycle curves

Syntax �EXP(number) where number is the exponent applied to base E

Example �EXP(1)�2.7181282

Reference Chapter 10, page 110

IF

Definition Returns one value if a specified condition is true and another value if

the condition is false

Examples of use 1. Determining whether the balance on a cash account should be

reflected as an overdraft or a positive cash balance in the balance sheet

2. Determining whether a formula should be altered to reflect the first

year of a forecast

Syntax �IF(logical test,value if true,value if false) where logical test is any

expression that can be evaluated on the basis of true or false. Value if

true is the value returned if the test is true and value if false is the value

returned if the result of the test is false

Example If the range name Cash is 125, then 

�IF(Cash<0,“Overdraft”,“Positive cash balance”) would return “Positive

cash balance”

Reference Chapter 7, page 45

INDEX

Definition Returns a value or a reference to a value from within a table or range.

Can be used either in an array or in a reference form. In the array form
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the function always returns a value or an array of values; in the

reference form a reference is always returned

Examples of use Extracting linear regression coefficients and statistics from the LINEST

worksheet function

Syntax Array Syntax – INDEX(array,row number,column number) where array is

an array of cells and row number and column number specify a cell or

an array of cells

Example �LINEST({1,9,5,7},{0,4,2,3}) produces the array {2,1}

�INDEX(LINEST({1,9,5,7},{0,4,2,3}),2) returns the second result from the

array, 1

Reference Chapter 7, page 46, and the uses of the LINEST function

IRR

Definition Returns the internal rate of return for a series of cash flows

Examples of use Investment evaluation

Syntax IRR(values,gross). Values is an array or reference to cells that hold

numbers for which you want to calculate the irr. Gross is a number

close to the expected irr

Example If B1 to B6 contains $�70,000, $12,000, $15,000, $18,000, $21,000 and

$26,000 respectively, then IRR(B1:B6) equals �2.12%

Reference Chapter 15, page 183

ISERROR and ISSER

Definition Tests whether a value or reference contains an error, but ISERR does not

detect the error of #N/A!

Examples of use To avoid errors elsewhere in the model rendering the balance sheet

incapable of balancing itself as a result of circular references in cash

and taxation workings

Syntax �ISERROR(value) where value is a value or reference

Example If the result of a calculation in cell A5 results in a division by zero, then

�IF(ISERROR(A5),“Division by zero error”,“Result OK”) returns

“Division by zero error”

Reference Chapter 7, page 46

LEN

Definition Returns the number of characters in a text string

Examples of use To test whether a user input exceeds a specified number of characters

Syntax �LEN(text) where text is the string for which you want to count the

number of characters

Example If cell A5 contains the user input “GBP£”, then

�IF(LEN(A5)>3,“Entry must be three characters or less”,“Entry correct”)

would return “Entry must be three characters or less”

Reference Chapter 21, page 260
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LINEST

Definition Calculates the statistics for a line of best fit for a set of data through the

application of ordinary least squares regression. As the function returns

an array of variables that describe the line it must be entered as an

array function

Examples of use Determining the coefficients of a regression line fitted to a set of

observations that can be used to predict future sales. Useful for multiple

regression exercises

Syntax If the equation of a straight line is given by the formula

y�m1x1�m2x2�…�b 

then �LINEST(known-y’s,known-x’s,constant,statistics) will produce the

statistics describing the line. A block of cells (at least 5 by 5) should be

highlighted and the formula entered. Hold down the CTRL and SHIFT

keys and press ENTER – this will enter the formula as an array. Known-y’s

represent the existing, known dependent variables. Known-x’s represent

one or more explanatory variables. Constant is a logical value (either

true or false). If true or omitted, b is calculated normally. If false, b is set

to zero. Statistics is a logical value that if true returns the additional

regression statistics

Example �LINEST({1,9,5,7},{0,4,2,3}) produces the array {2,1} where 2 represents

the slope of the line and 1 gives the intercept

Reference Chapter 10, pages 100–01

LN

Definition Returns the natural logarithm of a number

Examples of use Fitting a product life cycle curve

Syntax �LN(number) where number is a positive real number for which a

natural logarithm is required

Example �LN(86) returns the value 4.454347

Reference Chapter 10, page 110

MAX

Definition Provides the largest value among a set of values

Examples of use Calculating the number of credit controllers required to manage a

maximum number of accounts

Syntax �MAX(number1,number1,…) where number1 and number2 and so on

are a collection of numbers from which the largest is sought

Example If A1 to A5 contain the values 1, 4, 15, 6 and 12, then

�MAX(A1:A5) would return the value 15

Reference Chapter 7, page 45

MIN

Definition Returns the smallest number among a set of numbers

Examples of use Calculating the replacement level of fixed assets

Syntax �MIN(number1,number2…) where number1, number2 … are a collection

of numbers
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Example If cells A1 to A5 contain 2, 4, 5, 3 and 9, then

�MIN(A1:A5) will return 2

Reference Chapter 7, page 45

MOD

Definition Returns the remainder of a division calculation

Examples of use Calculating when to replace a fixed asset based on its economic life

Syntax �MOD(number,divisor) where number is the numerator and divisor is

the denominator of a division calculation

Example �MOD(3,2) returns the answer 1

Reference Chapter 7, page 50

NPV

Definition Calculates the net present value of a series of cash flows

Examples of use Evaluating investment projects

Syntax �NPV(rate,value1,value2,…valuen) where rate is the discount rate and

value 1, value 2 to value n are cash flows

Example �NPV(10%,�10000,3000,4200,6800) equals $1,188.44, and you must

format the cell for currency

Reference Chapter 15, page 183

OFFSET

Definition Returns the reference to a range that is a specified number of rows and

columns away from a cell or a range of cells

Examples of use 1. Selecting datasets for different scenarios

2. Fixed asset disposal calculations

Syntax �OFFSET(reference,rows,columns,height,width) where reference is the

start point from which the offsets are made. Rows is the number of

rows (up or down) from the reference cell that you want the upper-left

cell to refer to. Columns is the number of columns (left or right) that you

want the upper-left cell to refer to. Height and width specify the size of

the returned reference – these can be excluded and only the single cell

will be returned

Example �OFFSET(C3:E5,�1,0,3,3) gives cells C2 to F4

Reference Chapter 7, page 49

OR

Definition In combination with an IF function, OR can be used to test multiple

attributes. The overall result is true if any one of the separate tests is

true 

Examples of use Testing whether a number falls between a range of valid values

Syntax Within an IF statement �IF(OR(logical test, logical test),value if true, value

if false) 

Example If the range name Month is given to a cell where a user has entered a

month number, its validity could be tested with
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IF(OR(Month<1,Month>12,”Error”,”Valid”) 

Reference Chapter 7, page 46 

RANK

Definition Returns the rank of a number from a list of numbers where rank

examines the size of the number relative to the others in the list

Examples of use Comparing current performance against the results of previous years

Syntax �RANK(number,reference,order) where number is the number to be

ranked, reference is a list of numbers that may be in an array or a

reference and order indicates how to rank the number. If order is zero or

omitted, then the ranking assumes the numbers are in descending order

Example If A1 to A5 contains the numbers 6, 3.2, 3.2, 2, 1, then

�RANK(A2,A1:A5,1) gives 3

Reference Chapter 16, page 196

ROUND

Definition Rounds a number to the specified number of digits

Examples of use Improving the presentation of results

Syntax �ROUND(number, number of digits) where number is the number to be

rounded and number of digits is the number of digits you want to

round the number to

Example �ROUND(5.1234,2) returns 5.12

Reference Chapter 8, pages 65–6

ROUNDDOWN

Definition Rounds a number to the specified number of digits towards zero

Examples of use Improving the presentation of results

Syntax �ROUNDDOWN(number, number of digits) where number is the

number to be rounded and number of digits is the number of digits you

want to round the number to

Example �ROUNDDOWN(5.1234,2) returns 5.12

Reference Chapter 8, page 66

ROUNDUP

Definition Rounds a number to the specified number of digits away from zero

Examples of use Improving the presentation of results

Syntax �ROUNDUP(number, number of digits) where number is the number to

be rounded and number of digits is the number of digits you want to

round the number to 

Example �ROUNDUP(5.1234,2) returns 5.13

Reference Chapter 9, page 73

SIN

Definition Calculates the SINE of a given angle
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Examples of use Forecasting business cycles in the calculation of GDP growth rates

Syntax �SIN(number) where number is the angle in radians. To convert from

degrees to radians multiply it by PI()/180

Example �SIN(30*PI()/180) gives 0.5 the SIN of the 30 degrees

Reference Chapter 9, page 73

SUM

Definition Adds all the numbers in a range

Examples of use Calculating totals

Syntax �SUM(number1, number2, ….) where number1, number2 and so on are

numbers to be added

Example If cells A1 to A5 contain the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, then

�SUM(A1:A5) gives the result 15

Reference Chapter 10, page 92

SUMIF

Definition Adds the cells within a specified range that meet given criteria 

Examples of use Summarising tables of data 

Syntax �SUMIF(Range,Criteria,Sum range) where Range is the range to be

tested for meeting a defined criteria. Criteria is the test to be applied to

the cells defined by the Range. The Sum range is the cells that will be

added should the criteria be met

Example If cells A1 to A4 contain “red”, ”blue”, ”red” and “green” and cells B1 to

B4 contain “1”, “10”, “100” and “1000”, then

�SUMIF(A1:A4,”red”,B1:B4) would return 101 

Reference Chapter 7, page 47 

TREND

Definition Returns values along a linear trend using ordinary least squares

regression (see also FORECAST and LINEST)

Examples of use Forecasting future revenue

Syntax �TREND(known-y’s,known-x’s,new-x’s,constant) where known-y’s are

the known dependent variables, known-x’s the known, existing

explanatory variables and the new-x’s the explanatory variables for

which new y values will be forecast. Constant is a logical value: if true

or omitted, then the constant is calculated normally; if false, then it is

forced to zero

Example �TREND({1,2,3,4},{1,2,3,4},{5;6;7}) would generate the result 5;6;7

Reference Chapter 10, page 99

VLOOKUP

Definition Searches for a value in the left-most column of a table and then returns

a value from the same row in a column from within the table specified

by the user

Examples of use Look-up tables can be used to generate price tables
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Syntax �VLOOKUP(lookup value,table array,column index number,range lookup)

where lookup value is the value to be located in the first column of the

array. Table array is the data table from which the value will be looked

up. Column index number is the column number in the table from

where the value will be retrieved; the first column of the table is

column one. Range lookup (optional) is a logical value: if true, you are

requesting an exact match, if false, then you require the closest match.

If you specify true, then the values in the first column of the table must

be sorted in ascending order

Example For a detailed example see Chapter 11, pages 121–22, Charts 11.7 and 11.8

References Chapter 11, page 121
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definition and uses 75

modelling approach 76–7

seed 75

inflexible costs see under operating costs

information, hiding 69

input sheets 59–65, 60, 61, 72, 72

input timelines 29, 29, 30, 31

inputs

additional 29

alternative 22

analysis 23, 24

extreme 213

inflation 76, 76

seed 19

strategic 30

uncertainty/impact 23–4, 23, 25

validation 66

variables 6, 7

interest 147, 156, 180

interest calculations 157

interest costs 131
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interest income and charges

alternative approaches to modelling interest

income 159–60, 159, 160

interest rate assumptions 158

issues in modelling interest income and

charges 158

modelling interest income and circular

references 158–9

interest rates 14, 15, 53

assumptions 158

base see base interest rates

interface sheets 36

internal rate of return (IRR) 13, 172, 183–5, 183,

184, 245, 257

more than one 184–5, 185

investment

commencement of 258

investment funding 203

net 157

overseas 150–51

reinvestment ratio 203

investment control 149

investor measures

dividend cover 204

earnings per share 204

IRR see internal rate of return

IRR function 265

ISDATE function 240

ISERROR function 46, 51, 211, 213, 265

ISSER function 265

J
J curve 146, 146, 152, 154

joint ownership 149

judgmental techniques 85

L
land residual value 132

leases 149

operating (rents) 147

LEN function 265

lending rates 152

leverage 155

lines, in formatting 67–8, 68

LINEST function 100–101, 101, 102, 103, 104,

108, 266

list box 224, 225

LN function 266

loans 149, 152, 156

losses 163, 165, 168

M
macroeconomic factors 15, 70–84

base interest rates 78–80

exchange rates 80–83

gross domestic product 70–75

inflation rate 75–7

other macroeconomic variables 84

population 83–4

macroeconomic forecasts 8

macroeconomics 70

macros 216–21

calculation 233, 233

comments 252–3, 253

editing the macro code 218

macros for repeated tasks 218–21

creating a personalised toolbar 221

formatting macros 218–19

personal macros 218

protecting the model 219–21

Monte Carlo 245, 246

multiplication tables 234–6, 234, 235

print macro 231, 231

recording simple 216

running the macro 218

viewing macro code 216–17, 217

manual code review 208

market growth 15

market liberalisation 18

market size 15

market value 129, 129, 130, 132

mathematical operations 209–10

MAX function 45, 125, 135, 179, 196, 266

mean square error (MSE) 99

media 19

microeconomic variables 15

microeconomics 70

Microsoft Excel 2, 4, 37, 40, 50, 51, 53, 90, 106,

180, 183, 210, 216, 218, 227, 234, 235, 236, 237,

239

milestones 10, 258

MIN function 45, 139, 154, 196, 266–7

mission statement 18

mobile telecommunications industry

bottom-down/top-up forecasting 88

critical factors 15, 16

decomposition of revenue 86

penetration 105, 106, 107, 109, 111, 111

product cycle life 106, 107

regression analysis 97, 106

segmentation 112

third-generation mobile data services 88

total revenue 115, 116

MOD function 50, 125, 134

model developer 9

model development process management 32–9
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best practice in model development

avoiding some common pitfalls 39

the basics of quality control 35–8

the model development process

create workings pages for all main

sections and develop calculations 33

develop the user interfaces and conduct

user testing 34

set up output and input templates 33

test and debug 33

transfer results to output pages 33

a model development project plan 34

establishing a modelling charter 34

using material from the modeller’s

library 34

populate input templates with base or test

data 33

styles of development 32

free-form development 32

model layout 59–60, 59

model outputs 13, 17, 259–62

model ownership 35

modeller’s toolbox 40–58

naming sheets 40

range names 40–44

useful features

conditional formatting 52–3

divide by zero 51

format painter 51–2

macros for repeated tasks 218–21

one graph suits all 55–8

shortcut keys 50–51

using graphs 53–5

useful functions

AND and OR 46–7

AVERAGE 50

CONCATENATE 44–5

MIN, MAX or IF statements 45–6

MOD 50

OFFSET 49–50, 49

SUM IF and COUNT IF 47–9, 48

modelling funding issues 146–57

cost of funding 151–2

debt to equity ratios 155–6, 156

funding strips 152–4

identifying the cash flow to be funded 147

operating environment 150–51

project control 149–50

putting the funding cost back in the model

156–7

balance sheet 157

cash flow statement 157

profit and loss account 156–7, 157

time periods 154–5, 154

types of funding 147–9

weighted average cost of capital 152

modularisation 63

Monte Carlo analysis 245–8

moving average 90, 91, 92

MSE see mean square error

multiplicative model 96

multiple models and dynamic links 36–7

multiple regression 85, 87, 101–4, 102, 103, 104,

105

N
naming sheets 40

navigation see under spreadsheet applications

NCF see net cash flow

net book value 130, 138, 139, 140, 140

net cash flow (NCF) 182

net debt 155

net operating profit after tax 204

net present value (NPV) 13, 172, 179, 182, 183,

184, 184, 189, 190, 194, 242, 243, 245, 257

nominal forecasts 14

NPV see net present value

NPV function 267

number styles 68–9

numbers

for an output 4

negative 4

within a formula 4

O
OFFSET function 49–50, 49, 57, 119, 125, 134, 135,

138, 224, 248, 267

operating costs 29, 31, 60, 117–27, 161

completeness of operating costs 117, 

117–18

cost behaviour 118

drivers of costs 123–7

inflation 126–7

inflexible costs 125, 125

tax 127

triangulation 126, 126

fixed costs 122–3, 122, 123, 125, 126, 200

variable costs 118–22

operating environment 19, 149, 150–51

operating profit 186

operational risk 248, 249

options 148

OR function 46–7, 267–8

ordinary shares 148

output sheets 33, 60, 63, 63, 64, 248

output template 16, 17, 18
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outputs 6, 7, 23, 29

presenting model 259–62

overdrafts 149

overheads, allocated 175

overseas investments 150–51

P
P/E ratios 186–7, 188

packaging 117

payback 172, 177–9, 245, 257

payroll cost 126, 203

PBT see profit before tax

PED see price elasticity of demand

penetration 105, 106, 107–12, 109, 114, 115

total 114

period ends 14

period length 14

PERT (Performance Evaluation and Review

Technique) 10–11

PEST analysis 21

plant

residual value 131–2

utilisation 258

PLC see product life cycle

population 70

behaviour 83

definition and uses 83

growth 15

modelling approach 83–4

seed 83

post-project review 6, 7

PPP see purchasing power parity

preference shares 148

prepayments 141, 141, 142

present value 182

price elasticity of demand (PED) 86–7, 87, 115

prices

constant 14

fall in 4

print ranges 231

probability models 19

product life cycle (PLC) 106, 107, 107, 189

product prices 53

profit and loss 33, 60, 164, 257

profit and loss account 129, 141, 143, 156–7, 157,

161, 162, 163, 167, 169, 173

profit before tax (PBT) 181

profit flow 172

profit margin 199–200

profits 14

operating 186

programming techniques with Visual Basic

232–6

project appraisal and company valuation

172–92

conventions for setting out the cash flows

176–7

sign convention 176

timing 176–7, 177

discounted cash flow theory 179–82

calculating the discount rate 180

calculating the WACC 181

dicounted cash flow decision rule 182

discount rate 180

risk premium 179

short time intervals 180

time value of money 179

discounting cash flows in practice 182–3

evaluating companies 185–92

techniques for valuing companies 186–8

using DCF analysis in practice to value

companies 188–92

identifying the relevant project cash flows

172–6

the cash effect of change 174–5

dealing with allocated overheads 175

group versus project 176

relevant costs and capital expenditure 174

relevant revenues 174

relevant taxes 174, 174

internal rate of return 183–5, 183, 184

more than one IRR 184–5, 184

payback 177–9

project appraisal and valuation techniques

172

project control 149–50

project manager 8, 9, 10

Project Plan see under business modelling

process

property

space requirement 123, 124, 124

utilisation of 258

protecting the model see under spreadsheet

applications

purchase, timing of 132

purchase cost 131

purchase tax 127

purchasing power parity (PPP) 80, 81

R
R2 value 97, 98, 102

radio (option) buttons 222–3, 223

range names 4, 40–44, 158, 159, 164, 191

accessing the named inputs and rows 44

common range names 43–4

defining several individual names 42, 42
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naming one cell 41

naming one cell where the cell name is

displayed to the left of reference value 41,

41

naming several values at once 42–3, 42

naming whole rows 43

range test the model 212–13

RANK function 268

ratios 60

the Du Pont pyramid of ratios 199–203

balance sheet management 201–2

further analysis 202–3

percentage of sales measures 201

profit margin and asset turnover 199–201

external analysis 194

internal analysis 194–5

internal ratio analysis 195

interpreting 196–7

average 196

high and low values 196

rank 196

useful ratios to calculate

return on average capital employed

(ROACE) 198

return on equity (ROE) 199

return on net assets (RONA) 197–8, 198,

199, 200, 201, 204

real forecasts 14

recalculation 69

reducing balance 130, 130

regression equation 98, 98

regression techniques see under revenue

forecasting

regulatory environment 70

rents 147

replicating actual results 212

report style 259

research agencies 8, 70

residual (“disturbance”) component 89

residual value 132

retail price index 75

return on average capital employed (ROACE)

198

return on capital employed (ROCE) 242, 243,

245, 257

return on equity (ROE) 199

return on net assets (RONA) 197–8, 198, 199,

200, 201, 204

return on sales (ROS) 257

revenue 14, 30, 53, 60, 64, 117, 147, 172, 173

decomposition 86

derivation of 29

total 86, 115–16, 116

revenue forecasting 14, 85–116

approaches to

bottom-up versus top-down forecasting

87–8

classification of forecasting

methodologies 85

decomposition of revenue 86

price elasticity of demand 86–7, 87

time frame 88

long-term forecasting 105–11

fitting a product life cycle curve 107–11

the product life cycle 107, 107

regression techniques 96–105

estimating the coefficients 97–9, 97, 98

forecasting using the TREND function

100, 100

limitations of regression analysis 105

the LINEST function 100–101, 101

multiple regression 101–4, 102, 103, 104,

105

regression analysis 96–7

the TREND function 99, 100

segmentation 112–16

business segment 114–15, 114, 115

consumer segment 112–13, 113, 114

mix effects 116

total revenue 115–16, 116

time series analysis 85, 87, 88–96

additive and multiplicative models

89–90, 90

components of a time series 89

estimating the trend and seasonal factors

manually 91–4, 92, 93, 94

estimating the trend using the built-in

moving average function 90–91, 91

forecasting using the trend, seasonal

factors and the additive model 94–5, 95

limitations of time series analysis 96

the multiplicative model 96

time series data 88, 89

revenue multiples 188

revenue tax 163

ripple effect 51

risk 149, 150, 151, 155

assumption 248, 249

commercial 257

environmental 249

operational 248, 249

premium 179

ROACE see return on average capital employed

ROCE see return on capital employed

ROE see return on equity

RONA see return on net assets
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ROS see return on sales

ROUND function 154, 268

rounding 65–6, 65, 66, 259

ROUNDOWN function 268

ROUNDUP function 123, 133, 268

row consistency 210

rows versus columns 261, 261

S
sales

forecast 55

tax 127, 163–4

saving the model regularly 36

scenario development 25–31

scenario planning

benefits 20

the development of 20

stage 1: identifying high impact, highly

uncertain inputs 20, 21–4

stage 2: identify alternative development

paths for key inputs 20, 25–6, 25–6

stage 3: select the three or four most

informative scenarios 20, 26–8, 27

stage 4: develop the scenario stories 20,

28–30

stage 5: develop the business strategy 20, 30

scenarios 20

scheduling 258

scroll bars 225, 225

seasonal component 89

seasonal factors 89–90, 90, 91, 93, 94, 94, 96

seed 19, 60, 62, 71, 75, 78, 80, 83

segmentation see under revenue forecasting

sensitivity analysis 147, 241–2, 241

shareholder value 193–5, 194, 199

ratio analysis 194–5

short period rate 180

shortcut keys 50–51

sign convention 66, 176

simple modified exponential trend curve 108

SIN function 268–9

SINE curve 71, 76

SMART goals 9

social trends 70

socio-economic shifts 18

specific help software 252

spin buttons 225

splash screens 237–9, 238

spreadsheet applications

appearance

consistency 229

freezing the screens 229–30, 230

placement of macro buttons 230

removing the gridlines 230

simple layout 229

basic programming techniques with Visual

Basic 232–6

Forms toolbar 221–5

navigation

attaching a macro to a button 228–9, 

229

basic navigation 226

creating a menu using Visual Basic 227–8,

227, 228

hyperlinks 226–7, 227

recording simple macros 216

viewing macro code 216–17, 217

printing 231

creating a print macro 231, 231

setting print ranges 231

protecting the model 219–21

spreadsheet functions 263–70

spreadsheets 2, 11

advantages and disadvantages of using 3

and model ownership 35

see also input sheets; output sheets; working

sheets

start of trade 133, 258

stock 143–4, 144, 202

stock days 143, 144, 202

strategic plan 12, 18, 31

style and outline 59–69

alternative model layout 63–4

formatting 67–9

colours 67

column width 69

fonts 67

lines 67–8, 68

number styles 68–9

making the model intelligible 64

making range names work 64–5, 64

model layout 59–60

recalculation 69

retaining consistent logic by having the

same formulae every year 65

rounding to invisible 65–6, 65, 66

sheet layout: inputs 60–61, 60, 61

sheet layout: outputs 63, 63

sheet layout: working 61–2

sign convention 66

some things to avoid, recalculation 69

things to avoid, hiding information 69

sum of the digits 131

SUM function 269

SUM IF function 47–8, 48, 269

supply chain 176
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SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities

and threats) analysis 257

synergy 176

T
tables of data 259–61, 260

tactical plans 18

tasks 10

tax shield on financing 181

taxation 33, 34, 127, 173, 258

the challenges of modelling taxation 163

forms of taxation 163–4, 163

generic approach to corporation taxation

workings 164–5, 165, 166–7

technical errors 206

technical obsolescence 131

technological change 70

templates 11, 13, 16, 17, 33

terminal value 14, 189, 258

testing and debugging 33, 34, 206–15

the importance of 206

testing strategy 207–15

step 1: eliminate technical and

conceptual flaws 208–12, 214

step 2: range test the model 212–13, 215

step 3: stress test the model 213, 215

step 4: user testing 214, 215

types of errors

conceptual errors 206

technical errors 206

user errors 206

text boxes 252

third-party forecasts 70

tick box 43, 43

time frame 13–14, 88

time periods 154–5, 154

time seriesanalysis seeunder revenue forecasting

time value of money 179

top-down forecasting 87–8

total revenue 86, 115–16, 116

trace error button 51

transport trends 15

trend curves, exponential, Gompertz and

Logistic 108

TREND function 99, 100, 101, 105, 269

trend see under revenue forecasting

trendline 55

regression 98

triangulation 126, 126

U
uncertainty, scenario planning and model

inputs 19–24

business model input checklist 24

defining the inputs 19

examining different approaches to

uncertainty 19

scenario-based forecasting approach 20

stages of a scenario-based forecasting

approach 20, 20

stage 1: identifying high impact, highly

uncertain inputs 21–4

analyse variables according to

uncertainty and impact 23–4, 23

identify all the variables that influence

the business 21–2, 21

identifying the relationships between

variables 22

review the data collection requirements

22–3

understanding the nature of uncertainty

19

uncertainty/impact matrix 23–4, 23, 24, 25, 29

units 14

upper asymptote 107, 108, 108

urbanisation 15

useful economic life 131

users

documentation 254

errors 206

interfaces 34

support, continuing 255

testing 214

using the model 241–9

dependency ranking 242–4

displaying the assumption dataset on the

output sheet 248

Excel Scenario Manager 248

GOAL SEEK 242–4

Monte Carlo analysis 245–8

risk and its management 248–9

sensitivity analysis 241–2

V
valuation 60

see also project appraisal and company

valuation

valuation approaches see project appraisal and

company valuation

valuation range 190

value-added tax 127

variable costs see under operating costs

variables 21–2, 21

dependent 96

endogenous 22

exogenous 22
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independent (explanatory) 96–7, 100

uncertainty/impact 23–4, 23

variance analyses 13

version control 35

versions of the model, retaining 35–6

vertical analysis 201

vision statement 18

Visual Basic 216, 232–6

Visual Basic Editor 216–17, 217, 218, 

240

VLOOKUP function 121, 122, 269–70

W
WACC see weighted average cost of capital 

warrants 148

warranty 118

weighted average cost of capital (WACC) 152,

167, 180, 181, 190

wind-farm operators

critical factors for 15, 16

develop the scenario stories 28–30, 

29

Gantt chart 10, 11

impact/uncertainty matrix 23–4, 23

input timelines 29, 29

output template 17

potential input development paths 25–6,

25–6

revenue model 29–30

strategic inputs 30

variables influencing 21, 22

withholding tax 258

working capital see under capital expenditure

and working capital 

working capital turnover 201–2

working sheets 60–5

workshops 17–18

writing and presenting the business plan

key issues to address in a business plan 256

presenting the model outputs 259–62

graphs 261, 262

rounding 259

rows versus columns 261

tables of data 259–60

report style 259

typical content of a business plan

document

assumptions 257–8

commercial risk 257

economic 258

executive summary 257

financial 257

manning 258

market 257

milestones 258

safety, health and environment 258

sensitivity 258

strategic importance 257

taxes 258

technical 258

Z
zero, set all inputs to 211

zero book value 136


